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PREFACE. 

COMMENTARY like the present draws frankly from 
A its predecessors, just as these in their turn used ma- 

terials quarried by earlier scholars, whom they do not 

name on each occasion. The right to do this is won by con- 
scientious effort in sifting previous collections and reproducing 
only what is trustworthy, apt, and instructive for the under- 

standing of the text. If new illustrations or evidence can be 
added, that is so much to the good. 

So far as I am aware, the solution I have given of the textual 
problem of i", the “shadow of turning," is strictly new. It 

is a matter of no consequence in itself, but acquires interest 
because it bears directly on the relation of the Sinaitic and 

Vatican manuscripts, and because Dr. Hort candidly recognised 
this reading of N and B, as hitherto understood, to present a 
grave, although unique, obstacle to his and Dr. Westcott's 
theory. 

To some other discussions, of the nature of detached notes, 

in which material is freshly or fully collected, I have ventured 
to call the reader's attention in the Table of Contents. It may 
also be not improper to remark that the account of extant 

ancient commentaries on James in Greek and Latin (pages 
IIO-II3) runs counter to some recent statements. 

The explanation offered of “thou” and "I" in 2%, which 
seems to me to solve the problem of that passage, is not 
strictly new, but has been overlooked in most current works 

on the epistle. In the light of modern geographical knowledge 
the reference in 57 to “the early and latter rain" gains a 
greater importance than has generally been observed. 

The summary of the epistle (pages 4/.) may make more 
v 
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clear and intelligible than I have been able to do elsewhere the 

measure of unity which the epistle shows, and the relation of 
its parts. 
A marked defect of this commentary, although one not 

peculiar to it, is that its rabbinical illustrations ought to be 
fuller. The glaring technical inconsistencies in the mode of 
referring to such passages as are cited will betray at once that 
they are drawn from various secondary sources and not from 
original and systematic research. It would be a great service 
to New Testament scholars to provide them with a new and 
adequate set of Horae hebraicae, and nowhere is the need so 
great as in James and the Gospel of Matthew. 

These two writings are sources from which a knowledge of 
primitive Palestinian Christianity can be drawn, and they rep- 

resent a different line of development from that of the Hel- 
lenistic Christianity which finds expression in Luke, Paul, and 

john. The grounds of the distinction are other than those 
which the Tübingen School believed to have controlled early 
Christian history, but they are no less clear or far-reaching. 

A just understanding of these tendencies requires a sound 
view not only of the origin and meaning of the Epistle of James, 
but of its history in the church. And here the critical question 
is that of the Shepherd of Hermas. The view stated below 
that Hermas betrays no knowledge of James and is not de- 
pendent on him was forced on me, I am glad to say, by the 
study of the facts, against a previous prejudice and without at 
first recognising where it led; but it is in truth the key to the 
history. If Hermas really read the Epistle of James so often 
that he knew by heart its most incidental phrases, now working 

them into his own writing and again making them the text 
for long expansions, the place of the epistle in early Chris- 

tianity becomes an insoluble riddle. 
The notes on textual criticism in the commentary are intended 

to treat chiefly those selected variants which make a difference 
in the sense; the materials employed do not ordinarily go be- 

yond the apparatus of Tischendorf. I hope later to treat the 
criticism and history of the text of James in the light of all the 
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evidence, including as nearly as may be the whole body of 
extant minuscule Greek manuscripts. 

To many friends who have helped me in countless ways and 

from great stores of thought and knowledge I would gratefully 
express the obligation that I owe them. 

James Harpy ROoPES. 
Harvard University, 

October 15, 1915. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

I. THE EPISTLE. 

The Epistle of James is a religious and moral tract having 
the form, but only the form, of a letter. It contains counsels 
and reflections on a variety of topics relating to personal char- 
acter and right conduct, but attains a certain unity from the 
writer's own traits of sincerity, good sense, and piety, which 
are manifest in every paragraph. The epistle has been as- 
signed to many dates and several places of origin, and is held 
by many to be a genuine writing of James the Lord's brother; 

but it is probably the pseudonymous production of a Christian 
of Jewish origin, living in Palestine in the last quarter of the 

first century or the first quarter of the second. The precise 
limits of the period within which it was written cannot be 
determined. 

The epistle reflects the conditions of Jewish life in Palestine, 
and almost all the ideas have their roots in Jewish thought, but 

in much of the language, style, and mode of expression gener- 

ally, and in some of the ideas, Hellenistic influences are unmis- 

takable and strong. The interweaving of the two strains con- 

tributes much to the freshness and effectiveness of the epistle 
as a hortatory essay. 

Our first certain knowledge of the book is — two sources 
of about the same date; namely, Origen (c. 185-c. 254) and 

the pseudo-clementine Epistles to Virgins, written in Palestine 
in Greek in the early decades of the third century. After 
Origen the Epistle of James seems soon to have become widely 

accepted in the Greek church as a part of the N. T. In the 
West the translation into Latin, made before 350, gives the 
earliest evidence of acquaintance with the epistle by Latin- 
speaking Christians. In Syria the Greek original was known 

I 



2 JAMES 

as early as the latter half of the fourth century, and it was 
first translated into Syriac (as a part of the Peshitto) in the 
early part of the fifth. 

$1. THE PURPOSE AND CONTENTS OF THE EPISTLE. 

(a) Purpose. 

The writer of the Epistle of James has in mind in his coun- 
sels the general needs of such Christians as he is acquainted 
with or of whose existence he is aware. The epistle does not 
treat of the special concerns of any particular church nor owe 
its origin to any specific occasion. The author addresses any 

Christians into whose hands his work may fall and touches 
upon subjects of wide and general interest. It cannot be said 
that the epistle has any more specific “purpose” than the gen- 
eral aim of edification. In the selection of topics the writer 

was governed partly by his own special interests at the mo- 
ment, partly by what he drew from his own experience of the 
life about him as to the needs of human nature in general. 

Doubtless here, as always, the impulse to expression arose from 
the consciousness of having something to say which by its 
freshness either of form or substance would interest readers 
and strike home. There is no attempt in the epistle to give a 
full or systematic account of the author’s ideas on any subject. 

(b) Contents. 

Like the ancient Wisdom-literature of the Hebrews, with 

which (in spite of entire difference of style) the writer probably 
shows some familiarity, much of the epistle is in aphoristic form. 
Such sentences, having their meaning complete in themselves, 
gain comparatively little illumination from the context; they 
are the well-rounded and compact results of whole trains of 
previous thought, and are successful in suggesting these to the 
reader’s mind. In trying to interpret by a paraphrase, or to 
show the connection of ideas, it is difficult to avoid ascribing to 

the writer what he has not said, and elaborating thoughts 
hinted at, rather than fairly implied, by the text (cf. the full 
and instructive Paraphrases of Erasmus, and the attempts to 
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summarise the epistle found in the commentaries and the books 
on Introduction). 

The aphorisms are not generally isolated, but are gathered 

in paragraphs; and these often have unity and show connec- 
tion and progress of thought. The paragraphs are grouped 

loosely under more or less definite points of view, and in chs. 
2 and 4'-5* we find an approach to the fuller discussion of a 

topic from various sides. In some instances the connection be- 
tween smaller divisions is made by the skilful use of the same 
or a similar word at the close of one sentence and the opening 
of the next (thus, 1! - yadpew, yapdy; 1*!- Xeurdpevot, Melre- 
Ta; 13!. Tretpaa uv, meipatdpevos; | 121 1- Adyov, Adyou; sist. 
mpocevyecbe, énos; cf. the connection made by 3!*!* be- 
tween the divergent subjects of chs. 3 and 4). It is notewor- 
thy that in the later chapters, where there is more continuity 
in the flow of thought, this method of “capping” sentences 
rarely occurs. 

Beneath the whole epistle plainly lie two pervading and 
strongly felt principles: (1) the hatred of sham of every kind; 
(2) the conviction that God and the world are incompatible as 
objects of men’s allegiance. Neither of these principles could 
serve as a title to the tract, but they bind its somewhat mis- 
cellaneous contents together in a sort of unity. 

These general characteristics recall the spirit of the Hellen- 
istic diatribes, among which the Epistle of James seems to find 
its fittest literary classification. There, as here, the aim to 

pierce through appearance and pretense to reality is a leading 
motive, and in the first two chapters of James we read what 

Christian earnestness thought it worth while to say on this 
favourite theme of the sometimes superficial or possibly flip- 
pant, but commonly serious even if unconventional, Greek pop- 
ular street preacher;* while James's discussion, in his last two 

chapters, of the two incompatible aims of human striving also 

treats a familiar topic of these moralists.f 

* P. Wendland, Die hellenistisch-rimische Kultur in ihren Besichungen su Judentum und 
Christenium?, 1912, p. 76 (Diogenes), p. 85 (later moral preachers). 

t Wendland, o. cil., p. 85; A. Bonhóffer, Epiktet und das Neue Testament (Religionsge- 

schichtliche Versuche und Vorarbeiten, x), 1911, pp. 351 f. 
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These contacts make more intelligible the structure of the 
epistle. Familiarity with these great discussions, which had 
been given in public for centuries, would cause contemporary 

readers to see fitness in a series of topics which to us seem in- 

congruous, to recognise the naturalness of transitions which 
strike us as awkward and abrupt, and to detect a latent unity 
which for us is obscured by the writer's habit of making no 
introductory announcement of his successive themes. It must, 
however, be emphasised that the writer's method is hortatory, 
not expository (about 60 imperatives occur in the 108 verses) ; 
his goal is nowhere so definitely formulated in his mind as to 
forbid a swift and unexpected leap to inculcate some important 

object of Christian endeavour (soin ch. 5). In such cases we can- 

not assume completely to trace the real sequence of his thought. 
The following summary of the epistle is an attempt to indi- 

cate for the several larger divisions the point of view which may 
have led to the grouping of the paragraphs. 

Il Epistolary Salutation. 

I. 12-226, ON CERTAIN RELIGIOUS REALITIES. 

(1) 128, In the formation of character. 

(a) 1**. The real nature of trouble is as an aid to a 
well-rounded character. 

(b) 1**. Real prayer requires unwavering faith. 
(c) 1*1, Poverty is real wealth. 
(d) 13. The endurance of trouble brings the crown of life. 
(c) 1!*1*. The real cause of sin is not temptation sent 

by God, but lies within yourself. 

(2) 19-235 In religious instruction and public worship. 

(f) 135, Hearing is indeed better than talking, but the 
real response to the word of God is not to listen 
only but to obey. 

(g) 1?**. Real worship is inconsistent with reckless 
speech; the best worship is ny service and 
inner purity. 
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(h) 217. To court the rich and neglect the poor in the 
house of worship reverses real values. 

(7) 2*18, For such conduct it is a futile excuse to urge 
that the law of love requires it. 

(j) 2:***. Equally futile is it to pretend in excuse that 
the possession of faith dispenses from works. 

II.  3'!5 ON THE TEACHER’S CALLING. 

(a) 3'"*. Against ambition to be teachers. The teacher 
is under heavier responsibility than others; yet 
the tongue (the teacher's organ) is as powerful as 

the little rudder in a great ship, as dangerous as a 
little fire in a great forest, and is untamable. 

(b) 315, The true wise man's wisdom must be meek 
and peaceable; such wisdom alone comes from 

above, and only peaceable righteousness receives 
the divine reward. 

III. 4-59. WORLDLINESS AND THE CHRISTIAN CONDUCT OF 
LIFE CONTRASTED. 

(x) 4!'-5*. Worldliness in rivalry with God as the aim of life. 

(a) 4133, The cause of the crying evils of life is the pur- 

suit of pleasure, an aim which is in direct rivalry 
with God and abhorrent to him. 

(b) 417. The practical neglect of God seen in the 
trader's presumptuous confidence in himself; and 
the futility of it. | 

(c) 5+8. The practical neglect of God seen in the cruelty 
and luxury of the rich; and the appalling issue 
which awaits it. 

(2) 572. Counsels for the Christian conduct of life. 

(d) 5-1. Constancy and forbearance; and their reward. 
(e) 5!218, The religious expression of strong emotion; 

and the efficacy of prayer. 
(f) 5°». The privilege of service to the erring. 
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$2. Tur LITERARY TYPE or THE EPISTLE OF JAMES.* 

The character of James as an epistle is given it solely by 1’, 
which (see note ad loc.) has the conventional form usual in the 

opening sentence of a Greek letter. But the address (however 
interpreted) “to the people of God, in their dispersion" (rais 
wera purais èv T) Stacrropa) implies that what follows is a 
literary tract intended for any Christian into whose hands it 
may fall, not a proper letter sent to a definite individual or 
even to a definite group of persons. 

With this corresponds the epistle itself. The author's treat- 
ment of his themes is plainly governed by the conditions of 
life with which he is familiar, but nothing implies any definite 
or restricted circle within the Christian church as the persons 
to whom the letter is sent. The terms used are in part drawn 
from local conditions, but the exhortations themselves could 

apply anywhere where there were Christians. Asaletter proper 
would be a substitute for a conversation, so such an epistle as 
this corresponds to a public address prepared for delivery to 
an indefinite number of audiences and equally suitable for all 
of them. A letter proper is written to be sent to the person or 
persons addressed. A tract is, in more or less formal fashion, 
published. The same piece of writing might, indeed, be in itself 
fit for either use; in that case the author's purpose could be 
learned only from the form of the epistolary address. But in 
the present instance neither contents nor address indicates that 
the letter was ever intended to be sent to any specific church 
or churches. 

On the history of the epistolary form in classical and Christian lit- 
erature, see R. Hirzel, Der Dialog, 1895, esp. i, pp. 300-308, 352-358, 

ii, p. 8; H. Peter, Der Brief in der rümischen Literatur (Abhand- 
lungen der phil-hist. Classe der Kgl. Sächsischen Gesellschaft der 
Wissenschaften, xx), 1901; K. Dziatzko, art. “Brief,” in Pauly-Wis- 
sowa, RE, 1899; A. Deissmann, Bibelstudien, 1895 (Eng. transl. rgor), 

art. * Epistolary Literature," in EB; H. Jordan, Geschichte der alichrist- 
lichen Literatur, 1911. 

* C. F. G. Heinrici, Der literarische CharaMer der neutestamentlichen Schriften, 1908, 
brings out many noteworthy points of view with regard to the various aspects of these ques- 
Jions, and was one of the first in recent times to call attention to their importance. 
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The Epistle as a form of literature, in distinction from its use 
as the convenient instrument of personal intercourse, seems to 
have its roots in the Greek literary history of the fourth and 
third centuries before Christ. Eminent men of a still earlier 
period had written letters, often long and weighty, and these 
had sometimes been collected. Such were those of Isocrates, 
of which some genuine representatives may perhaps be included 
in the extant collection bearing his name. Especially Aristotle, 
1322 B.C., wrote letters, and his tracts of counsel to Alexander 
and to Themison, King of Cyprus, gained by virtue of their 
personal dedication something of the character of letters. Epi- 
curus, 1270 B.C., sought to strengthen the fellowship of his dis- 
ciples by writing letters, of some of which the addresses at least 
are known to us (mpòs toù èv AiyvmTQ díXovs, mpòs Tovs èv 
"Aaía $íXovs, mpòs Tos dv Aaudrdko díXovs, mpds tods èv 
Murirnvy dirocddous),* and the disciples followed the mas- 
ters example. Many letters of this type were by their 
nature of interest to others than the persons addressed, and 

when collected and more widely circulated became works of 
literature. 

In the same direction led the custom of dedicating books to 
individuals and so giving the whole book in some sense the 
character of an epistle.f 

The result of all this was that the epistle became a usual 
form for a treatise, taking a place like that held by the dialogue. 
The transition corresponded to the changed times and the ex- 

pansion of Hellenism. Once all higher culture had been con- 
centrated at Athens, and a group there gathered for grave con- 
versation presented the normal relation of author and audience 

which the book affected to record and perpetuate. Now edu- 
cated men were diffused in countless centres throughout a widely 
extended world of Greek civilisation, and the direct method of 

address was, naturally, by a letter. In the Hellenistic period 
all the world wrote letters, and many of them were intended 
for publication. Philosophers (especially the Epicureans and 

* H. Usener, E picurea, 1887, pp. 9t, 135. " tR. Hirzel, Der Dialog, i, p. 173. 

1 So Hirzel, of. cit. i, pp. 352 f. 
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Peripatetics), moralists, rhetoricians, men of science, used this 
form for their essays, and we hear of epistles on topics medical, 
mathematical, grammatical, antiquarian, and even, perhaps, 

amusing. Literary letters of consolation and exhortation *' grad- 
ually gained the position held by printed sermons and books of 
practical edification among modern Christians.” * 

The rhetorical writers found it necessary to occupy them- 
selves with the principles and rules of this epistolography, and 
discussed the nature of an epistle and the style proper to it. 
From this period proceed various treatises on the art of letter- 

writing,f with their classification of types of epistles (twenty- 
two kinds are given, later increased to forty-one), on which later 

works were based. 
The Romans, who constituted a part of this Hellenistic world, 

excelled in the epistolary form of composition, and became *' the 

classic nation for the letter as the Greeks are for the dialogue.” f 

Varro, Cicero, Horace, Seneca are the great names of a vast 

epistolary literature to which moralists, philologists, jurists, 
physicians made their contributions, and in which it is often 
hard to know whether a given letter carefully written on a seri- 
ous subject was originally intended for publication or only for 
the person addressed. 

From an early time pseudonymous letters were written, with 

the name not of the real author but of another—usually some 
famous leader of thought. When Menippus wrote letters of 
the gods addressed to the Epicureans,§ no one was deceived; in 
other instances the question of whether or not the author de- 
sired to deceive the public is less easy to answer. But in the 
dialogues of Plato the name of Socrates is used with entire 

freedom for the exposition of Plato’s own ideas, and a similar 
use of a great name in “the half of a dialogue” (to quote an 
ancient writer’s description of a letter||) was natural and equally 
innocent. Probably, too, the habit of free composition of let- 

ters, as well as speeches, incidentally to historical narratives 

1° H. Peter, op. cit. p. 19; cf. E. Norden, Die antike Kunstprosa*, 1909, ii, p. 538, note 2. 

t R. Hercher, Epistolographi greci, pp. 1-16. , 1 Hirzel, of. cit. ii, p. 8. 

$ Hirzel, of. cis. i, p. 358. il Hirzel, of. cit. i, p. 305. 
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tended to promote the pseudonymous composition of independ- 
ent examples of both forms. "Teachers of rhetoric composed 
model letters, appropriate to historical characters in assumed 
situations, and gave out such problems for their pupils’ exer- 

cise in the epistolary art. A large proportion of the many hun- 
dred letters assembled in the great collection of R. Hercher, 

Epistolographi greci, Paris, 1873, are deemed to be such rhe- 

torical models or pupils' exercises. But, whatever the causes, 
pseudonymous epistles became common. 
Among the Jews of the Hellenistic age, as would be expected, 

literary epistles were written. Such were the Letter of Aristeas, 
the Epistle of Jeremy which forms ch. 6 of the Book of Baruch 
in the Apocrypha, and the Epistle of Baruch to the Nine and a 
Half Tribes appended to the Apocalypse of Baruch.* All these 
are serious, but pseudonymous, writings. It is possible that 

certain of the letters bearing the name of Heraclitus and of 
Diogenes were of Jewish origin. 

In the Christian church letters as literary works, not merely 
as private communications, were produced almost from the start. 
To name no other examples, the epistles of Paul to the Romans 
and the Ephesians were surely not intended to be read but once, 
or by one small group of Christians only; the Pastoral Epistles 
owe their origin to the epistolary tradition; and such a work 
as the (First) Epistle of Clement of Rome can hardly have been 
without a larger purpose than to edify the Corinthians to whom 

it is addressed. The custom of the time is illustrated in the 
name “Second Epistle of Clement of Rome,” early assigned to 
an anonymous homily, as well as in the pseudonymous Epistle 
of Barnabas and Second Epistle of Peter, and in the anonymous 
Epistle to Diognetus. With the further development of the 

church, Christian epistolary writings—both personal letters and 
literary works, both genuine and pseudonymous—multiplied 
rapidly, and many have been preserved.1 
The epistolary form which James has was thus altogether 

natural and appropriate for a tract, and is fully accounted for 

* A. Deissmann, Bibelstudien, p. 234. t Schürer, GJV*, iii, pp. 624 f. ($ 33, VII, 8). 

t H. Jordan, Geschichte der alichristlichen Literatur, 1911, pp. 123-172. 
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by the literary custom of the time without the necessity of sup- 
posing either a real epistolary aim on the part of the author or 
the addition by a later and inept hand of an alien epistolary 
preface.* Butit throws no light on the actual literary relation- 
ships of the document itself, which shows in its contents noth- 
ing whatever of the specific character of a letter. 

. All the more striking is the abundant illustration which the 

Epistle of James receives from both the manner and the 
substance of Hellenistic popular moral addresses, or Diatribes. 

At least since the time of Socrates, who was at once the revered 

head of a circle of disciples and a public disputant ready 
to debate with, confute, and instruct every chance comer, 

Greek and Hellenistic cities everywhere must have known the 

public preacher of philosophy and morals as a familiar figure 
of the street and market-place. In the early fourth century 
B.C., Diogenes lived at Athens; and his followers (called Cynics 
from their master's well-earned nickname of * The Dog") de- 

veloped their ethical and social protest against the fetters of 
convention into a well-marked type of popular doctrine. This 
original Cynicism, united, as the predominant factor, with 
other more cultivated and rhetorical influences to produce Bion 
of Borysthenes (c. 280 B.c.), a pungent sermoniser of whose 
utterances a fortunate chance has preserved written record, 
quoted in the fragments of his otherwise unimportant follower 

Teles (c. 230 B.C.). Later generations (cf. Horace, Epist. ii, 2, 
l. 60) looked back to Bion as the chief representative, if not the 
founder, of the style, and the fragments make it evident that 

an apt form for this preaching had already been created. In 
the following centuries it is certain that others besides Cynics 
adopted the same methods, and that the style of the early 
preachers was perpetuated by a long series of inconspicuous 
workers; but whatever literary precipitate in written form their 
discourses may once have had perished in ancient times. In 
those days, as now, popular moral tracts, although undoubtedly 

abundant, were generally commonplace and ephemeral. Our 

* This latter is the view of Harnack, CaL, i, 1897, pp. 485-491. 
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knowledge has to be drawn chiefly from later representatives 
of the type.* 

Paul Wendland, Die hellenistisch-rimische Kultur in ihren Besiehungen 
su Judentum und Christenium!, 1912, pp. 75-96, “ Die philosophische 
Propaganda und die Diatribe" ; P. Wendland, “ Philo und die kynisch- 

stoische Diatribe," in Wendland and Kern, Beitrüge zur Geschichte 
der griech. Philosophie und Religion, 1895; J. Bernays, Lucian und 
die Kyniker, 1879; R. Bultmann, Der Stil der paulinischen Predigt 
und die kynisch-stoische Diatribe (Forschungen zur Religion und Litera- 

tur des Alten und Neuen Testaments, xiii), 1910; Teletis reliquiae, 
ed. Hense’, 1909; C. F. G. Heinrici, Der literarische Character der n. t. 

Schriften, 1908, pp. 9712; S. Dill, Roman Society from Nero to Marcus 
Aurelius, 1904, pp. 334-383; T. C. Burgess, Epideictic Literature 
(Studies in Classical Philology, vol. iii), Chicago, 1902, pp. 234-241; 
E. Norden, Die antike Kunstprosa*, 1909, i, pp. 129-131; ii, pp. 556-558. 

In Rome under the empire this popular preaching associated 
itself closely with literary training, and produced, or deeply in- 
fluenced, works which have survived. From the common char- 

acteristics of these later writers and their close resemblance 
to the meagre remains of earlier times, it is evident that the 
type early matured its noteworthy traits of popular effective- 
ness and retained them for centuries without substantial alter- 
ation. Stoic philosophy and morals had come to the front as 
the chief higher influence on the masses, and abundantly used 
this apt instrument. In Seneca and Epictetus the influence 
of the popular diatribe is at its height. “The key-note, the 
most striking colour, of the whole body of writing of the phi- 
losopher Seneca is the diatribe-style” ;f and the discourses of 
Epictetus, though spoken to a select circle of personal pupils, 

are cast in the style of the diatribe. How widely this preaching 
had pervaded ancient life may be observed from the traces of 
its large influence in the satires of Horace, Persius, Juvenal, in 

the orations of Dio of Prusa, the essays of Plutarch, and the 
treatises of the Jew Philo, as well as in the reports of the utter- 
ances of Musonius and other less well-known personages of the 

* On the traces of the continuous line of Cynic preachers in the late third, the second, and 
the first centuries B.C., see G. A. Gerhard, Phoiniz von Kolophon, 1909, pp. 171 f., with many 
references to sources and literature. 

t Wendland, Hellenistisch-rimische Kullur*, p. 79. 
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same period. Paul at Athens (although not in the synagogues 
of the Hellenistic cities) must have presented himself to his 
hearers as just such a preacher as those to whose diatribes they 
were accustomed to listen: and such must have been very gen- 
erally the case with the early Christian missionaries. It is not 
strange that the diatribe had a profound and far-reaching effect 
on the forms of Christian literature for centuries,* that its in- 

fluence is clearly traceable in the epistles of Paul, and that it 
serves to explain much, both of the form and the content, of 
the Epistle of James. 
To the most characteristic traits of the style of the diatribe 

belong the truncated dialogue with an imaginary interlocutor 
(often introduced by àXX' épei tis, àXX' epodvrat, Epos’ Av 
as, or the simple ¢yol) and the brief question and answer 
(e. g. Teles, p. 10, lines 6 ff.: yépow yéyovas ; uù TeL Tà ToO 
veo,  àcÜev)s dX»; pù Cnter Ta Tod ioyupod .. . Topos 
mada yeyovas ; pù Cnte hu Tov evrrópov Slatav). Good in- 

stances of both are found in Jas. 2'*!- and Jas. 5 !. These 
traits serve well to illustrate the aim of immediate impression, 
appropriate to popular hortatory address, which has largely con- 

trolled the formation of this literary type. 

On the style of the diatribe, see R. Bultmann, Der Stil der pauli- 
nischen Predigt und die kynisch-stoische Diatribe, 1910, where will be 
found a very full collection of detailed illustrations of the character- 
istics of these writings drawn from Teles, Musonius, Dio of Prusa, 
Epictetus, Seneca, and other writers, together with references to the 
literature on the subject. A brief but good statement is that of Hein- 
rici, Der literarische Charakter der neutestamentlichen Schriften, 1908, 

pp. 74f. 
Origen, Contra Celsum, vi, 2, points out the effectiveness of this 

popular and hortatory quality in Epictetus’s style as compared with 
Plato: xal el xoh ye toAphoavta alxety, 6Alyous wev dynoey, ef ye Gynoey, 
3j xtgptxaAA de xal éxiternBeuévn IIA&tovog xal tóv xapaxAnolws pa- 
okvtwy Askies” xAelovac Bè d) «ov edteAdctepoy dua xal xpaypatinis xal 
éotoyxaopéwws tv xoAAdy li. e. in a plain, practical, and popular style] 
BedaEkvrwv xal voad&vroy. Fort oüv Bety tov uiv ITA&vova éy xepot «v 
Soxoüvroy slvat drAoAdywv wdvoy, «by Sb "Exixtytoy xal bxd «Ov tuxdytwv 

xal boxty xpd¢ td dderetcbar éy6vcov Bauuakóuesvov, alcboudvey THS rò 

tv Adywv adtod QeActóctos. 

* Norden, Antike Kunstprosa', ii, pp. 556-558. 
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Of the other habitual phrases and modes of expression which 
give a well-marked and easily recognisable form to the diatribe, 

very many are observable in James. Thus, such formulas as 
pn wrAavaobe (119), Xe 82 yvavar (29), BXérems (221), opàre 
(224), tore (159), Tí ÓieXos (21* 16), où yon to introduce a con- 

clusion (37), &à Adye: with a quotation (4°), {Sov (3 * 547.911), 
all have either exact or substantial parallels in the recurrent 

phrases of this literature. The transitions are often made in 
the same way as with the Greek sermonisers—by raising an 
objection (25), by a question (21 4! 513), by dye (4! 5). The 

imperatives are not only numerous (nearly sixty times in the 
108 verses), but, as in the diatribes, are sometimes ironical 
(51, perhaps 4°). Rhetorical questions (e. g. 24 5 14-16 311 f. 44f.) 

are numerous, and 4'!- shows the characteristic form of state- 

ment by “catechism-like” question and answer. The apos- 

trophe to the traders and the rich (4!*-5°) is quite in the style 
of the diatribe, and does not in the least imply that the persons 

addressed were expected to be among the readers of the tract. 
Even personifications are not lacking (1!5 2!3 4! 5?!-), although 

= they are less elaborate than in the Greek sermons, where they 
constitute a favourite ornament. Figures are abundant in all 

kinds of popular address, but in those of James there is direct 

resemblance to the diatribes. Some comparisons are conven- 

tional, traceable for centuries previous in Greek writers (espe- 
cially, with others, the rudder, the bridle, the forest fire, in 3°-) ; 

as in the diatribes, many are drawn from the works of nature, 

others from the common life of man (1?5 2!5 57), and they are 

sometimes double or with repetition (33-9: 1-12), Examples from 
famous individuals are found here, too (Abraham, Rahab, Job, 
Elijah), and they are, as with the Greek preachers,* stock in- 

stances, well-known representatives of the qualities mentioned. 

In general the Greek preachers were well aware that in their 

diatribes they were awakening sinners and inculcating familiar 
but neglected principles, not engaged in investigating truth or 
in carrying thought further to the conquest of the unknown. 

* See E. Weber, “De Dione Chrysostomo Cynicorum sectatore," in Leipziger Studien, x, 

1887, pp. 227 ff. 
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Not originality but impressiveness was what they aimed at. 
The argument is from what the readers already know and ought 
to feel. They appeal to analogy (cf. Jas. 21*7), to experience 
(d. 3*4'?), and to common sense (cf. Jas. passim). Harsh 
address to the reader is not absent in James, and ® dvOpwrre 
kevé (29), poryadides (4*) are not unlike the à raXaímope, 
popé, stulte, of the diatribe. The writers of diatribes were 
fond of quotations from poets and sages, but these were used 
not for proof of the doctrine but incidentally, and often for 
ornament of the discourse. So is it usually with James (11! 17 
4° 51 9? for ornament; 2* to state an inadequate excuse, which 

is overruled), in contrast to the frequent use in Paul and Mat- 
thew of the O. T. for proof. 

Other traits of style show resemblance. As in the diatribes, 
there is a general controlling motive in the discussion, but no 

firm and logically disposed structure giving a strict unity to 
the whole, and no trace of the conventional arrangement recom- 

mended by the elegant rhetoricians. The method of framing 
the sections in by a general statement at opening and close is 
to be seen in James at 1*1% 19-26 917-26 41-12, 11-15, The char- 
acteristic methods of concluding a section are found: by a 
sharp antithesis, 119 21% 2€ 315-18 412; by a question, 4!* 5°; by 
a quotation, 5%; by oU xp59, 3% A key-word often runs 
through a passage, or is repeated so as to give a sense of 

reference back; so metpaopds 1714, cola 333-18, Edos 313-4, 
Yadivaywyeiy yAM@oocay 115 32, Adyos 11933, vópos éXevOepías 
126 21, xplvew 41. 12, 

Like a diatribe, the epistle begins with a paradox (1?) and 
contains others (1? 25). The general principle that popular esti- 
mates of values are false and must be reversed underlies James 
as it does the Greek sermons. Wherein true wealth consists 
was a favourite subject of their exposition and prompted many 
paradoxical turns; in James it has given rise to a passage 
not without its difficulties (1-3), Irony is not lacking (2149 
51-6), though it is of the serious, never of the flippant, order. 

Of course, any one of these traits of language, style, and 
mode of thought could be paralleled from other types of liter- 
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ature. What is significant and conclusive is the combination 
in these few pages of James of so many of the most striking 

features of a specific literary type familiar in the contemporary 
Hellenistic world. The inference from details is confirmed by 
the general tone and character of the whole epistle—direct, 
plain, earnest, sensible—lively, even on occasion descriptive 

and dramatic (cf. 2'"-), full of illustration and concrete appli- 

cation—not aiming at profundity of speculation, popular and 
hortatory throughout. 

The traits referred to in the above paragraphs are many of them 
observable in the epistles of Paul, who betrays large influence from 

the style of the diatribe. No writing of Paul's, however, comes so 
close to the true type of this form of literature as does the Epistle of 

james. Paul, a many-sided thinker, also follows other, very different 

and not always readily identifiable, models, and in his general tone 

displays far more passion and far more boldness of thought than the 
admirable, but quiet, simple, and somewhat limited, writer of our 

epistle. For the resemblances and differences between Paul and the 
diatribe, see Bultmann, of. cH. pp. 64-107. 

It is, to be sure, true that some differences from the diatribes 
preserved and known to us can be observed in James, and in 
view of the strong and pervading resemblance these are of sig- 

nificance. They show how the specific character of this Chris- 
tian Jew led him to develop the type of these tracts. The most 
striking difference is the greater seriousness and restraint of 
tone. Nothing in James could entitle it to be described as 
orrovoaioyéXowov. The characteristic diatribe had more of the 

laugh, and it was usually a bitterer laugh than would have been 
possible to the high-minded but friendly preacher who here 
speaks to us. The diatribes were abundantly humorous, often 
trivial, and sometimes verged on the coarse. Again, James, as 
a Christian preacher, addresses his readers as “‘brethren,” **be- 
loved brethren,” whereas the Greek preacher thought of indi- 

viduals, addressed them in the singular, and was not bound to 
them either by love or by the bond of a common brotherhood. 
The habit of scolding the audience and the world at large and 
of ridicule and abuse in general was a peculiarly vivid and per- 
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manent trait of the Cynic diatribe.* James shows a certain 
contact with it in his serious warning (4'-") and in his apostro- 
phes (4!?-59), but his usual tone is mild, and one might almost 
suspect that the injunctions to emphasise the gentle nature of 
true wisdom (3!* *-) were aimed in direct condemnation of the 
Cynic’s rough and censorious habit. In view of Jas. 51%, it is 
worth notice that for the frequent oaths, which give a pic- 

turesque, if slightly vulgar, force to the language of the dia- 
tribes, we have here no substitute, 

Again, the comparisons used by James are more limited in 

range than those with which the diatribes are crowded. His 
seem conventional and, with few exceptions, slight, in compari- 

son with the fulness with which every side of human life—clean 

and dirty—is mirrored in the comparisons of the Greeks. In 
particular, the figures from ways and customs of organised so- 
ciety—the arena, the theatre, the market-place, war, handi- 

crafts—and from the practises of Greek religion are lacking. 

He seems to belong to a simpler world—although he is not 
ignorant of a wider reach beyond his own daily round. In 
ideas James, of course, breathed a different atmosphere. Of the 
familiar Cynic and Stoic commonplaces the chief one that ap- 

pears is the representation of poverty as exaltation and wealth 

as debasement, while the opening exposition of the moral uses 

of trouble has a certain similarity to Greek popular philosophy. 
But the true nature of freedom, the paradox that death is life, 
the doctrine that sin is ignorance, the right apprehension of 
exile, of the feelings, the general principle that evils are good— 
these are not James's topics. 

The resemblance of James to the diatribes is made even more 

convincing by noting the contrast which the epistle shows in 
style and method to the Jewish Wisdom-literature, with which 
it is often classed, and with which, in the deeper roots of our 
writer's thought, he has much closer kinship than with the Hel- 

lenistic diatribe. In the Book of Proverbs endless contrasted 

* On this trait of the Cynics, see G. A. Gerhard, Phoiniz von Kolophon, 1909, pp. 35-39, 
where many illustrations are given. 
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sentences (in themselves clever and interesting, if only they 
were not so many) may well be found less tedious in the original 
poetry, whose rhythm finds its proper effect in this trick of paral- 

lelism ; but how unlike to the simple but varied prose of James! 

And the literary type assumed by Proverbs, with its constant 
address to “my son" and its imagined sage handing down an- 

cient wisdom, is utterly different from that of James's exhorta- 

tion to his audience of “beloved brethren.” Jas. 1 might pos- 
sibly seem of the type of Proverbs, and 47? !? barely suggest it, 

but hardly another sentence will recall the haunting distich of 
the Hebrew book. Equally distant from James are the shrewd 
practical maxims and occasional real poetry of Ecclesiasticus. 
That book is too much written in parallels to suggest James, 
and its thinking is of a wholly different nature,* as may be 
seen by comparing either its prudential wisdom or its poetical 
feeling for Wisdom with what James has to say, for instance, 

in 3!*18, The maxims in Tobit, ch. 4, plainly translated from 

a Semitic poetical original, call to mind neither the diatribe nor 
James. And the Book of Wisdom, with its higher flights of 
poetry and more Hellenistic and modern character, does not 
often much remind us of James, although he may have read 
it and 5*!5 can in some respects be compared with Jas. 3, while 

Wisd. 7221. (an especially unsemitic passage) recalls Jas. 315-7, 
In the Wisdom-literature, as a literary type, it is impossible 
to place James. The epistle is, rather, a diatribe, showing 
how that highly serviceable type, now well known to us, could 

be handled by a Jewish Christian, who used what he knew 
of the Greek preacher’s sermons not to gain his ideas from 

them but for suggestions of effective ways of putting his own 

Christian and Jewish teaching. 

The diatribe was highly significant for Christian preaching, e. g. 
Chrysostom, Hom. in Joh. iii, 3, but it must not be forgotten that in 
fundamental ideas the Christians’ connection with Jewish thinking 
was far closer than with the Hellenistic moralism. Wilamowitz- 
Moellendorf tends to overlook this in his striking discussion of Teles 
in Antigonos von Karystos (Philologische Untersuchungen, iv), 1881, 

* This difference, at least, is noted by Zahn, Eimleitungt, i, p. 80: “Ohne dass man von 
einer sonderlichen Geistesverwandtschaft des Jk mit diesem Jesue reden könnte.” 
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pp. 313 ff., in which he opposes the notion of J. Freudenthal that the 
* sacred eloquence of the Jews" was the immediate parent of Christian 
homiletics. See the important discussion by J. Freudenthal, Die Fla- 

vius Josephus beigelegte Schrift Ueber die Herrschaft der Vernunft (IV 
Makkabüerbuch), Breslau, 1869. 

A third type of Hellenistic literature, besides the epistle and the 
diatribe, might suggest itself as a possible source for the literary char- 
acter of James. The Protrepticus, or parenetic tract, was a form of 

hortatory writing of which the earliest examples are the two exhorta- 

tions of Isocrates, Ad Nicoclem and Nicocles. More ethical and less 

political is the xzpalveotc, or preceptio, of Pseudo-Isocrates, Ad De- 

monicum, also a product of the fourth century B.c. These tracts are 
largely composed of separate apothegms, many of these being widely 

current and often-repeated practical maxims, but both in form and 
spirit they are as far removed from the Epistle of James as Lord Ches- 
terfield's Letters Written to His Son are from a sermon of John Wesley. 
They are later prose representatives of the poetical tradition of gnomic 

literature seen in Theognis and in the now lost Phocylides, and are 

the precursors of the useful florilegia and gnomic collections of a later 
time. This character is expressly intimated by Isocrates, Ad Nicoclem, 
40 f., when he declares the art of this kind of composition to lie in 

skilful selection of the fine thoughts of others. Later instances of the 
protrepticus seem to have been numerous. The earlier ones were often 
tracts recommending and inviting to the rhetorician's studies and 
art. The moralists and philosophers, too, including Posidonius, wrote 
works of this kind, now mostly lost, which exerted considerable influ- 

ence. The Protrepticus of Aristotle was a defense of the significance 

of philosophy for life. Galen wrote a protrepticus to the science and 
practise of medicine. The type ran out at last into the “epideic- 
tic" literature of mere display. See P. Hartlich, * De exhortationum 
a Grecis Romanisque scriptarum historia et indole," in Leipziger 

Studien, xi, 1889, pp. 209-333; T. C. Burgess, Epidetctic Literature 
(Studies in Classical Philology, vol. iii), Chicago, 1902, pp. 229 ff. 
note 2; P. Wendland, Anaximenes von Lampsakos, 1905; F. Blass, 
Attische Beredsamkeil*, 1892, ii, pp. 111, 271 ff. 

$3. LITERARY RELATIONSHIPS. 

(a) The relation of the Epistle of James to the Wisdom- 
literature of the O. T. has already been referred to, and it has 
been pointed out that in literary type and style the epistle 
breathes a different atmosphere. Some of the ideas, however, 

of Proverbs, Ecclesiasticus, and Wisdom are found repeated in 
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james. It is not unlikely that the writer was familiar with 
these books, and a full list of the parallels is to be found in 
Mayor, Epistle of St. James, ch. 4. But direct influence on 

the language of James cannot be affirmed with any confidence, 
except in the case of Proverbs, from which (Prov. 34) a quo- 

tation is made in Jas. 4°. Some of the more striking parallels 

are to be found in Prov. rr% (“the fruit of righteousness,” 
cf. Jas. 319), 19? (against blaming God, cf. Jas. 112), 27! (“boast 
not of the things of to-morrow, for thou knowest not what 
the morrow will bring forth," cf. Jas. 41*19), 17? 27% (testing 
human qualities, cf. Jas. 1*), 29” (“a man that is swift in his 
words," cf. Jas. 1!?). 

The Wisdom of Jesus Sirach, or Ecclesiasticus, offers better 
parallels, but it is doubtful whether the common view that 
James unquestionably used it can be maintained.* Many topics 
referred to by James appear in it; thus, the dangers proceeding 

from the tongue (Ecclus. 19*!2 205-5. 18-20 2227 2813-26 56 [52] 7-9), 
wisdom the gift of God (1179), prayer with a divided heart (17), 
pride (107-15), the uncertainty of life (10 1116. 17), blaming God 

(1511-9), man as made in God's image and ruling over the beasts 
(173!-), the eclipse of the sun and the changes of the moon 
(17% 27"). Other passages remind us of the conditions im- 
plied in James; so 4%, the widow and orphan; 7*5, visiting the 
Sick; 13!-, oppression of the poor by the rich; 1815, on grudging 
beneficence; 38°!-, prayer and confession by the sick. But these 
may attest a general similarity in the religious and intellectual 

environment rather than proper literary dependence, although 

the author of James may well have read Ecclesiasticus. The 

parallels from the Wisdom of Solomon are less striking. The 
most noteworthy are 1" (cf. Jas. 44% 5°); 24 (cf. Jas. 434); 21°, 
the oppression of the poor; 3**, tribulation as a test sent by 

God; 5*, pride and wealth, and the transitory nature of wealth; 
7f, comparison with light and the sun. No case implies 
dependence. 

(6) The style and language of the Epistle of James can well 
be illustrated, as already shown, from those of the Hellenistic 

* For references, see Schürer, GJV‘, iii, p. 220 ($ 32, III, 1). 
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diatribe with which the book belongs. Furthermore, parallels 
in phrases and vocabulary are abundant from Philo, the author 
of 4 Maccabees, Clement of Rome, and Hermas,* writers of the 

first and second centuries after Christ, who all joined some 

degree of Hellenism with fundamental Jewish, or Jewish and 
Christian, ideas, and who were members of a partly segregated 
Jewish or Christian community in some Hellenistic city (Alex- 
andria, Rome). 

H. A. A. Kennedy, “The Hellenistic Atmosphere of the Epistle of 
James,” in Expositor, eighth series, vol. ii, 1911, pp. 37-52, is a use- 
ful collection of some of the more striking parallels from Hellenistic 
writers. 

Another work which shows in language (not in structure, nor 

in the broader qualities of style) special affinity to James is the 
Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs.[ This is of Palestinian 

origin, and was originally written in Hebrew about one hundred 
years before the beginning of the Christian era. Its literary 

quality is not lofty, and a good deal of legend and folk-lore crops 
out in it, but it represents in its ideas a high type of Palestinian 
Judaism—devout, earnest, spiritual, capable of lending itself 
directly to Christian use and of receiving Christian additions. 

The strict and plain moral teaching and the simple and devout 
piety of the Testaments are but little tinged with formalism 
or legalism, and they reveal an attractive type of popular 
religion such as can well have nourished itself on the O. T. 

Psalms, and in which many not unworthy parallels to the teach- 

ings of the Gospels are to be found. James is a far more highly 
educated man than the author of the Testaments, but the Jew- 
ish background of both was similar. The Testaments appear 
to have been translated into Greek not later, and perhaps 
earlier, than the early second century after Christ. The fact 
of Christian interpolation is undoubted, but the additions can 
generally be recognised, and the Greek version of these writings 

* For parallels from Philo, see Mayor, ch. 4; Siegfried, Philo von Alexandria, 1875, pp. 310- 
314; for the Christian writers, Mayor, ch.]2. 

t See the collection of parallels in Mayor, ch. 4. 
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may fairly be accounted a monument of Hellenistic Judaism 
contemporary with James. 

The parallels are numerous and in many instances show close 
verbal resemblance. For instance: 

Test. Benj. 65 7) aya0n Sudvora oU čyer bo Aba as eUXory(as 
xal xatdpas, U8pews xal tints, novylas kal tapayis, iro- 
xploews xal adnOelas, [mevias xal mdovTou,] GAA play &ye 
wept wavras etdixpwh Kal xaÜapày didbeow, cf. Jas. 3% 10; 

Test. Nephth. 8* xal ò &dgoXos pevferas af’ tuar, cf. Jas. 47; 
Test. Dan 63 éyyloate TQ Oeo, cf. Jas 4°; 
Test. Zab. 8* oov yap avOpwros omdayyvifera: eis TOv 

TXnciov avToU, TocoUTov Kal ò küpios eis avTOv, cf. Jas. 2!3; 

Test. Jos. 27 év éka treipacpois Sdxpov amddeké pe xal èv 
macw avTois éuaxpoOvunoa: Ste néya papyaxdy dori ù pax- 
pobuula xal ToXXÀ ayaba lwow 7 vropovij, cf. Jas. 1*5; 

Test. Benj. 4! (ere oiv, Tékva pov, Tod ayabov avdpos Tò 
TéAos, cf. Jas. gt. 
We find also, in passages of indubitable Jewish origin, strong 

similarity in the emphasis on sincerity (a4Adrns), mercy (&Aeos), 
peace, and humility, on envy (f@dvos), anger, and arrogance, 
and on other virtues and vices. And in the Testaments the 
chief interest in the law (which is called Adyos aAnOelas, 
Test. Gad 3}, cf. Jas. 1!*) is on the side of the moral precepts. 
But all these resemblances do not go further than to exhibit a 
common background of high Jewish morality in which both the 

Testaments and James (and Hermas) share. There is no reason 
to assume literary relationship; these ideas and phrases were 
part of the ever-repeated material of Jewish sermons. They 
show James’s origin, but do not permit the inference that he 
had read the Testaments, which are a valuable compend of 
Jewish moral ideas, not an originating centre of influence. 

(c) The relation of James to other books of the N. T. 
itself is of the same general nature as its relation to nearly 
contemporary Jewish writings and to the Apostolic Fathers. 
In no case (unless it be Romans and Galatians) is direct knowl- 

edge or influence on either side to be admitted. The material 

is conveniently collected by Mayor, Epistle of St. James, ch. 
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3, “On the Relation of the Epistle to the Other Books of the 
New Testament." In the epistle to the Hebrews the refer- 

ences to Abraham (Heb. 11°” 9-9) and Rahab (Heb. 112!) as 
heroes of faith, and the expression xapzroy eipnvwcòv ... 0v 
xatoourns (Heb. 12", cf. Jas. 3!5), are the most important 

parallels, and they prove nothing. From the Apocalypse the 
most important is the promise of 2, y(vov muorés ypt Óavdrov 
«ai SHow cor Tov a Tépavov THs wñs, but this cannot be in- 
tended by James in 1”. 
A closer relation is observable between James and 1 Peter, 

and the question of priority has been strongly argued on both 
sides. The two books represent opposite poles of thought. 

The thought of r Peter is closer to the theology of Paul than 

any other non-pauline book of the N. T., although the style and 
language depart noticeably from Paul; James is perhaps the 
least Pauline book in the N. T. Yet the two are curiously 

akin in their phrases and some of their ideas. The following 
table exhibits some of the most striking instances: 

I PETER JAMES P 

I! (BPtacxopoá) I! 
et, cf. 4" pt 

IU Iv 

1% (Is. 40%) i f. 

2! (&xoÜ0éyavot ody) Iu 
4* (Prov. ro? [Heb.]) 5™ 
5° t. (Prov. 3*) 4*t- 

5° (dvclocyte) 4’ 

These major instances are supported by a large number of 
others, in themselves less significant, which add their evidence 

that the authors of James and 1 Peter have come under com- 

mon religious and literary influences. Beyond this the evidence 
does not carry us, and the established phrases and conventions 
which we must assume for Hellenistic Jewish synagogue ser- 
mons as well as for Christian preaching are a sufficient back- 
ground to account for all the facts. It is, indeed, remark- 

able that of the small number of direct allusions to O. T. 

language in James, three are found paralleled in 1 Peter. But 
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in two cases (Is. 40*5, Prov. 10!*) the utter difference in use 
makes dependence on either side highly improbable, while the 
third (Prov. 3?4 is a saying very naturally remembered and 
quoted (so also in Clem. Rom. 30).* It is hard to picture 
the mental processes of a writer who having read James should 

have thereby been affected in such a manner as to produce 

I Peter, or vice versa. In general it must be said that, even 

if literary dependence were admitted to exist, it would be 
wholly impossible to decide on which side it lay. 

Thorough discussions of the N. T. parallels are to be found in Spitta, 
Der Brief des Jakobus, 1896, pp. 155-236. For Spitta’s theory of the 
Jewish origin of the epistle it was essential to show that James is not 
dependent on any Christian sources. 

The parallels which the Epistle of James shows to the above- 
mentioned writers, both Jewish and Christian, do not in any 
case indicate acquaintance, still less borrowing, on either side.f 
Just as the typical style of the Greek diatribe persisted in rec- 
ognisable form for centuries and was used by preachers and 
writers of diverse literary level, so likewise the phrases and 
vocabulary of Jewish Hellenistic religious writing and public 

speech at the time of the origin of the Christian church made 
up a common stock used independently by many writers in 
widely distant places for a long period. The phenomena and 

history of the religious language and homiletical phrases and 

courses of thought among English-speaking Protestants the 
world over during the past two centuries would provide a mod- 

ern instance of substantially the same situation. From the 
Jews the Christians took over a large section of this body of 
language and thought, and used and developed it as their own. 
This could not have been otherwise. The apostles began this 
process, and it continued until this Jewish stock had been fully 
naturalised and its origin forgotten. 

In the Epistle of James the currents represented by the Hel- 
lenistic diatribe and by the sermons and religious tracts of 

* All three citations depart from the LXX by substituting [9] deés for xvpros. 
t The relation of James to Clement of Rome, Hermas, etc., is discussed below, pp. 87-90, 

in connection with the history of the Epistle of James in the church. 
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Greek-speaking Jews cross and interlace. The nearest parallel 
to this combination among Jewish writers is the Alexandrian 

Philo,* among Christians the Apostle Paul. The literary per- 
sonality whom we learn to know in our epistle is in part ex- 
plained by these causes, but his writing also shows his own 
distinctive individuality, education, and experience. 

§ 4. LANGUAGE. 

The language of the epistle is that of a writer of the Koiné 

who uses ‘Greek fluently and accurately, although his style has 
a certain Biblical tinge; so far as we can judge, Greek was 
probably his mother tongue.t His forms and syntax are cor- 
rect, and appropriate to written discourse; there is less occasion 
than in Paul or in the Synoptic Gospels to turn from the ordi- 

nary grammars to the colloquial Greek of the papyri for illus- 
tration of strange expressions. Some instances occur of words 

and phrases characteristic of good Greek style and unique, 
or very rare, in the N. T.; so dye viv (with plural), čoev, 
xp, pos with accusative (POdvov) equivalent to the adverb 
(POovepars), àTe(paoos kakv, àmapxý Tis. Certain allitera- 
tions and plays on words are perhaps intentional, thus: 1? 
mepacpois wepiméonte Tmolos, 1% amreAnAvOEY kal evOdus 
émeAdÜero, 2* SuexplOnre . . . xpital, 35 puxpov peros éaTiy 
xal peyda aùyeî, 44 auvouévg . . . àbawutouévg (for oth- 
ers, see Mayor’, pp. cclii f.). Especially in his figurative lan- 
guage the writer shows his command of well-chosen and ex- 
pressive words. The vivacity, simple directness, and general 
attractiveness and effectiveness of his style are conspicuous even 

to the reader of the English version. The relation of the style, 
on its Hellenistic side, to the diatribe has already been dis- 
cussed (pp. 12-16). 

At the same time, long and difficult words are rather seldom 

used, no tendency appears to elaboration of grammatical struc- 

ture or to complication of sentences or periods, and there is 

* P. Wendland, “Philo und die kynisch-stoische Diatribe," in Wendland and Kern, Beiträge 

sur Geschichte d. griech. Philosophie und Religion, 1895. 

t Mayor, chs. 8 and 9, treats fully of the grammar and style; note also his "Index of 
Greek Words." 
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nothing to suggest acquaintance with the higher styles of 
Greek literature. The general tone is plainer and less literary 
than that of the preface to the Gospel of Luke (Lk. 1'-*) or of 
the epistle to the Hebrews, or of Philo (although many of the 
single phrases can readily be illustrated from this last writer). 
Even as compared with Paul, there is less to recall the con- 
temporary rhetoric of the school, although, on the other hand, 

there is less to suggest the every-day talk of the street. We 
may conclude that the popular Hellenistic preachers and the 
written tracts, now lost, which corresponded to their sermons, 
have combined with the Greek O. T. to torm this writer’s style 
and to give him his vocabulary. 

The judgment of Erasmus (Annotationes in epistolam Jacobi, 1516) 
on James’s style is interesting. After saying that the epistle is salu- 

bribus praceptis referta, he continues: Nec enim referre videtur usque- 
quaque majestatem illam et gravitatem apostolicam. Nec hebraismi tan- 
tum quantum ab apostolo Jacobo qui fueril episcopus Hierosolymitanus 

expectaretur. This guarded statement was repeated by Luther in the 
following form (Resolutiones Lutherianae super propositionibus suis Lip- 
siae dispulatis, 1519): Stilus epistolae illius longe est infra apostolicam 
majestatem nec cum Paulino ullo modo comparandus. 

The vocabulary of James consists of about 570 words. About 
43 of these are not found elsewhere in the N. T.* 'This number 
may be compared with 63 for 1 Peter (of the same length as 
James), 34 for Galatians, and 43 for Ephesians (both some- 
what longer). 

Of James's words all except about 25 are found in the Greek 
O. T. (including, of course, the Apocrypha). Only 6 words 
in the epistle appear to be found neither in the N. T. nor in 
the Greek O. T. (Spum, évaXuos, evmeibs]s, éebnpuepos, Operos, 
KaTnpea), 

Not only through this hint from his vocabulary, but by re- 
peated direct allusion to the language of the Greek translation 

is it made clear that James knew the LXX.[ Thus 1°!- is 
based on Is. 40% *- ; in 2?! he uses the language of Gen. 222°; in 

* So Thayer; Mayor's list counts up only 63, in consequence of a different treatment of 
variant readings. 
f Cf. H. A. A. Kennedy, of. cil. p. 39. 
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233 quotes Gen. 15°; in 4°, Prov. 3%; 5"! suggests Ps. 103°; while 
many other single phrases occur in which the writer clearly be- 
trays his familiarity with the LXX (see Westcott and Hort's 
list of “Quotations from the Old Testament," p. 607). In 
several cases (notably 233 /Aos cob, 5%) there is a use of 
O. T. language in a translation at variance with the LXX, 
but these are brief phrases and do not in the least imply ac- 
quaintance with the Hebrew original. It may be added that 
one of the two or three formal quotations (45, the only quota- 
tion introduced by 7) ypad») Xéye) is not found in the O. T. 
at all, and is of unknown origin. 

This acquaintance with the LXX gives a distinct Biblical 
flavour to the style in general. Actual grammatical Hebraisms 

are few. The genitive of quality, equivalent to an adjective, 
appears in áwpoaT?s émriAnopovns (1:35), xpital Svadoyiopev 
awovnpav (25); perhaps also the less strange vóuos éXevOepías 

([1*5] 21), 6 xdoos Tis áBucas (39), Tò mpdcermov ris yevé 
gews avTOU (17%) ought to be included. The use of év in 3* 
may perhaps be a Hebraism. In 5! (mpocevxy mpoonv€ato) 
the writer is probably not imitating the Hebrew infinitive ab- 

solute; but the Christian év 79 óvópar: (59 14) may perhaps be 
called a Hebraism, and zontal Adyou (12%) would probably 
have a different meaning in secular Greek. 

But there are many cases of the use of Biblical phrases, 
correct but slightly unhellenic.* Thus eis wapriprov (5%), éXo- 
viobn eis Gucavoa vg (23), the frequency of (6o (six times, as 
against nine in all Paul's epistles), arovety &Xeos (213), moreîv 
eiphvnv (315), Umrayere èv eiprjvg (215), év racais Tais o80is ato 

(18), paxdpios åvýp (11*), oppavods kal yýpas (1), mpoow- 
moAnprylass (21), mpocwroAnptretre (2°), TO kaAóv Óvoua TO 
éruxrnGerv èp vas (27), Onplwy re xal merewav éprreróv Te 
xal évartwv (37), rods Kab’ opolworv Beod yeyoudras (3°), por- 
yarlbes (44), xabaploare yetpas (4°), eis Tà Ota Kuplov Za- 

Bad (s*, év nudpa apayis (5°), mpdipov xal Syipov (57), 
TroXvo T Xa'yxvos (5), are some of the characteristic expres- 

sions of this sort. 

* On such expressions, see J. H. Moulton, Prolegomena, pp. 1o f. 
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The theory that the Epistle of James is a translation from an Aramaic 
or Hebrew original has from time to time been put forward (references 
in Mayor, p. cclx, note r), most recently by J. Wordsworth in his dis- 
cussion of the Latin Codex Corbeiensis (ff) in SB, i, 1885, pp. 142-150. 

The usual arguments have been a priori, on the ground that James the 
Lord's brother must have written Aramaic. Wordsworth found note- 

worthy textual variants in ff together with some cases of very free 

translating, and tried to explain both phenomena by the adventurous 
supposition that the Greek and Latin texts give two independent ver- 
sions of the Aramaic original. But the textual variants are adequately, 
and more easily, explained on the ordinary principles of textual criticism, 
while the free translations do not at all imply any other original than 
the current Greek text in a form much like Codex Vaticanus. Words- 

worth's theory is criticised by Mayor, ch. 1o, and Zahn, Einleitung, 
$ 6, note 6. 
On the other side, nothing in the epistle suggests that it was not 

written in Greek, and there is much, including plays on words (yalpety, 

yapky, 111), alliteration (12 3*, and perhaps elsewhere), a probable 

Greek metrical quotation (11?), the use of the LXX, and many Greek 

expressions not easily retranslatable into a Semitic language, which 

taken together make it morally certain that Greek was the original 
language in which the epistle was written. 

$5. THE IDEAS AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE 
EPISTLE. 

On the ideas of the Epistle of James reference should be made (be- 
sides the commentaries and books on N. T. theology and the history 
of the apostolic age) to Woldemar G. Schmidt, Der Lehr gehalt des Jaco- 
busbricfes, 1869; P. Feine, Der Jakobusbrief nach Lehranschauungen 
und Entstehungsverhdlinissen, 1893; E. Grafe, Die Stellung und Bedeutung 
des Jakobusbriefes in der Entwickelung des Urchristentums, 1904; B. 
Weiss, Der Jakobusbrief und die neuere Kritik, 1904; E. Kühl, Die 
Stellung des Jakobusbriefes zum alitestamentlichen Gesetz und zur Pauli- 
nischen Rechtfertigungslehre, 1905; B. Bartmann, Si. Paulus und St. 
Jacobus tiber die Rechtfertigung (Biblische Studien, ii), Freiburg, 1897. 

The most striking fact about this epistle is the paucity in 
it of allusions and ideas and interests which were peculiar to 
any particular phase of early Christianity and which would 
indicate the origin and date of the writing. The book is by no 
means colourless, either in its religious or its moral aspects, 

but it is, for the most part, of very general applicability, a trait 

which gives it its curiously modern sound. This circumstance 
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has given rise to a great divergence of critical opinion about 
the book, and the task of the critic is to find the place and time 
at which the absence of such references can be best accounted 
for without doing injustice to the few positive indications which 

the book contains. 
It is, indeed, true that in a tract like this, not sent to meet 

the needs of any particular moment or crisis in a definite church, 
but aiming at the edification of any Christians into whose hands 
it might fall, a general treatment and but little allusion to 
specific conditions might be expected. Further, in any short 
tract of practical rather than systematic character not all sides 
of the writer's thought will be represented. Yet in James the 
discussion relates to so great a number of eminently concrete 
matters, and takes in so wide a range of religious thought, that 

it can hardly fail to give us a tolerable notion of the main 
ideas which were most important to the writer's religious life. 

In this respect it will bear comparison with many of the epistles 
of Paul or the Apostolic Fathers. We have a right to believe 
that the epistle offers a picture, not indeed complete, but yet 
fair and trustworthy, of the writer's religious position. And 
for that, as well as for the outward circumstances in which he 

wrote, the silences of the epistle are highly significant and must 
be given full weight. 

The historical background of the epistle has two aspects: 
(a) the religious ideas which underlie the writer's practical re- 
ligious exhortations, and (b) the general character and situation 

of the Christians, as known to the writer and implied in the book. 

(a) The Ideas. 

The writer's religious position is fundamentally that of later 
Judaism. But it is to be observed that herein he shows no 
trait of specific “Jewish Christianity," such as would distin- 

guish him from early Christians generally, whether of Jewish 

or Gentile origin. He nowhere betrays any pride in or loyalty 

to the Jewish people (contrast Paul, Rom. 9!-5, Eph. 211-12, etc.), 

never hints at any duties to the temple or its sacrifices, gives 

no sign that he observes or values the Pharisaic ideals of puri- 
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fication or the Sabbath or the dietary regulations. This might, 
indeed, be explained as due to full agreement among the Jewish 
Christians who constituted his environment, so that these fun- 

damental things could be taken for granted and hence were 

not alluded to. And the same reason can be given for the 

absence of any reference to circumcision or to the exclusive 
privileges of the Jews in the favour of God. Yet even so, these 
omissions prove that the question of whether it was or was not 
necessary for Christians (or even for Jewish Christians) to be 
circumcised and observe the Mosaic law was not an important 
subject of dispute in those places at that time. "The writer is 
simply not concerned about faithfulness in these matters; they 
do not occur to him (cf. chs. 4, 5) as points at which lack of 
complete devotion to God may naturally show itself. Either, 
then, he did not hold to those things which marked off “Jewish 

Christians," properly so called, from other Christians, or else 

no controversy about them touched his circle. The latter pos- 
sibility is unlikely, because in a body of Jewish Christians who 
were so completely devoted to these aspects of Judaism as would 
in that case be supposed (cf. Acts 21%), it is unlikely that a 
writing of this practical tendency would be wholly devoid of 
any reference to them. On the other hand, a strong Jewish 
substratum, such as we find here, was common to early Chris- 

tianity at Gentile as well as at Jewish centres. We may fairly 
conclude that the writer was not a partisan “Jewish Christian." 
The writer's main ideas of Jewish origin can easily be put to- 

gether from the epistle. They are by no means meagre, and 
touch on many sides of religion. He believes in one God, the 
creator and father of men (2° 3?) and of the universe (1), 
who is holy (114), from whom only good gifts come to men, and 
who is the source of all good (1* 17), in whose hands are all our 
ways (4'°), God is merciful (51), hears prayer (157 4? f- 513-18), 
forgives sin (5!5 9). A Judgment is coming upon all men (2!* 
4? $59), and it is our duty strictly to observe God's law 
(12135 2912 41), of which a knowledge has been given us and 
by which we shall be judged (213). A favourable issue for any 
man in this Judgment is called “justification” (22 34 -), To 
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be “saved” and to be “justified” seem to refer to the same 
experience (214 24, cf, 121 41? 5%). The writer plainly thinks of 
this justification as given to a sincerely good man who loves 
God (1!? 25. Such a man will be repentant for his imperfec- 
tions (515, and will receive the forgiveness (5!5) of a merciful 
Lord and Father (3°). It is, of course, assumed that the persons 

in question are, or profess to be, men of faith (2!* f-), members 
of the people of God (1!) ; the writer is not thinking of heathen, 
nor discussing the question of the eternal destiny of Socrates. 

Those who love God can look forward to life as their crown of 
reward (1!?) and to the inheritance of a kingdom (2*). 
To possess the Law of God, which is able to save our souls 

(121), is a privilege and joy (1?* 2!?). In this law the ten com- 
mandments and other precepts of the O. T. occupy a chief 
place (2*9) however much they may or may not be supple- 
mented by other teaching and by Christian interpretation. 

The devil (47) and our own wicked impulses (1! !-) bring us 
to sin, and all men do sin (3?) ; unforgiven sin issues in death 
(115 520), and the torment of a future punishment is mentioned 

(5*9). God requires complete devotion (esp. 4!-9), a faith in 

himself which does not waver in its determination to hold fast 
to him (1*5) in spite of trials (12-4 !?). A sharp contrast exists 
between God and the world (41), heaven and earth (35), and 
with the world and the earth the writer associates the realm of 
demons (3!5). | 
Wisdom is a gift of God, and that it is indispensable for men 

in general, and particularly for teachers (3!*7), is taken for 
granted (1). Among the duties prominent in the writer's mind 
are care for the poor, sick, and needy (127 2!5!- 514), attention 
to the erring (5!*!-), impartiality to poor and rich (2!-¢), peace- 
ableness and gentleness (1% f. 313-18), manifold self-restraint in 
speech (126 3*13 411-12 g, 12), 

The writer has a strong sense of human personal responsi- 
bility, of the importance of man’s will, and of his power by God’s 
help to put forth moral effort and succeed in the achievement of 
character. Good works (there is no hint that among these 
he includes ritual or Pharisaic acts of piety, but, on the other 
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hand, no clear indication that he consciously rejects them) are 
necessary to please God (12% 25 212.1436 313), A living faith 
can be recognised by the good works of the believer (2!*). It 
does not exist where there are no accompanying works. Faith 
without works is dead. 

For a striking statement of the general attitude of the Jew in these 
matters, see C. G. Montefiore, Judaism and St. Paul, 1914, pp. 34-44. 
The whole description given by Montefiore of the religious attitude of 
the average rabbinical Jew would in most respects well sum up the 
fundamental ideas of the Epistle of James. 
The language of James can be illustrated at countless points from 

Philo, as the commentary shows, but not even the contrast of heavenly 
and earthly (3:5) shows any real contact with the specific ideas of Philo’s 
Hellenistic Judaism. 

The poor and lowly have been chosen by God for his own 
(29), and have high privilege (1?) ; the rich are fortunate only 

when they lose their wealth (1), they are selfish, lacking in the 

requisite complete devotion to God, and cruel (5-9) ; and God 

hates the proud (4* %). The desire for riches and pleasure 
leads to every evil (4'-*) and alienates from God (4*). 

Certain Jewish religious ideas, it will be noticed, are absent 
here (besides the omissions already mentioned), including some, 
like the Spirit of God and angels, which had an important place 
in the Christian inheritance from Judaism. But the whole con- 

stitutes a substantial and inclusive system of religious thought, 
and it is noteworthy how many religious ideas are introduced 
in so short a tract. In discussing a moderate number of topics, 
the writer has found occasion to reveal with surprising fulness 
his positive religious conceptions and beliefs. In such a docu- 

ment, as will be seen later, conspicuous omissions are likely not 
to be accidental, but to indicate the absence of the ideas from 

the writer's thinking or, at any rate, their relative unimpor- 
tance for his vital religion. 

In addition to this Jewish body of thought the epistle con- 
tains a few references to specifically Christian beliefs. The 
writer describes himself (1!) as “a worshipper of the Lord Jesus 
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Christ" ; the faith which he shares with his readers is “in our 
Lord Jesus Christ of glory" (2!). As with Paul, it is not easy 
to be sure when “the Lord" refers to God and when to Christ, 
but the writer bids his readers continue in the hope of “the 

coming of the Lord,” evidently meaning Christ (57-9). That he 
also means Christ by “the Lawgiver and Judge" (4!3), and 
* the Judge" (5?) is perhaps not likely, but the fair name which 
they bear and which is blasphemed by the rich who oppress 
them (27) is undoubtedly that of Christ, and it is probably in 
his name (514) that the elders anointed the sick with oil. Jesus, 
then, is the Messiah, and is Lord ; he abides in divine glory, and 

will come to judge all men and save those who love God. The 
Christians are probably meant by the first-fruits of God's crea- 
tures (1'8), whom he begat by his word of truth, that is, by the 
complete revelation of his law in the form in which Christian 
understanding receives it. They have now taken the place, 

and received the attributes, formerly held by the Jews as the 
people of God (1!). 

These Christian references are not very numerous, but they 
are unmistakable, and relate to the most fundamental points 
of primitive Christian belief. As is natural, it is chiefly, 
though not exclusively, in Christian connections that the es- 
chatological side of the writer’s thought comes out. The Chris- 
tian elements are entirely germane to the ideas of Jewish origin 
and fuse with the latter in one consistent and comprehensible 
system. 

That the Epistle of James was written not by a Christian at all but 
by a Jew, and that it has suffered interpolation at 1! and 21, is elaborately 
argued in the valuable book of F. Spitta, Der Brief des Jakobus, 1896; 

and the same idea was independently worked out by L. Massebieau, 
* L'épitre de Jacques est-elle œuvre d'un Chrétien?" in Revue de P His- 
toire des Religions, xxxii, 1895, pp. 249-283. Hardly a single scholar 
besides these two has been led to adopt the theory. The reasons 
which have seemed decisive against it are the following: 

(1) The interpolation of the words referring to Christ in 1! is not 
suggested by anything in the sentence. In 2! the phrase is, indeed, 
awkward, but is not intolerable. 

(2) The passages of the epistle interpreted above as Christian are 
an integral part of the structure of the letter, and in the case of most 
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of them Spitta's attempt to show that the language was equally pos- 

sible for a Jew is unsuccessful. Note also the surely Christian refer- 
ence to “the elders of the church" (5). Again, if the discussion of 

faith and works in 21*:* implies a polemic against Paul or Paulinists, 
that is conclusive for the Christian origin of the epistle; and the 
position of recognised primary significance assumed for faith in 1° 

and 2* is both characteristic of Christian thinking and unlikely for 
a non-christian Jewish writer. 

(3) The epistle contains nothing whatever which positively marks 

it as distinctively Jewish. There is no sentence which a Jew could 
have written and a Christian could not; its Jewish ideas are without 

exception those that a Christian could hold. This peculiar stamp of 
thought would, if Jewish, be almost, if not quite, without example 
among Jewish writers; while to suggest that the strictly Jewish parts 

have been excised by the Christian interpolator supposes a degree of 

literary activity on his part not contemplated in the original theory 
and dangerous to its integrity. The idea of a Christian editor largely 
modifying a previous Jewish document is a theory which would have 

little to commend it as against the usual notion of a Christian writer 
freely using congenial Jewish material. 

Important criticisms of Spitta's views are those of E. Haupt, in 
Theol. Studien und Kritiken, lxix, 1896, pp. 747-768; Harnack, CaL, 

i, 1897, pp. 485-491; Zahn, Einleitung, 1897, $8, note 7; Mayor’, 
1910, pp. cxcii-cciii. 

In this system of thought, however, in which the fundamental 
ideas of primitive Christianity appear in union with a form of 
Judaism, simple, rational, and free from Jewish nationalist and 
partisan traits, we are struck by the absence of many elements 
which quickly became common, and some which are universal, in 

other early Christianity. First, and most noticeable, is the ab- 
sence of any mention whatever of the death of Christ. There 
is no reference to it either as constituting a problem (cf. Lk. 
2418-27, Acts 2?* 318 173 2633, x Cor. 12), as the means of men's 

salvation, or even as a significant event in the history of Jesus 
Christ. In this omission our author stands in contrast with 
practically every other writer of the N. T. and with the Apos- 

tolic Fathers save Hermas, and the substance of his epistle 

forbids the explanation that he had no occasion to make such 

a reference. That the writer thought of salvation as to be 

brought to believers through Christ at his coming (57) is evi- 
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dent, but it is equally plain that he had no vivid consciousness, 
and perhaps no clear thought at all, of any relation of Christ's 
death to God's saving grace. 

Here we have a striking contrast to Paul. And this contrast 

is borne out by other omissions. Paul's doctrine held to a 
radical change produced by faith. The old man is put off, 
the Christian has become a new creature, he is no longer in the 

flesh but in the Spirit, and Christ dwells in him, he is free from 
bondage to sin, is already justified, and may count on complete 
salvation through the power of God, the supernatural forces 

meanwhile showing their presence in his new ability to do 
right. The realistic and literal meaning of all this in Paul's 
thought is not to be minimised. But of this whole conception 
of miraculous entrance on a new mode of existence through 
complete transformation by an initiation nothing appears in 
James. This whole method of viewing religion is alien to his 
way. He believes in God's help, but without any mysticism 
whatever. And he probably makes no reference to the Holy 
Spirit (see note on 45). The omission of many of the individual 
ideas which find expression in Paul's epistles would not be 
significant, but this broad contrast in the general view of the 
religious life is important, for (apart from the phraseology of 
James’s discussion of faith and works) all the positive ideas of 
James, taken individually, would have been highly satisfactory 
to Paul. 

The only exception to what has just been said of the absence 
of this essential side of Paul's thought from James is the figure 
of birth for becoming a Christian (1!5). But this is expressed 
by a term (a7rexvncev) not found in Paul and foreign to the 
technical use (avayévyvnots) of the early Gentile church. It 
implies only that the Christians have succeeded to the Jew- 
ish privilege of “sons of God," and does not carry us into the 
circle of Pauline ideas referred to above. 

The use of the term Lord ([5] xdptoc) for Jesus Christ (1! 21 $* 19, 

although characteristic of Paul, was not original with him, and marana 
tha (1 Cor. 16**, Didache 10*) shows that it had early become current 

with Aramaic-speaking Christians and must have been widely used. 
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Its use does not imply other Hellenistic ideas. See W. Bousset, K yrios 
Christos, 1913, p. 103, note 3; J. Weiss, Christus, 1909 (Eng. transl. 
1911); H. Bdhlig, “Zum Begriff Kyrios bei Paulus," in Zi. für neutest. 

Wissenschaft, xiv, 1913, pp. 23-37. 

While James and Paul thus stand in this sharp contrast, no 
hint appears in James of controversy with Pauline Christianity 
over the validity of the Jewish law, nor of attack on Paul 
personally. In 2!*?* James is not engaged in doctrinal con- 
troversy, but is repelling the practical misuse which was made, 

or which might be made, of Paul's doctrine of justification by 
faith alone in order to excuse moral laxity. James shows no 

comprehension of what Paul actually meant by his formula; 
but the formula itself is foreign to him, and he heartily dis- 
likes it. | 

The relation to Paul implied in 2!+*¢ is the most discussed subject in 
connection with the epistle. Large references to the abundant litera- 
ture may be found in B. Bartmann, St. Paulus und St. Jacobus über die 

Rechtfertigung (Biblische Studien, ii), 1897, pp. 1-17. That James 
wrote after Paul's doctrine had become well known to the church must 
be admittéd, for he quotes exactly Paul's formula (21*. *«, cf. Gal. 219, 
Rom. 329), and this formula was the outgrowth of the most original 
element of Paul's system and is alien to earlier Jewish thought. Whether 
James shows signs of having gained his knowledge of Paul from actually 
reading Paul's epistles cannot be determined. His language is probably 
capable of explanation on the assumption that he had not read them, 
and his entire failure to suggest that Paul's formula could be dissociated 
from its misuse shows at least that he had paid surprisingly little atten- 
tion to Romans and Galatians. 
Most of the discussions of the relation of James to Paul err through 

the inability of their authors to separate themselves from modern the- 
ological issues and the method of modern theological definition. Cer- 

tainly James did not understand Paul's motive for insisting that justi- 
fication is by faith alone and not by works, and he resists a doctrine 
which seems to him to mean that good conduct can safely be neglected 

by & Christian. But he has no idea of disparaging faith, which he 
everywhere assumes as present and which he highly values. His point 
is that faith and works are inseparable in any properly constituted 
Christian life, and he argues this clearly and effectively. That he sup- 

posed the false inference, which threatened morality, to be a necessary 
consequence of Paul's formula is not certain, though not unlikely. 
Paul himself would have had no quarrel with James's positive con- 
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tention about morality, although he might have preferred to describe 
good conduct as “the fruit of the Spirit" (Gal. 5**!-) rather than as 
the evidence of a living faith (Jas. 21); but he would have deplored 

as utterly superficial and inadequate James's mode of stating the con- 
ditions of justification. 

There has been much discussion as to whether Paul and James meant 
the same thing by the terms "justification," “works,” and “faith.” 
As to “justification,” the idea clearly is the same, although Paul's pe- 

culiar use of it in his system, whereby it pertains to the initial moment 
of the Christian life and not merely to the day of judgment, is wholly 

foreign to James. In "works" Paul would have included the good 
conduct to which James refers, but when he speaks of “works of the 

law" he often has prominently in mind such ritual requirements as 
circumcision, which are not at all what James is referring to. As to 
“faith,” there is no difference of “concept,” for James has no special 
“concept” of faith, but is talking of the act or state popularly called 
faith ; it is not a question of definition, but of observation. If it be 
true that Paul would have denied the name of faith to the “dead” 
faith of which James speaks, that is because he had changed and en- 
larged the connotation, and so reduced the denotation, of the term. 
Paul and James move in this matter in different circles of thought, and 
the attempt to superimpose one circle on the other in order to deter- 
mine their agreement or disagreement in detail is futile. They can be 
compared only in the large. Then it appears that the two writers are 
át one on the moral question; and that the substance of James's own 
theology is all contained in Paul's, while he lacks everything that 
made Paul's view distinctive and original. The same relation sub- 

sists here that appears in nearly every other comparison between 
James and kindred thinkers. 

As there is no contact, friendly or otherwise, with the Hellen- 

istic, or mystical, side of Paul’s thought and no controversy 
with Paul personally,* so there is naturally no suggestion either 
of gnostic tendencies or of polemic against them. In the Johan- 
nine literature gnosticising conceptions everywhere affect the 

method of thought, even though a vigorous argument is carried 
on against the results of their dangerous tendencies. James 
lives in a different atmosphere. 

Allusion to gnostic tendency has been found in the contrast of true 
and false wisdom (3:54:59), the word puxytxf (3!5), the use of «£Astoq 

(1% 17 36 32), the blame of God for temptation (19), the disrespect for 

* Neither 2* nor ch. 3 can possibly have reference to Paul. 
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and judging of the law (41, Cerdon and Marcion), the misuse of the 
Pauline doctrine of faith (2'***); but no one of these implies such no- 

tions. See Pfleiderer, Urchristentum*, 1902, ii, 545-547, for a statement 
of that view, which has exercised considerable influence; cf. Grafe, 
Stellung und Bedeutung des Jakobusbriefes, 1904, p. 44. 

There is no inclination to asceticism in the epistle, for the 
praise of the poor and condemnation of the rich and the re- 
quirement of a radical choice between God and the world are 
no more ascetic, in any proper sense of the term, than are the 

sayings of Jesus on these subjects. No sacramental tendency 
shows itself. No speculative interest appears in any direction. 
The eschatology is incidental and undeveloped. And the post- 
apostolic notion sometimes ascribed to James, of Christianity 
as a body of doctrine to be believed (“the faith,” “fides quae 
creditur"), and correspondingly of faith as an “intellectualistic”’ 
acceptance of propositions, is not at all the “dead” faith of 
which James speaks.* The demons’ faith in one God stands, 
in fact, at the opposite pole from this ‘‘intellectualism” ; for as 
a faith in God’s existence and power it is sincere and real; its 
fault lies in its complete divorce from love or an obedient will. 

When we make a comparison with the Apostolic Fathers the 
positive traits which give definite character to the thinking of 
every one of them are all lacking in James. Most of these have 
been included in the summary of things absent already given, 

but the entire absence of allegory is a striking addition that can 

be made to the list. Indeed, James exhibits not one distinctly 
marked individual theological tendency which would set him 
in positive relation to any of the strong forces either of the 
apostolic or of the post-apostolic period. His simple-minded 
and robust emphasis on the power and duty of a right funda- 
mental choice and of right action, and his way of describing his 
religion as God-given “law,” are the two most distinctive the- 
ological ideas in the epistle. The latter of these has, indeed, 

reminded critics of the doctrine of the new law and the new 
Lawgiver in the Apostolic Fathers and elsewhere. But James 

* This error is common and has led to many unwise inferences about relative dates. 
f For instance, cf. Bousset, Kyrios Christos, pp. 361, note 3, 368-373; F. Loofs, Leitfaden 

sum Studium der Dogmengeschichie*, pp. 92 f. 118, 123 f. 
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does not make this the starting-point of a theology, or an im- 
portant principle of his christology. No more does he carry 
what might readily have become a doctrine of works and of the 
human will a step beyond the simple expression of sincere moral 
earnestness. The many parallels between James and the Apos- 

tolic Fathers* are due to the share that both have in the com- 
mon stock of moral and religious ideas which Christianity took 
over from Judaism; they are given a false prominence by the 

lack in James of distinctive religious ideas which would have 
Sharply marked him off from these kindred thinkers. 

A large dependence on the sayings of Jesus in the Synoptic 

Gospels has often been found in the epistle. An exhaustive 
list and full discussion of those parallels is given by Spitta.f 
Most of them, as Spitta rightly contends, have no bearing on 

the question, being merely verbal or else due only to common 

relation to Jewish ideas. The following, however, are worth 

noting; the context should be examined in each case. 

Jas. 1*: alte(to ...xalBo0fjrra: Mt. 7’, Lk. x1: attetce xal So0fjeta: 
ait. duty. 

Jas. 25: tod¢ xtwyods...xAnpo- Mt. 5%: paxéptor of xtwxol t xvebuert, 

vóuoug ths BactAslag. St: adtav koty dj Bactlsla ctv odpaviy, 

cf. Lk. 69 (ot xtwxof). 

Jas. 315: cote otoũotv elphyny. Mt. 5°: waxdoror ol elorvorxorol. 

Jas. 4°: worxarBec. Mk. 89: év «fj yeveg tabtp tý uotxaA (St 
(d. Mt. 12” 16). 

Jas. 5'19: Gye viv ol xAoóctot Lk. 69: xAty odal duty tole xAoualotc, Sct 

RTA. r axtéyere thy xaoáxA not dudy. 

Jas. 5” (oaths). Mt. gn, 

Some of these parallels (especially the last one) may well be 
cases of direct influence from a word of Jesus, and there may 
also be influence from his words hidden in some of the slighter 

parallels. But more significant than these single and disputable 

* Conveniently collected in Mayor, ch. 2. t Der Brief des Jakobus, 1896, pp. 155-183. 
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. points is the broad fact that we find James following some of 
the larger interests of the Synoptic Gospels and entirely un- 
touched by others. His ever-recurring insistence on doing, 
both in itself and in contrast to merely hearing or saying, rep- 

resents the same type of religion which has so chosen the 
sayings in the Gospels (especially Matthew) as to emphasise 
exactly the same point. (Mt. 73-23, Lk. 645, Mt. 72427, Lk. 
64-9, Mt. 253-46, etc.) So also with the value set on poverty 
and the warning to the rich, with the injunctions to prayer, 

to complete devotion to God (Mt. 619-34), to restraint in judging 
and in unkind speech, and with other topics. "These are mostly 
ideas natural to devout Judaism ; the point to be noted is the 
special and strong interest in them found alike in the compilers 
of the Gospels (or of their source) and in James. Yet equally 
conspicuous is James's omission of some of the chief motives 
which have produced the Synoptic Gospels. Not only does he, 
like other early writers, but in more complete measure than 
they, fail to use the traits of Jesus' life and character, even where 
they would have been particularly apt for reinforcement of 
moral and religious appeal, but the absence of the term Son of 

Man, and of the idea of the Kingdom of God as an important 
structural element in his thought, separate James from the 
Synoptic type on the side of the sayings, while the comparative 
absence of eschatological interest and the entire absence of in- 
terest in the death of Christ (those great commanding topics 
which so largely dominate the Markan side of the Synoptic 
tradition) forbid the supposition that from the same circle and 
age could have come both a gospel like Matthew or Luke (to 
say nothing of Mark) and the Epistle of James. James was in 
religious ideas nearer to the men who collected the sayings of 
Jesus than to the authors of the Gospels, but his religious in- 
terests are not identical with those of either group. 

= (b) The Situation. 

We must now turn to the general character and situation of 
the Christians whose needs and tendencies guided the compo- 
sition of the epistle. Here we get no help from the address 
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in 11. The tract is not a letter sent to a definite group of in- 
dividuals, and by “the twelve tribes in the dispersion" were 
meant any Christians anywhere who might read the book. We 
have to suppose that the author has in view general Christian 
conditions, as he knew them where he lived and as he supposed 

them to exist elsewhere. 
The Christians who are in mind evidently consisted mainly 

of poor and humble folk, living along with other persons much 
better off who appear to have been large farmers (5*); travelling 
traders are also a familiar class (4!3f-). These Christians are 

subject to troubles such as might shake their faith in Providence 
(13), but are not represented as exposed to any direct religious 
persecution. The rich, indeed, are mostly hostile to Christian- 

ity, and are oppressors of the poor through the courts and by 
other methods (2*!. 59, but nothing indicates that their op- 
pression was religious persecution. 

In 1” the rich man is a brother, but apparently exceptional (cf. 2°); 
in 2! the rich man is not a Christian, and the rich of 2* blaspheme the 
Christian name, while the apostrophe of 5** is clearly addressed to 
non-christians. 

The traits of these Christians, so far as mentioned in the 

epistle, are easily comprehensible. The writer offers, indeed, 
no praise of his readers such as would be found in a Pauline let- 
ter; but that is part of its character as a diatribe. They have 
certain moral dangers, they need encouragement and warning ; 
but it would be a mistake to suppose that the conditions known 
to the writer were those of any conspicuous demoralisation or 
monstrous worldliness. If some relied on their Christian pro- 
fession to make up for defect in Christian practise, the crime 
which draws out that censure is, after all, nothing graver than . 

an excessive civility and truckling to rich strangers who ap- 
peared at their church meeting. Their quarrelsome propensi- 

ties seem to have been strongly developed in both word and 
act (39f- 18-16 41-8, 11 59), but more is not implied than the ordi- 

nary frictions and wrong speeches of decent, but somewhat un- 
governed, people. 
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Nothing worse is indicated here than took place at Thessa- 
lonica, at Corinth, at Philippi, at Jerusalem, in the earliest years 

of those churches, and we have no right to infer from the faults 
of James's readers a relatively late stage in their Christian his- 
tory. Nothing in the epistle, it is true, refers to them as if 

they had lately come from Judaism or heathenism, or breathes 
the fresh enthusiasm of a newly planted church, and the sense 
of the very recent conversion of the readers which is often found 
in Paul is lacking (so even 1!5). But it is wrong to say that 
a condition of Christian life is here indicated so secularised 
as to imply a very long lapse of time since these Christian 
churches were founded. 

That these Christians lived among Jews, not as mission out- 
posts among the heathen, and were themselves Jews, is the im- 

plication of the whole epistle. "There is no reference to idolatry, 

to slaves, to a generally accepted lax standard of sexual mo- 
rality, to any surrounding heathenism. In a heathen city their 
difficulties would have been likely to come from the police, or 
from neighbours poor like themselves and jealous; here the 
oppression is from the rich, who maltreat their work-people. 
The apostrophe to the rich (5'-5) is in language full of allusion 
to the O. T., as if those who are attacked might be expected 
(if they would but read) to feel the force of an appeal to the 
impartial severity of the Lord of Sabaoth in the Judgment and 
to the torments of fire in the last days. The Christian assem- 
bly is called a “synagogue "—not, perhaps, a decisive piece of 
evidence, but yet significant in confirmation of the rest. The 
picture in 5!*!* of the visit of the elders to the sick man with 

oil and prayer and confession is a curiously exact reproduction 
of what Jewish writers tell of Jewish ways. The sense of the 
pressing duty of almsgiving and of visiting the unfortunate are 

traits of à Jewish community. The knowledge of the O. T. 
everywhere assumed proves, however, no more here than at 

Corinth (d. Clement of Rome), and the writer's familiarity 

with Jewish midrashic embellishment of the O. T. stories (517) 
is significant rather for him than for his readers. 

That the conditions were those of Palestine seems directly im- 
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plied by the reference (57) to * the early and latter [rain]." Only 
in Palestine among the countries that come in question do the 
seasonal conditions produce the intensity of anxious hope to 
which this verse refers. By reason of just that intensity of 
feeling (as well as because of the comparative inconspicuousness 
of the few O. T. passages where these rains are mentioned) 
the phrase has every appearance of being not a literary allusion 
but a reference to a familiar fact of daily life. If the word 
«avcov in 1!! means the sirocco, that would suit the climate 

of Palestine, or of other Oriental regions, but the word may 

mean merely “heat” and so give no specific implication. 

These Palestinian Jewish Christians formed an established re- 
ligious body, with a regular meeting, doubtless both for instruc- 

tion and for worship (cf. 119-?), of which no secret was made 
and which outsiders were more than welcome to visit. They 
were numerous enough to be a community (not necessarily, 
nor probably, segregated from the rest of the city or village) 
in which social vices and virtues could exist (so év opi» 415 

513-16), They had elders (5!4, but there is no mention of bishops 
or deacons. They also had “teachers” (39) a class to which 
the writer himself belonged, which is well known in early Chris- 
tianity, and which persisted in Palestine until the third century 

(d. Ps.-Clement, Epistles to Virgins). What ch. 3 indicates 
concerning the functions and character of these teachers, as 
well as about the ideals to be cherished by them, need not be 
here recited. 

The general state of the country and the relations of these 
churches with their Jewish neighbours (other than the rich) are 
but little touched on in the epistle. The impression through- 
out the tract is of a settled condition of affairs. There is no 
indication of war or of public disturbance or calamity; no 
allusion is made to the Jewish war or to the destruction of 
Jerusalem. Agriculture and trade appear to be carried on in 
peace; the uncertainties of life are those of ordinary peaceful 
times. There has been opportunity for the Christian churches 
to grow and establish themselves—mainly through winning 
converts among the humbler classes. Nothing in the epistle 
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implies a time of very active missionary work. The rich who 
blaspheme are evidently for the most part out of reach of Chris- 

tian influence (2*7); if one of them comes to the Christian 

meeting a flutter of officious attention arises in the congrega- 

tion. Argumentative apologetics do not show themselves in 
any way, whether in the choice or the treatment of religious 

topics—the contrast here to the writings of Paul is striking. 
Nor does any acute crisis in the relations of Christians and 
non-christians appear to exist; one would infer that the Chris- 
tians, although very possibly disliked, were tolerated and free 
to maintain their own activity and inner life, with their own 
officials and constituency, under the instruction of their own 

teachers. The Christians’ relations to non-christian neighbours 
who worship the same God and Father appear to be peaceful ; 
they can well be ruled by the same counsels which are primarily 
given with reference to mutual relations among Christians. 

B. Weiss has advanced an ingenious but untenable view, which 
is clearly and fully stated in his Jakobusbrief und die neuere Kritik, 
1904, esp. pp. 17 f. He holds that ch. 3 of the epistle is intended to 
correct unwise missionary methods (“falscher Bekehrungsetfer’’) on the 

part of the Christians. Out of these, he thinks, arose also the internal 
troubles of which ch. 4 speaks. Nothing in the epistle seems to me 

to be in accord with this notion. Weiss builds it on the singular argu- 
ment that since there is no indication in the epistle of doctrinal di- 
versities within the church there was nothing that the “teachers” 

could teach to their fellow Christians. Hence they must have been 
missionaries to non-christians ! 

Nothing in the epistle suggests that the writer is especially 
familiar with conditions at Jerusalem. 

$6. THE ORIGIN OF THE EPISTLE. 

(a) History of Opinion as to the Author. 

M. Meinertz, Der Jakobusbrief und sein Verfasser in Schrift und 
Ueberlieferung (Biblische Studien, x, 1-3), Freiburg, 1905; see infra, 
pp. 86-109, “‘ History of the Epistle in the Church.” 

The views of modern scholars will be found well summarised in 

J. Moffatt, Introduction to the Literature of the New Testament, 1911, pp. 
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468-475; Beyschlag, Der Brief des Jacobus? (Meyer*), 1897, pp. 23-27; 
see also Holtzmann, Einleitung’, 1892, pp. 336-338; Zahn, Einleitung, 
$8, with notes; Mayor, ch. 7. 

The first word of the epistle declares it to have been written 

by "James." But nothing indicates directly and explicitly 
which James is meant, and it is not even clear that the author 
is an apostle or that he is a person mentioned elsewhere in the 

N. T. The earliest known opinion on the person of the writer 
is that of Origen (infra, pp. 92 f.), who understood the author 
to be James the Lord's brother. This identification may well 
have come to him from tradition, and may have been shared 
by Clement, who probably was acquainted with the epistle 
(infra, pp. 91 f.) ; but of all that we have no positive knowledge 
whatever. In any case, this view became the standing opinion, 

with but few exceptions, in the churches, Greek, Latin, and 

Syrian, which successively adopted the epistle into their N. T. 
Eusebius, in stating that the epistle is not accepted by some 

churches, doubtless had in mind the Syrians and perhaps the 
Latins, but he does not intimate that any one who held to its 
apostolic authorship attributed it to any other James than the 
Lord's brother, and does not imply that he knew of any rival 
positive tradition. He himself seems to have accepted the epis- 
tle, as did Jerome, whose more definite statement is probably 
only a paraphrase of the remarks of Eusebius, H. e. ii, 23. 

Euseb. H. e. ii, 2324! torcaita xal «X xarà 'IóxoQov, ob 3) xpárcn tv 
6vouatouévoy xa0oXcuoy éxtotorAdy elvat Aévecat? loréov de ds volebecat 
uev, o0 KOAAOl YoUy tGv xaXauv aths éuyvnudvevoay. 

H. e. iii, 25* «àv 9  &vcuevouévov, yywpluwy 8” ody uws tote xoAAole, 
$ Acyouévyn 'IoxóQou hépetar xat 3j "Ioó3a, 3] te IIéxoou Zeutépa éxtocoA1) 
xal dj dvouatoudvyn Seutéon xal tolty "Io&vvov. 

Jerome, De vir. ill. 2, Jacobus qui appellatur frater domini, cogno- 
mento Justus, ut nonnulli. existimant, Joseph ex alia uxore, ut autem 
mihi videlur, Mariae, sororis malris domini, cujus Johannes in libro 
suo meminit, filius, post passionem domini statim ab apostolis Hieroso- 
lymorum episcopus ordinatus, unam tantum scripsit epistulam, quae de 
septem catholicis est, quae et ipsa ab alio quodam sub nomine ejus edita 
adseritur, licet paulatim tempore procedente obtinuerit auctoritatem. 

Nearly all succeeding writers of ancient and medieval times, 
whether they follow the Epiphanian or the Hieronymian theory 
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of the personal relationship to Jesus of James the Lord's brother, 
ascribe to him the epistle. In most instances, indeed, the au- 

thor is referred to simply as “James the apostle,” but many 
writers (e. g. Chrysostom, Andrew of Crete, Rufinus, Prosper 
of Aquitaine, Gregory of Tours, Bede, Bar-Hebreus) make it 
clear that James the Lord's brother is intended. In a very 
few cases the author of the epistle is taken to be James son of 
Zebedee. Thus the tenth century (so Gebhardt) Latin Codex 

Corbeiensis has a subscription to the epistle: Explicit epistola 
Jacobi filii Zebedet ; and a series of Spanish writers, headed by 

Isidore of Seville, 1636, and running down to the seventeenth 
century, have been led by national patriotism to claim the 
epistle for their apostle and patron, St. James of Compostella 
(the son of Zebedee). This tendency is to be observed in the 
Mozarabic liturgy; and through some channel (perhaps popu- 

lar rather than learned) it has reached Dante (Paradiso, xxv, 13- 

18, 29-33, 76-78, 94 f.). But in general there was no departure 
from the traditional view ; and down to the sixteenth century, 
if nothing to the contrary is indicated, a reference to “James the 

apostle" as author of the epistle is to be taken as meaning 
James the Lord's brother. 

Meinertz, op. cit. pp. 211-215, Zahn, Einleitung, $ s, note 3. The pref- 
ace to the Catholic epistles printed in the editio princeps of the Peshitto 

(ed. Widmanstad, 1555) has not been confirmed from any ancient 
Syriac Ms. and is probably no older than that edition. It reads: “In 
the name of our Lord Jesus Christ we print three epistles of James, 
Peter, and John, who were witnesses of the revelation of our Lord 
when he was transfigured before their eyes on Mount Tabor, and who 

saw Moses and Elijah who talked with him." 

With the Reformation came criticism of the Epistle of James 
and corresponding variety in the views of its authorship. Eras- 
mus and Cajetan were in doubt, while many Lutherans wholly 
denied apostolic authorship, and Luther himself was disposed 

to ascribe the epistle to “some good pious man who had taken 
some sayings from the apostles’ disciples" (Sdmmil. Werke, 
Erlangen ed., vol. lxiii, p. 157). The possibility that the epistle 

was written by James son of Alphzus (distinguished from the 
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Lord's brother) also came into view. But in the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries Protestant opinion settled back into 
the traditional view, holding the epistle to be genuine and to be 
the work of the Lord's brother. No Protestant writer of influ- 
ence has ever taken up the cause of the son of Zebedee, or of 
the son of Alphzus (as distinct from the Lord's brother), for 
neither of which views, indeed, can anything be said. 

For Roman Catholic writers the decree of the Council of 
Trent merely determined that the epistle must be accepted as 
by an *apostle James," and the obiter dictum (Sess. xiv, Doc- 
trina de sacramento extremae unctionis, ch. i, De institutione sacra- 

menti exiremae unctionis) which referred to extreme unction as 
per Jacobum autem apostolum ac domini fratrem fidelibus com- 
mendatum ac promulgatum, did not restrict Catholics to a corre- 
sponding view of the epistle. This left room for the Spanish 
opinion in favour of the son of Zebedee, as well as for the 
uncertainty of Cornelius à Lapide, 11637, and others; but 
these exceptions are rare, and in the nineteenth century it 
does not appear that any Roman Catholic writer on the 
epistle attributed it to any other author than James the Lord's 
brother. 

Modern Protestant criticism of the epistle begins with the 
first edition of De Wette's Einleitung, 1826, in which its apos- 
tolic origin was roundly denied. Later scholars are: mainly 
divided between those who accept the epistle as a genuine work 
of James the Lord's brother (on Protestant ideas about his per- 
sonality, see infra, p. 59) and those who attribute it to an un- 
known writer of a later generation. Occasionally this rejection 
proceeded from orthodox Lutheran motives like those of the 
sixteenth century,* but in most instances the rejection of the 
apostolic origin of the Epistle of James goes with the critical 
rejection of other traditions as to the N. T. literature. The 

name of James son of Zebedee has found but few to support it ; 

* So, perhaps, Kahnis, Die lutherische Dogmatik, i}, 1861, pp. $33 ff., who thinks the epistle 
written by & Jewish Christian in direct polemic against Paul, but does not explicitly deny 
that James the Lord's brother was the author. For other instances, see Meinertz, pp. 255 f. 
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and the view urged by Spitta and Massebieau that the writer 
was not a Christian but a Jew has met with small favour. If 

the writer was not an apostle, three views are possible: (1) that 

the writer was an otherwise unknown James, (2) that the first 

verse is a later addition, (3) that the epistle was from the start 
pseudepigraphic. All these views are represented among Prot- 
estant scholars. 

Those who hold the author to be James the Lord's brother assign 
the epistle either to a date before c. 5o (so Beyschlag, Zahn, Mayor, and 
many others) or to one shortly before the death of James (62 or a little 
later), and naturally think of Jerusalem as the place of composition. 
Among critics who reject the apostolic authorship, the dates given show 
wide variation, but are seldom earlier than go or later than 130, al- 
though a few carry the possible date down as late as 150. As to the 
place, these critics are for the most part divided between Palestine and 
Rome. 

(b) Conclusions. 
From the study of the internal evidence given by the his- 

torical background and ideas of James must be drawn what 
we can know of the date and authorship of the epistle. Ex- 
ternal evidence carries us only to the point that the epistle was 
probably not written later than 150 A.D. That would seem 
certainly implied by the belief of Origen that it was the work 
of James an apostle, even though his testimony to the actual 
authorship be not accepted. It is, indeed, probable that the 
epistle bore from the first the name of James, and that thereby 
was intended the brother of the Lord, but nothing in the epistle 
or in the conditions of literary production of that age forbids 
the idea that such a tract was originally pseudonymous. The 
title and the tradition offer the name of a conceivable author ; 
but they create no overpowering presumption that he was the 
real one. 

Harnack, Lehre der Zwölf Apostel (Texte und Untersuchungen, ii), 
1884, pp. 106-109, CaL, i, 1897, pp. 485-491, holds that the epistle, 
written 120-150 A.D. as an anonymous compilation of earlier sayings, 
began with 1* and was not made over into an Epistle of James by the 
addition of 1! until toward the end of the second century. For this 
view, which is part of a theory that this process was applied to several 
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N. T. writings, there is no evidence in the case of the Epistle of James. 
The first verse, if properly understood, makes a suitable opening to 
the tract, and even if it be held, as Harnack holds, that James the 
Lord's brother cannot have written the epistle, neither anything in the 
epistle itself nor the literary custom of the time makes any difficulty 
in supposing it a pseudonymous religious tract. Against the theory 
appeal is made to the apparent relation of apv (v.*) to yalpew (v.!); 
it is also said that an editor introducing at so late a date an attribution 

to James would have made it unmistakable which James was intended 
(cf. Zahn, Einleitung, $ 8, note 1). These counter-arguments are not 
conclusive, but Harnack's theory is still less convincing. 

We may sum up the pertinent points in the internal evi- 
dence already discussed. The writer and the readers whom he 
expected to reach by his tract were Greek-speaking Jewish 
Christians in Palestine. The churches are apparently past the 
earlier stages of their life; they had been formed not very re- 
cently and are living under settled conditions among Jewish 
neighbours as an accepted part of the whole Palestinian com- 

munity. Neither life nor thought in the church is dominated 
by passionate missionary effort. No crisis seems present in 
the internal affairs of these believers; and there is no indication 

of public disturbance or of recent or impending calamity in 
civil matters. The great controversy over the Law, of which 
we read in the Acts and the epistles of Paul, is no longer rife. 

The writer himself writes Greek with entire facility, and has 
become so familiar with the literary type of the Hellenistic di- 
atribe that he can freely use it (evidently not for the first time 
here) as the vehicle of his Christian admonitions. He is him- 

self, no doubt, a Jew, but accustomed to read the O. T. in the 

Septuagint version. His main ideas are Jewish, and his dis- 
tinctively Christian thinking primitive though unmistakable. 
Religion appears to him mainly in the guise of a noble spiritual 
Law. He is later than Paul, of whose formulas he disapproves 
without understanding their real purpose. Singularly devoid 
of contact with the progressive movements which were else- 
where developing toward second-century Christian thought, he 
does not descry within his horizon, still less contain in himself, 
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any of the germinant heresies of the age. Even the tenden- 
cies which led the exclusive and stagnant form of Jewish Chris- 
tianity to solidify itself into a heresy are alien to him. He 
represents an admirable type of Christianity, but one of ex- 

traordinary intellectual isolation. 
These internal indications are best satisfied by supposing that 

the epistle was written by a Christian teacher in some half- 
hellenistic city of Palestine, in the period of quiet after the de- 
struction of Jerusalem in 70 A.D.* and before the disturbances 
which culminated in the rebellion of Bar-Cochba, 132-135 A.D. 

For a closer dating than 75-125 A.D. the epistle seems to pro- 
vide no aid. 

As to the place of origin the epistle is wholly without sug- 
gestion, and a number of towns in Palestine could show the 
required conditions. A good example is Cæsarea, the Roman 

capital. Here was a Romanised city containing a population 

partly Jewish, partly heathen, in which the writer's contact 
with Hellenistic moral preaching would be easily supposable, 

but where the Christians would not have found themselves out 
of relation to Jewish life. Christians existed at Cæsarea from 
an early time (Acts ro f. 21% 15), and its continued importance 
as a Christian centre is attested by the references in the Clem- 
entine Recognitions. No sufficient reason exists for thinking 

that the author of the Epistle of James actually lived here, but 
it happens that more is known about Cesarea than about most 

similar places, and it is instructive to find that its known cir- 
cumstances would well account for the origin of the epistle.f 
Much the same could be said of Tiberias, if there were any such 
tradition of Christians there. 
The general view here stated of the time and place of origin 

of the Epistle of James excludes the traditional authorship by 

* A date earlier than the Jewish war is unlikely because the epistle ignores the Pauline 
controversy ovet the law while it yet shows a knowledge of Pauline formulas. 

f On Cæsarea, see Schürer, GJV, $ 23, I, 9 (and other references in the Index); G. A. 
Smith, Historical Geography of the Holy Land’, pp. 138 ff.; JE, art. “Cæsarea”; EB, art. 
* Cesarea.” 

1 On Tiberias, see Schürer, GJV, $ 25, I, 33. 
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James the Lord’s brother. Is this indirect result confirmed 
by any convincing direct evidence? Such proof is difficult to 
get because so little is known of James’s ideas or character; 

yet two special considerations tend to make it unlikely that 
the author was James. 

(1) The first is the writer's contact with Hellenism. Not 
only is the epistle written in a Greek style better than that 
of most writers of the N. T., but the writer shows a contact 

with Greek modes of public preaching and with Greek ideas 
and illustrations which would not be expected in a Galilean 
peasant whose experience of the world, even in the period of his 
broadest activity, came through his leadership of the Christians 
at Jerusalem. And this remains true, even when all necessary 
deductions have been made for the later and legendary nature 
of the ascetic traits with which the description given by Hege- 
sippus has endowed the “bishop of Jerusalem.” 

(2) The second point has to do with what we know of James 
the Lord’s brother’s religious attitude. He was deeply engaged 
with the questions directly arising out of the controversy be- 
tween Paul and the Judaisers (Acts 15, 21!8#-, Gal. 21-19 212); and 
although he took a mediating position at Jerusalem, yet he was 

fully trusted as a leader by the crowds of Christians, “all zealous 
for the law," who lived there, while the allusion in Gal. 21? surely 
indicates that his ideas of Jewish Christian observance of the 

Jewish dietary regulations were strict. But in the epistle all 
these questions lie completely outside the circle of the writer’s 
interest, extensive as that circle is. And this becomes of greater 
significance because the writer has in mind and discusses Paul's 
formulas. He disapproves of them, but on other grounds than 
that which chiefly moved the Judaisers of Paul's day, and 

caused that well-known controversy to be the life-and-death 
struggle of exclusive Jewish Christianity. Then the question 
was whether such "works" of the Law as circumcision, the 

dietary rules, and the Sabbath were requisite to justification; 
now, without a hint of that question, the objection to Paul's 

statement is that it seems to imply that men can be justified 
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without showing any of the “works” of Christian love. It 
seems, to say the least, unlikely that a representative leader 

who had taken a great part in the earlier controversy should, 
within fifteen years, in discussing the same forms of statement, 

betray no consciousness whatever of that controversy or of its 

vital significance for the section of the church to which he be- 
longed. The writer of the epistle is anxious for the spiritual 
welfare of Jewish Christians; he shows no sign of any concern 
about the interests of Jewish Christianity. 

If, then, this epistle probably bore from the start the name 
of * James, servant of God and of the Lord Jesus Christ," and 
yet is not from the pen of James, the well-known leader of 
Jewish Christianity, might we not suppose it to be the work 

of some otherwise unknown Palestinian Christian sharing this 
not uncommon name? This is undoubtedly possible; in view, 
however, of the conspicuous position and wide, heroic fame of 

the Lord's brother, it does not seem likely. A Christian epistle 
bearing his name, with no special indication of the identity of 
the author, could hardly have been put out in Palestine in the 
first or early second century without seeming to the Christian 

public of that age to claim the authorship of the great James, 

just as it did in the time of Origen, a century later. And the 
literary customs of the time make the publication of a pseu- 

donymous epistle well conceivable, even for an earnest and sin- 
cere writer, at a time when James himself had been dead cer- 
tainly for fifteen years, perhaps for more than fifty. 

The origin here supposed for the epistle seems to accord well 
with its earliest history in the church. Produced after the 
apostolic period, in a secluded part of Christendom, and having 

no immediate significance for current controversy, it was pre- 
served in Palestine alone for nearly or quite a century. "Then, 
its pseudonymous character in the meantime forgotten, it came 
to the knowledge of the Greek church either through being 
brought to Alexandria in the second century or through one of 

the visits of Origen to Palestine. The use of it in the pseudo- 
clementine Epistles to Virgins of the third century may have 
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been due to its currency among Greek-speaking Christians in 
Palestine, where those epistles were written. Since our epistle 
was known to be an ancient book when it first came to the at- 
tention of Origen (or of Clement of Alexandria?), and since it 

purported to be written by James, apparently the Lord's brother 
of that name, and since it contained nothing unworthy of such 
an origin, it was gradually accepted, first in Alexandria, then, as 

it became known more widely and with high authority recom- 
mending it, elsewhere in the Christian world. 'This process went 

on slowly because the church leaders were aware that the book 
was a newcomer which had not been read and valued in the 
church at large in the second century. 

The often-quoted statement of Jerome (quae el ipsa ab alio quodam sub 
nomine cjus edita adseritur) must not be taken to imply more knowledge 

than Jerome gained from Eusebius, and the latter's statement means 
only that in his time the Syrian and Latin churches had not yet taken 
up the epistle into their canon. We cannot infer from Jerome that a 
tradition of the real authorship, or even of the pseudonymity of the 
epistle, had survived through the second century and come with it 
to Greek theologians and so to Jerome himself ; see above, p. 44. 

For the significance of the Epistle of James in the history of 

early Christian thought it makes not much difference whether 
it was written by James the Lord's brother about the year 6o, 
or by another Palestinian teacher fifty years later. In either 
case the place of origin and the kind of Christians whose life 
the epistle reflects are the same, and the epistle itself shows 
how little development of Christian thought took place there 
in those decades. The historical importance of that phase of 
Christian history lies not in what came out of it but in the 
traces it reveals of still earlier Palestinian Christianity, and in 

its testimony to one of the many legitimate forms which Chris- 

tianity (and in this case very early Christianity) has assumed 
in its long history. 
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APPENDIX ON JAMES THE LORD'S BROTHER AND 

OTHER PERSONS NAMED JAMES. 

Ada Sandorum, Maii, vol. i, pp. 18-34, Antwerp, 1680. 
A. H. Blom, Disputatio theologica inauguralis de TOIZ AABA®OIZ el 

TAIZ AAEA®AIZ TOY KYPIOY, Leyden, 1839. 
J. B. Lightfoot, * The Brethren of the Lord," in Saint Paul's Epistle 

bo the Galatians, 1865, 1890, pp. 252-291. 
Theodor Zahn, “Brüder und Vettern Jesu," in Forschungen sur 

Geschichte des neutest. Kanons, vi, 1900, pp. 225-364. 
Max Meinertz, Der Jakobusbrief und sein Verfasser in Schrift und 

Ueberlieferung (Biblische Studien, x, 1-3), Freiburg, 1905. 

$1. NEW TESTAMENT PERSONS NAMED JAMES. 

The N. T. persons bearing the name of James are as follows: 

(1) James son of Zebedee and Salome, (elder?) brother of John, 
included in all four lists of the Twelve, and frequently referred to 
in the Gospels. He was beheaded by Herod Agrippa I in or before 
the year 44 A.D. (Acts 12?). 

(2) James son of Alpheus, one of the Twelve (Mt. xo?, Mk. 3!8, 
Lk. 6!5, Acts 1??). 

(3) James the Lord's brother. So described in Gal. 1, and 
mentioned in 2* 5; doubtless the person referred to, as having seen 
the risen Lord, in 1 Cor. 15. Evidently the same as James who 
appears as a leading Christian at Jerusalem in Acts 12!" r5! 21". 
Cf. Mk. 6 = Mt. 135. 

(4) James "the less" (ò utxoóéc). His mother was Mary, and he 
had a brother Joses (Mk. 159 = Mt. 2795, Mk. 16! = Lk. 241). 

(5) James father (or, very improbably, brother) of Judas, the 
latter being one of the Twelve ('Ioó3ac 'IaxóQou), Lk. 6!6, Acts 1!3. 
Instead of this Judas another name (either Thaddzus or Lebbeus) 
appears in the list of Mk. 3!5, copied in Mt. 10%. 

(6) James, by whom the Epistle of James claims to have been 
written (Jas. 1!). 

(7) James brother of the Judas (Jude v.!) by whom the Epistle 
of Jude claims to have been written. 

Of these several persons named James, No. 1 (James son of 
Zebedee) and No. 2 (James son of Alphzus) are certainly distinct 
individuals, both names being found together in the lists of the 
Twelve Apostles. Of the career of James son of Alpheus, however, 
nothing whatever is known, at any rate under that name; and the 
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same is true of No. 4 (James the less) and No. 5 (James [father] of 
Judas), so that the way is open for identifying one or more of these 
three with No. 3, James the Lord's brother, a man of note re- 
peatedly mentioned in the Acts and in Paul's epistles. Such a 
combination, by which Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 were regarded as 
a single individual, was made by Jerome toward the end of the 
fourth century, and has prevailed in the western church and with 
modern Roman Catholic scholars.* 

$2. THE HISTORY OF OPINION. 

The history of opinion with regard to the relationships of James 
the Lord's brother is of considerable interest. 

The most natural interpretation of the terms "brother" (Mt. 
1246 47 1555 2810 [?], Mk. 331. 3? 63 Lk. 81% 9, Jn. 21? 73. 5 19 2017 [?], 

Acts 1%, x Cor. 95, Gal. 1%) and "sister" (Mt. 13%, Mk. 6?) is 
undoubtedly to take them as referring to children of Joseph and 
Mary, younger than Jesus. This is apparently impliedt by the 
statement of Lk. 27 (cf. also Mt. 175), that Mary “brought forth 
her firstborn son («bv vlbv «bv xoutóctoxov)," and this view, often called 
the *Helvidian," was perhaps the opinion of most persons in the 
Christian church of the second century. Origen implies that it 
was so, since he refers to the opposite opinion, which he himself 
held, as that of **some," in apparent distinction from the majority 
(Tom. x, 17, on Mt. 135); and Tertullian probably held the Lord's 
brethren to have been the sons of Joseph and Mary (Contra Mar- 
cionem, iv, 19; De carne, 7). 

Zahn, Forschungen, vi, p. 319, cf. pp. 309-313, argues that Clement 
of Alexandria, Strom. vii, 16, 93 f., likewise implies that the mass of 
simple Christians held to the *Helvidian" view; and holds that that 
view was maintained by Hegesippus. But the implication of Clement's 
language does not carry so far as this, and as to the view of Hegesippus 
there is, in fact, no positive evidence whatever. 

By the fourth century, however, this opinion had been reduced 
to the grade of a heresy. In 376-377, when Epiphanius fulminates 
against it in a pastoral letter, which he later incorporated in his 
great work against heresies (Her. lxxviii, pp. 1034-1057; cf. xxviii, 
7; xxix, 1 f.; li, 10; lxvi, 19), it is only to comparatively unim- 
portant or out-of-the-way Christians, such as those in Arabia (or 

* The identification of James the Lord's brother with James son of Zebedee has occasion- 
ally been made, but, as in Iren. Her. iii, 121*, only by a sheer mistake. 

t A clear statement of the opposite interpretation of Lk. 2’ and Mt. 1** may be found in 
Lightfoot, Galatians, pp. 270 ff. 
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possibly Agaria west of the sea of Azov*), whom he dubbed Anti- 
dicomarianitae, or Bonosus of Sardica, or Jovinian that he can refer 
as instances. The views of all these were condemned as heretical, 
while Apollinaris of Laodicea, many of whose followers at least are 
said to have held to this opinion (Epiph. Her. lxxvii, 36; lxxviii, 1), 
was himself a theologian of doubtful repute.t Helvidius himself 
is an obscure person, known to us solely through Jerome's refuta- 
tion of a treatise, written at Rome about the year 380, in which 
he maintained the view that goes by his name. He seems to have 
been a bold spirit, disaffected toward the current monkish asceti- 
cism; using chiefly the statements of the Gospels, he found him- 
self able to produce as older theological authorities only Tertullian 
and Victorinus of Pettau. He won some followers, but the day 
for his view had passed and was not to come again until the eigh- 
teenth century. 

Opposed to this ancient, so-called Helvidian, view of the matter, 
with its support in the natural implications of Scripture, was an- 
other theory, which is first found in certain apocryphal writings, 
and which, being more in accord with the prevailing sentiment, 
dominated the church of the fourth century and remains the usual 
doctrine in the Greek church to the present day. It is often called 
the * Epiphanian" doctrine, from its most painstaking defender in 
the fourth century (Epiph. Her. lxxvii, 36; lxxviii, 1-24), but its 
origin lies as far back as the early second century. According to 
this theory, Mary had no other children than our Lord; the 
“brothers” and “sisters” were the children of Joseph by a former 
wife, brought up in the household of Joseph and Mary and reputed 
Jesus’ half-brothers. For the theory no direct evidence is to be 
found in the N. T.; it seems to derive its origin, and certainly gained 
its rapid spread, from the feeling of veneration for the Virgin 
Mary which has produced so vast an overgrowth of legends about 
her life. This was here conjoined with the far-reaching asceticism 
which, foreign to Judaism, came with Hellenism into Christian 
thought and life. Ascetic doctrine speedily supplemented the vir- 
gin birth by the perpetual virginity of Mary; hence a first wife 
had to be assumed as the mother of Joseph’s children. The ear- 
liest extant statement of this is found in the romance now known 
as the Protevangelium Jacobi, a fiction of the middle of the second 
century, in which it is said (ch. 9) that at the time of his betrothal 
to Mary Joseph was a widower more than eighty years old, with 
a number of children. A similar statement is said by Origen 

* So Zahn, Forschungen, vi, p. 306, note 2. 

f Hilary of Poitiers (f 366), Comm. in Matt. x4, calls those who held this opinion homines 
pravissind. 
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(Tom. x, 17, on Mt. 13%) to have been contained in the Gospel 
according to Peter (of date not far from the Protevangelium). 
It may have been the view of Clement of Alexandria, and was 
definitely affirmed by Origen himself, although he seems to be 
aware that it is supported only by these legendary authorities 
(deliramenta apocryphorum, as Jerome calls them), and that it rests 
solely on dogmatic or even sentimental grounds. Most of the 
early writers had no occasion to state by what theory they har- 
monised the doctrine of the perpetual virginity with the existence 
of brothers and sisters of the Lord, and therefore cannot be quoted 
on this question, but when Epiphanius wrote (not long before 380), 
he was able to assume that his own view was universally held by 
orthodox Christians. It is, indeed, explicitly stated by Hilary of 
Poitiers ({ 368) and “Ambrosiaster” (c. 375), and was the view 
of Ephraem Syrus,* Gregory of Nyssa, Ambrose, and, in the main, 
of Chrysostom (who, however, seems later to have inclined toward 
the equally orthodox theory of Jerome). Later Greek writers, with 
few exceptions, held to this tradition, and the calendars of the 
Greek, Syrian, and Coptic churches, which distinguish James the 
Lord’s brother from both of the apostles named James, are evi- 
dently in accord with this doctrine of the Apocrypha, of Origen, 
and of Epiphanius. This is the view accepted by the theologians 
of the oriental Orthodox churches at the present day. 

For the following note on the brethren of Jesus in Russian theological 
literature I am indebted to Dr. Aurelio Palmieri: 

Most of the Russian writers accept the opinion of St. Epiphanius, 
and hold that Joseph had six sons before his marriage with the Virgin. 
Among the Russian writers who hold this view are: Bieliaev, O sobornom 
poslanii ap. Jakova (The Catholic Epistle of St. James) Ctenia, held in 
the Society of the Friends of Ecclesiastical Progress, 1872, vol. i; 
Bishop Alexis (Novoslov), Vvedenie v poslanie Jakova (Introduction to 
the Epistle of St. James), ibid. 1877, vol. ii, p. 341; Jaroscevsky, Sobornoe 
poslanie Sv. A p. Jakova (The Catholic Epistle of St. James), Kiev, 1901, 
p. 36; Glubokovsky, Blagoviestie khristianskoi svobody v poslanii Sv. 
Ap. Pavla k Galatam (The Gospel of Christian Liberty in the Epistle of 
St. Paul to the Galatians), Petrograd, 1902, pp. 67-69; Orlin, Sobornoe 
poslanie Jakova (The Catholic Epistle of St. James), Riazan, 1903, p. 2; 
Glagolev, in Pravoslanaia bogoslosskaia entziklopedia (Orthodox Theo- 
logical Encyclopedia), Petrograd, 190r, vol. ii, pp. 1113-1126; Bogda- 
scevsky, tbid. vol. vi, pp. 42-43. One exegete only has accepted the 
view of Jerome: Theodorovic, Tolkovanie na sobornoe poslanie Sv. Ap. 
Jakova (Commentary on the Catholic Epistle of St. James), Vilna, 1897. 
Two Russian writers have proposed another explanation. They are 

Prof. Kibalcic, Sv. Ap. Jakov., brat Gospoden (St. James, Apostle and 

* J. R. Harris, Four Lectures on the Western Text of the New Testament, 1894, p. 37. 
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Brother of Our Lord), Cernigov, 1882; and the famous historian, Alexis 
Lebedev, in the review: Duscepolesnoe Ctenie, Moscow, 1903, i, pp. 

38-82; iii, 407-425; vi, 215-228; vii, 363-370; X, 2357245; xi, 377- 
396; xii, 542-552; 1904, i, 91-105; ii, 229-236, and in vol. vi, of Orth. 
Theol. Ency. According to Lebedev, the N. T. does not state that 
either the Virgin or Joseph had other sons except Jesus. "Therefore the 
so-called brethren of Jesus were not brethreh in the ordinary sense; 
neither do they belong to a supposed first wife of Joseph. They were 
only cousins on the side either of Mary or Joseph. The only woman 
whom the Gospels represent as their mother is Mary, mentioned in the 
Gospel of John, with the explanatory reference to Clopas, who would 
be their father. Mary is not the sister of the Virgin, who is not rep- 
resented as having sisters. She was therefore cousin of Joseph. The 
Gospels say almost nothing about Clopas; his name is only mentioned 
by Luke. Nevertheless, we can argue, he was well known in the age of 
the apostles. A tradition of the second century says that he was the 
only brother of Joseph. "Therefore, Mary of Clopas was a cousin of 
Joseph and consequently of the Virgin, and she is the mother of the 
so-called brethren or cousins of Jesus. Prof. A. Lebedev has discussed 
his opinion in a special work, Bratja Gospodni (x Cor. 9, 5), Moscow, 
1908. 

In the western church the influence of Jerome has caused opinion 
on the subject to have a different history. This active-minded 
controversialist spent the years 382-385 in Rome, and early in 
that period, in reply to the then recent work of Helvidius, wrote 
his treatise, Adversus Helvidium de perpetua virginitate B. Mariae. 
In this he presented an entirely novel theory, by which he was 
able to identify James the Lord's brother with James the apostle, 
son of Alphzus, and so reduce the number of persons named 
James in the N. T. to two. The theory can be most clearly ex- 
hibited by the following table of relationships, as understood by 
Jerome. 

| 
— ——— zu 

amid Mary of Clopas, wife of Alphzus ! 
| | | | 

Jesus James Joses Judas Simon sisters 

son of Alphzus, 

brother of the Lord 

Under Jerome’s theory this Judas (Mk. 6*) can be identified with 
the apostle Judas Jacobi, the genitive then indicating the relation of 
brother, not son. A further possible combination is that which iden- 
tifies Simon brother of the Lord with Simon the Zealot, one of the 
Twelve. But neither of these combinations seems to have occurred 
to Jerome. 
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Jerome's theory appears to have been wholly original with him, 
and both his own efforts and those of later Roman Catholic writers 
to find support for it in earlier ecclesiastical tradition must be 
deemed to have failed. By the theory the “brothers and sisters” 
of the Lord are made his cousins, being children of his mother's 
sister. In order to hold this, it must be assumed that the word 
* brother" is in these contexts susceptible of such a meaning, an 
assumption linguistically highly unlikely, if not, as most Protestant 
scholars would hold, impossible. Apart from this essential foun- 
dation-stone the theory rests on the following considerations: 

(1) Gal. 1?? implies that James the Lord's brother was an apos- 
tle. Since James son of Zebedee died about 44 A.D., James the 
Lord's brother must be the same as James son of Alphzus. 

(2) Jn. 19?* may be interpreted as meaning that Mary of Clopas 
was the sister of the mother of Jesus. 

(3) Mk. 159 (cf. 157 16!) mentions as a witness of the crucifixion 
a Galilean woman, Mary mother of James the less and Joses, and 
Jerome identified her with Mary of Clopas. 

(4) James the less is identified with James son of Alpheus; for, 
in the opinion of Jerome, the designation *'the less" (minor, 8 utxoó) 
is added in order to distinguish this James from the more prominent 
apostle of the same name, James son of Zebedee. In that case 
Mary of Clopas must have been the wife of Alpheus. What the 
designation * of Clopas" means, Jerome does not know. He does 
not suggest the explanation, later current but linguistically un- 
sound, that Clopas and Alphzus represent the same Aramaic name 
(Chalphai). 
From the point of view of monkish asceticism, Jerome's ingen- 

ious theory had an advantage over the previously current doctrine 
represented by Epiphanius. It preserved not only the perpetual 
virginity of Mary, but also that of Joseph (Adv. Helv. 19). Against 
it, in spite of its complete lack of traditional authority, could be 
urged only linguistic and historical objections, while in an age 
which was much occupied with strict definition of the limits of the 
canon, the Epiphanian view was subject to the discredit of its 
close association with antiquated apocryphal legends. Even in 
the East Jerome's theory seems to have commended itself to Chrys- 
ostom (Comm. in Gal. 19), and Theodoret expressly advocated it. 
In the Latin church it gained the powerful support of Augustine 
and made a rapid conquest. Cassiodorius (468-562) treats the 
theory as established, and the western liturgies imply it by provid- 
ing (unlike the eastern) only one day of commemoration for any 
James other than the son of Zebedee. 

The theologians of the Middle Ages and of succeeding centuries 
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clung to this received view with but few exceptions.* Certain 
critics of the seventeenth century, indeed, Combefis (1 1679), Hen- 
schen the Bollandist (f 1681), and Richard Simon (11712; His- 
toire critique du texte du Nouveau Testament, 1689, ch. 17) argued 
that James the Lord's brother was not the same person as James 
son of Alphzus, but they do not seem to have reached a clear and 
complete theory. In later times also an occasional Roman Cath- 
olic writer has taken similar ground, but in general there has been 
complete adherence to the theory of Jerome, which is now the 
established tradition of Roman Catholic scholars. 
On the Protestant side,f in so far as the question was discussed 

by the men of the Reformation, the traditional view of Jerome 
seems to have been retained. Luther (who held fast to the per- 
petual virginity of Mary) and the Magdeburg Centuries both identi- 
fied James the Lord's brother with the son of Alphzus; and in 
spite of some signs presaging the coming confusion of critical theo- 
ries, these sixteenth-century authorities were followed by the bulk 
of seventeenth-century Protestants. Striking exceptions were Gro- 
tius (1 1645), who preferred the Epiphanian solution, and Hammond 
(t 1660). The eighteenth century shows less agreement. Various 
scholars rejected the Hieronymian tradition; while the eccentric 
Whiston (f 1752), and later, with vastly greater influence, Herder, 
in his Briefe zweener Brüder Jesu in unserm Kanon, 1775, affirmed 
the Helvidian doctrine. 

In the critical inquiries of the nineteenth century the old opin- 
ions have been reaffirmed and ingenious new theories proposed. 
In the first half of the century the Hieronymian view was held by 
a large proportion of Protestant writers, at least of the more ortho- 
dox type, and from the latter part of the century also such voices 
were not lacking. The Epiphanian doctrine is also maintained 
by a few writers, among whom stands the great name of Light- 
foot. But among Protestant scholars the Helvidian view has 
increasingly gained adherents, and it is now dominant. 

$ 3. THE DECISIVE CONSIDERATIONS. 

The reasons for the tendency of modern Protestant scholars to 
adopt the Helvidian view are sound and do not require long dis- 
cussion here. 

* See for abundant detail on medieval and modern scholars Meinertz, Jakobusbrief, pp. 
203-316. 

t Meinertz, op. cil. pp. 216, 288. 
ft Smith and Fuller, DB’, vol. i, part ii, 1893, p. 1517. 
§ Lightfoot, Galatians, pp. 270-272, adopted the Epiphanian view on the ground of Jn. 

19!* !', He holds it unlikely that Mary, if she was the mother of James and the others, 

— have been “consigned to the care of a stranger of whose house she becomes henceforth 
inmate." 
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(1) Against the Epiphanian view no conclusive objection can 
be brought, save that no real evidence speaks for it. It is not 
intrinsically improbable, nor contrary to anything in the N. T., 
that Joseph should have married, lost his wife, and had a family 
of children before his betrothal to Mary, but the legends of the 
Protevangelium Jacobi afford no presumption of trustworthy tradi- 
tion, and nothing in the N. T. itself is capable of sustaining the 
weight of the story. The argument from Jn. 19?5 on which Light- 
foot rests his case, is wholly insufficient. In fact, the Epiphanian 
view has its roots in the dogmatic assumptions of an ascetic the- 
ology, or at best in mere pious sentiments which have become alien 
to modern Protestant thought. 

(2) The theory of Jerome, although more frequently advocated 
among Protestants than the Epiphanian view, is subject to far 
greater objections. 

(a) In the first place it requires the admission that ‘‘ brother” 
in the various contexts where it is used can mean " cousin." This 
is, in fact, impossible and is fatal to the whole theory.* 

(b) Jerome’s interpretation of Jn. 1975, whereby Mary of Clopas 
is made out to be the sister of the Virgin, is, on the whole, unlikely 
(see the commentaries, and Zahn, Forschungen, vi, pp. 338 f. 352). 

(c) Mary “of Clopas" is more naturally taken as referring to 
the wife of Clopas, and in that case (since the identification of the 
names Clopas and Alpheus is not to be accepted) she cannot well 
have been the wife of Alpheus. 

(d) The necessity of inferring from Gal. 1° that James the Lord's 
brother, there referred to, was in Paul's view an apostle is dis- 
puted (see the commentaries). But, even if the inference be granted, 
it is now admitted that from early times and through all the early 
centuries others than the Twelve were called apostles. 

So, for instance, Epiphanius called James an apostle, but denied that 
he was one of the Twelve. See Zahn, Forschungen, vi, p. 7, note 2, pp. 
307 f.; Lightfoot, “ The Name and Office of an Apostle,” in Galatians, 
Pp. 92-101. 

Whether in 1 Cor. 15’, even if tote dxoctóAot; x&ctv means the 
Twelve only, James is or is not represented as included among them is 
so doubtful that no argument can properly be drawn from the passage. 

(e) The expression 'Iéxofoc è xps (Mk. 159), on the use of 
which (Lat. minor) Jerome puts much stress, does not seem to be 
used of inferiority, in contrast to some “James the Great" among 
the apostles, but (note that it is positive, not comparative) refers 
to some personal characteristic, probably of stature. 

* Mayor’, pp. xxiv f., discusses the arguments adduced; see also Lez. s. 9. adeAdds, and 
Lightfoot, Galatians, pp. 361—265. 
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It thus appears that Jerome's highly speculative combinations 
crumble under analysis. Against his view speak positively many 
of the references in the Gospels. The consistent distinction made 
between the apostles and the brethren of the Lord, and the failure 
of the evangelists to give any hint that one or two or even three 
of the Twelve Apostles are identical with certain more or less well- 
known persons elsewhere referred to in their histories are impor- 
tant arguments. It is difficult to believe, even if Jerome's theory 
of cousinship were true, that the evangelists could have been aware 
of such a fact. The repetition of the name Mary for two sisters, 
the supposed union of two households while evidently the mothers 
of both were still living, and the complete ignoring, in the nar- 
ratives, of the second mother's relation to her children, although 
she is expressly stated (Mk. 159) to have been a member of Jesus' 
company in Galilee, all these improbabilities combine with the 
explicit statement of the Gospel of John that Jesus! brethren did 
not believe on him (Jn. 75) and the clear implication of lack of 
sympathy with his work found in Mk. 3?': 3! to make it appear im- 
possible that James the Lord's brother should have been one of the 
original Twelve Apostles. 

For an effective statement of how ill the cousinship hypothesis suits 
the Gospel narratives, see Mayor’, p. xxix. The various difficulties 
which make Jerome's view impossible are fully presented by Lightfoot, 
Galatians, pp. 258-265. 

In order to maintain the theory of Jerome, which has had wider 
and longer prevalence among western Christians than any other 
view, it is necessary to escape the difficulties by supplementary 
hypotheses of various kinds, such as making an unwarrantable dis- 
tinction between the James of Gal. 11? and the James of Gal. 2°, 
or understanding that the term “the brethren of the Lord" is 
used by the evangelists with tacit exclusion of the only “brother 
of the Lord” in whom the early church had any special reason to 
be interested.* 

In fact, we have no reason, apart from dogma or an untrust- 
worthy sentiment, to question that the brothers and sisters of the 
Lord were children of Joseph and Mary younger than Jesus, and 
that the impression as to them and their history naturally derived 
by unsophisticated readers from the four Gospels and the Acts is 
correct. We know nothing whatever about the relationship to one 
another of the several persons named James who are brought before 

* To these theories the full discussion of the subject itself, and of the history of opinion, 
by Meinertz is a valuable guide; see also Zahn, Forschungen, vi, pp. 326 f. 
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us in the Gospels and Acts and the epistles of Paul. There cannot 
have been fewer than three distinct Jameses; in all probability 
there were four or five. 

§ 4. THE TRADITION CONCERNING JAMES THE LORD'S BROTHER. 

(a) The New Testament. 

James son of Zebedee, the apostle, died a martyr's death by order 
of Herod Agrippa I, about 44, and does not seriously come in 
question as author of the epistle. Of the other persons called 
James mentioned in the N. T. only James the Lord’s brother is 
sufficiently known to us in his personality and career to make the 
question of whether he may have been the author of the epistle 
capable of discussion. 

The information furnished by the N. T. about this James is 
important. In the Gospels he is named only in Mk. 6’, Mt. 1355, 
as well known to the inhabitants of Nazareth, but he is to be as- 
sumed as included with the other brothers in the attempt to re- 
strain the public activity of Jesus described in Mk. 37 3! = Mt. 124, 
According to the Gospel of John the brethren of the Lord and 
his mother accompanied Jesus to Capernaum (Jn. 2!2), challenged 
him (Jn. 7**) to go to Jerusalem and manifest himself to the 
world (they themselves not believing on him), and proved their 
own Jewish piety by making the pilgrimage to the feast of taber- 
nacles (Jn. 71). On both these occasions we may fairly infer that 
James was with the others. At any rate, the evangelist was cer- 
tainly not aware that James at that time took any different atti- 
tude from the rest of the family. 

In the command to report the fact of the resurrection to *my breth- 
ren," Mt. 28'5, Jn. 20!", the word “brethren” is probably to be taken 
in the sense of spiritual relationship, but the interpretation is not wholly 
certain. 

After the resurrection we find the mother of Jesus and his brethren 
joined with the apostles and other Christians in the common life 
and common Christian faith of the church at Jerusalem (Acts 1!*), 
but of their transition to faith in Jesus Christ nothing is told us. 
James is nowhere expressly mentioned until Acts 127, when he 
seems to be represented as of chief importance, next to Peter, 
among the Christians then resident in Jerusalem. In view of the 
regular custom in the Book of Acts of formally introducing to 
the reader the personages of the narrative as they are mentioned 
(Barnabas 4%; Stephen and Philip 65; Paul 755; Agabus 1178; 
Silas 15??; Timothy 1r6!; Aquila, Priscilla 182; Apollos 187‘), we 
may infer from the absence of any such introduction of James that 
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the author knew him to be the Lord's brother and deemed him 
sufficiently accounted for by Acts 11. 

In Acts James appears again at 15" and 21€. At the confer- 
ence at Jerusalem concerning the admission of uncircumcised be- 
lievers into the church, he took with Peter a leading part, and is 
represented as offering the opinion (Acts 15!*??) which was accepted 
and put into effect by the church of Jerusalem. This decision, 
fully concurred in by Peter, was joyfully recorded by the writer 
of Acts as an adequate charter of Gentile liberty (15%). Nearly 
ten years later, at the close of the main period of Paul's missionary 
activity, James is the head of the church at Jerusalem, still, as 
before, fully trusted by the Christians of the city—who were *'all 
zealous for the law "—Aand at the same time heartily well disposed 
toward the Gentile missionary Paul, to whom he gives a friendly 
welcome and prudent advice (Acts 21!*?5), After Paul has fallen 
into the singular difficulties which ultimately led to his journey to 
Rome, we hear in Acts no word more either of James or of the 
Jerusalem Christians. 

These notices in Acts are supplemented by certain allusions of 
Paul James the Lord's brother, whom Paul says (Gal. 119) that 
he saw on his first visit to Jerusalem, can be no other than the James 
who united with Peter and John in assuring Paul of their recogni- 
tion and fellowship in Gal. 2?, and this mutual understanding can 
hardly be referred to any other occasion than that described in 
Acts 15. The intricate problems here involved cannot now be dis- 
cussed. The leading position of James at Jerusalem, and his full 
identification with the Jewish Christians of that city, are implied 
in Gal. 2 by the words “before that certain came from James." 
The other references are 1 Cor. 15’, which mentions that James 
had a vision of the risen Christ, and 9°, which implies that the 
brethren of the Lord were married. 
Beyond this the N. T. information does not go. We are justi- 

fied in referring all these notices to the same James, and our 
two sources agree in representing him as trusted by the Jewish 
Christians of Jerusalem, while at the same time friendly to Paul 
and the Gentile mission. Of his own views, of the direction which 
his Christian thinking had taken and the distance it had travelled, 
and of his special type of character and temperament, of his precise 
attitude toward the problems then arising about the relations of 
Christianity to the law and customs of the Jews—of all that we 
learn hardly anything. We may infer that a man accepted by the 
Jerusalem Christians as their leader cannot have abandoned the 
practise of the Jewish law; and Gal. 2" seems to show James's 
agreement with the Jerusalem Christians who (in Paul's view) led 
Peter astray. On the other hand, we are directly informed (Gal. 2°) 
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that James admitted the right of Gentiles to become Christians 
without passing through the gate of circumcision. From the so- 
called *provisos of James" (Acts 15? 28 2175) much the same in- 
ference is to be drawn; they mean that James did not wish to 
impose the Law upon Gentile Christians.* 

(b) Other Tradition. 

Outside of the N. T. a considerable amount of tradition about 
james the Lord's brother has been preserved, and, mingled with 
much obvious legend, some elements of fact are probably contained 
in it. The chief sources are the following: 

(1) Josephus, Antiquities, xx, 9': 

&te dù ody toroitog Gv 5b “Avavoc, vouloas yey xarpdv Éxccefjbetoy dd 
«b ceÜv&vat dv Dijotov, "AAGBivoy B'Éct xarà thy b3dv Üxá&pysty, xab ler 
cuvéSorov xpitay xal xapayayay siç aóxb toy adeAddv "Incod tod Aeyo- 
pévou Xotacoo, 'Idxwos Bvouax aŭt, xal Ttva étépous, ds xapavonnedytuy 
xnatyyoolay xowá&gusvos, xapéduxe AeucOnsoguévous. 

* So Ananus, being that kind of a man, and thinking that he had got 
a good opportunity because Festus was dead and Albinus not yet 
arrived, holds a judicial council; and he brought before it the brother 
of Jesus who was called Christ, —James was his name,—and some others, 
and on the charge of violating the Law he gave them over to be stoned.” 

This passage is suspected of being an interpolation by Schürer, 
GJ V*, i, $ 19, 5, pp. 581 f. (E. Tr. I. ii, pp. 186 f.), and Zahn, For- 
schungen, vi, pp. 301-305. It is defended as genuine by Mayor’, 
p. lviii, note 2; Lightfoot, Galatians, p. 366, note 2; and E. Schwartz, 
Zeitschrift für die neutestamentliche Wissenschaft, iv, 1903, pp. 59 f. 
The only ground for doubt of the genuineness is that the text of 
Josephus is known elsewhere to have suffered from Christian inter- 
polation (notably Antiq. xviii, 3*, the passage about Jesus Christ), 
and that Origen refers (Tom. x, 17, on Mt. 13%; Contra Celsum, 
i, 47; li, 13) to a statement in Josephus, no longer extant, but 
plainly of Christian origin, to the effect that the murder of James 
was the occasion of the destruction of Jerusalem. This evidence 
for interpolation is not sufficient; and Josephus's date for the 
death of James, A.D. 62, must stand, although it contradicts the nar- 
rative of Hegesippus. 

(2) Hegesippus, quoted by Eusebius, H. e. ii, 23: 

“To the government of the church in conjunction with the apostles 
succeeded the Lord's brother, James,—he whom all from the time of 
the Lord to our own day call the Just, as there were many named 
James. And he was holy from his mother's womb; wine and strong 

* J. H. Ropes, “Acts xv. 21,” in Journal of Biblical Literature, vol. xv, 1896, pp. 75-81. 
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drink he drank not, nor did he eat flesh; no razor touched his head, 
he anointed himself not with oil, and used not the bath. To him alone 
was it permitted to enter the Holy Place, for neither did he wear wool, 
but linen clothes. And alone he would enter the Temple, and be found 
prostrate on his knees beseeching pardon for the people, so that his 
knees were callous like a camel's in consequence of his continually 
kneeling in prayer to God and beseeching pardon for the people. Be- 
cause of his exceeding righteousness (3& yé «ot thy dxepBoAty «f 
Bexarocbvns) he was called the Just (5 5(xatoz) and Oblias, which is in 
Greek ‘Bulwark of the People’ (xegtox3) tod Aaoŭ), and Righteousness, 
as the prophets declare concerning him. 

“Therefore certain of the seven sects among the people, already 
mentioned by me, in the Memoirs, asked him, ‘What is the door of 
Jesus (tle } 0690 tod "Inood)?’ and he said that He was the Saviour; 
—of whom some accepted the faith that Jesus is the Christ. Now 
the aforesaid sects were not believers either in a resurrection or in 
One who should come to render to every man according to his deeds; 
but as many as believed did so because of James. So, since many 
of the rulers, too, were believers, there was a tumult of the Jews and 
scribes and Pharisees, for they said there was danger that all the 
people would expect Jesus the Christ. Accordingly they said, when 
they had met together with James: ‘We entreat thee, restrain the 
people, since it has gone astray unto Jesus, holding him to be the 
Christ. We entreat thee to persuade (xetcat) concerning Jesus all 
those who come to the day of the passover, for we all listen (xet86,.e0a) 
tothee. For we and all the people testify to thee that thou art just 
and that thou respectest not persons. Do thou therefore persuade 
the people concerning Jesus, not to go astray, for all the people and 
all of us listen to thee. Take thy stand therefore on the pinnacle of 
the Temple, that up there thou mayest be well seen, and thy words 
audible to all the people. For because of the passover all the tribes 
have come together, with the gentiles also.' 

“So the aforesaid scribes and Pharisees set James on the pinnacle 
of the Temple, and called to him and said, *O thou, the Just, to whom 
we all ought to listen, since the people is going astray after Jesus the 
crucified, tell us what is the door of Jesus And with a loud voice he 
answered, ‘Why do you ask me concerning the Son of Man? and he 
sitteth himself in heaven on the right hand of the great Power and shall 
come on the clouds of heaven. And when many were convinced and 
gave glory for the witness of James, and said, * Hosanna to the son of 
David,’ then again the same scribes and Pharisees said to one another, 
*We were wrong to permit such a testimony to Jesus; but let us 
go up and cast him down, that through fear they may not believe 
him.’ And they cried out saying, ‘Ho, ho! even the Just has gone 
astray,’ and they fulfilled the Scripture written in Isaiah, Let us away 
with the Just, because he is troublesome to us; therefore they shall eat the 
fruits of their doings. 

“Accordingly they went up and cast the Just down. And they said 
one to another, ‘Let us stone James the Just,’ and they began to 
stone him, since he was not killed by the fall. But he turned, and 
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knelt down, saying, ‘I beseech thee, Lord God Father, forgive them, 
for they know not what they do.’ And so, as they were stoning him, 
one of the priests of the sons of Rechab, the son of the Rechabim, 
mentioned by Jeremiah the prophet, cried out, saying, ‘Stop! What 
are ye doing? The Just prays for you.’ And a certain one of them, 
one of the fullers, taking the club with which he pounds clothes, 
brought it down on the head of the Just; and so he suffered mar- 

tyrdom (éuaotó pnoev). 
* And they buried him there on the spot, near the Temple, and his 

monument still remains near the Temple. A true witness (péprtus) 
has he become both to Jews and Greeks that Jesus is the Christ. And 
immediately Vespasian besieges them (xoAtopxst abtob¢).” 

Hegesippus was a Christian probably resident in Palestine and 
of Jewish origin, but not a Judaiser. In the time of Eleutherus, 
bishop of Rome (174-189), he wrote his Memoirs (‘Yxopvipata) 
in five books, of which a few fragments have come down to us.* 
His work was probably used by Clement of Alexandria and by 
Epiphanius as well as by Eusebius. 

E. Schwartz, Zeitschrift für die neutestamentliche Wissenschaft, iv, 
1903, appears to doubt the use of Hegesippus by Clement (p. 57), and 
denies that Epiphanius has preserved from Hegesippus anything about 
James not contained in the fragments in Eusebius (p. 5o, note 2). But 
it seems proved that the work of Hegesippus was accessible to Epipha- 
nius; cf. Lightfoot, S. Clement of Rome, i, 1890, pp. 328 ff.; Zahn, For- 
schungen, vi, pp. 258 f. ; H. J. Lawlor, Eusebiana, Oxford, 1912, pp. 5-18. 

The long fragment given above, whether written by Hegesippus 
or taken over from his source, is plainly composed in order to do 
honour to James as an ascetic and martyr, who had shared with 
the apostles in the conduct of the church of Jerusalem. His influ- 
ence with the mass of the Jews of the city and his title of “the 
just" imply that in his eminent piety he was not thought to have 
departed from Jewish standards, while his sorrow for the sin of his 
people in rejecting their Messiah recalls the words of Paul in 
Rom. 9-11. The narrative itself, even when purged of its inner 
inconsistencies, is a legend, betraying no close contact with the 
events, and nothing can be drawn from it to add to the picture of 
James’s character and position derived from the N. T. In the bare 
tradition of a violent death Hegesippus agrees with the account 
found in Josephus, but nearly all the details of the two accounts 
vary. In particular Hegesippus’s reference to Vespasian seems to 
imply a date several years later than the year 62 A.D. definitely 
indicated in Josephus.t 

* The fragments are collected, with notes, in Zahn, Forschungen, vi, pp. 228-250; df. also 
Pp. 250-273. 

t See Zahn, Forschungen, vi, pp. 334-235; Einleitung, i, $ 5, note 4; he thinks 66 A.D. 
would suit the statement in Hegesippus. 
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The source of Hegesippus's information is entirely unknown. 
The conjecture, often repeated, that he drew it from a violently 
anti-pauline work, the Steps (or Ascents) of James, said by Epi- 
phanius (Her. xxx, 16) to have been in circulation among the 
Ebionites, has almost nothing to commend it.* 

From other fragments of Hegesippus (Eusebius, H. e. iii, 11; 
iv, 22) we learn that James was the first bishop of Jerusalem; and 
by their aid the following genealogical table can be constructed: 

Jacob — (? Epiph. Her. Ixxviii, 7) 

————— — — 7— 
—— oe pN Clopas 

Jesus James the Judas the Symeon, second 
Lord’s brother Lord’s brother bishop of 

Jerusalem 

x 

| 
grandsons 

Whether Hegesippus held that Mary was the mother of James 
and Judas is nowhere indicated. He gives (Eusebius, H. e. iii, 
I9, 20, 32) an interesting account of the arrest of the grandsons of 
Judas in the time of Domitian (81-96), on the charge of dangerous 
dynastic claims as being of the lineage of David, and apparently 
also on charges connected with their adherence to the “kingdom” 
of Christ. When the accused proved that they were poor farmers, 
and that the kingdom of Christ had to do wholly with religious 
ideas, they were released, and lived until the time of Trajan (98- 
117), greatly honoured among the churches both as confessors and 
as kinsmen of the Lord. Symeon is said to have suffered martyr- 
dom in the reign of Trajan, at the age of 120 years. 

In an acute essay, “Zu Eusebius Kirchengeschichte. I. Das Mar- 
tyrium Jakobus des Gerechten," in Zeitschrift für die neutestamentliche 
Wissenschaft, iv, 1903, pp. 48-61, E. Schwartz has tried to relieve some 
of the problems of the long fragment of Hegesippus by removing inter- 
polated words and sentences. This critical process would leave the 
following : 

Seadéyetat thy éxxAnofav petà tiv d'xoctóXoy è dBeAdbe tod xuplou 
"TéxwBoc, 6 óvouacOel; xb xkvtwv Bixnatog dxd vOv tod xuplou yodwoy 
péyor xal huv, éxel xoAAol 'Idpuofot £xaAoüvto, odtos Bè éx xorAlac 
wntpds abtod ğyroç Fy, olvoy xal alxeoa od Exuv, 0688 Exduyov Edayev, 

°H. Waitz, Die Pseudoklementinen, Homilien und Recognitionen (Texte und Untersu- 

chungen, xxv), 1904, pp. 164-169, 232, 386. 
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Eupby Exi thy xedaAdty adrod oóx dvégn, FAatoy oóx djAsljato, xal Bada- 
vely ox éxpohoato’ 0088 épeoüy édópet ZAAA atvévac, xal uóvoc elafjoxeto 
els tbv vady niploxeté te xeluevoç zl «oi, yévacty xal altoduevog dxto 
«o0 AaoU Adecty, Gq axecxAnxévar «à yovata abtod Sinyy xaufjou. Su 
yé cor thy üxsoQoAdiy ato) ExaXeico ò Blxatog xal dGAlas, 8 éovty “EAAN- 
mort Keprox?) toU Aagot. 

«tvi, oóy «Gy èrtà alpécewy vOv éy t Aah thy xooyeypapévwy ot 
oüx éxictevoy olte dvzctacty olte doxduevov d&xoBoüvat dxcoty xatà ta 
Eoya abtod® Boo Bà xal éxioteucay, ux "IdouoQov. xoAAGy olv xtotevévtwy 
Jv ObpußBoç «àv doxóvtov Asydvtwy Ste xtvBuveber m&o ð Aad 'Insoüy «by 
Xotaxby xpocdoxnay. Ere yov odv cuveADóvteo cà "LloxóQqo^ “ xazpaxadodpev 
os, éxloyeg tov Aaby, zel éxdAavhOy sic 'Incoüv c adto Evtog tod 

Xprotod* col yàp rávrtes xet0óueÜa ̂  yai, yàp waptopodpey cot xat vá 
ò Aabe Ste B(xatog el xac Str xo6ou xov o0 AapBcverc. orHOe odv ixl «b 

axvepbytov tod tepod, Tva ğvwðev Uc éxtpavis xal 7 eU&xoucvá aou tà bfpava 
Xaytl tQ AxQ. 3d yp to x&oxa cuveAnAdbact x&oae at dual perà 
xal «Ov d0voy." 

Éctnoxv ody ol xpostpnuévot thy 'Idxooy éxt cd axtepbytov rod vad, 
xal Éxoatav abt xal elxav’ “Bixa, © akvees xelBecbar ddefoper, 
éxel ò Aabo xAawitat óx(co 'Incoü tod ctavpwiévtos, axckyyethov uly 
tle dj O6pa tod "Incod.” xat dxexplvato ovi; peyáàn’ “tls éxepwrare 
«sol tod ulod tod dyÜpo xou, xal adtdc xdOytar dv tH odpav@ éx Ze- 
Ey ts peycAns Zuváuews, xal pée: Epyecbar ext «ov. vede ov tod 
odpaved ;" xal XoAXOv xAnpodopnÜtvtov xal Sobaldvrwy éxl tH uaptuplg 
«o0 "laxwBou xal Aeqóvvov, *' Gcavy& t uli Aauld,” téte qáXtv ol adror 
xpos dAAfhAouc KAeyov, “xands éxothoauey toradtmy wagtuplay rapas- 
yóvteç tH 'Incoü ^ &AA& dvaQávetg xaxvaf&Xogsv adtéy, Tva hohnOévtes 
ph xtotedowory adt.” xal Expabav Adyovtes, “A G, xal è dlxatoc 

éxiavtin,” xai éxAfjpwoay thy voadiy tiv iv cH “Hoate yerpayydvny, 
““Bowwey toy Slxatov, Ste Sbcxonotos Huty doty” tolwy ta yevfurta «Gy 
Eoywv aócÓv d&yovtar.”” dvaßávreaç odv xatéQaAoy tov Slxatov xal året 
xnataBAndels oüx dréðavey, AaQOv tic dx” aütOv, ele «Ov. yvaddwy, tò 
Ebdov dv @ dxomdle ta tudta, fveyxey xarà tho xehadis tod Buxalou, 
xal oStwe duaprdpncev. xal du00c Ovdecxactavde xoAtopxel adtodbc. 

Schwartz’s theory is that Eusebius found the passage already inter- 
polated, with additions partly due to ignorance, literary ineptitude, 
and pious love of embellishment, partly designed to combine the legend 
of Hegesippus and the tradition found in Josephus. To the interpolator 
is supposed to be due the confusing introduction of the scribes and 
Pharisees as the chief enemies of James after the [Sadducean] “rulers” 
had begun to be affected by his preaching. The details of Schwartz's 
analysis are worked out with great skill, and the theory in its main 
outlines is highly plausible, although in the nature of the case it is 
incapable of demonstration. 

(3) The Gospel according to the Hebrews, quoted by Jerome, 
De viris illustribus, 2: 

Evangelium quoque quod appellatur secundum Hebraeos ef a me nuper 
in grecum sermonem latinumque translatum est, quo et Origenes sepe 
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ulitur, post resurrectionem salvatoris refert: “Dominus autem cum de- 
disset sindonem servo sacerdotis, ivit ad Jacobum et apparuit ei; jura- 
verai enim Jacobus se non comesurum panem ab illa hora qua biberat 
calicem dominus (v. 1. domini) donec videret eum resurgentem a dormien- 
libus." Rursusque post paululum: '* Adferte, as dominus, mensam et 
panem." Statimque additur: “Tulit panem et benedixit et fregit. et 
dedit Jacobo Justo et dixit et: Frater mi, comede panem tuum, quia 
resurrexit filius hominis a dormientibus." 

This much-discussed fragment was probably taken over from 
some work of Origen, in spite of Jerome's explicit claim to have 
translated it from the Hebrew.* The Gospel according to the 
Hebrews appears to have been current in Greek.  Hegesippus is 
our earliest witness to its existence (Eusebius, H. e. iv, 22°); how 
much earlier it was written is unknown.] It was the gospel used 
by the Ebionites (Eusebius, H. e. iii, 255 27‘), or Jewish Chris- 
tians, and may have contained trustworthy tradition, although the 
few extant fragments do not greatly commend it. Jerome seems 
to have confounded it with the Hebrew Matthew, which he says 
he saw at Bercea and also in the library at Cesarea, and he has 
thereby brought great confusion into modern study of the subject. 

The appearance of the risen Christ to James the Just is to be 
identified with that mentioned by Paul (1 Cor. 157); but in con- 
tradiction to Paul the Gospel according to the Hebrews claimed 
for James, the head of the Jewish Christians, the honour of the 
first resurrection appearance, which Paul says belonged to Peter. 

(4) Other Apocryphal Gospels. 
The Protevangelium Jacobi, 8, 9, 172, which claims (25!) to have 

been written by James soon after the death of Herod, represents 
Joseph as an elderly widower with sons (but no daughters) at the 
time when Mary, a girl of twelve, is committed to his protection. 
This agrees with what Origen says (Comm. in Matt. t. x, 17) as to 
the statement of “the Book of James" (h 8(QAoc 'Iaxóßov), and at 
least chs. 1-17 of the Protevangelium are therefore to be regarded 
as written in the second century. 

Other apocryphal infancy-gospels contain similar representations, 
in many or all cases doubtless derived from the Protevangelium or 
its source. So, among the documents collected by Tischendorf 
(Evangelia apocrypha, 1876), the Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew, 8* *; 
Gospel of the Nativity of Mary, 8 (here Joseph is grandevus, but 

* See the discussion by A. Schmidtke, Neue Fragmente und Untersuchungen su don Juden- 
christlichen Evangelien (Texte und Untersuchungen, xxxvii), 1911, pp. 133-138. 

f Zahn, Forschungen, vi, p. 274, says not before the final removal of Jews from Jerusalem, 

132 A.D. 
t Schmidtke, op. cit., and H. Waits, art. "Apokryphen des NT.s,” in PRE. xxiii (Ergüm- 

s3ungsband, i), pp. 80-83. 
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not stated to be a widower); History of Joseph the Carpenter, 
2, 4, 11; (Arabic) Gospel of the Infancy, 35. In several of the 
Apocryphal Gospels there is a story of how James, bitten by a 
viper, was miraculously healed by the boy Jesus.* 

(s) The Recognitions of Clement.t 
This work is extant in the Latin translation made by Rufinus 

c. 398, from a Greek original, certainly written not much earlier 
than the year 300 and probably the composition of a post-nicene 
Arian writer later than 350. The comparison of the Recognitions 
with the largely parallel material of the Greek work known as the 
Homilies of Clement (likewise Arian and post-nicene, of about the 
same date) shows that both are mainly derived from a common 
source, an edifying but fictitious Clementine romance compiled 
from earlier sources between 225 and 300. This romance had the 
form, preserved also in the later compilations, of a report made 
by Clement of Rome (under instructions from Peter) to James, 
bishop of Jerusalem, concerning Clement’s experiences in the com- 
pany of Peter on a journey along the Syrian coast of the Medi- 
terranean from Cæsarea to Antioch. To the romance may well 
have belonged the letter of Clement to James, now prefixed to the 
Homilies. 

Back of this lost romance lie its own sources, one of which was 
an anti-pauline Jewish-Christian gnostic account of the preach- 
ing of Peter (Knọbyuara IIézpovf), written about 200 or earlier and 
purporting to have been sent by Peter to James. From this comes 
the letter of Peter to James also prefixed to the Homilies. The 
other main source belonging to this stage was perhaps a book of 
Acts of Peter, written early in the third century, in which James 
played no part. 

In all this literature the hero of the action is Peter, but both of 
the extant works are, as it were, dedicated to James, and the same 
was plainly true of more than one of their predecessors. James 
is represented as bishop of Jerusalem, and is called “bishop of 
bishops" and archbishop. He appears as the leading Christian 
authority of the East, by whom all teachers must be accredited 
(Rec. iv, 35), just as Peter was the leading Christian authority of 
the West. Indeed, even Peter stands in a certain subordination 

* The Apocryphal Gospels are conveniently accessible in English in The Ante-Nicene Fathers 
(American ed., vol. viii, Buffalo, 1886). 

t Harnack, CaL, ii, 1904, pp. 518-540; H. Waitz, Pseudoklementinen (Texte und Unter- 
suchungen, xxv), 1904; H. Waitz, art. “ Clementinen,” in PRE, xxiii (Ergdnsungsband, i), 1913, 

PP. 312-316. 

1 This document does not appear to have had any connection with the Kerygma Petri, cur- 

rent in Alexandria in the late second century, see E. von Dobschütz, Das Kerygma Petri 

(TU, xi), 1893. 
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to him. It is assumed (e. g. Ep. of Clement to James, preface; Rec. 
i, 43 f.) that James was not one of the Twelve Apostles. 

In Recognitions, i, 66-71, a protracted public discussion between 
James, standing at the top of the steps of the temple, and Caiaphas 
leads to a riot in which James is hurled from the steps and badly 
injured. The narrative occurs in a section which is distinguished 
in various ways from the surrounding material, and a certain re- 
semblance to the long fragment from Hegesippus quoted above 
has led to the theory that both drew from a common source. But 
the further theory that this source was the lost Ebionite Steps of 
James ('Avagafuol 'Iaxóov) mentioned by Epiphanius (Her. xxx, 
16) is not probable. 
The Clementine literature confirms and makes more vivid the 

other representations of the important and influential position 
occupied by James, but makes no positive addition to our knowl- 
edge about him. 

(6) Other Tradition. 
(a) That James was the first bishop of Jerusalem was expressly 

stated by Hegesippus, as noted above, but this writer did not in- 
dicate from whom the appointment to this office came. 

Hegesippus ap. Eus. H.e. ii, 234 taBdéyetat 8k why exxAnclav petà 
t@v d&xootéAwy b ábe)dbq tod xuglou 'IáxoQoc, see also Eus. H.e. iv, 
22‘, where Hegesippus expressly describes Symeon, who was made 
bishop on the death of James, as second in the succession. 

Clement of Alexandria states that Peter, James (presumably the 
son of Zebedee), and John, being the apostles who had received 
special honour from the Saviour, chose James the Just to be bishop 
of Jerusalem. This representation is followed by Eusebius and 
Jerome. In the Recognitions of Clement and in Epiphanius the 
statement appears that James was ordained bishop by the Lord 
himself. 

Eusebius, H. e. ii, 1* KAtuns £y txtp «v "Yxocuxóctoy yo&bov 3e 
«aolocnoty * “ ILécoov yá dat xat 'IdouoQov xat 'Io&vyny peta thy &v&Xndpuy 
tod owthpos, Go Gy xal Üxb toU curtíjpoc xpotetinudvous, pÀ Exrdencheo- 
Bar 86Ens, &AA& "Idxooy tov B(xatov Exloxoxoy tov '"IepocoAÓyuoy &écOat." 

H.e. ii, 23! 'IóouoQov «bv tod xuplou . . . ddeApdy, @ xpd¢ vOv droc- 
thdwv 8 ths éxtoxoxhs ths év ‘Iepocoddpors éyxeysloroto Opdvoc. * 

Jerome, De viris illustr. 2, Jacobus ... post passionem domini statim 
ab apostolis Hierosolymorum episcopus ordinatus. . . . Triginta itaque 
annis Hierosolymae rexit ecclesiam, id est usque ad. septimum Neronis 
annum. 

* Eusebius elsewhere repeatedly refers to James as having been bishop, H.e. iii, $, 7, 11; 

iv, 5; vii, 19. 
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Recog. Clem. i, 43, ecclesia domini in Hierusalem constituta copio- 
sissime multiplicata crescebat per Jacobum qui a domino ordinatus est 
$n ea episcopus, rectissimis dispensationibus gubernata. 

Epiphan. Her. lxxviii, 7, xal xp@ro¢g odtog [sc. b 'IdxoQoc] Ange 
thy xa065oav ths éxtoxoxhs @ xexloteuxe xóptoç toy Bodvoy aücoü £x «fj c 

Tis xpo. 

The N. T. says nothing about a bishop at that time in Jerusalem, 
and the attribution of the title to James is probably an anachronism, 
in spite of the episcopal throne which Eusebius (H. e. vii, 19) says 
was preserved at Jerusalem and shown to visitors down to his own 
time. 

(b) From Clement of Alexandria one other noteworthy state- 
ment about James is preserved by Eusebius, H.e. ii, r$: 

* And he [vis. Clement of Alexandria] further says this about him 
[viz. James] in the seventh book of the same work (vis. the Hypoty- 
poses]: 
“To James the Just and John and Peter after the resurrection the 

Lord committed Knowledge (xapé3wxe ci» yvaatv); they committed 
it to the other apostles; and the other apostles to the seventy, one of 
whom was Barnabas. Now there were two Jameses, one, the Just, 
who was thrown from the pinnacle and beaten to death by a fuller's 
club, and one who was beheaded.’ ” 

(c) The account of James given by Epiphanius in Her. xxix, 3-4, 
Ixxviii, 7-14, is derived mainly from the long fragments of Hege- 
sippus found in Eusebius (to whom direct reference is made, Her. 
xxix, 3-4) and from the Protevangelium Jacobi or some other apoc- 
ryphal gospel. A few touches, not of great importance, are added 
either from Epiphanius’s own invention or possibly from inde- 
pendent knowledge of the Memoirs of Hegesippus. Thus, besides 
stating that James was appointed bishop by the Lord, Epiphanius 
says that he was a priest and wore the “petalon” (the ornament 
of the high-priest’s mitre, Ex. 28*°!- 29°), and went once a year 
into the Holy of Holies (as if he were the officiating high priest).* 
He also adds to the description of his asceticism that he went bare- 
foot and was unmarried; tells how once his prayer for rain in a 
time of drought was immediately answered; and says that he died 
about twenty-four years after the ascension of the Saviour, and at 
the age of ninety-six. 

(d) The burial-place of James was said by Hegesippus (ap. Eus. 
H. e. ii, 235) to have been still marked in his day by a monument 
near the temple (rap «à vağ). In the time of Jerome another 

* This is evidently a mere expansion from the statement of Hegesippus ap. Eus. H. e. ii, 
23* Tory uór df» «ic rà aya [v. i. rà Gyva T&v ayiny] eicuéras, 
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site for his grave was indicated on the Mount of Olives (Jer. De vir. 
ill. 2, quidam e nostris in monte Oliveti eum conditum putant sed falsa 
eorum opinio est). For later legends as to his grave, see Zahn, 
Forschungen, vi, pp. 233 f. His body is said to have been trans- 
ferred by the Emperor Justin II (565-578) and his consort Sophia 
to the new church of St. James in Constantinople.* 

(e) Acts of James have not come down to us. Andreas of Crete 
(t 720) wrote a tract, “On the Life and Martyrdom of the Holy 
Apostle James the Brother of God," published by A. Papadopoulos- 
Kerameus, ’Avédexta ‘Iepocoduurtinfis Lroyuodoylac, i, Petrograd, 1891, 
pp. 1-14, but it adds nothing to tradition otherwise known. It 
was the source used by Symeon Metaphrastes (tenth century) for 
his well-known memoir, *"Y'xóuvnua siç tov &ytoy "Idouoflov, dxbotoAov xad 
dderpbbe0v, Acta Sanctorum, May 1 (Migne, Patrologia greca, vol. 
cxv, cols. 199-218). 

(f) As mentioned above, the Protevangelium Jacobi claims 
James as its author. Also an Ebionite work, entitled Steps of 
James, referred to by Epiphanius (Her. xxx, 16), contained utter- 
ances of James against the temple and the sacrifice and the fire 
on the altar. The same book seems to have included false stories 
intended to throw discredit on the apostle Paul. What the term 
“Steps” meant in the title of the book is not clear. 
The Naassenes, a syncretistic sect described by Hippolytus, had 

a book containing their doctrine as transmitted by James the Lord’s 
brother to Mariamne (Hippolytus, Philosophumena, v, 7; x, 9). 

(g) The ancient liturgy proper to the churches of Syria, now 
obsolete except on the feast of St. James, and then used in a few 
localities only, is known as the Liturgy of St. James. This name 
is first attested in 692, and applies to both the Greek and the 
Syrian form of the liturgy. 

See L. Duchesne, Christian Worship, Its Origin and Evolution’, 1904, 
pp. 65-69; F. E. Brightman, Liturgies Eastern and Western, i, Oxford, 
1896. 

St. James the Lord’s brother is commemorated in the Greek 
church on October 23, and the calendars of the Greek and other 
Oriental churches provide separate days for James the Lord’s 
brother and James (son of Alpheus) the apostle. In the western 
church various days have been observed, but all except May 1 have 
gradually been eliminated, while, under the guidance of Jerome’s 
theory of identification, the separate feast of James son of Alphzus 
(formerly celebrated on June 22) has also been dropped. For rea- 

* Georgius Codinus, De adificiis constantinopolilanis, p. 56 (Migne, Patrologia greca, vol. 
clvii, col. 593). 
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sons which do not appear Philip and James were early associated 
together, and May 1 is now the day of St. Philip and St. James in 
the Roman and Anglican churches. 

May 1 is found assigned to “ James" in the Martyrologium Hiero- 
nymianum (sixth century). The Venerable Bede (1735) attests the 
date in his metrical martyrology: 

Jacobus frater domini pius atque Philippus 
mirifico Maias venerantur honore calendas, 

and it has been general in western calendars. 
Dict. of Christian Antiquities, 1893, art. “James the Less, St., Legend 

and Festival of ̂ ; R. A. Lipsius, Die apokryphen Apostelgeschichten und 
Apostellegenden, ii, 2, 1884, pp. 247-253; A. J. Maclean, art. “ Festi- 
val," § 31, in Harford and Stevenson, Prayer Book Dictionary, 1912. 

II. TEXT. 

J. H. Ropes, “The Text of the Epistle of James," in Journal of 
Biblical Literature, xxviii, 1909, pp. 103-129. 

B. Weiss, Die katholischen Briefe, Textkritische Untersuchungen und 
Textherstellung (Texte und Untersuchungen, viii, 3), 1892. 

P. Corssen [review of Weiss], in GgA, 1893, pp. 573-602. 
B. Weiss, * Textkritische Studien," in Zeitschrift für wissenschaftliche 

Theologie, lxiii, 1894, pp. 424-451. 
[F. J. A. Hort], “Introduction,” in Westcott and Hort, The New 

Testament in the Original Greek, 1881, 11896. 

§ 1. GREEK MANUSCRIPTS. 

The Greek text of James is found in the following Mss. In 
designating the Mss. the numbers established by Gregory, Die 
griechischen Handschriften des Neuen Testaments, 1908; Text- 

kritik des Neuen Testamentes, vol. iii, 1909, are used throughout 

this commentary. 
Cent. iii. 

B 21. Oxyrhynchus 1171; contains Jas. 2!*-39, 

Cent. v. 
B. Codex Vaticanus. 
^N. Codex Sinaiticus. 
P —. Oxyrhynchus 1229; contains Jas. 119-12. 15-18, 

Ceni. v. 

A. Codex Alexandrinus. 

C. Codex Ephraem ; contains Jas. 1-4’. 
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048 (formerly 3). Codex Patiriensis; contains Jas. 4!€-59. 

W. Sanday and P. Batiffol, “ Étude critique sur le Codex Patiriensis 
du Nouveau Testament," in Revue Biblique, 1895, pp. 207-213. 

0166. Heidelberg, University Library, 1357; Jas. 1". 

A. Deissmann, Die Septuagintapapyri und andere altchrislliche Texte 
der Heidelberger Papyrussammlung, 1905, p. 85. 

#—. Oxyrhynchus fragment, Papiri greci e latini, i, 1912, 
No. 5; Jas. 1?*7, 

Cent. vii. 

M^. A series of corrections, made in accordance with some 
standard, in Codex Sinaiticus. 

Cent. viii or ix. 

Y. 
SV. 

Cent. ix. 
K**, 

Le. 

pt, Palimpsest, often defective. 
33 (formerly 13**). The “queen of the cursives.” 

Cent. xv. 

69 (formerly 31***). The Leicester Codex. 

The readings of codices 33 and 69 are accurately given by 
Tregelles, The Greek New Testament, 1857—79. 

In addition about four hundred and seventy-five manuscripts 
dating from the tenth to the eighteenth centuries are enumer- 
ated in the lists of Gregory and H. von Soden. 

$2. VERSIONS. 

The ancient versions which are, or might be, useful for the 

criticism and history of the text of James are the following: 
(a) Egyptian Versions. 
(b) Ethiopic Version. 
(c) Syriac Versions. 
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(d) Armenian Version. 
(e) Latin Versions. 

(a) Egyptian Versions. 

H. Hyvernat, “Etude sur les versions coptes de la Bible," in Revue 

Biblique, v, 1896, pp. 427-433, 540-569; vi, 1897, pp. 48-74. 
F. Robinson, art. “Egyptian Versions," in HDB, i, 1898. 
F. C. Burkitt, art. “Text and Versions," in EB, iv, 1903. 
[J. Leipoldt], “The New Testament in Coptic,” in Church Quarterly 

Review, lxii, 1906, pp. 292-322. 

(1) Sahidic. 

This version, widely used in Upper Egypt, is now held to be 
older than the Bohairic of Lower Egypt, and to have been 
made in the period 200-350 A.D. Existing Mss. of some portions 
are thought to date from the fourth century. The version con- 
tains an important infusion of "western" readings; the later 
Mss. show much textual corruption and alteration. 

Tischendorf gives for James some readings of this version, 
derived from Woide [-Ford], Appendix ad editionem Novi Test. 
Graci e codice MS Alexandrino, 1799, where (pp. 203-207) Jas. 
I? 13 (519. 13) js printed from Paris, Bibl. nat. copt. 44 (Sahidic 
vocabulary, c. cent. xiii), and Jas. 124-24 8-3 33-6 411-17 c7-39. from 
Oxford, Bodl. Hunt. 3 (lectionary, later than cent. xi). 

Other fragments are known to exist as follows: 
Rome, Propaganda, Mus. Borg. (Zoega, Catalogus, LXIII), 

cent. vii, fragments of complete N. T., including Jas. 1it-2!. 
Text printed in J. Balestri, Sacrorum Bibliorum fragmenta 
Copto-Sahidica Muses Borgtant, iii, 1904, pp. 441-444; and 

doubtless the source of the text printed by E. Amélineau, 
Zeitschr. für Agyptische Sprache, xxvi, 1888, pp. 99 f. 

Rome, Propaganda, Mus. Borg. (Zoega, XCV), lectionary, 
cent. xi or xii, Jas. 2% *%, Text printed in Balestri, Sacrorum 
Bibliorum fragmenta, iii, p. 444. 

Cairo, Museum, 8005, Jas. 131-25; see Crum, “Coptic Mon- 

uments,” in Catalogue général des antiquités égyptiennes du Musée 
du Caire, iv, 1902. 

Petrograd, W. Golénischeff, cent. x, Jas. 2*-3'4, Text printed 
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in Bulletin de l'Académie Impériale de St. Petersbourg, xxxiii, 

1890, PP- 373-391. 
Vienna. Jas. r1" gu-», 13-16, 77-9 from Sahidic lectionaries are 

to be found in Wessely, Studien zur Paldographie und Papyrus- 
kunde, xii, 1912. 

(2) Minor Egyptian Versions. 

Akin to the Sahidic are: 
(a) Akhmimic. Perhaps made in the fourth century, but 

soon supplanted by the Sahidic. The oldest Mss. are attrib- 
uted to the fourth century. 

London, Brit. Mus. 5299 (1), formerly Flinders Petrie (Crum, 
492; Gregory, 2), 300-350 A.D. (so Crum; Hyvernat assigns 
to cent. v or vi), Jas. 4!* 3. Text in W. E. Crum, Coptic 
Manuscripts Brought from the Fayyum, 1893, pp. 2 f.; see also 
Crum, Catalogue of the Coptic Manuscripts in the British Museum, 

1905S. 

The text of this fragment corresponds to a Greek text as follows: 
noiths. elo 36 dori ð vonobétns xal... xopevowpeba ela thye thy xó- 

Atv xal xorhowney éveautòy Eva. It agrees entirely in text, and substan- 

tially in translation, with the Sahidic of Woide. 

Strassburg, University Library, cent. v or vii-viii, James, 

complete from 112. Text in F. Rösch, Bruchstücke des ersten 
Clemensbriefes, 1910. 

(b) Middle Egyptian (Memphis and the Fayyum). 
Of this version the text of Jas. 115 26 21. 3 5 is published by 

Crum, Catalogue of the Coptic Manuscripts in the British Museum, 
1905, p. 244, from Brit. Mus. or. 4923 (5); Crum, 509. 

(3) Bohairic (“Coptic”). 

This version, still in ecclesiastical use among the Coptic 
Christians, is probably the latest of the Egyptian versions. It 
was probably made not earlier than 400 a.p. (F. Robinson), 

perhaps after the year 518 (Burkitt), or even as late as 700 
(Leipoldt, op. cit. p. 311).* The oldest Mss. (fragments of 

* Kenyon, Handbook to the Textual Criticism of the New Testament’, 1912, p. 185, inclines 
to a date at the end of the third or in the fourth century. 
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Eph. and 2 Cor.) date from the ninth and tenth centuries. 
The oldest continuous texts are of the twelfth century.* It 
came under the influence of the Byzantine Greek text, and has 
had no less extensive and eventful a textual history than the 
Latin and the Syriac translations (Leipoldt, op. cit. p. 297). In 
James its text clearly belongs with that of BNAC and shows 
no kinship to the Antiochian group KLPS. But it betrays 
no special relation to any particular one of the older uncials of 
the group to which it belongs. Tischendorf drew his references 
to the epistles from the unsatisfactory edition and translation 

of Wilkins, 1716. 
[G. Horner], The Coptic Version of the New Testament in the 

Northern Dialect, iv, 1905, has printed a text of the Epistle of 
James drawn from a Ms. (Brit. Mus. or. 424; Gregory, 4*») of 

1307 A.D., copied from a copy of a Ms. of 1250 A.D. 

(b) Ethiopic Version. 

R. H. Charles, art. “Ethiopic Version," in HDB, i, 1898. 
F. Pritorius, art. “Bibeliibersetzungen, üthiopische," in Herzog- 

Hauck, PRE!, vol. iii, 1897. 

The Ethiopic version was made in cent. iv-v (Dillmann) or 
cent. v-vi (Guidi); whether originally translated from the 

Greek or the Sahidic is disputed, but in any case it was later 
corrected from the Arabic version. It is preserved in many 
Mss., some of which, containing the Catholic epistles, are as 
old as the fifteenth century. The editions, whether the Roman 
edition, 1548 (reprinted in the London Polyglot), or the still 
more unsatisfactory one edited by Thomas Pell Platt, London, 
1830, are uncritical and unreliable, and the citations of this 
version in Tischendorf's apparatus, being made from them, 

must be used with caution. 

(c) Syriac Versions. 

E. Nestle, art. “Syriac Versions,” in HDB, iv, 1902. 

W. Wright, art. “Syriac Literature,” in Encyclopaedia Britannica, 
xxii, 1887, republished as A Short History of Syriac Literature, 1894. 

* Brit. Mus. Curzon Catena, dated 889 A.D., is probably translated directly from a Greek 

catena on the Gospels. 
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(1) Peshitto. 

This translation was probably made after 411 A.D., under 
the direction of Rabbula, bishop of Edessa (411-435),* and, so 

far as known, is the earliest Syriac translation of James. 
The British Museum has a Ms. containing James from the 

fifth or sixth century (Add. 14,470; Greg. 13°), and several 

Mss. of the sixth century and of the sixth or seventh century ; 
but the analogy of Syriac Mss. of the Gospels indicates that the 
text will not be found to differ substantially from that of the 

printed editions, of which that by Leusden and Schaaf, 1708, 
was used by Tischendorf. 

(2) Harclean. 

A revision of the Peshitto in accordance with Greek Mss. 
of the “Antiochian” type was made in 508 A.D. for Philoxenus, 
bishop of Mabug; but no Ms. has been identified as containing 
the Epistle of James in this version. The Philoxenian revision 
was again revised, with excessive literalness of translation, in 
616 at Enaton, near Alexandria, by Thomas of Harkel, bishop 

of Mabug, who followed a different type of Greek text and 
supplied marginal variants from Greek Mss. Of the many 
Mss. of this Harclean revision one, containing James, is said 

to be of the seventh century (Rome, Vat. syr. 266; Gregory, 
25*). The edition of J. White, 1778-1803, prints James from 
a Ms. of the eleventh (?) century. 

(3) Palestinian (“Jerusalem”). 

F. C. Burkitt, “Christian Palestinian Literature," in JTS, ii, 1901, 

Pp. 174-185. 

This version, made directly from the Greek, but under the 
influence of the Peshitto, is in a dialect of Aramaic similar to 

that of the Samaritans and the Palestinian Jews, and was prob- 
ably made not earlier than the sixth century (reign of Justinian) 

*That the evidence which formerly led to the assignment of an earlier date for the Peshitto 
is without value has now been decisively shown by F. C. Burkitt, S. Eghraim's Quotations 
from the Gospel (TS, vii), 1901. 
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for the use of certain communities of Malkite Christians in 
Palestine, some of whom were afterward settled in Egypt. 
The earliest Ms. is of the seventh century. The text on which 

the version rests is of a mixed character. 
Jas. 1*"* in this dialect has been printed from a lectionary of 

the twelfth (?) century, probably from Egypt, by Mrs. Agnes 
S. Lewis, A Palestinian Syriac Lectionary (Studia Sinaitica, 

vi), 1897, PP. 34-35, d. p. Ixv. 

(d) Armenian Version. 

F. C. Conybeare, art. ‘Armenian Version," in HDB, i, 1898. 
H. Gelzer, art. ' Armenien," in Herzog-Hauck, PRE’, vol. ii, 1897. 

Said to have been originally translated (c. 400) from the 
Syriac and revised after 431 by Greek Mss. brought from Con- 
stantinople. The best edition is that of Zohrab, Venice, 1805, 
from which the readings in Tischendorf's apparatus are drawn. 
It is based chiefly on a Ms. dated 1310. Mss. of the whole 
N. T. of the twelfth or thirteenth century are preserved at 
Venice. 

(e) Latin Versions. 

P. Corssen, “Bericht über die lateinischen Bibelübersetzungen," in 
Jahresbericht über die Fortschritte der classischen Altertumswissenschaft, 
ci, 1899, pp. 1-83. 

(1) Old Latin. 

H. A. A. Kennedy, art. “Latin Versions, the Old,” in HDB, iii, 1900, 

with full references to literature. 

Two Mss. are known containing a Latin text of James sub- 
stantially earlier than the revision of Jerome. 

ff. Codex Corbeiensis, cent. ix or x. 

Text in J. Wordsworth, “The Corbey St. James (ff), and its 
Relation to Other Latin Versions, and to the Original Language 
of the Epistle,” in SB, i, 1885, pp. 113-150, also (with photo- 

graph) in A. Staerk, Les manuscris latins du V* au XIII* siècle 
conservés à. la Bibliothèque impériale de Saint-Petersbourg, 1910. 
This Ms. of James is remarkable because it forms a part of 
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a codex containing treatises by Philastrius and Pseudo-Tertul- 
lian together with the epistle of Barnabas, but no other Biblical 
book. 

W. Sanday, “Some Further Remarks on the Corbey St. James (ff),” 
in SB, i, 1885, pp. 233-263. 

s. Codex Bobiensis, cent. v or vi. Palimpsest. Contains 
Jas. 11—210 218-35 2! i-e gn t.. 

H. J. White, Portions of the Acts of the Apostles, of the Epistle of St. 
James, and of the First Epistle of St. Peter from the Bobbio Palimpsest 

(s), now Numbered Cod. 16 in the Imperial Library a£ Vienna (OLBT, 

No. IV), 1897, pp. xviii-xx, 33-46. 
J. Bick, Wiener Palimpseste, I. Teil: Cod. Palat. Vindobonensis 16, 

olim Bobbiensis (Sitzungsberichte der kais. Akad. der Wissenschaften 
in Wien, Phil.-hist. Klasse, vol. clix, 7), 1908, pp. 43-89. 

With these should be mentioned: 
m. Speculum Pseudo-Augustini. Excerpts from the Scrip- 

tures, perhaps made in the fourth century, preserved in several 
Mss., of which the best is of the eighth or ninth century; ed. 
Weihrich (Corpus, vol. xii), Vienna, 1887. A little over one- 
fourth of James (29 verses out of 108) is preserved in this 
Speculum. 

The texts of ff and m are reprinted in Mayor, pp. 3-27. For the text 

of s, Mayor's reprint of Belsheim's edition is insufficient, and White's 
or Bick's edition must be consulted. 

Some Old Latin readings are perhaps to be found in the text 
of James in the Vulgate Codices Toletanus and Harleianus 
1772. 
One quotation from James is found in the commentaries of 

Ambrosiaster, who on Gal. 5? cites Jas. 5*. The text is doubt- 
less Old Latin, but is substantially identical with that of the 
Vulgate; see A. Souter, A Study of Ambrosiaster (Texts and 
Studies, vii), 1905, p. 197. 
On the Perpignan Ms. (p), now Paris, Bib. nat. lat. 321, see 

E. S. Buchanan, JTS, xii, 1911, pp. 497-534- 
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(2) Vulgate. 

S. Berger, Histoire de la Vulgate pendant les premiers siècles du moyen 
âge, Paris, 1893. 

J. Wordsworth and H. J. White, Novum Testamentum Domini Nostri 
Jesu Christi Latine secundum editionem S. Hieronymi, Pars prior, Quat- 
tuor evangelia, Oxford, 1889-98; Prafatio, pp. x-xv, Epilogus, pp. 672- 

673, 705-724. 
H. J. White, art. “Vulgate,” in HDB, iv, 1902. 

The text of the Latin Vulgate in James is best preserved 
in the Cod. Amiatinus (A), c. 700, and Cod. Fuldensis (F), c. 
540, from which the text as given in the authoritative Edilio 

Clementina, Rome, !1592, ?1593, #1598,* differs in many points. 
The text of A with the variants of F is to be found in a suffi- 

ciently accurate reprint in Mayor, pp. 3-27. 

(3) Textual Relations. 

The extraordinarily numerous variations found in the text 
of the Old Latin Bible were due largely to differences of local 
Latin usage and to caprice, but probably also in some measure 

to learned revisions effected with the aid of Greek copies and 
similar to that which produced the Vulgate. 

In James, ff is substantially a pure Old Latin text, not mixed 

with Vulgate readings.[ That the copy which was corrected 
in order to make the Vulgate was closely akin to it is shown by 
the abundant agreement of ff and Vg, not only in vocabulary, 
but especially in the structure of sentences and the order of 
words. With this inference corresponds the fact that Chroma- 
tius of Aquileia ({c.406), the friend of Jerome, uses the Latin 

version of James found in ff,§ and that the only probable allu- 
sion to James in the writings of Ambrose agrees with ff against 
Vg. The date of the version found in ff is thus not later than 
cent. iv. Sanday thinks ff a local recension of north Italian 
origin. || 

*See G. M. Youngman, American Journal of Theology, xii, 1908, pp. 627-636. 
t Wordsworth, SB, i, pp. 126 f. t Sanday, SB, i, pp. 258 f. 
§ Chromatius, Tract. i» ev. S. Matth. ix, 1; xiv, 7; quoted in full by Wordsworth, SB, i, 

P. 135. 
|| P. Thielmann, Archie für lateinische Lexikographie, viii, 1893, p. $02, holds that ff is prob- 

ably of African origin. 
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Heer, Die versio latina des Barnabasbriefes, 1908, pp. xlv f., infers that 
the translation of Barnabas contained in the Codex Corbeiensis was made 
after Tertullian and before Cyprian and Novatian, and points out that 

in the version of James the use of salvare, together with other indications, 
suggests a somewhat late date. 

The Latin version found in m (Speculum Pseudo-Augustini) 
is substantially that of Priscillian (Spain, 1385).* It stands 
further removed from both ff and Vg than they do from each 
other, but presents complicated relationships to these two. It 

is believed by Sanday to represent “a late African text," that 
is, *an African base . . . corrupted partly by internal devel- 
opment and partly by the admission of European readings." t 
There is no sufficient evidence that ff and m rest upon two 
independent translations of James into Latin.[ On the con- 
trary, the same Greek text underlies the two, and we must 

assume a single original translation, which has been modified in 
the interest of Latin style and local usage, and not in order to 

conform it to current Greek Mss. Since sufficient time has to 

be allowed for the divergence of ff and m before the latter part 
of the fourth century, it follows that the original translation 
of James into Latin was made certainly not later than 350.8 

That James was translated into Latin separately from other 
books (and probably later) is indicated by the peculiarities of 
the version itself,|| by the unique phenomenon of its inclusion 
with patristic treatises in Codex Corbeiensis (ff),** and also by 

the complaint of Augustine ff at the unusual badness of the 
translation of James, and the fact that Cassiodorius, who in other 

cases took the Old Latin as the basis of comment in his Com- 

* Or of Instantius; see G. Morin, "Pro Instantio,” in Revue Bénédictine, vol. xxx, 1913, 

PP. 153-173. 

t Sanday, Classical Review, iv, 1890, pp. 414-417; SB, i, pp. 244 ff. 
t Sanday, OLBT, No II, 1887, p. cclv; cf. SB,i, pp. 250, 259. Wordsworth's view (SB. 

i, pp. 133 f.) that ff, Vg, m, and the quotations in Jerome's writings represent four distinct 
translations is wholly untenable. 

$ Hilary of Poitiers, De trin. iv, 8, writing in the Greek East in 356-358, seems to make his 
own translation of Jas. 1!* (Zahn, Grundriss*, p. 69). 

l| Westcott, CNT’, pp. 270 f. The case with 2 Peter is similar; cf. Westcott, pp. 269 f. 

** Zahn, GaK, i, p. 324. 

tt Augustin. Reéract. ii, 32, adjuvant (sc. Augustine's adnotationes, now lost) ergo aliquid, misi 

quod ipsam epistolam, quam legebamus quando ista dictavi, non diligenter ex graco habebamus 
inter pretalam. 
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plexiones in epistolas e£ acta apostolorum et apocalypsin, in James 
found it best to use the Vulgate form.* 

The Latin version found in s is so close to Vg that it is a 

question whether s ought not to be classed as a Vulgate Ms. 
(so Hort, * Appendix," p. 83). It differs from Codex Amiatinus 
of the Vg scarcely more than Codex Fuldensis does, but is nearer 
to A than to F. On the ground of resemblances to the Latin 

version used by Fulgentius of Ruspe (f 533) and Facundus of 
Ermione (T c. 570) White surmises that the elements in s which 
are divergent from the Vulgate "represent a stream of late 
African text." 

Jerome probably revised the Latin version of the Acts and 
epistles in 384-385, as he had that of the Gospels in 383, but 
his revision of the former books was superficial and imperfect ; 
it “does not represent the critical opinion of Jerome, even in 

the restricted sense in which this is true of the text of the Gos- 
pels."f It is noteworthy that in Jerome’s own quotations 
from James he does not follow the Vulgate.$ 

The Greek text underlying ff and m was of the same type as 

that of the older Greek uncials, and resembled B more closely 
than does any extant Greek Ms. (not excluding even N). The 
Vulgate shows traces of the influence of Greek readings different 
from the text of ff, m, but hardly ever agreeing with KLPS. 

$3. USE oF THE AUTHORITIES.|| 

Since most of the important variants were in existence as 
early as the fourth century,** it is evident that the value of 
the documents is not mainly to be determined by their date, 
or even by the date of the recension which they may represent. 

* Cf. Zahn, ibid. t OLBT, No. IV, 1897, p. xxi. 

t Westcott, art. “Vulgate,” in Smith, DB, p. 3479, df. p. 3460; of. Wordsworth, SB, i, p. 
128; White, art. “Vulgate,” in HDB, iv, pp. 874, 883. 

$ Wordsworth, }. c. p. 134. 

|| The following observations, it should be noted, are intended to apply only to the Epistle 
of James, where by reason of the late emergence of the epistle into use the problems have a 

peculiar character. Detailed evidence for the conclusions here stated will be found in J. H. 
Ropes, “The Text of the Epistle of James," JBL, xxviii, 1909, pp. 103-129. 

** The isolated variants of the minuscules (variants many of which, even when known, are 

very properly left unmentioned in Tischendorf's apparatus) do not in most cases come seri- 

ously into question. 
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Ancient documents must be treated like modern editions ; their 

worth depends on the materials available for making them and 
on the soundness of the principles or tastes which guided their 
formation. The main task of textual criticism is to discover 
the character of those principles or tastes. 

In the text of James the chief groups that can at present be 
treated as distinct critical entities are B ff, A 33, KLPS al. 
(the “Antiochian recension”). Of these the text of KLPS al. 
proves on examination to contain no distinctive readings which 
commend themselves as probably original. This is not due to 
its lateness, but to the systematic preference of its editor (or 
of a series of editors and copyists) for textual improvements 
already in existence, which had been made at various times in 
the interest of “lucidity and completeness.” We are there- 
fore tolerably safe in refusing to accept its testimony in the 
comparatively few cases where its distinctive readings might 
in themselves have some degree of plausibility. The peculiar 
common element of A 33 is also due to emendation. 

On the other hand, the text of B ff, while not absolutely 
free from obviously emended readings, proves to be much freer 

from them than is that of any other document. Moreover, the 
text of B shows less trace of emendation than that of ff. Ac- 

cordingly, if due precaution is taken against admitting unsup- 
ported errors due to an eccentricity of B, it is a sound rule 
that in cases where “internal evidence of readings" is not de- 
cisive the reading of B should be followed. Since, however, 

B is by no means free from error and even emendation, positive 
evidence from “transcriptional” or other internal probability 
will outweigh the authority of B. 

The use of the witnesses other than B is thus twofold. First, 
when they disagree with B, their readings may sometimes com- 

mend themselves by their internal character as superior. Sec- 
ondly, when they agree with B, they serve as guarantee that the 
reading of B is not due to the idiosyncrasy of that Ms., and also, 
by affording evidence of the wider currency of the reading, they 
somewhat strengthen confidence in it. 

The statement of Hort (‘‘Introduction,” p. 171), which seems 
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to mean that the authorities for the Catholic epistles stand in 
order of excellence BN33CAP, is substantiated (at any rate for 
the uncials) in the Epistle of James. 

The rule above stated cannot be presumed to yield a perfect text. 
The result will probably include some undetectable errors. It will, 
however, certainly contain fewer emended readings than would be in- 
troduced by following the guidance of any other document or group 
of documents; and this is the chief requisite of a sound text, since in 
texts of the N. T. false readings, if supported by more than one docu- 

ment, are much more frequently due to emendation than to accident. 

F. C. Burkitt, The Rules of Tyconius (TS, iii), 1894, p. cxviii: “The 
general character of the ‘Neutral’ text so often represented by B alone 
stands on a sure basis, but B may here and there desert that text by 

an interpolation or by a substitution which may not necessarily be 
self-betraying. 

*'These, however, are but secondary considerations compared with 

the general result, that in the Old Testament as in the New the text of 
our oldest Mss. as a whole is proved by the evidence of the versions to 
be immensely superior to the later eclectic texts commonly used in the 
Greek-speaking churches from the middle of the fourth century. These 
later revisions sometimes preserve valuable fragments of older texts 
which would otherwise have been lost altogether, but it is for such 
fragments alone that these recensions are valuable, and not for their 
continuous text." 
Some further progress in the solution of the problem of the text of 

james is to be expected through the accumulation of new materials 

and the verification and digestion of the great work of H. von Soden. 
The textual notes printed in this Commentary on the several verses of 
James are based in the main on Tischendorf's apparatus. The writer 

hopes to carry through an exhaustive study of the text of James at a 
later time. 

III. HISTORY OF THE EPISTLE IN THE CHURCH. 

The earliest express references to the Epistle of James are 
those found in Origen, and the epistle seems to have come into 
general use and esteem only after his time and through the in- 
fluence of Alexandria. No one of the Apostolic Fathers, of 

the Christian writers of the second century, or of the heretics 

of the same period betrays, in the present writer's opinion, ac- 

quaintance with James. From the third century the epistle 
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begins to be quoted, and to be included in the canon, first of all 
in the Greek church, then in the Latin, and finally in the Syrian 
church. Among the Greeks the process seems to have been 
complete before the time when Eusebius wrote his history 
(c. 324). In the West at the close of the fourth century, Jerome 
and Augustine mark, and did much to effect, the final accept- 
ance of the book as sacred Scripture. In Syria the official trans- 
lation of the N. T. included the Epistle of James after 412 (or 
a little later), and it was used by representative theologians of 
the Antiochian school somewhat earlier; yet for a long time, 
and even as late as the sixth century, influential church leaders, 

especially those in close relations with the Nestorians, refused 
to admit it into their canon. The extraordinary influence of 

Alexandrian thought on the world is instructively exhibited in 
this one small instance of a vast pervasive process. 

Much of the necessary material may be found assembled in Mayor, 
ch. 2; see also Charteris, Canonicity, 1880, pp. 292-300; Meinertz, 
Jakobusbrief (Biblische Studien, x), 1905; Zahn, Einleitung, i, *1906, 

$7, notes 4-6; The New Testament in the Apostolic Fathers, by a 

Committee of the Oxford Society of Historical Theology, Oxford, 
1905; and the general works on the history of the canon. Zahn’s 
statements in the Einleitung are too much influenced by Mayor, and 
are less trustworthy than his earlier judgments. On the history of 
opinion as to the author of the epistle, see above, pp. 54-59. 

$1. ABSENCE OF MENTION IN WRITERS BEFORE ORIGEN. 

Clement of Rome.—A great number of passages from the 
epistle of Clement have been supposed to show acquaintance 
with James, and are conveniently gathered together by Mayor.* 

In some of these noteworthy coincidences of phrase occur, 
as in chs. 13, 23, 30, 38, 46, and in the references to Abraham 

in chs. 10, 17, 31, and to Rahab in ch. 12. But these are not 
ideas, nor forms of expression, which are original with James, 

and the likeness is not sufficient to prove literary dependence, 

but only similar literary associations. 

Lightfoot, S. Clement of Rome*, 1890, i, p. 96, speaks somewhat 
guardedly of the recognition of James’s “type of Apostolic teaching," 

®To these may be added Clem. Rom. 49! aydwn xaAdvwres wAnOos ápaprwov, cf. Jas. $9. 
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although in fact he believed (i, p. 397, cf. i, pp. 97, 100) that Clement 
knew and used our epistle. Westcott, CNT’, 1896, p. 49, thinks that 
Clement used James, as does Zahn, Gn K, 1889, i, pp. 962f. Holtz- 

mann, Einleitung’, 1892, p. 91, regards the question as indeterminable. 

Weiss, Einleitung*, 1889, pp. 36, 49, does not ascribe to Clement any 

acquaintance with James. That there is no sufficient evidence of use 
by Clement is also the decided opinion of the Oxford Committee, 

NTAF, 1905, pp. 137 f. 

Of the other Apostolic Fathers there is no adequate evidence 
that 2 Clement of Rome, the Epistle of Barnabas, Ignatius, 

Polycarp, the Teaching of the Twelve Apostles, or the Epistle 
to Diognetus, used or knew James. The same is true of Justin 
Martyr and of the Apologists of the second century. 

The Oxford Committee, NTAF, p. 128, while admitting a "general 
similarity . . . in the spirit of [a Clement's and James's] teaching," hold 
that the passages in 2 Clement “‘are insufficient to give positive evidence 
in favour of literary dependence." 

Polycarp 6 xal ot xpecQitepor Bk eloxAnyyvot, els xkvtac Edefoves, 
éxtotpépovtes «à axoxexAavnutva, excoxextéuevor x&vcag dofeveis, wh 

que o0vcts xhpas f) 6ppavoü  xéivntog . . . dxexduevor xkons beyiis, xpocw- 

xoAnp(ac, xplcews &Sixou, is noteworthy as combining a great many of 
the topics treated in James, but there is no sufficient indication of direct 
literary connection. The same is to be said of Epistle of Barnabas 20. 
Most of the parallels from the Apostolic Fathers and from Justin are 
conveniently collected in Mayor, ch. 2; see also NTAF. 

Hermas.—The Shepherd presents a great number of resem- 
blances to James, and in some cases the similarity extends to 
a series of parallels in a longer context. Close resemblance, 

however, is not found to any of those phrases and sentences of 

the epistle which are unmistakably original whether in thought 
or expression (e.g. Jas. 214-26), and in most of the parallel 

passages the difference of spirit and language is noteworthy. 
Hence it is altogether likely that both writers are independently 

using a mass of religious and moral commonplaces, probably 
characteristic of the Jewish hortatory preaching with which 

both were plainly familiar. That these resemblances are so 
numerous, while yet no one of them is conclusive, does not pro- 

vide (as it has often been asserted to do) cumulative evidence 
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of literary dependence; on the contrary, it makes the opposite 
explanation all the more probable. There may be, indeed, a 
common dependence on some single current book of practical 

religion, but the existence of such a book is not proved; a com- 

mon background would suffice to account for the facts, and that 
need not imply that the two authors lived in the same locality 
or in neighbouring places. The probability is that Hermas did 
not know the Epistle of James, and that there is no direct 
literary connection between the two writings. 

The view maintained in the text seems to me well established, but 

is not that of most scholars. Zahn (Der Hirt des Hermas, 1868, pp. 

396-409; GnK, 1889, i, p. 962; Einleitung’, 1906, $ 7, note 5) holds 
the dependence of Hermas on James to be certain, and with him agree 

Weiss, Einleitung?, 1889, p. 37, and Westcott, CNT’, 1896, pp. 204, 

207. Conversely, Holtzmann, Einleitung*, 1892, pp. 92, 336, held, as 
have others, that James was probably dependent on Hermas. The 
Oxford Committee, 1905, p. 113, however, are in doubt, saying with 

regard to Hermas, “we should be hardly justified in placing the Epistle 
higher than Class C” (their “lower degree of probability”); and Lei- 

poldt, Gn, i, 1907, p. 189, deems Hermas only “perhaps” dependent. 
Harnack, CaL, i, 1897, p. 485, and Jülicher, Einleitung*, 1906, p. 193, 

have perceived that there is no adequate evidence of literary dependence 

on either side. For references to many judgments of scholars, see 
Meinertz, Jakobusbrief, 1905, pp. 86—90. 

The parallels between James and Hermas are elaborately treated by 
Zahn, Der Hirt des Hermas, 1868, pp. 396-409; the more important 

are carefully discussed in VT AF, Oxford, 1905; and a very full, though 
not quite complete, series is cited in Mayor, l. c. 

The parallel which is perhaps most striking is found in Hermas, 

Mand. ix, where the subject is a warning against Sujux(a. The ex- 
hortation to pray to the Lord without atpuyla and ddteréxtwe; the 
promise that God will fulfil such a request; the assurance that God 

beareth no grudge (odx fort yap ò Beds Gc of dvüpuot ol uvnotxanodvre¢ 

GAN abtbc duvnolxands ott); the warning that of Blpuyor . . . od8ey 
Shug éxttu Tx &vouct tv altnucrwv aitdv; the exhortation to pray év tH 
lacet ; the generalisation that 4 Supuy[a . . . xkvewy &xotuyzave tv Eoyuy 
abtiis dy xo&ccet, all have their parallels, and to some extent in the same 
order, in Jas. 1**. Further, the passage contains a number of single 
phrases (e. g. 4 xlotic ğvwðév bore... 4 3è Sepuxla exlyscov xveüus doct 

mapa tod BtaBdAou; xabkprcov odv thy xapdlaw cou; cexutoy altið xal wi} 

«by 3c3évea cot) which closely resemble language found in various parts 
of the epistle. 
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But there is no reason to suppose that the author of James coined 
the word 3{puyos, and the parallels do not, either individually or in 

their combination, go beyond the range of religious commonplaces, 

while the more original elements of expression and thought in these 

very verses of James are wholly neglected. Sermons and tracts from 

all ages show just such resemblances in countless instances where no 

possibility of literary dependence exists. 

Similar illustrations of the relation of the two documents can be mul- 

tiplied almost indefinitely, but nowhere else is there so near an approach 

to a parallelism in the development of a considerable context as in 
Mand. ix. A comparison of the elaboration in Mand. viii of what is 

compactly expressed in Jas. 1*' is also instructive; cf. Ep. Barnab. 20. 

Irenzus.—The following passages alone come in question: 

iv, 16% ipse Abraham sine circumcisione et sine observatione 
sabbatorum credidit deo el reputatum est illi ad justitiam, el amicus 

dei vocatus est (cf. Jas. 222); 
iv, 13* Abraham . . . amicus factus est deo (cf. Jas. 23); 
v, I! factores aulem sermonum ejus facti (cf. Jas. 122); facti 

autem initium facturae (cf. Jas. 119). 
In the first of these (iv, 16?) the striking identity of language 

with Jas. 2** is wholly due to the last five words, and may well 
be a coincidence, for the combination of ideas is natural, and 

was current apart from James (cf. Clem. Rom. 10!, 'Apaánu 
0 $íXos mpocayopevbels, and 10%), and the form of expres- 
sion is the simplest and most direct possible. The other re- 
semblances are too slight to show any literary relationship. 

Westcott, CVT’, 1896, p. 391, and Harnack, Das Neue Testament um 

das Jahr 200, 1889, p. 79, see here no evidence that Irenæus knew James. 
On the other hand, Zahn, Forschungen, iii, 1884, p. 152; GnK, i, 1888, 

p. 325; Grundriss?, 1904, p. 21; Jülicher, Einleitung*, 1906, p. 453; 

Leipoldt, GnK, i, 1907, p. 235, accept the evidence of use by Irenzus 

as probably valid. Weiss, Einleitung*, 1889, p. 72, inclines, though 

with more reserve, to the same view. For the opinions of other writers, 
see Meinertz, Jakobusbrief, 1905, p. 68, note 6. 

Iren. iv, 34* libertatis lex, iv, 39* Tov Oecpov THs éXevÜepías, 
are fully accounted for from Irenzeus’s own emphasis on the 

liberty of the Gospel, and do not indicate any acquaintance 
with James; cf. Iren. iii, 12!*; iv, 9?; iv, 37!. 

E — X 
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Tertullian.—No passage in Tertullian proves use of James, 
and his omission to quote Jas. 1!? in discussing the Lord's Prayer, 

De oral. 8, seems to show that he was not acquainted with it, 
or at any rate that he ascribed to it no apostolic or sacred 

authority. 

So Westcott, CNT', p. 379; Weiss, Einleitung*, p. 72; Rónsch, Das 
Neue Testament Teriullian's, 1871, pp. 572-574. Zahn, Forschungen, 

iii, p. 152, held to Tertullian's dependence on James in Adv. Jud. 2, 

De orat. 8; later, GnK, i, p. 325, he leaves the question undecided ; 

and finally, Grundriss*, p. 20, he ventures no statement. Jülicher, 

Einleitung’, p. 453, is uncertain; Leipoldt, GnX, i, p. 235, is inclined 
to accept the evidence of use as “perhaps” valid. 

Clement of Alexandria.—No passage is found where Clement 

of Alexandria shows acquaintance with James. Eusebius, how- 
ever, writes of Clement as follows: 

Hist. eccl. vi, 14! év 0 rais "Tarorvmóceociw, Evvedovra eireîv, 
vrda gs TAs év&aO cov ypadys érireruguévas Tremoígras Siny7- 
oes, unde Tas ávriXeyopévas rapeXOov, THY lovda Xéyo xal 
Tas Xovràs xaÜoXuxàs émicToXÀs Tv Te BapyaBa xai rHv 
IIérpov Xeyouévg» ' AmokaáAviw. 

The statement about Clement made by Photius, Biblioth. 
cod. 109 éppnveîat . . . ToU Belov IIaXov trav ériaToXGv Kar 
TOV kaÜoXixÓv, is to the same effect, and the two testimonies 

would be accepted as attesting Clement's knowledge of James, 
were it not that the Latin Adumbrationes Clementis in epistolas 
canonicas, which are accepted as the translation of the Hypo- 
typoses made under the direction of Cassiodorius in the sixth 
century, include only 1 Peter, Jude, 1 and 2 John. That these 
four pieces were only selections from a larger body of Latin 

translations is made less likely by the careful reference of Cassi- 

odorius to only four epistles in the following passage: 
De instit. div. lit. 8: In epistolis autem canonicis Clemens 

Alexandrinus presbyter, qui et Siromateus vocatur, id est in epistola 
sancti Pelri prima, sancti Joannis prima et secunda, et Jacobi 
quaedam attico sermone declaravit. Ubi multa quidem subtiliter 
sed aliqua incaute locutus est, quae nos ita transferri fecimus in 
latinum, ut exclusis quibusdam offendiculis purificata doctrina 
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ejus securior potuisset hauriri. Since one of the pieces translated 
at the order of Cassiodorius was certainly a commentary on 
jude, the conjecture is natural that an error in the text (or 

the memory) of Cassiodorius has here substituted “James” 
for *Jude." "This conclusion and the lack of use anywhere in 
Clement's extant writings of the three epistles (James, 2 Peter, 
3 John) not included in the Latin Adumbrationes must be ad- 
mitted to throw some doubt on the inference which would other- 
wise be drawn from the statements of Eusebius and Photius, 

and the question must be left undecided. The general rela- 
tion of Clement to Origen would make it entirely natural that 

he as well as Origen should have had the epistle; but it cer- 
tainly made no appeal to his interest. 

So Jülicher, Einleitung", p. 454. Zahn, Forschungen, iii, pp. 133- 
138, 150-153; GnK, i, pp. 321-323; Grundriss?, p. 21, is convinced 

(but in part on highly precarious grounds) that Clement used James. 
On the other side are Westcott, CNT’, p. 362-364; Harnack, N. T. 
um 200, p. 80; Weiss, Einleitung?, p. 72; Leipoldt, GnK, i, p. 233, 
and P. Dausch, Der neutestamentliche Schrificanon und Clemens von 

Alexandrien, Freiburg, 1894, pp. 26-28. 

$2. THE GREEK CHURCH. 

Origen makes many quotations from our epistle, sometimes 
naming James as the source; e. g.: 

Comm. in Joan. t. xix, c. 23 àv Òè Adynras èv Tcu, 
xcpis Se čpyov Tuyyavy, vexpa otw 7) Toad», as èv TH pe- 
pouévy 'lakofov miston àvéyvopev. 

Other formulas used by Origen in quoting James are: 
as mapa ‘laxwB8y (Select. in Ps. 30, ed. Lommatzsch, vol. xii, 

p. 129) ; 
gnaw ó &móaroXos (ibid. 65, vol. xii, p. 395) ; 
$nci yàp 'láxefgos (ibid. 118, vol. xiii, p. 100); 
KaX@S yéyparrtaı (ibid. 118, vol. xiii, p. 70); 
dno (ibid. 118, vol. xiii, p. 106); 

éXéy 0n (Select. in Exod. 15, vol. viii, p. 324) ; 
mep fjyoüpa, eipzjoÜa, wd Te ypapìs (Comm. im Joh. 

fragm. 6, Berl. ed. vol. iv, p. 488); 
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ò 'Idxo gos ypdde (ibid. fragm. 38, p. 514, also ibid. fragm. - 

46, p. 521); 
wales pno: laxwBos 0 àmóoToXos (ibid. fragm. 126, p. 570). 

See Mayor’, pp. lxxxi f. The Latin extracts given by Mayor, in 
some of which James is called “apostle” or “brother of the Lord,” are 
from the version of Rufinus, and cannot be trusted in this particular. 
Other similar Latin passages could be added to Mayor's collection. 

Origen thus regarded the author of James as an “apostle,” 
and included the epistle in *Scripture" ; moreover, in his com- 

prehensive statements about the contents of the N. T., preserved, 
to be sure, only in the Latin of Rufinus (Hom. in Gen. xiii, 2, 

the “wells”; Hom. in Jos. vii, 1, the “ trumpets”), he includes 

James with Peter and Jude among the authors of the N. T. 
This evidence is confirmed by his abundant use of passages from 
the epistle in his works. 

The fact that, in speaking of James the Lord's brother in 
Comm. in Matt. x, 17 (on 1355*-), Origen fails to mention any 
epistle by him may, however, indicate that he then believed 
the epistle to have been written by some other Apostle James. 

The omission of any reference to the Epistle of James (or to 
that of Jude) in the passage quoted by Eusebius, H. e. vi, 257-15, 
from Origen's commentary on John, book v, is noteworthy, 
but the purpose of the passage is to show that even the great 
apostles, Paul, Peter, and John, wrote but little, and mention 

of James was not necessary. 

The precise attitude toward the epistle indicated by the word gepo- 
wéw in the first extract quoted above has been much discussed. But 
the expression seems to mean “current,” and does not indicate any 
qualification of Origen's acceptance of the writing in question. Cf. 

Comm. in Joan. t. i, c. 2 (with reference to the law of Moses) «àv 
colvuy qepou£vov YoaoOy xal éy xácat; éxxAnolars Oeod  xextoctuuévoy 

elvat Belwy ox Gv dudptor tts Adywv xowtoyévnua pty thy Muiotws vé- 

gov dxapyhy dè «b elayyédcoyv; t. i, c. 3 okoxov petà cà sõdyyéMa tà 
Toets xal tas ExtotoAds pdpecbar cv &xoatóAoy . . . év «atq qepouéyatq 

éxtotoAats. 

The positive evidence that Origen counted James as a “disputed” 
book, and had scruples about including it in his N. T., seems to reduce it- 
self to an over-hasty inference from Comm. in Joh. xx, 1o o0 cuyzwendey 
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Gy drd cÓv xapadeyousvoy tb [lores ywple Epywy vexo& 6écactv, where 

the context shows that there is no implication whatever that any 
class of recognised Christians deliberately rejected James. Zahn’s state- 

ment in GnK, i, p. 323 and note 1, was correct, and has been unfortu- 

nately modified in Grundriss?, p. 43; cf. Gregory, Canon and Text of the 
New Testament, 1907, pp. 226 f. 

The extant writers of the Greek church contemporary with 
Origen or just after his time made somewhat sparing use of 
james, but there is no reason to think that any of them failed 
to include it in his N. T. The antiquity of the epistle, its 
practical religious and moral usefulness for edification, and the 

growing belief that it was written by the Apostle James (see 
Pp. 43-45) were motives which united to compel acceptance 

of it. A third-century papyrus and all Greek copies of the 
Catholic epistles (the earliest of which date from the fourth 
century) contain it, and it is found in the several Egyptian 

versions, which must have followed the custom of Alexandria. 

Frequent use and direct quotation of James, apparently as 
Scripture (i, 11“), are found in the pseudo-clementine Epistolae 
ad virgines, probably written in Palestine or southern Syria in 

the early decades of the third century. In the same century 
perhaps Gregory Thaumaturgus* (f c. 270), probably Dionysius 
of Alexandriaf (f 265), and certainly Methodius of Olympusf 
(f c. 311) show acquaintance with James. 

In the fourth century the evidence increases. Eusebius uses 
the epistle freely,§ and it seems to have formed part of his N. T. 

The fifty copies of the N. T. made under his direction by or- 
der of the Emperor Constantine no doubt included the seven 

Catholic epistles, and we may assume that this was true also 
of the copies prepared by Pamphilus (f 309). The statement 
of Eusebius that some did not accept James is to be understood 
of the Syrians. 

° Westcott, CNT", p. 392. 
t Harnack, Dre Uberlieferung und der Bestand der urchristlichen Lilleratur bis Eusebius, 

1893, pp. 419, 421 f.; Bardenbewer, Geschichte der altkirchlichen Lüteratur, ii, p. 175; Meinertz, 

J lef, p. 112. 

t Leipoldt, GaK, i, p. 250; Bonwetsch, “Die Theologie von Methodius von Olympus,” 

in Abhandl. der kgl. Ges. der Wissenschaften su Gottingen, phil.-hisl. Klasse, N. F. vii, 1, 1903, 
p. 142; and Methodius von Olympus, I. Schriften, 1891, pp. 291, 293. 

$ Westcott, CNT', p. 432. 
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Hist. eccl. ii, 23% toraŭta xal tà xarà 'IóoxuoQov o5 4j root tOv Óvoya- 

Coudvwy xa0oAcud9y. éxtovoXOy slvat Adyetac’ lotéov Bè (q vobedetar yéy, 

0b xoAAol yoy vOv xaAatv aütüc Éuvnuóveucay. dog 008% tç Aeyo- 

uive Ioba, ut&q xal abc, oons vov éxtd Acyoudvoy xaÜoXoxuy * uws 

8’ Toney xal taóxag peta ctv AotxGv dy KAelotare SeByrocreustvag éx- 
xAnolatg. 

Ibid. iii, 25° xov 8’ &vcevoyudsvov, yvwpluwy d” ody buw tole xoAAolc, 1) 
Asyoudvy "laxdBou péperat xat 1 lodda 1j te [létpou deutépa éxrotoAr xa $ 
dvonatoudvy Seucéoa xal tole "In&vvou. 

From Eusebius's statements a knowledge of these ancient doubts 
about James was kept alive among Greek scholars through the Middle 
Ages; cf., for instance, in the fourteenth century, Nicephorus Callistus, 
Hist. eccl. ii, 46. 

The Catalogus Claromontanus (Ms. of sixth century; the list 
is believed to have been composed in Alexandria in the fourth 

century) includes it, as do the lists of Athanasius, Cyril of 
jerusalem, Epiphanius, Gregory of Nazianzus, Amphilochius, 

and Chrysostom.* In many of these writers quotations or allu- 
sions are also found.f 

To these witnesses may be added Macarius of Egypt (Tf 391), 
the so-called 6oth canon of the Council of Laodicea (fourth or 
fifth century), and from the fifth century Cyril of Alexandria, 

Isidore of Pelusium, Hesychius of Jerusalem, Marcus Eremita, 
Eusebius of Alexandria.] 

The acceptance of James in the Greek church (not including 
certain Greek-speaking Syrians) is thus unbroken from the time 
of Origen, when the book first emerges into the light of history. 
Before the year 400 knowledge of it is attested for Alexandria, 
Palestine, Cyprus, Asia Minor, and Constantinople. 

THE ARMENIAN CourcH. The Armenian N. T., in the only form 
known tous, was made to correspond to Greek Mss. brought from 

Constantinople after 431, and hence includes James with the other 
Catholic epistles; see the full references to Armenian writers of the 
fifth century given by Meinertz, Jakobusbrief, pp. 185—189. 

*'' Euthalius" included James and the other Catholic epistles in his edition; cf. J. A. 
Robinson, Exthaliana (TS, iii, 3), 1895, p. 27. 

t The reference to Basil given by Westcott, CNT', p. 454, is to the Constitutiones monasticae, 
which are probably not genuine. 'The resemblances in the passages from the Clementine 

Homilies cited by Mayor’, pp. Ixxxiii f., are inadequate to show acquaintance with James. 

Gregory of Nyssa nowhere alludes to James. 

t For references to James in Greek writers of the fifth century, see Meinertz, Jakobusbrief, 

pp. 159 f. 163-165, 177 f. 
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$3. THE SYRIAN CHURCH. 

W. Bauer, Der Apostolos der Syrer, 1903; Zahn, “Das Neue Testa- 
ment Theodors von Mopsvestia und der ursprüngliche Kanon der 

Syrer,” in Neue Kirchliche Zeitschrift, xi, 1900, pp. 788—806. 

The history of the epistle among the Syrians is very different, 
but shows the gradual effect of the influence of Greek learned 
authority. The earliest translation of James into Syriac was 
that of c. 412 in the Peshitto version, which included also 

I Peter and 1 John. Previous to that time none of the Catholic 
epistles had gained complete acceptance into the Syrian canon. 

Zahn, GnK, i, pp. 373-375. Cf. Doct. Addai, 46. The Syrian canon 

published from a ninth-century Ms. by Mrs. A. S. Lewis, Studia Sina- 
lica, i, 1894, pp. 11-14, is believed to have been composed about 400 
A.D. ; it includes the four Gospels, Acts, and the epistles of Paul (with 

Hebrews and perhaps 3 Corinthians), but expressly excludes all the 
Catholic epistles as well as the Apocalypse. 

Hence Aphraates (c. 345) and the genuine works of Ephraem 
(1378) show no trace of acquaintance with James, and no clear 
trace is found in the scant remains of other literature in the 

Syriac tongue down to the great division of the Syrian church 
after the Council of Chalcedon (451). 

So Burkitt, “Text und Versions,” in EB, iv, 1903, col. 5004, note; cf. 
also Westcott, CNT’, p. 452; Jülicher, Einleitung*, p. 490; and Bur- 
kitt, S. Ephraim's Quotations from the Gospel (TS, vii, 2), 1901. The 
contrary statements of Zahn, Grundriss!, p. 53 (altered in 2d ed.), and 

of J. A. Bewer, “The History of the New Testament Canon in the 

Syrian Church," in American Journal of Theology, iv, 1900, p. 349, are 
founded on the evidence adduced in the “Scriptural Index” in J. H. 
Hill, Dissertation on the Gospel Commentary of S. Ephraem the Syrian, 

1896. Butin so far as the references to James there collected are drawn 

from works preserved only in Greek or Latin, they are worthless (cf. 
Zahn, Forschungen, i, p. 46) ; and the remainder, found in Syriac works, 
are shown by Bauer, of. cit. pp. 42-47, to be in every case inadequate 

to prove use of James. Bauer himself, p. 48, has added two instances 

of possible use, only one of which, however, deserves consideration, the 
phrase “father of lights," abba d’ nahire, found in Opera, v, col. 489. 
The “Polemic Sermon,” No. 23, in which this occurs is undoubtedly 

genuine, but the context contains no hint of the passage in James, and 
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the allusion is not clear enough to permit any inference whatever. 
Bauer, pp. 52 f., has gone too far in saying that Ephraem probably 
knew James, and has unfortunately been followed here by Leipoldt, 

GnK, i, p. 245. 

The resemblance to Jas. 3'! (Peshitto) in Isaac of Antioch (fc. 460), 
ed. Bickell, i, 1873, p. 132, pointed out by Bauer, p. 53, perhaps is 
due to acquaintance with James, but may be accidental. 

In the Doctrine of the Apostles, published by Cureton and Wright, 
Ancient Syriac Documents, p. 32, there is a singular reference to “what 

James had written from Jerusalem." If the document is from the 
fourth century (Harnack, Ueberlieferung und Bestand der altchristl. Lit- 

teratur, p. 535) this might form an exception to the above statement. 

See Westcott, CNT', p. 251. 

Even among Greek-speaking members of the undivided Syr- 

ian church, a considerable group did not recognise James as a 
part of the N. T. The most notable of these is the Antio- 
chian, Theodore of Mopsuestia* (f c. 429), who accepted no one 
of the Catholic epistles. The same may have been the attitude 

of Titus of Bostra (f c. 371), and was probably that of Severi- 
anus of Gabala (c. 400, a Syrian by birth), and of the author 

of the Apostolic Constitutions. 

In one passage, Pseudo-Ignatius, Philipp. 11 xc xttpáQet «bv 
dxelpactov, the author of the Apostolic Constitutions perhaps betrays 
his knowledge of Jas. 19. Apart, however, from this possible allusion 

to James, this writer shows acquaintance with no Catholic epistle except 
1 Peter, and in his use of 1 Peter nowhere indicates that it was a part 
of his N. T.; cf. Bauer, op. cit. pp. 61 f. 

In later centuries, too, there is adequate evidence that by 
many of the leaders of the Nestorians in Eastern Syria James 
was not accepted, although they used the Peshitto. In 545 

Paul of Nisibis, lecturing at Constantinople but doubtless rep- 

resenting accurately the opinion of the school of Nisibis, attrib- 
uted full canonicity only to 1 Peter and 1 John, and classed 

James with the antilegomena.] So Cosmas Indicopleustes 
(c. 545), who had become acquainted with East Syrian theo- 

* Bauer, op. cil. pp. 53-58; Zahn, “Das Neue Testament Theodors," in NKZ, xi, 1900, 

pp. 788-793. 
f Junilius, Instituta regularia divinae legis, i, 6; see Westcott, CNT", pp. 553 f.; H. Kihn, 

Theodor von Mopsuestia und Junilins Africanus als Exegeten, 1880. 
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logians, says that there are various views about the Catholic 
epistles, and that some reject all of them; but it is not clear 
that he refers to contemporaries.* In the eighth century The- 
odore bar-Koni, the Nestorian, apparently rejected all the 
Catholic epistles.T About 825 Isho dad, bishop of Haditha on 

the Tigris, refers to others besides Theodore who reject all the 
Catholic epistles, and may have in mind contemporaries of his 

own.{ In the preface to the Catholic epistles by the Jacobite 
scholar, Bar-Hebreus (1226-86), the doubts about James, 

I Peter, and 1 John are mentioned (although Bar-Hebrzus 
himself accepted those epistles), and this preface is found in- 
cluded in Syriac N. T. Mss. as late as the fifteenth century. 

M. Klamroth, Gregorii Abulfaragii Bar Ebhraya in actus et epistulas 
catholicas adnotationes, Góttingen, 1878. This preface of Bar-Hebrzus, 
which is itself perhaps based partly on the statement of Isho'dad, is 
found: 

(1) in part in the well-known Amsterdam Ms. (Library of the Fra- 

ternity of the Remonstrants, no. 184) of 1470 from Mardin (Gregory, 

Prolegomena, p. 836, no. 65), which contains the two pseudo-clementine 
epistles on virginity; cf. Wetstein, Duae epistolae S. Clementis, 1752, 

pp. 407 f. 
(2) in a Ms. now or formerly belonging to Robert S. Williams, of 

Utica, N. Y. (Gregory, Prolegomena, p. 845, no. 12) described by I. H. 
Hall, “ A Syriac Manuscript with the Antilegomena Epistles," in Journal 

of the Society of Biblical Literature and Exegesis for 1884, pp. 37-49. 

This Ms. is dated 1471, and probably came likewise from near Mardin. 

In the latter Ms. the preface runs as follows (Hall, }. c. p. 41): 

“Three Catholic, that is, General, epistles were translated into Syriac 
from the beginning: one of James, the brother of our Lord, who was 
bishop in Jerusalem, and wrote to the believing people that were scat- 
tered in every place of captivities and persecutions, and to them was 
directed this first epistle; and the second, of Peter; and the third, of 

John. But men have doubted about them, because they were not like 

the [proper] style of speech, and because they were not written to any 
one person or people. But Eusebius assures [us] that they are theirs." 

On the other hand, after about 350 the movement to adopt 
some at least of the seven Catholic epistles recognised by the 

* Zahn, GaK, ii, pp. 230-233. 
t A. Baumstark, “Die Bücher I-IX des ke044 3eskóljón des Theodoros bar Kéni,” in 

Oriens Christianus, i, 1901, pp. 173-7178. 

t Bauer, of. cit. pp. 54 f. 
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Greek church is clearly seen among the Western Syrians, both 
of Antioch (where Greek was spoken) and of Edessa.* 'Thus 

Apollinarius of Laodicea in Syria (1 c. 390), whose father, how- 
ever, was a native of Alexandria, is said to have commented on 

james. Chrysostom (f 407) uses James freely, and in the 
so-called Synopsis of Chrysostom, which, whatever its origin, 

correctly represents that writer's views, James is included with 

I Peter and 1 John (xai tov xa0o0Xdv émıotoral Tpeís). 
Polychronius (t 428), the brother of Theodore of Mopsuestia, in- 
troduces a citation from James as from tls TOv ároocTÓXav, 
Theodoret (f c. 457) quotes Jas. 5!* and makes at least one other 
allusion. In Edessa the Peshitto version was made by the 
direction of Rabbula (bishop 411-435), and, in accordance 

with the then current canon of Antioch, it included James, 
I Peter, and 1 John. 

In the case of Lucian of Antioch (1 311) it is likely, though it cannot 

be proved, that he accepted James, 1 Peter, and x John; cf. Zahn, 
Grundriss*, p. 54; Harnack, art. “Lucian der Märtyrer,” in Herzog- 
Hauck, PRE, xi, 1902. 

From this time on the position of James in the Monophysite 
branch of the church grew increasingly secure, in accordance 
with the general tendencies of the time. The successive re- 
visions of the Syriac N. T., under Bishop Philoxenus in 508 and 
by Thomas of Heraclea in 616, even brought in the other four 
Catholic epistles and completed in Syriac the Greek canon 
of seven. The seven are included in the 85th of the apostolic 
canons appended to the Apostolic Constitutions, which is be- 
lieved to have been drawn up in Syria in the early part of the 
fifth century, and, having been translated into Syriac not later 
than 600, became a corner-stone of ecclesiastical law in the 

east.$ To the full Greek canon, with seven Catholic epistles, 
john of Damascus (c. 750) lent the influence of his great au- 
thority. 

* See Bauer, of. cit. pp. 62-68. t See Leipoldt, GaK, i, p. 248. 
t Meinertz, J'akobusbrief, p. 172, note 1. 

$ Zahn, GaX, ii, pp. 180-193; H. Achelis, art. “ Apostolische Konstitutionen und Kanones,” 
in Herzog-Hauck, PRE, i, 1896. 
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The history of the acceptance of James among the Nestorians 
is not known, but their great scholar Ebed Jesu of Nisibis 
(1 1318), in his Catalogue of All the Books of the Church, in- 
cludes "three epistles which in every manuscript and language 
are ascribed to Apostles, namely to James and to Peter and to 

John.” * 
The history of the epistle in the Syrian church thus clearly 

illustrates a natural process. At first the canon of the Syrians 
consisted only of the Gospels (i.e. the Diatessaron) and the 

epistles of Paul; but gradually other books were adopted 

from Greek neighbours, and this took place most rapidly in 
the western churches which looked to Antioch and Edessa for 
authoritative judgment. But even among the Antiochians 
James only won its place in the face of long-continued and in- 
fluential opposition, although progress was greatly aided by the 
wide use of the Peshitto. In the parts of Syria remoter from 

Greek influence the adoption of James into the canon was tar- 
dier, and down almost to modern times a vivid recollection was 
preserved of the doubtful position of James, as of the other 

Catholic epistles. 

§ 4. THE WESTERN CHURCH. 

The western church shows the same tardiness in the accept- 
ance of James that we have traced among the Syrians; and here 
again it was the influence of Alexandria that ultimately brought 
the epistle into the Latin canon. Before the middle of the 
fourth century there is no clear trace of any acquaintance with 

James. The Canon of Muratori omits it; Irenæus makes no 

certain use of it; Tertullian seems either not to have known it 

or to have rejected it. Among the innumerable quotations of 
Cyprian there is none from James, and Novatian (c. 252), De 
irin. 4, would almost certainly have quoted Jas. 1!’ if he had 
known it as a part of Scripture.f A hundred years later (c. 359) 
the African Catalogus Mommsenianus omits James, and it is 

worthy of note that even Ambrose (1 397) never directly quotes 
from it. 

* Westcott, CNT", p. 557. t Westcott, CNT', p. 384, note 2. 
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The evidence adduced for use by Hippolytus (Zahn, Grundriss?, p. 21; 
cf. his earlier and more accurate statement, GnK, i, pp. 323 f.) is wholly 
inadequate. One passage often quoted (Hippol. ed. Lagarde, p. 122) 
is from a ninth-century treatise. The resemblances in the commentary 

on Daniel (Bonwetsch, Studien zu den Kommentaren Hippolyts (Texte 

und Untersuchungen, xvi, 3), 1897, p. 26) are too slight to have any 

weight, as are those in the Berlin Griechische christliche Schriftsteller, 
Hippolytus, ed. Achelis, vol. i, part ii, 1897, pp. 6, 6o f. The possible 

reference to Jas. 11, “the word of Jude in his first letter to the twelve 
tribes" (ibid. p. 231), is in a catena-fragment taken from an Arabic 
commentary on the Apocalypse made in the thirteenth century, and, 
wholly apart from the obvious questions of transmission and genuine- 
ness, is too confused and too slight for any affirmation to be founded 
on it (so Zahn, GnK, i, p. 323). 

On Ambrose, cf. Wordsworth, SB, i, p. 128, note 2. It is probable 

that the passage, Expos. evang. Luc. viii, 13, sive Lazarus pauper in 

sæculo sed deo dives, sive apostolicus aliquis pauper in verbo, locuples in 
fide betrays acquaintance with Jas. 2*. The probability is increased 
by the agreement with the version of ff (pauperes seculi, locupletes 
in fide) against the Vulgate (pauperes in hoc mundo, divites in fidc). 

The earliest evidence of knowledge of James in the Latin west 
is probably to be found in the Latin translation on which the 
texts of Codex Corbeiensis, the pseudo-augustinian Speculum, 

and the Vulgate all ultimately rest. This must have been made, 
at latest, by 350 A.D. But in Codex Corbeiensis the epistle is 
included in a collection of patristic tracts, and there is no evi- 

dence that it was a part of any Latin N. T. until a generation 
later.* 

The earliest Latin writer to quote from James is Hilary of Poi- 

tiers, De trin. iv, 8 (written 356-358, during his exile in Asia 
Minor and the east), who refers to it once only, and then in a 
catena of passages which, he alleges, are misused by the Arians 
in support of their heresy. Since the form of his quotation 
(demutatio ; cf., however, Priscillian, Tract. i, p. 26. 21) agrees 

with no known Latin version of James, it is likely that Hilary 
is making his own translation from the Greek. 

“ Ambrosiaster” (366-382; like Jerome, with whom he seems 
in other ways to have had some relations, a supporter of Da- 
masus) once quotes Jas. 5%, in a form almost identical with 

* Cf. Zahn, GaK, i, pp. 323-325. 
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that of the Vulgate.* Priscillian (375-386), likewise closely 
connected with the east, repeatedly quotes James in a Latin 
translation substantially identical with that of the pseudo-au- 
gustinian Speculum (m).f Philastrius of Brescia (383-391) in- 
cluded James in his canon.] 
The Vulgate revision of the epistles, including James, seems 

to have been prepared in 384-385, and wielded invincible au- 
thority.§ Jerome also makes many quotations from the epistle 
in his own writings,|| and in 392 wrote as follows: 

De viris illustribus, 2: Jacobus qui appellatur frater domini ... unam 
tantum scripsi epistulam, quae de septem catholicis est, quae e$ ipsa ab 
alio quodam sub nomine ejus edita adseritur, licet paulatim tempore pro- 

cedente obtinuerit auctoritatem. 

The canon of Rufinus (c. 404)** included J'acobi fratris domini 
el apostoli unam, as would be expected from the many refer- 

ences to James in similar terms found in his translations of the 

exegetical works of Origen. Chromatius of Aquileia (f 406), 

the intimate friend of both Jerome and Rufinus, quotes James 

with a text closely like that of Codex Corbeiensis (ff).]1 

Augustine (354-430) is the first African to make use of the 
Epistle of James.{{ He adopted exactly the canon of Jerome, 

and under his influence this list of books was established, prob- 

ably by the Council of Hippo in 393 and the “third” Coun- 

cil of Carthage in 397, certainly by the Council of Carthage in 

419.58 The Donatists of this period also accepted the same 

Catholic epistles as the Catholic church.||| In 405 Pope Inno- 

cent I wrote a letter to Exsuperius, bishop of Toulouse, in which 

* A. Souter, A Study of Ambrosiaster (TS, vii, 4), 1905, pp. 196 f.; G. Morin, “ Qui est 
l'Ambrosiaster? Solution nouvelle," in Reewe Bénédictine, vol. xxxi, 1914, pp. 1-34. 

t The passages are given in Mayor, pp. 5—23. 1 Har. xxxviii. 

$ The Roman synod of 382 is a mere assumption to account for the so-called Decretum 
Gelasianum, containing a list of the books of the N. T. which was supposed to have proceeded 

from it. E. von Dobschütz, Dos Decretum Gelasianum (Texte und Untersuchungen, xxxviii), 
1912, has now proved that the Decreium is a pseudepigraphic document of the first half of 

the sixth century. 
l| Cf. Wordsworth, SB, i, p. 129, and notes. 

** Expositio in symbolum apostolorum, 36. 
tt Tract. in evang. S. Mall. ix, 1; xiv, 7; quoted by Wordsworth, of. cif. p. 135. 

tt See De doctrina christiana, ii, 12; cf. Wordsworth, of. cit. p. 129. Augustine quotes James 

in a Latin version closely like the Vulgate. 
$$ Zahn, G»K, ii, pp. 244-259. ll || Westcott, CNT*, p. 422. 
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he names these same books as constituting the N. T. Worthy 
of mention is the fact that when, about 544, Cassiodorius had 

a copy of the N. T. prepared, secundum antiquam translationem 
(i. e. as it was before the revision by Jerome), this copy included 
James. 

The difference between the Greek and the Latin canon of 
the N. T., which lasted until the end of the fourth century, is 
nowhere more clearly seen (not even in the case of the Epistle 
to the Hebrews) than in the Epistle of James; and in the west, 
as in Syria, it seems to have been men acquainted with the 
learning and custom of Alexandria who brought the Epistle 
of James into general use and made it an integral part of the 
N. T. But in the west, unlike Syria, authority promptly pre- 
vailed, and after the beginning of the fifth century no trace is 

found of any lingering prejudice against James. 

§ 5. ORDER OF THE CATHOLIC EPISTLES.* 

The order in which the Catholic epistles were arranged is 
not determinable earlier than Eusebius. His order is probably 
James, Peter, John, Jude; in any case he put James first. This 
order is that followed by Cyril of Jerusalem, Athanasius, Epi- 
phanius, Gregory of Nazianzus, Euthalius, the later Greek lists, 
nearly all Greek Mss., and the Bohairic version. In the Pesh- 
itto a similar order is found, James, x Peter, x John. In a few 
instances from among the Greeks the epistles of Peter are put 
first, so, notably, in the 85th apostolic canon and Codex V 
(cent. viii or ix). 

In the west before Jerome a different condition is found, 
which reflects the fact that until that time the western church 
did not possess a complete and definitive canon of Catholic 
epistles. Nearly always, in honour to the Roman see, Peter 

is put first ; so in the usage of Rufinus, in all three of the codices 
prepared for Cassiodorius, and in the list of the Codex Claro- 
montanus. The place of James varies among the other three 

stations; but there was a tendency to adopt the order Peter, 

john, James, Jude, and this order recurs later from time to 

* Mainly drawn from Zahn, Gak, li, pp. 375-380. 
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time, and is followed in the decree of the Council of Trent of 

April 8, 1546.* 
In the Vulgate, on the other hand, the Greek order, James, 

Peter, John, Jude, was followed, and no Vulgate Ms. is known 

which departs from it. The Codex Fuldensis (c. 540 A.D.) con- 
tains an older, pseudo-hieronymian, prologue to the Catholic 
epistles, which expressly states that the order of the orthodox 
Greeks differs from that earlier current in Latin Mss. and 
that the Greek order was introduced into Latin usage by 
Jerome. From the Vulgate the Greek order has come into 

the modern English Bible. 

$6. LATER History. 

Leipoldt, GnX, ii, 1908, where full citations will be found; Westcott, 
CNT, part iii, ch. 3; S. Berger, La Bible au seizième siècle, 1879; Mei- 
nertz, Jakobusbrief, 1905, who gives a full account of Byzantine and 
medizval Latin references; G. Kawerau, “Die Schicksale des Jakobus- 

briefes im 16. Jahrhundert," in Zeitschrift für kirchliche Wissenschaft 
und kirchliches Leben, x, 1889, pp. 359-370; W. Walther, “Zu Luthers 

Ansicht über den Jakobusbrief,” in Theol. Studien und Krüiken, lxvi, 
1893, pp. 595-598; M. Meinertz, ‘‘ Luther’s Kritik am Jakobusbriefe 
nach dem Urteile seiner Anhänger,” in Biblische Zeitschrift, iii, 1905, 

pp. 273-286; H. H. Howorth, “The Origin and Authority of the Bib- 

lical Canon according to the Continental Reformers,” in JTS, viii, 
1906-7, pp. 321-365, ix, 1907-8, pp. 188-230; “The Canon of the 

Bible among the Later Reformers,” ibid. x,,1908-9, pp. 182-232. 

After the early part of the fifth century any doubt as to the 
right of James to a place in the canon disappeared from the 
west, and only Isidore of Seville ({636) so much as refers to 
the ancient doubts.f In 1516 the first published edition of 
the Greek Testament in print appeared, with Annotationes by 
its editor Erasmus. In these (p. 6or), with clear internal in- 

dication of dependence on the statements of Jerome, Erasmus 
mentions the scruples of antiquity, and adds some reasons of 
his own, drawn from language and style, for doubting whether 
the epistle is from the hands of an apostle.[ Nevertheless, he 
heartily accepts it as a proper part of the canon. 

* Leipoldt, GaK, ii, p. 46. t De origine officiorum, i, 12. 1 See above, p. 25. 
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The influence of Erasmus's learning was felt in both the 
Catholic and Protestant camps. On the Catholic side Car- 
dinal Cajetan, who had a knowledge of Jerome at first hand, 
allowed himself in some matters to adopt a criticism more radi- 
cal than that of Erasmus, but in the case of James he was satis- 
fied (1529) with pronouncing its apostolic authorship uncertain. 
At the Council of Trent these free views were vigorously rep- 
resented, and appeal made to the authority of Jerome, but in 

the decree of April 8, 1546, the Epistle of James was included 
in the list of sacred and canonical Scripture and its author de- 
clared to be an apostle.* 

This action has led to a distinction, still current in the 
Roman Catholic church, between those books of the Bible 

which, it is believed, have always been accepted (sometimes 

called “‘proto-canonical’’), and those which only gradually at- 
tained full canonical authority (*deutero-canonical"). To the 
latter class belongs the Epistle of James. But this is purely 
an historical classification; no defect of canonicity is held to 

pertain to the *deutero-canonical" books, whether in O. T. or 

N. T. 
On the Protestant side the canonical character of certain 

books, and notably of James, was earnestly contested. The 

doubts raised by the historical learning of Erasmus were strength- 
ened as the reformers undertook, on the basis of independent 

investigation, to separate the original substance of Christian 
doctrine from its later accretions of tradition. The ancient ex- 
ternal evidence from the first four centuries as to the apostolic 

origin of certain books (Hebrews, James, 2 Peter, 2 and 3 John, 

Jude, Revelation) was seen to be by no means uniformly favour- 
able, and the question arose whether such books could be treated 
as safe bases of doctrinal authority. At the same time a new 
criterion of canonicity was introduced by Luther, who classified 
the books of the traditional canon according as they showed fidel- 

ity to the Gospel of Christ (“Christum predigen und treyben”’) as 
he understood it, that is, to the doctrine of salvation by faith, 

* See above, p. 46. This decree was reaffirmed by the Vatican Council, April 24, 1870. 
f The distinction appears in Sixtus Senensis (1566), and was maintained by Bellarmin 

(1586); see Leipoldt, GaK, pp. 52 ff. 
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most clearly expressed in John, Romans, and 1 Peter (these 
* the true kernel and marrow among all the books"). Luther's 
objection to James is found as early as 1519,* but his judgments 
were most clearly expressed in the first edition of his German 
N. T. (Wittenberg, September, 1522). In the Introduction to 

this he says: 

“Tn fine, Saint John’s Gospel and his first epistle, Saint Paul's epistles, 
especially those to the Romans, Galatians, Ephesians, and Saint Peter's 
first epistle,—these are the books which show thee Christ, and teach 
thee everything that is needful and blessed for thee to know even though 
thou never see or hear any other book or doctrine. Therefore is Saint 
James’s epistle a right strawy epistle (‘eyn rechte stroern Epistel’ 1) in 
comparison with them, for it has no gospel character to it." 

The special preface to James presents his view in detail. He 
values the epistle because it emphasises the Law of God (“‘Gottis 
gesetz hart treybt”), but denies its apostolic authorship, chiefly 
on the ground that it teaches justification by works. He con- 
cludes: 

* "Therefore I will not have it in my Bible in the number of the proper 
chief books, but do not intend thereby to forbid anyone to place and 
exalt it as he pleases, for there is many a good saying in it." 

In printing, Luther separated James, with Jude, Hebrews, and 
Revelation, from the other book of the N. T., putting them at 
the end of the volume and assigning them no numbers in his 
table of contents. 

In the first edition of the complete German Bible (1534), the 
section of the Introduction containing the remark that James is 
“a right strawy epistle" was for some reason omitted; but the 
preface to James is not substantially altered, and in many other 
utterances, public and private, and extending through the whole 
period of his life, Luther expressed the same judgment, with 
no lessening of decisiveness or vigour. In the successive issues 

* Resolutiones Lutherianas super propositionibus suis Lipsiae dispulatis, Weimar ed., vol. ii, 

p. 425. 
f The phrase is founded on the “wood, hay, stubble” of 1 Cor. 3!*, to which Luther also 

alludes in his preface to Hebrews. It means only that the epistle contains much straw, not 
that it is wholly composed of it. 
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of the German Bible down to the present day, the order of the 
books of the N. T. remains that of Luther, although since 1603 
it has grown customary to assign numbers to the four con- 
tested books with the rest. 

The view held by Luther, that James, in view of its inner 
character, ought not to be given full canonical authority, while 
yet, as a book profitable for edification, it ought not to be utterly 
rejected, is substantially the view of most of the earlier German 
Protestants. Dogmatic and exegetical writers formulated it 
with great variety of shades of emphasis. They frequently 
permitted themselves sharp criticism of the epistle, and ex- 
pressly denied its authority for the establishment of doctrine, 
and to Luther's subjective grounds they added arguments 
drawn from the early history of the canon. Such attacks were 
stimulated afresh by the attempted compromise of the “ Augs- 
burg Interim" (1548), in which Jas. 514 was used as authority 
for the sacrament of extreme unction. The most complete 

formal rejection is to be found in the so-called Württemberg 

Confession (1552), in which is contained this article: 

* De sacra scriptura, Sacram scripturam vocamus eos canonicos libros 
Veteris et Novi Testamenti de quorum auctoritate in ecclesia numquam 
dubitatum est." 

This was intended to exclude definitely from the canon the 
seven disputed books, some or all of which were frequently 
designated as “apocrypha of the New Testament ” or even (as 
in Wolder’s Polyglot, Hamburg, 1596) as “non-canonical.” 
On the other hand, Luther's jealous personal opponent, 

Carlstadt, in his elaborate investigation of the canonical Scrip- 
tures, while recognising that James and the other disputed books 
are of lesser dignity and value, yet refused to admit that they 
lack full canonical authority. In favour of the Epistle of 
James was also thrown the powerful influence of Melanchthon, 
who believed that the statements of James about justification 
could be understood in such a way as to escape conflict with 
the doctrines of Paul. 

In the later years of the sixteenth century, with the establish- 
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ment of the stricter doctrine of inspiration, the doubts about 
the canonical authority of James tended to disappear among 

orthodox Lutherans, and after the year 1600 they are seldom 
heard except from the ranks of the rationalistic and critical 
theologians. The German doctrinal standards do not contain 

lists of the books of the N. T., but the rightfulness of the posi- 
tion of James in the canon was assumed at the date when these 
documents were prepared, and was plainly deemed unassailable. 

The terms ‘‘deutero-canonical,”’ “libri canonici secundi ordinis" 

continued in use for many years, but were emptied of all sub- 
stantial meaning. 

Kawerau, of. cit. p. 369, “ Die Konkordienformel mit ihrem Rückgang 

auf die Apologie (p. 693) bezeichnet wol den Wendepunkt in der Beur- 

theilung des Jakobusbriefes. Die Inspirationslehre des nachfolgenden 
Dogmatikergeschlechtes hütte ein kritisches Urtheil nicht mehr ver- 

tragen können.” 

In the reformed churches outside of Germany Luther's 
principle of discrimination between the different books of the 
N. T. did not meet with favour, and although the ancient 
doubts as to certain books were fully recognised, there seems 
to have been little or no disposition to set up a new canon. 
Zwingli, Calvin, Beza, and their followers all accepted James 

as canonical, although it was admitted that the authorship 

was disputable. The Gallican Confession (1559) and the Belgic 
Confession (1561) include James in their lists of Holy Scripture. 
After this time critics sometimes denied the genuineness and 
apostolic authorship of books, but they had no idea of altering 
the contents of the traditional N. T. 

In England the early translations show strong Lutheran in- 

fluence.* Tyndale's New Testaments (!1525) follow the ar- 
rangement of Luther in putting Hebrews, James, Jude, Revela- 

tion at the end, and giving them no numbers in the table of 
contents. This is in accord with the adoption by Tyndale of 
much matter from Luther's prefaces and with other marks of 

dependence on the German Bible. Tyndale’s prologue to James 

* H. H. Howorth, “The Origin and Authority of the Biblical Canon in the Anglican Church,” 

in JTS, viii, 1906—7, pp. 1-40. 
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(1534) alludes to ancient doubts and later objections, but con- 
cludes: “Me thynketh it ought of ryght to be taken for holye 
Scripture," and no movement for rejecting the epistle from the 
canon seems to have arisen in England. 
The Bibles of Coverdale (1535), “Matthew” (1537), and 

Taverner (1539) likewise preserve the Lutheran order. In the 
Great Bible (1539), published by ecclesiastical authority, the 
Vulgate order of the N. T. books is for the first time found in 
an English Bible.* This was naturally followed in the Bishops’ 
Bible (1568), and King James's Bible (1611); but it had already 
become familiar to the Puritans through the Geneva N. T. 
(1557), in which the order of the books, as well as many other 
evidences, shows the transition in English Puritanism from 

Lutheran to Calvinistic influences. 

Dutch, Swiss, Danish, and Swedish Bibles of the sixteenth century 
are known, and even an Icelandic Bible published at Copenhagen in 
1807, which follow Luther’s order; cf. Leipoldt, Gn, ii, pp. 101, 104; 
H. H. Howorth, “The Origin and Authority of the Biblical Canon 
according to the Continental Reformers. II. Luther, Zwingli, Lefévre, 

and Calvin," in JTS, ix, 1907-8, pp. 188-230, and “The Canon of the 

Bible among the Later Reformers,” ibid. x, 1908-9, pp. 182-232. 

The Thirty-Nine Articles (1562) declare (Art. VI): “All the 
Books of the New Testament, as they are commonly received, 
we do receive, and account them Canonical." 'The Westmin- 

ster Confession (1647) expressly includes James in the list of 
Scripture. 

The Thirty-Nine Articles are inconsistent, for Art. VI also states: “In 
the name of the Holy Scripture we do understand those canonical Books 
of the Old and New Testament of whose authority was never any doubt 
in the Church." "This sentence was taken almost verbatim from the 
Württemberg Confession of 1551 (where it was deliberately phrased 
so as to exclude from the canon the seven disputed books), and the con- 
tradiction with the specific statement, quoted above, which follows it 

in the English article was perhaps not noticed. See Schaff, Creeds of 
Christendom, i, p. 628. 

* Coverdale's Latin-English New Testament of 1538 necessarily follows the Vulgate order. 
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IV. COMMENTARIES, ANCIENT AND MODERN. 

Mayor’, 1910, ch. 11; M. Meinertz, Jakobusbrief, 1905; 
R. Cornely, Historica et critica introductio in utriusque Testa- 

menti libros sacros (Cursus Scripturae Sacrae), vol. i, Introductio 
generalis, 1894, pp. 630-763; vol. ii, Introductio specialis, 1897, 

pp. 686-688; J. G. Walch, Bibliotheca theologica, vol. iv, 1765. 

§ 1. PATRISTIC AND MEDIÆVAL. 

Of patristic and mediæval commentaries but seven are extant 
and accessible: in Greek, the Catena of Andreas (ed. Cramer) 

and the wrongly named ''(Ecumenius"; in Latin, Bede and 
Walafrid Strabo; in Syriac, Isho Dad, Bar-Salibi, and Bar- 
Hebraeus. 

(a) Greek. 

Clement of Alexandria probably included comments on James 
in his Hypotyposes (see above, pp. 9r f.), but no fragment of 
them has been preserved. 

The numerous passages from Chrysostom in Cramer's Catena of 
Andreas on James (collected in Migne, Patrologia greca, vol. lxiv) are 

not fragments of a commentary, but have been identified in nearly 
every case as coming from known writings of Chrysostom; cf. S. 
Haidacher, * Chrysostomus-Fragmente zu den katholischen Briefen,” 

Zeitschrift für katholische Theologie, 1902, pp. 190-194. The five pas- 
sages of this catena from Hesychius of Jerusalem (1 433), collected in 

Migne, vol. xciii, and the ten from Cyril of Alexandria (f 444), collected 
in Migne, vol. lxxiv, bear no mark of coming from a commentary on 
James. 

' The Latin work, In epistolas catholicas enarratio, ascribed in the Mss. 
to Didymus of Alexandria (f 398), includes James, and is probably the 
translation made in the sixth century by Epiphanius Scholasticus for 
Cassiodorius (cf. Cassiodorius, Inst. 8). A large part, however, of the 
work (in James more than half) consists of extracts of various authorship 

taken from the same Catena of Andreas. The five brief catena-frag- 
ments expressly ascribed to Didymus show no sign of having been 

written for a commentary on the Catholic epistles, and Cassiodorius 
was probably mistaken in attributing such a work to Didymus. 

Bardenhewer, Gesch. d. altkirchl. Litteratur, iii, pp. 109 f.; E. Kloster- 

mann, Über des Didymus von Alexandrien in epistolas canonicas enar- 
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ralio (Texte und Untersuchungen, xxviii), 1905; F. Zoepfl, Didyms 
Alexandrini in epistolas canonicas brevis enarratio, Münster, 1914. 

The Catena of Andreas was published by J. A. Cramer in 
Catenae graecorum patrum in Novum Testamentum, Oxford, 1844, 

vol. viii (1840) ; cf. von Soden, Schriften des Neuen Testaments, 

i, pp. 278 f. The catena on the Catholic epistles here published 

has manuscript attestation from the ninth century (Codd. K and 
1895); its present form (which includes fragments of Maximus 
Confessor (T 662) is not to be dated earlier than 675. If, how- 
ever, the Enarratio on the Catholic epistles ascribed to Didy- 
mus (as stated above) is in fact the translation referred to 
by Cassiodorius, then the Catena of Andreas, since it under- 

lies the Enarratio, existed in an earlier form in the sixth cen- 

tury. The Catena is made up of more or less relevant passages 
from many authors, among whom Chrysostom takes by far the 
most prominent place, Cyril of Alexandria standing next. Of 

the earlier writings used by the compiler for the Epistle of 

james no one appears to have been a commentary on the 
epistle. The Catena of Andreas on the Catholic epistles is 
also printed in part by Matthdi, SS. apostolorum septem epis- 
lolae catholicae, Riga, 1782, pp. 183-245, and again, substan- 
tially complete, under the supposition of being a work of 
Euthymius Zigabenus (ed. Kalogeras, Athens, 1887, vol. ii; 
but cf. p. a^). 
An anonymous commentary on the Catholic epistles (Migne, 

Patrologia greca, vol. cxix) was ascribed to CEcumenius, bishop 
of Tricca in Thessaly (c.600) by the first editor (Donatus, 
Verona, 1532), but without good reason. It is found in many 
Mss. of the tenth century and thereafter, and is associated with 
commentaries on Acts and the Pauline epistles, which may or 

may not be from the same hand with that on the Catholic 
epistles but in which the commentary on Paul is certainly not 

by (Ecumenius. The work is a continuous interpretation, 
partly based on the Catena of Andreas, and often presenting 
acute and well-phrased exegetical comments. 

Diekamp observes, p. 1056, that this commentary twice calls Basil 

tbv tuéteoov, which seems to imply that the writer was either of the 
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Basilian order or else a Cappadocian from Cæsarea. This seems con- 

clusive against the wholly unsupported guess of Donatus that the 
real (Ecumenius was the author. 

The year 99o, formerly given as about the date of the bishop CEcume- 

nius, was a mere guess of W. Cave. The discovery of the true date 
(c. 600) is due to F. Diekamp, “Mittheilungen über den neuaufgefund- 
enen Commentar des Ockumenius zur Apokalypse,” in Sitzungsberichte 
der Akad. d. Wiss. zu Berlin, 1901, pp. 1046-1056. 

The commentary on the Catholic epistles printed under the 
name of Theophylact, archbishop of Bulgaria (fl. 1075), is merely 
another text of the commentary of *(Ecumenius" (Migne, Pa- 
trologia greca, vol. cxxv). 

Bardenhewer, art. ** Oecumenius," in Wetzer and Welte’s Kirchenlexi- 

kon?, 1895; A. Ehrhard in Krumbacher, Geschichte der byzantinischen 
Litteratur*®, 1895, pp. 131-135 ; H. von Soden, Schriften des Neuen Testa- 
menis, i, 1902, pp. 686—692. 

The scholia printed by Matthii, Riga, 1782, at the foot of his text 
of the Catholic epistles, are drawn from the margin of Cod. 462 (ol. 
ror**) of the eleventh century, and appear to be the private notes of 
a devout owner of this copy of the epistles. 

On an (unedited) commentary of Metrophanes of Smyrna (ninth 
century), see Krumbacher, Geschichte der byzantinischen Litteratur*, pp. 
48 f. 132; B. Georgiades in 'ExxXvstaovoc)) ' AXffüeta, vol. iii, 1882-3. 

(b) Latin. 

Augustine's commentary on James, to which he refers in 
Retract. ii, 32, is lost, but it does not appear to have been an 
important work. 

The only extant Latin commentaries earlier than the thir- 
teenth century are the Expositio of the Venerable Bede (1 735), 
Migne, Patrologia latina, vol. xciii, and the Glossa ordinaria of 

Walafrid Strabo (f 849), Migne, vol. cxiv, which is in part 
dependent on Bede.* 

Other writers are frequently referred to as if they had written com- 
mentaries on James. But the Complexio of Cassiodorius (f 575) on 
James (Migne, vol. lxx, cols. 1577-1580) is only a brief summary of the 
epistle; the Proemium of Isidore of Seville (1636; Migne, vol. Ixxxiii, 
col. 178) consists of but four lines; Alulf's industry (eleventh century; 

* On the character and influence of Bede’s expositions, see B. Gigalski, Bruno, Bischof von 

Segni, Abt von Monte Cassino, Münster, 1898, pp. aro ff. 
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Migne, vol. Ixxix, cols. 1381-1386) has been devoted merely to selecting 
nine appropriate passages from various works of Gregory the Great 

(t 604). Three homilies of Rabanus Maurus (f 856; Migne, vol. cx, 
hom. 34, 40, 42) treat of the Epistle of James, but, doubtless to the 

advantage of his hearers, were not original, since they consist merely 

of blocks copied bodily from the Expositio of Bede. 

Other pre-reformation Latin commentators on James were 

Martin of Leon (f 1203; Migne, vol. ccix), Hugo of St. Cher 
(f 1262), Nicholas of Gorham (f 1295), Nicholas de Lyra 

(f 1340), Gregory of Rimini (f 1358), John Hus (T 1415), Di- 
onysius Rickel (f 1471), Laurentius Valla (T 1457). 

(c) Syriac. 

Isho Dad (c. 850), commentary on James, 1 Peter, 1 John, 
published by Margaret D. Gibson, The Commentaries of Isho 
Dad of Merv, vol. iv (Horae Semiticae, x), 1913, pp. 36 f. 

Dionysius Bar-Salibi (T c. 1171), commentary on the Apoc- 

alypse, Acts, and Catholic epistles, Corpus scriptorum christi- 

anorum orientalium, Series syriaca, vol. ci. Bar-Salibi states 

that from earlier commentators he had found but brief exposi- 
tions of the Catholic epistles. 

Gregorius Bar-Hebreus (f 1286), The Store of Mysteries, 
written 1278. The commentary on James was published by 
M. Klamroth, Gregorii Abulfaragit Bar Ebhraya in Actus Apos- 

lolorum et Epistolas catholicas adnotationes, Gottingen, 1878. 

See J. Góttsberger, Barhebrüus und seine Scholien zur Heiligen 
Schrift (Biblische Studien, v), 19oo. 

§ 2. MODERN. 

Since 1500 many commentaries on James have been written.* 
At the head of the list worthily stands Erasmus, Novum In- 
strumenium omne . . . cum annotationibus, 1516; Paraphrases, 

1521. 
The comments of the most important of the Roman Catholic 

expositors can be read in J. de la Haye, Biblia magna, Paris, 

* On the history of the detailed exegesis Huther (in Meyer), *1870, is better than the re- 
vision by Beyschlag, #1897. 
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1643, and Biblia maxima, Paris, 1660; Critici sacri, London, 

1660; M. Poole, Synopsis criticorum, London, 1669-96. Men- 
tion may be specially made of Vatablus (11547), whose scho- 
lia, however, as published in Critici sacri, were deemed to be 

“alicubi doctrinis calvinianis aspersa," and of Est (f 1613), 
Cornelius à Lapide (T 1637), and Calmet (T 1757). 
The chief Roman Catholic commentaries of the nineteenth 

century are those of Bisping, 1871; Schegg, 1883; Trenkle, 

1894; Belser, 1909; Meinertz (in Tillmann's Heilige Schrift 
des N. T.), 1912. 

An extensive and useful list of the Roman Catholic commentators 
is given by F. S. Trenkle, Der Brief des heiligen Jacobus, 1894, pp. 56 f.; 
see also Cornely, Historica et critica introductio, vol. i, pp. 691-732; 

vol. ii, pp. 687 f.; Meinertz, Jakobusbrief, pp. 216-219, 289-311. For 
the names of less noteworthy expositors, see H. Hurter, Nomenclator 
literarius recentioris theologiae catholicae, 1871-86 (covering the period 
1564-1869); J. Quétif and J. Echard, Scriptores ordinis predicatorum 

recensili, Paris, 1719-21, especially vol. ii, p. 947 (Dominican expositors 
to 1720). 

From Protestant theologians have proceeded innumerable 

commentaries on James. Of the older, Calvin (11564), Grotius 
(11645), H. Hammond (11660), Bengel (11751), deserve men- 

tion. The essential parts of Grotius and of many minor works 
are to be found collected in Critici sacri, 1660, and Matthew 
Poole’s Synopsis criticorum, 1669-96. In the important ser- 
vice of presenting the illustrative material, H. Heisen, Novae 

hypotheses interpretandae epistolae Jacobi, Bremen, 1739, now a 
rare book,* contains vast but ill-digested collections on many 
passages of the epistle; J. J. Wetstein's indispensable Novum 
Testamentum graecum, 1751-2, which gathers in convenient 
form the stores of previous writers, stands with but one later 
rival. M. Schneckenburger's excellent little Annotatio ad epis- 
tolam Jacobi, 1832, is still of independent value. The most 

useful modern commentaries are those of J. E. Huther (in 
Meyer), 11857, #1870; revised, without thoroughgoing altera- 

* À copy, which has been courteously put at my disposal, is in the Library of Union 
Theological Seminary, New York. 
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tion, by W. Beyschlag, 31897; Spitta, Der Brief Jakobus un- 

tersucht, 1896; H. von Soden (in Holtzmann’s Hand-Kommen- 
tar), *1899; Oesterley (in Expositor’s Greek Testament), 1910; 
and especially J. B. Mayor, The Epistle of St. James, 11892, 
31910 (a thesaurus of learned material), and H. Windisch (in 
Lietzmann’s Handbuch sum Neuen Testament), 1911. Mayor's 

bibliography gives a very complete list of modern works. 
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COMMENTARY ON THE EPISTLE OF 
JAMES. 

CHAPTER I. 

EPISTOLARY SALUTATION (1!). 

1. 0cob xal xuplov "Incod Xpicrod, “of God and of the 
Lord Jesus Christ." Cf. the similar language of r Tim. r?, 
2 Tim. 12, Tit. t In 2 Pet. r!, Tit. 2!3 Geov seems to refer to 
Christ, and this is possible in James, but is made unlikely by 
the absence of the article. Tit. 1! dodA0s Oeod ávdoToXos Se 
'Ineo0 Xpiorov seems to be inspired by the same motive as 
Jas. 1! ; both phrases call attention to the fact that the loyalty 
to Christ does not diminish the service due to God. 
oos. In the O. T. "servant" (73%, oos, Üepdmrow, 

mais) is regularly used for “worshipper” (e. g. Ps. 342%) ; and the 
corresponding verb is used also of the worship of heathen gods 
(e. g. x Kings 9°). Names compounded with ‘abd ("servant") 
and the name of God, or of a god, are found in Hebrew, and 
were common among the Phoenicians, Aramzans, and Arabs 

(EB, art. ^ Names," $ 37). In particular the prophets are called 
Jahveh’s servants (e. g. Amos 37), and the term is applied as a 
title of distinction to such worthies as Moses (e. g. 1 Kings 89), 
David (e. g. 2 Sam. 3!*), and many others. The “servant of 
Jahveh” of Is. 42-53 presents, however, a different problem, 
and is translated 7rais xuplov, 

In the N. T. S000 is used in the sense of “attached wor- 
shippers” in Lk. 2??, Acts 4?? 16", Rev. 1!. Paul describes him- 

self as OovAos 'Inao0 Xpiorod in the address of Romans (Rom. 
I!) and (with the inclusion of Timothy) in Philippians (Phil. 
1! 6o0Xo, X..'L), and a similar expression is found in Jude vs.! 
and 2 Pet. 1!; cf. Tit. r! dodAos Oeod. It is not a term of 

117 
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special humility, nor is it to be understood as involving a claim 
to the rank of a prophet or distinguished leader. The writer 
simply declares himself to belong to Christ as his worshipper, 
and so commends himself to readers who are also Christians. 
Note that Paul uses this form of description in the address of 
Romans and Philippians only, two epistles in which he is con- 
sciously striving to avoid the assumption of personal authority 

and to emphasise the give and take of an equal comradeship 
in faith. 

The immediate origin of this use of 800A0¢ is Semitic. A few Greek 

analogies are collected in Elsner, Observationes sacrae, 1720, on Acts 
1617; cf. Reitzenstein, Hellenist. M ysterienreligionen, 1910, pp. 66, 78. 

The use of 30dA0¢ has no bearing on the question of the identity of the 

author. 

tais dwdexa DvXais, the Christian church conceived as the 
true Israel, inheriting the rights of the ancient people of God. 

The conception of the tribes of the Hebrew people as twelve in num- 

ber, both at first in the nomadic and later in the settled condition, arose 
very early, but seems at all times to have been a theory rather than a 
fact of observation. It may have had an astronomical origin, like 

some other sacred uses of the number twelve. In Canaan the tribes 
came to indicate mainly a territorial division, although the theory of 

an original hereditary classification was maintained. In and after the 

exile much stress was laid on the idea of the twelve tribes, as is to be 

observed in the pictures of the past presented by the priest code and 
the writings of the chronicler, as well as in Ezekiel’s ideal state (e. g. 
Gen. 351115, Num. 2, Ezra 61’, Ezek. 481-7. 13-10), 

In later Jewish literature they are frequently referred to. Faithful 
Israelites within and without Palestine claimed and valued their mem- 

bership in a tribe (Tobit, Tob. 1!; Judith, Jud. 8*; Anna, Lk. 2:*; 
Paul, Rom. 11', Phil. 35; cf. Letter of Aristeas, $$ 32, 39, 46, 47—59, six 

scholars dp’ éxkotns quads). The “twelve tribes" denoted the whole 

commonwealth of Israel, and a strong sentiment was associated with 

the phrase. Cf. Ecclus. 44?*; Ass. Mos. 2‘f-; Apoc. Baruch r1? 62° 63 
64* 77% 784 84*; Acts 26! «b 3wdexdqurdov huey; on Test. XII Patr. 

Benj. 9*, cf. Charles, in HDB, “Testaments of the XII Patriarchs”; 
the conception is implied in the plan of the Testaments. In Clem. Rom. 

31* 55° the emphasis on the salvation of the whole Jewish nation resi- 

dent in various parts of the dominions of Ahasuerus is unmistakable. 
The reunion of the twelve tribes in Palestine was a part of the Jew- 

ish Messianic hope. See references in Schürer, GJV', ii, pp. 537 f. 
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This aspect of the hope is suggested in Orac. Sibyll. ii, 171 ùvixæ 
Sh Sexkpurog dx’ dvaroAlne Aabe Hke: (of uncertain date and origin), 

cf. iii, 249, ħabs ò Swdexkpuros. The expectation lies at the basis 

of Mt. 19%*, and appears again in the eschatological sealing of twelve 

thousand from each tribe in Rev. 7*f-, and in the twelve gates of the 

twelve tribes in Rev. 21! f., where, however, the conception and phra- 
seology are derived from Ezek. 48915, 

The term “twelve tribes" thus stands for the integrity of the 
nalion Israel, as it once actually existed, and as it still abides in 
idea and spiritual fellowship and common hope. 

The precise designation “the twelve tribes," at 5ó3exa quAal, is found 
only a few times in the O. T., Ex. 24* 28% 39!*; ‘Josh. 4*; cf. Ecclus. 
44*. More common, and with essentially the same meaning, are 

“the tribes,” at quAal, and “all the tribes," xdcat at quAa(. To all 

these expressions, which give the sense of “all Israel," xaç "IapahA (cf. 
Ezra 61"), a limiting genitive is always added unless it is clearly implied 
in the immediate context. This is usually “of Israel" (Ex. 244), but 

other genitives occur: “of the children of Israel" (Ezek. 47:5), “of 
Jacob" (Ecclus. 481), “thy” (Deut. 18°), “your” (Josh. 23°), “their” 
(Ezek. 45°), “the Lord's" (Ps. 1224), “of thine inheritance" (Is. 6317). 

. 'The same rule, that a genitive of nearer definition is necessary, holds 
good in later usage. Thus Acts 267 «b d3w&exkpudroyv duv, Rev. 74 
éx xkons guAiic ulayv “IcpahA, 2113, Clem. Rom. 55*, Protevangelium 
Jacobi, 11 3. Cf. the similar expressions resulting from the familiar 
barbarism of the LXX by which oxjxtpov (036) is used for quAt, 

Test. XII Patr. Nephth. 5 «à Bobex oxiixtpa tod 'Iogafj4, Clem. Rom. 
314 cd Buwdexkoxnyxtpoy «o0 'logafjA. 

The only known cases where an expression like at $ó3exa quAal is 
used by itself of the nation Israel are the passages Orac. Sibyll. ii, 171 
Sexkqurog år’ dvatoAlns Aadbc, and iii, 249 Ande ò BwSexdquros. These 

are highly poetical allusions, and do not point to any common prose 
usage at variance with the rule. See Zahn, Einleitung, i, § 3, 
note 4. 

The Christian church, according to the fundamental and uni- 
versal N. T. view, stands as the successor of the Jewish éxxAnola, 

Cf. Mt. 1618, where uou thy éxxAnalay seems to be used in contrast 
with the éxxAnola (op) tod 'lopafji, Mt. 21%, 1 Pet. 2* Ovo Sytov, 

Aabe alg xeprxolnory, Gal. 37-9 39 61* «by "IapajA. tod 0s00 (in contrast 

to which cf. 1 Cor. 10! «bv 'Iopa?jA xax o&gxa), Phil. 33 just, y&o dopey 
} xsortouf) (cf. Col. 21! év «jj zepto tod Xotocvoó).: 
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Hence the attributes of the nation Israel may be applied 
directly to the church. Cf. Gal. 37-9, where descent from 
Abraham is so ascribed to all believers, Col. 2", etc. This is 

one of the fundamental thoughts of Luke and Acts; as well as 

of the Epistle to the Hebrews, where everything pertaining to 
the old national religion is shown to belong also (only in the 

reality, not the shadow) to the new religion. So Barn. 4* f, 

where the covenant is shown to belong to the new people. See 
Zahn, Einleitung, i, § 3, note 9. The conception of the new 
Israel as made up of a symbolical twelve tribes is in accord with 
this underlying principle of the apostolic age and presents in 

itself no difficulty. Rev. 21!*, where no thought of any Jewish- 
Christian particularism is present, approaches closely to such 
ause. The positive reasons for assuming this meaning are dis- 
cussed below. 

A symbolical use of 8d3exa quAal somewhat different from that of 
Jas. 1! is found in Hermas, Sim. ix, 17, where of twelve mountains, from 

which come the stones used to build a tower (i. e. the church), it is 

said: 5ó5exa quAal elotv al xavotxoücat $Aoy tov xócuov. To them the 
Son of God has been preached through the apostles, while these twelve 

tribes are themselves further explained as 8ó5sxa E0vg with highly 

diverse characteristics. Here the twelve tribes, or nations, plainly 

signify all the nations of the world. The unusual designation is doubt- 

less chosen in order to indicate that as these have now become the field 

of God's redemptive activity, they have come into the place of the 

twelve tribes of the children of Israel. The whole world is the new 
Suexdpuroyv of the Christian dispensation. 

éy T) ĉLaomopå. Siacrropa means “scattering,” “dispersion” 
(either act or state); cf. Jer. 157, Dan. 12? (LXX), Test. XII 
Patr. Asher, 7, 1 Pet. 14. Hence, with the article,  Ssaozropd 
is used concretely of the Jews so dispersed, or even of the dis- 
tricts in which they were dispersed. Thus Deut. 30‘, Neh. 1°, 
Judith 5!?, Jn. 7%, of either the dispersed or the land of 
dispersion; Ps. 147%, Is. 49°, 2 Macc. 12’, Ps. Sol. 8*4, of the 

dispersed. Here it is more naturally taken of the state of dis- 
persion, although the other view is possible. With the article 

the expression means “in the well-known state of dispersion,” 
not merely “in dispersion” in the abstract sense. Cf. Ps. 139, 
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tit. (Cod. A) and in contrast Jer. 157 &aevrepó aùroùs èv 
Siaorropa, Test. XII Patr. Asher, 7 €cecOe èv Staczropa, 1 Pet. 
I! ékXerrois rapemrió)uois Staczropas. 

The noun &tacxopé (Deut. 28?) is used but a few times in the O. T. 

It is not a regular representative of any one Hebrew word, and is never 

used to translate any of the derivatives of n93. The verb dicoxeloo is 
more common (cf. also the simple oxelpw, Zech. 10°), especially in Isaiah, 
Jeremiah, Ezekiel; it represents a number of Hebrew verbs, most fre- 

quently some form of p15 (30 times out of 58). 
Stacxopx(%w (in literary use chiefly late, see Lex.) is often used in 

much the same sense as 3tacxelpw to refer to the dispersion of Israel, 

but tends to denote more violent action, as the scattering of a dis- 

comfited foe (e. g. Ps. 59!!, Jer. 512935). Sxoxopxtouóc, found but five 

times, remained a descriptive word, and did not attain to the tech- 
nical significance of Suxexop&. oxopxf{w is less common and weaker; 

oxooxtoub6 is found but once (in Aq. Sym. Theod. Jer. 25** [32*]). 
The more common noun to denote the Jewish exile is &xotxía, in 

eight cases &xotxecía, a word peculiar to LXX (L. and S.), to which 
corresponds the factitive verb &xotx(Gevv.. The noun means “emi- 
gration,” “colony,” “body of colonists,” with a range of meaning 
parallel to that of 3:acxop&; it is used as a technical term to denote 

the captivity or the captives, usually representing n^, "exile," e. g. 
Ezra 4! utol tis &xotxíac, Jer. 29: $ 22.31, &xotxla seems to be synony- 

mous with petotxla (uecotxec(x Mt. 1"), which is less common, but 
represents about the same group of Hebrew words. 

xagotxíz, “sojourn,” "residence as a stranger," is used a few times 
to represent nova, Ezra 8** utol «c xapotxlas, 1 Esd. 5? éx tis alx- 

parwolas ths xapotxlasc, where the parallel translation of Ezra 2! has 

&xotx(a;. In Ecclesiasticus prol. tots év «jj xapotxlg, it is used in the 

same sense. It refers to the “sojourn” from the point of view of the 

land of temporary residence, while &xotx(a refers to the same fact from 

the point of view of the home land from which those sojourning abroad 
are absent. 

alyuadwola, captivity,” represents in the main the group of words 
derived from n3v. 

Of the words here considered, aiyuaXocía is obviously the most 

limited in application, referring to the captivity proper; &*otxía and 
wetorx(a are applicable to any portion, as well as to the whole, of the 

body of Jews residing in foreign parts; 8tacxopé% can only be used with 
reference to the general scattering of Jews. Thus the alyyadwola was 

(e. g.) in Babylon; the Jews in any one place could be called &xotx(a 

(Jer. 29!, etc.); while 4 8acxop& means the scattered state, or the 
scattered section, of the Jewish nation. 
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Thus ?:acxoo&, always standing in contrast with the idea of visible 
unity of the nation, calls attention, usually with a certain pathos, to the 
absence of that unity, whereas &xotx(a might refer to a colonisation 

wholly free from such associations. This is especially marked in 2 Macc. 
I?" éxtwuv&ya ve thy Suxoxopáv tudy, éAauOÉouaov tods BouAgbovtac éy tol 

EOveotv. Here &xotx(a would have been weak. Accordingly 8cacxopé is 
the appropriate word in Jas. r1!. 

The statement sometimes made (e. g. Carr, Camb. Gh. Test. pp. xxx, 
10; less unguardedly Edersheim, Life and Times of Jesus of Nasareth, 
i, pp. 6 f. 9; Mayor, p. cxxxvii) that 4 $txoxopá, “when used with- 

out any qualifying words," means the Eastern Hebrew-speaking part 

of the dispersion, seems to be wholly without foundation. 

The dispersion of the Jews over the world began through 
capture in war and emigration for trade as early as the ninth 
century B.C. (cf. 1 Kings 20%). The forced emigration of many 
thousands from both the northern and southern kingdom to 
Assyria and Babylonia, the voluntary settlement in the Greek 
period of large numbers of Jews in Alexandria and other Egyp- 
tian cities, and in Cyrenaica, the planting of Jewish communi- 
ties of traders and peaceful residents in Antioch and other places 
of Syria, Asia Minor, and Greece, and the colony of Jews in 

Rome (partly owing its origin to the captives brought thither 
by Pompey in 63 B.C. and afterward liberated), as well as those 
in other cities of Italy, had created by the first century after 
Christ a vast Jewish population dispersed in all parts of the 
civilised world, and perhaps amounting to 3,000,000 or 4,000,000 

souls. 

For a representative list of diaspora Jews, cf. Acts 2%; see also 
Philo, In Flaccum, 7, and Legat. ad Caium, 36. 

EB, art. “ Dispersion" (H. Guthe); Schürer, GJV, $31; Mommsen, 
Provinces of the Roman Empire, ch. 11. 

Although perhaps the majority of Jews in the diaspora had 
thus come to reside abroad through voluntary emigration under- 
taken out of motives of private interest, and although, apart 
from occasional disturbances with their neighbours and oppres- 
sion from the governments, the situation of the Jews seems to 
have been one of privilege and prosperity, yet the dispersion 
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is uniformly represented by Jewish writers as a grave misfor- 
tune destined to be ended by the divine intervention. 

The cause of this was partly the fact that the first large 
emigration was the forced removal in the captivities, so that 
the tradition became established that exile was an evil, to be 

followed, when the punishment was over, by return (cf. Is. 
40'!-), This traditional feeling seems to be reflected in Ps. 
Sol. 9? év mavrl Ovet Ý &aaropà tov Iopa) xarà tò Dua 
TOU Oeod- Tva Sixawbys, 0 Oeds, & TH Sixavootyy cov & rais 
ávouíaus nue. But the view was confirmed by the attitude 
of Palestinian Judaism, as it came to lay increasing emphasis 
on a national ritual purity, which could not be preserved in 
unclean lands, and on a restoration of national glory in Pales- 
tine under the Messiah, in which all faithful Jews would share. 
The dispersion was an evil because it interfered with the con- 
summation of Tà &ya0à 'Iopas)X év avvaryovyr QvXOv (Ps. Sol. 
174). These ideal interests must have been powerfully rein- 
forced by practical motives springing from the actual danger, 
observed ever since the beginning of the exile, that Jews ex- 

posed to the corrupting influences of foreign life would relax 
their strictness of morals, indulge in heathen abominations, 

and lose their religion—and their souls. (Ezek. 141", Dan. 

18; note the disappearance of the ten tribes in the Assyrian 
captivity, attested, e. g., by Jos. Ant. xi, 5?). 

In times of foreign oppression and distress the desire for 
restoration of the dispersed must have been strengthened by 
the sense of weakness felt by the pious community in Palestine 
(the *poor?), suffering the lack of the help, both moral and 

material, which might be afforded by the return of the Jews 
of the diaspora. It then seemed evident that the glory of 
Israel could be finally manifested only through the concentra- 
tion in the Holy Land of the power and wealth of the sons of 

Israel, now scattered among the nations. So, e. g., Tob. 13‘*. 
trais Od6exa puñais rais dv T) ÓuacTropá. For the whole 

phrase there are two possible interpretations: 
(1) “To the dispersed People of God," i.e. the Christian 

church at large; 
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(2) “To the Jews, residing in the dispersion.” 
Many different applications of these two senses, separately 

or in combination, will be found in the commentaries. The 

second interpretation given above is almost always qualified 
by a limitation to Christian Jews. This suits the general char- 

acter of the epistle, but is in no way suggested by the phrase 
itself, and cannot be regarded as legitimate. 

In this phrase, tats v T) ĉaomopå applies not to a part 
but to the whole of rais dwdexa QvXais, and the only possible 
meaning is that all the twelve tribes are “in the dispersion." 
It is not legitimate, although common in the commentaries, 
to take the phrase as meaning “those tribes (of the twelve) 
which are in the dispersion" (as if it read rais éx rv dwdexa 
$vAGQv tais év Tp Svacmopa), or “those persons from the 
twelve tribes who are residing in the dispersion" (as if Tots 
aro tov Sobexa $vXGv Oacmapeigiw, so Ps.-Euthal. in his 
argumentum, Migne, Patrologia greca, vol. Ixxxv, col. 676). 

The permissibility of the first interpretation has already 
been shown. According to it the Christian church is here not 

merely designated as the new Israel, but is further described 

by v T) Svaczropa as now dispersed in an alien world. For 
the ideas on which this latter conception rests the N. T. fur- 
nishes abundant illustration. It includes, perhaps, the sugges- 

tion of a temporary state with the hope of a future reunion. 

It is simpler to take «aig év th 5taoxoog thus as a mere further de- 

scription of the church than to suppose (with Zahn, Einleitung, i, p. 
53, and $3, note 6) that it is added in order specifically to distinguish 

the new twelve tribes (the Christians), which were all in the dispersion, 
from the old (the Jews), which were partly in the home land of Israel. 

Other characteristics would have lain far nearer to hand if this had 
been the direct purpose. 

The new Israel has a heavenly metropolis (Gal. 4% 9 ôè dvo 
'lepovcaXüp . . . Aris éaTiv uüT»p ")Hóv, Heb. 122 mpos- 
eXgXvÜare Zuov dpe kal more Oeod Cavros, "lepovaarrp 
érrovpavío), where is the seat of its commonwealth (Phil. 3”). 

But for the present it sojourns in exile, 1 Pet. 1! ékXexTois 
mapeionpos &aarropás, 117 Tov THS TapoKlas buoy ypdvon, 



2! ws vrapoíxovs kal trapemdnpous ; cf. also Jn. 171418. The 
contrast with the old Israel is explicitly drawn out in Heb. 13!* 
ov yap čxyopev Bde pnévovcav TOv», àXXÀà THY uéXXovcay 

émibnroüpev. 

The idea is intimately connected with the phraseology, though not 
with the real meaning, of certain O. T. passages, Ps. 39!*, $«t xápotxoq 

dye elut £y tý yj xal xagexibuuoq xa0óq x&vteq ol xacípeq uou, Ps. 119!*, 

Lev. 25**, 1 Chron. 29!*, Gen. 47*. 

The interpretation of the conception of men as strangers and sojourn- 
ers, given by Philo, De cherub. 34, is not parallel to the Christian idea 

in James, but it shows how the O. T. passages attracted attention and 
could lend themselves to such use. The thought of Hermas, Sim. i, 
resembles Philo, not James. 

In early Christian thought the idea gained great prominence. 
Cf. the classical expression in Ep. ad Diognetum 5 vrarpí(oas 
otxovot idlas, AAN ws qrápouco, * jeréyovat ráyrov WS TONTAL, 
kal trav? vrrouévovaiw ws Eévo,* vráca Edvy vrarpís éaiv avrav, 

kal váca TaTpls ém; also 2 Clem. Rom. 5! **; and note 
the usage by which the church, or the Christians, in any lo- 
cality are said not to reside but to “sojourn” (mapoweîv) there, 

Polyc. Phil inscr. th ékkX5o(a ToU Geod Tj vapowojog Pı- 
Aímrrovs ; Mart. Polyc. inscr.; Euseb. H.e. iv, 23; Ep. eccl. lugd. 

et vienn. in Euseb. H. e. v, 1°. 

The emphasis on this mode of thought in later times is famil- 
iar, and reaches its classical expression in the great poem of 
Bernhard of Cluny, De contemptu mundi. 

From this usage seems to have arisen the ecclesiastical sense of the 
word xagotxía, that is, “the body of (Christian) aliens” in any place, 

and so parochia, “parish.” The earliest cases of this use of the noun 

are Mart. Polyc. $nscr., Irenæus in Eus. H. e. v, 24!*, and Apollonius 
in Eus. H. e. v, 18*. 

wapotxla in the sense of the local body of Christians thus took a 
different turn of meaning from 8tacx0p&, which in this Catholic epistle 

refers to the whole church; but the metaphor underlying the derived 

sense is the same in both cases, and up to a certain point the develop- 
ment was parallel. Each takes one side of the meaning of éxxAnola. 

See Lightfoot, note on Clem. Rom. inscr. 

The words, then, mean: * To that body of Twelve Tribes, the 

new Israel, which has its centre in Heaven, and whose members, 
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in whatever place on the earth they may be, are all equally away 
from home and in the dispersion!” This interpretation implies 
in the writer a mind capable of conceiving clearly and expressing 
tersely a strongly figurative expression, but that is not too 
much to ascribe to the author of this epistle. Cf. 1!% 1% 22 
34, etc. It also assumes that the underlying conception was 
familiar to the readers. 

Of this “symbolical”* interpretation of the address of the 
epistle important recent advocates have been Holtzmann, von 
Soden, Jülicher, and Zahn. The chief objection brought against 
it is that it is deemed inappropriate to the simple address of a 
letter. But, first, we have here not a real letter sent to a defi- 
nite group of readers, but a literary form for a tract, or diatribe. 
And, secondly, even in a real letter the greeting (as distinguished 
from the outside address intended to guide the carrier) natu- 
rally contains not only expressions of affection but descriptive 
phrases intended to suggest the writer's relations and attitude 
to the person addressed, and to some extent even the thoughts 
with which the letter was to be occupied. This may be seen 
in all the epistles of Paul, and in the epistles of Ignatius, Clem- 

ent of Rome, and Polycarp. The same concern is not absent 
from the greetings and subscriptions of modern letters. 

In opposition to the interpretation here defended, the view of the 
address most widely held adopts the second of the two interpretations 
referred to above, taking «ai; Sd8exa quAÀatq, as if merely equivalent 

to «oig 'louSalot;. The serious grammatical difficulties involved are 

usually ignored. The phrase is then (in part arbitrarily) limited so as 
to mean, *to extra-palestinian Jewish Christians" (Beyschlag). In- 
asmuch as the phrase itself is notably unlimited, this exegetical proce- 
dure seems too violent to be permissible. Moreover, if this were the 
meaning, we should expect to find, as we do not, in the epistle itself 

some specific allusion to the distinctive circumstances of readers so 

carefully limited in the address; in fact (see Introduction), the epistle 
best suits conditions in Palestine. This is felt by Beyschlag, who sug- 

* The interpretation here defended is not strictly ‘“‘symbolical,” for the Christians doubt- 
less believed themselves to be in a real, and not a symbolical, sense the true Twelve Tribes of 
Israel, who had succeeded by legitimate spiritual inheritance to the title of the People 

of God. "Their attitude was not different from that which has, for instance, made the O. T. & 

Christian book, and has often expressed itself in the characteristic language of modern Prot- 
estantism. 
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gests, wholly without warrant, that 5uxexoo& may refer to everything 
outside of Jerusalem. 
The various forms of this view of the address, intended to obviate 

one or another of the difficulties under which it labours, require highly 
artificial and improbable hypotheses. No kind of early, or of ingenious, 
dating can bring us to a time when a writer addressing Jewish Chris- 

lians in distinction from unbelieving Jews would have addressed them 

as “the twelve tribes," if by the term he meant “ the Jews"; and if the 

term is here used for ‘‘ the People of God,” then the limitation to Jewish 
Christians is not contained in it. 
To suppose, on the other hand, a time when Christian believers still 

regarded themselves as full members of the commonwealth of Israel, 
and had not yet broken their social and religious connection with it 

(so, e. g., B. Weiss, Einleitung*, p. 398) gives no aid whatever in under- 
standing the phrase itself. No time after the crucifixion is known to 
us when a Christian teacher could expect a respectful hearing for a 
didactic tract from both converted and unconverted Jews in the dis- 

persion at large, or would have felt such responsibility for'the general 
moral instruction of all diaspora Jews alike as this writer shows. The 

promptness of the separation of Christians and Jews in the diaspora 
is illustrated by all the mission narratives of Acts. Nor can even the 

unsupported guess of a current limitation of the term 1) 8tacxopé to 

Southern Syria or Babylonia or elsewhere overcome the difficulty that 
the epistle itself nowhere hints at conditions in any way peculiar to or 

characteristic of any such district. 
On the view of Harnack, that the address was a later addition by a 

different hand, see Introduction, pp. 47 f. Under such a view the 
spurious address might have no definite meaning or might have the 

meaning advocated above. Spitta, who takes the phrase in the literal 

sense, * To the Jews in the dispersion," avoids some of the difficulties 

by regarding the epistle as originally Jewish and not Christian, but he 
misses the grammatical structure explained above, and has likewise 
no reason to give for the inexplicable limitation to the diaspora. The 
* symbolical" interpretation alone will account for that. 

xa (pew scil. Xéye (d. 2 John, vv. 1% 3); the ordinary opening 
salutation of a Greeksletter, like Latin salutem, shown by the 
countless papyrus letters preserved to have been current in 
Greek letters of all periods; cf. Acts 15** 2315, and examples in 
Deissmann, Bibelstudien, pp. 209-216; Witkowski, Epistolae 
grecae privatae, 1907; J. A. Robinson, Ephesians, 1903, pp. 
276 f.; Milligan, Thessalonians, 1908, pp. 127 f. See also G. A. 
Gerhard, “Untersuchungen zur Geschichte des griechischen 
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Briefes," in Philologus, lxiv, 1905, pp. 27-65 ; Dziatzko, “ Brief,” 

in Pauly-Wissowa, RE; F. Ziemann, De epistularum grecarum 

formulis sollemnibus (Diss. phil. Halenses, xviii), 1011. It was 
in common use among Greek-speaking Jews; Esther 16! (= 813), 
I Esd. 67, 1 Macc. 1026 12*, 2 Macc. 1': 3 Macc. 7!, Ep. Arist. 
41 (ed. Thackeray), (other references in Spitta, ad loc.). The 
writer does not here show influence from Pauline epistolary 
forms. 

` The ordinary greeting of a Hebrew or Aramaic letter seems to have 
resembled, as among other peoples, the salutation of daily life. Thus 

(Aramaic) Dan. 4! (3%) wit 12252. eloh duty xAnOuvdeln, 62°; Ezra 

4" 57 M53 RDO’ eloh x&ca (cf. 1 Esd. 67 xaíoew as a translation of 

the same original). The Peshitto has for xaígetv in Jas. 1'. The 

same formulas appear in the three Aramaic circular letters of Rab- 

ban Gamaliel (first or second century after Christ ; texts in G. Dalman, 
Aramáische Sprachproben, 13896 ; preserved in the Mishna, jer. Sanh. 184 

and elsewhere) wit? p2p5y, and in the N. T. xágig duty xat eloh 
Avn0uvy0e(», 1 Pet. 1*, 2 Pet. 11, Jude 2 EAsoc üyiv xal eloh xal &v&xq 

Anbuvbein. In 2 Macc. 1! elphyny åyaðhy and xaíoevv are combined, but 

the characteristic N. T. enlargements, e. g. x&etc dpiv xal elohyn &xb 
Oeoũ xatpds fjv xal xuplou "Incoó Xpretod, Phil. 12, 1 Pet. 1* are probably 

not due to a combination of the Greek and Hebrew greetings, but to the 

influence of the priestly benediction, Num. 6%*-**; cf. J. C. T. Otto, 

“Ueber den apostolischen Segensgruss,” in Jb. f. deutsche Theol. 1867, 

pp. 678-697. 
For similar (probably Jewish) expansion cf. the letter to the nine 

and one-half tribes in Apoc. Bar. 781: “Thus saith Baruch the son of 
Neriah to the brethren carried into captivity: mercy and peace" (cf. 
Gal. 6'*). See Zahn, Einleitung, i, $ 6, note 7. 

In this general connection the following verses from the epitaph of 
Meleager, Anthol. greca, vii, 419 (Brunck, i, p. 37), are worth quoting: 

GAD’ el uiv Z0poc écol, Laddu, el Bodv ob ye Dotw s, 

AbSovec, af 8’ “EAAny, Xaips, «b S'aüxb qp&aov. 

I. ON CERTAIN RELIGIOUS REALITIES (1t-2**). 

The paragraphs of chs. 1 and 2 are held together by the com- 

mon underlying purpose of denouncing shams and emphasis- 

ing various aspects of reality in religion. (See Introduction, 
supra, pp. 3-5). The first half of this division (1715) treats of 
matters relating to the development of character, the second 
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half (112-220) of topics pertaining to religious instruction and 
public worship. 

2-4. The moral use of Trial. Out of trial comes steadfastness 
and steadfastness makes perfect. 

The epistle begins as a didactic essay, and plunges at once into the 
subject without the introductory paragraph of congratulation, good 

wishes, assurance of prayerful interest in the person addressed, etc., 
which is a characteristic standing feature in Greek letters, both Chris- 

tian and secular; cf. the papyrus letters referred to above, pp. 127 f., to- 

gether with Rom. 1? f., 1 Cor. 1* #-, 2 Cor. 1* f, Eph. 1: £., Phil. 1* f., 

Col. 1* #-, 1 Thess. 1? 8., 2 Thess. 1* £, 2 Tim. 1? f., Philem. 4 ff. 1 Pet. 

13 f., 2 Jn. 4, 3 Jn. 2-4. It is noticeable that those N. T. “epistles” 
which have most the character of literary works rather than letters lack 

this opening paragraph. Thus 1 Timothy and Titus (which for other 
reasons also are recognised as containing less genuine matter than 2 
Timothy), Hebrews, 1 John, Jude, Revelation, and perhaps 2 Peter 

(where this purpose, however, may be intended by 1* *-). The spurious 
epistles of Plato and others, which are literary pieces and not real let- 

ters, have likewise for the most part nothing corresponding to the open- 

ing paragraph common in letters of daily life. 

2. Tácav yapdv. rädau, “all,” is here used, not to denote 

strict completeness of extension, but as an intensifying adjective, 

in the sense either of "full?" “supreme” (summus) or (less 

naturally) of “nothing but,” “unmixed” (merus, Ger. lauter). 
Cf. Eur. Med. 453, wav xépdos hyo Cupuovuévn vy. 

was in the singular means (1) “every,” “every kind of” (&xactos, 
mavtotos), having this sense only with anarthrous nouns, e.g. Phil. 

4% xdvra Eytov, Mt. 4% x&oav vécov xal w&oav uadanlav, Col. 49 dv 

wavel Oe fjuatt coU 0600 ; 

(2) “whole,” “entire” (8A0¢, totus). In this sense it is used (a) with 

the article, and in either the attributive or predicate position, Mt. 834 
nica 3j x6At;, Acts 20!3 «by x&vta yodvov; (b) with anarthrous nouns, 

e.g. Plato, Leges 708 B Euv&xaca zót, “a whole city." The rule is 

that the noun lacks the article in cases where without xq it would 
not have had it. 

(3) From this sense of “whole,” is derived the meaning “full,” 

“complete,” and so "utter" (summus). In this sense it is used with 

abstract nouns in cases where the idea of quantity or extension is not 

present, and is found both with and without the article. 
Thus Plato, Leges 646 B «lc &xacav pavAétyta, "into utter degrada- 

tion” (Jowett); Leges 952 A x&on oxou*jj uav0&very, “with all (com- 
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plete) zeal”; Respub. 575 A iv xkon ávagxiq xal dvoulg, “in all (com- 
plete) anarchy and lawlessness”; Thuc. i, 86? ttuwpnréa xavel obéver, 

“with full strength,” iv, 11° xooBuu(q xdon youpevor xal xapaxeAsucu à ; 

Polyb. i, 39% el; x&cav 1/A0ov axoplay, i, r5* tHE xkons dAoylac xAfon, 

lii, 774 év th xdon grravdowalg, iv, 27! ths xácne yéuet xaxnoxpaypoatyns, 
xi, 4[7]* the xáons droytotlag otl onpetov, “a proof of complete folly”; 

Epict. iii, 5!? x&otv cot Exc «cav. 

The Hebrew 5», whose meanings had a development in general like 
those of -&;, does not appear to have advanced to this usage. 

2 Macc. 2?* tod xuplou peta xckons éxracxelag Thew yevoutvou adtots is 
one of the very few cases of this sense in the Apocrypha. * 

In the N. T. this usage is common, especially in Paul, where xq be- 

comes a favourite intensifying adjective. Thus Acts 4 petà xaponotac 
*Xácns, 59% 17! peta x&one xpobuulac, 20!9 23! x&op cuveibfjst dya0j 

xexoA(csuuat, 283, Rom. 7* 15!* xAnpwoat bas x&cnc xap&q xal alpfyns, 

I5!5 2 Cor. 1* 8" xkop orovdň, 9* x&cxv aüc&oxtuxv (notice the various 

senses of x&; exemplified in this verse) r2!*, Eph. 1? àv xdop copla xal 
qoovlott, 4!* 5°, Phil. 1° 29° petà xáon; xap&üc, Col. 1*5. 9 dy akon 

cogíg, 31*, 2 Thess. 2% 10, 1 Tim. 1!* and 4° x&cv; &xoSoy fj; čķtoç, 21! 58 

6, 2 Tim. 4%, Tit. 218 3*, 1 Pet. 2!* 51, 2 Pet. 1* oxouSiy x5cav. In 
some of these instances, as would be expected, it is not easy to decide 
certainly between the meaning “full” and the meaning “each” or 
“every.” 

It is evident that this usage is a Greek and not in any degree a Se- 
mitic idiom. This sense is the probable one in Jas. 1%. 

(4) Still another use of x&c is found in cases where the word, through 
its position in the sentence, becomes translatable by “unmixed,” 
* wholly," “only,” merus, tantummodo, Ger. lauter. Thus Plato, Philed. 

27 E, 28 A 00 yàp &y tBovh x&v &vaOby Fy... 0088 y’ Ry Abay x&v xaxóv,] 
Protag. 317 B éy& odv todtwy thy lvxvclav Exacay ddy Ahua, “the 
entirely opposite course," Thuc. vi, 37? iv xéon xoAeulg LineXle (i. e. 

“Sicily which is wholly hostile"), Jos. Amt. iv, 5! 5tà xéan¢ éptuou 
déwv, “flowing through nothing but desert." In Prov. 11° éxtüuua 
Suxaloy x&cx yah, the Hebrew 4k, tantummodo, is translated by «soa, 

and the sense is “The desire of the righteous is solely good” (i. e. both 
in its character and in its results). 

The Latin omnis is used in this same way, as Cic. N. D. ii, 21, nulla 

$n celo nec fortuna nec temeritas, nec erratio nec varietas inest: contraque 
omnis ordo, veritas, ralio, constantia. 

This method of heightening the effect of the noun is, in many cases, 
closely akin to the sense discussed under (3) and can be fully distin- 

* Possibly Ecclus. 19!! dv wdoy coó(q is to be reckoned here. 
t This passage from the Philebus is specially significant because wav agrees with the predi- 

cate, not, as the logical analysis might seem to require, with the subject (30%). 
t Hatch and Redpath, s. s. was, have overlooked this fact. 
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guished from that only in extreme instances. It is likely that the Greek 
writer was often, perhaps usually, not conscious of the distinction which 
our analysis reveals. 

See Schleusner, Lexicon in Nov. Test. s. 9. zç (Glasgow, 1824, pp. 
358 f.); Krüger, Griechische Sprachlehre für Schulen, i, $ so, 11, Anm. 
7-13; also Stephanus, Thesaurus, s.» x&q (especially ed. Hase and 
Dindorf, Paris, 1831-65, vol. vi, col. 568). 

xapáv “joy,” 4. e. “occasion of joy” (cf. Lk. 2, r Thess. 2!?), 

a predicate accusative, the sentence with Órav suggesting the 
real object of 7y77ac6c. 

Probably an allusion is intended to ya/pew, v.1. The writer 
sets forth one notable source of joy. For similar use of the 
greeting, cf. Tob. 5 (Cod. N) elzrey avrQ* xaípew cot vfoXAÀ 
yevoro, kal &rrokpiÜels 'Tofgei0 elrev are: ti joi ere tmdpyet 
xaipew ; Ps.-Plato,* Epist. viii, 352 B IlAdrev tots Aíovos 
oixelois Te kal éralpous ed zrpárrei * à Sav GuavogÜÉvres paora 
ed 7rpárrovre GvTws Treipdaopat Ta00. Úpðv Kata Siva ĝe- 
erbei. 

This paronomasia is possible only in Greek, and is a strong argument 
against the theory of a Semitic original. Cf. Zahn, Einleitung, i, $ 6, 

note 6. The Peshitto has loge; which obliterates the play on words. 

?)YcacÓe. The aorist is perhaps used because the writer is 
thinking of each special case of wespacyds. For the distinc- 
tion, often significant, between present and aorist, in commands 

and in prohibitions, see Winer, $ 43. 3, $ 56. 1 b, Buttmann, 
§ 139. 6, J. H. Moulton, Prolegomena, pp. 173 f. 
á&eXdot pov, So 2! 14 31, 10, 12 cs 19; aderpol alone 4! 

$^, 9. 10; cepol pou ayamntol 115. 19 25, 

Like the Hebrew MN, “brother,” áóeAdds was used by Jews 

(and apparently by Jews alone) to mean “fellow countryman,” 
cf. Ex. 2", Deut. 15°, Judith 7%, Tob. 2%, 2 Macc. r!, Mt. 5%, 

Acts 1376. Philo, De caritate, 6 (ii, p. 388), explains adeAdds 
as meaning ov uóvov Tov ék TOv avTOv þúvra yovéwy àXXà xal 
bs &arós f) Kal oudduros 1, cf. Philo, De septenario, 9 init. 

* Probably written before the Christian era as a rhetorical exercise, perhaps at Athens. 
See Susemibl, Gesch. d. griech. Litleratur in der Alexandrinerseil, 1892, ii, pp. 581—585. 
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By Christians the word was used of fellow members in the 
new Israel, Jn. 21%, Acts 14°, Rom. 1 16', Eph. 6%, Phil. 

2%, Heb. 323, 1 Pet. 5!?, 2 Pet. 1%, Rev. 1°. This usage, charac- 

teristic of the early Christians, is to be deemed a natural out- 
growth of the Jewish usage, doubtless stimulated and confirmed, 
but not originated, by such sayings of Jesus as Mk. 3%, Mt. 238, 
d. Lk. 22°. It would also be made easier to some Gentile 
Christians through such usages as that of the technical language 
of the Serapeum of Memphis, where a6eA¢ds denoted a fellow 
member of the religious community. See Deissmann, Bibel- 
studten, 1895, pp. 82 f., and the references there given ; also let- 

ters in Witkowski, Epistolae graecae privatae, 1907; Moulton and 

Milligan, Vocabulary of the Greek Test. 1914, s. v. à0eN os. 
As an address, áóeXdo(, with or without the additional words, 

is common in the O. T., e. g. Judg. 19%, 1 Sam. 3o*?, 1 Chron. 
28?, Judith 7”, Tob. 7°, cf. Apoc. Bar. 78? 80t; and still more in 
the N. T., e. g. Rom. 7*, 1 Cor. 1, 1 Thess. 14, 1 Jn. 338; of. 

Clem. Ram. 1! 47, 2 Clem. Rom. 1! ro! 14}, Ign. Eph. 16!, 

Hermas, Vis. iii, 10*, iv, 15 *, Ep. Barnab. 2”, and see Good- 

speed's Index patristicus for other references. It is especially 

characteristic of the speeches in Acts, cf. 1!9 213? 317 63 7t. 26 

I3!9 16 38 157. 13 221 231, 5 6 2817: and it may be suspected 
that it belonged to the homiletical style of the synagogue 
and was brought thence into Christian hortatory language. It 
is a form appropriate to a member of a strictly defined society, 

such as the Jewish or the Christian brotherhood, addressing 
other members whom he recognises as equals. This character 
distinguishes the Christian parenetic literature from the O. T. 
Wisdom-literature. In the latter the conventional form is “My 
son," vié (Prov. 1* and passim), or Tékvov (Ecclus. 2! and pas- 
sim), and the situation is conceived to be that of an old man 

bequeathing his accumulated wisdom to his child or pupil. 
Cf. Toy on Prov. 12. 

qre.paa pois, “trials.” 

On the uniformly neutral meaning of Hebrew 70), "try," “test,” 

see Driver on Deut. 6*. This holds for xstp&o, xtt(94Qo, xttpacuóq 

in LXX (including Apocrypha), except Ecclus. 2! 33!. 
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In the N. T. (1) the noun repas cs, “ trial” (which in secular 
writers is known only in Dioscur. Pref. 5 tovs éri trav ra0ív 
Tre.pac nous, “experiments on diseases"), has clearly the mean- 

ing “affliction,” that being one of the most common tests of 
character. Lk. 2278, Acts 20!? perà domns tarrevoppootvns 
xal Saxpvwv xal repacuav, cf. Ecclus. 2! 33!, Lk. 8! (cf. 
Mk. 41), Heb. 11%, 1 Pet. 15 See E. Hatch, Essays in Biblical 

Greek, pp. 71 f., Harnack, “Zwei Worte Jesu," in Stézungsbe- 
richie der kgl. Preuss. Akademie, 1907, pp. 942-947, both of whom 
give this meaning to sretpacyds in the Lord's Prayer, Mt. 6". 
(2) The whole group of words is used to refer to temptation 

to sin, since that, primarily an assault, is at the same time a 

test. This development of the meaning accords with the secu- 

lar use of 7reipáo, 7reipáto, which may be illustrated from the 
derivative mretpatns, “pirate,” 4. e. “attacker.” Thus in Jas. 
14 the words are flatly used in the sense "seduce to evil.” So 
Mt. 4! 6; the name 0 7reipdtov for Satan, Mt. 4*, 1 Thess. 
35, r Cor. 7* 10!*, 1 Tim. 6°, etc.; cf. the Jewish prayer in Bera- 
choth, 60 b, translated by Taylor, Sayings of the Jewish Fathers, 
p. 128. That both meanings can be employed by the same 

writer in neighbouring contexts may be illustrated by the use 
of the English “trial” in its several senses. 

In the passage before us 7retpac pois evidently means “trials,” 
i.e. adversities, which befall us from without and against 

our will. According to James (vv. »} £-) “temptations” spring 
mainly from within and could not be a subject for rejoicing. 

There is no reason, however, to think especially of religious per- 

secution; what James has in mind is the strain put upon faith 

in Providence and in a good God by the fact that God permits 
his people to fall into distress of various kinds and to be op- 

pressed by grievous poverty. The people here addressed are 

not a missionary outpost among the heathen; nothing in the 
epistle (not even 27 and 47£-) implies the situation revealed 
by 1 Pet. 4? f-. They appear to be largely poor and struggling 

people, subject to the hardships of the poor, cf. 1% 218. 5, Note 
the prevalent eagerness to have, implied in 4!-*. 

qreperéa Te, "fall in with," “encounter,” ordinarily used of 
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unwelcome encounters, as with robbers (Lk. ro”), misfortunes, 
sicknesses (Prov. 11°, 2 Macc. 6!5); see references in Lexx, 

Wetstein, and Heisen, pp. 258 f. 
qouctrouws, “divers.” 
The classical and higher literary use employed ?rowAos in 

senses naturally derived from its original meaning of * many-col- 
oured,” “variegated”; thus it meant “complex,” “elaborate,” 
* diversified," “intricate,” “subtle,” “ambiguous,” “unstable,” 
nearly always in contrast with “simple” (Schmidt, Synonymik, 
iv, pp. 361 f.). In classical writers hardly any clear case can 
be found of the looser meaning, “various,” “divers,” avro- 
damrds, in which the word appears in later and less cultivated 
use, so Mt. 4**, Mk. 1**, Lk. 4%, Heb. 24, 1 Pet. 18, 3 Macc. 28, 

moutdas Kab morais éOok(uacas Tepwplas, 4 Macc. 7* 177 
prépa émrà técvev Ò evodBeav rouiras Jaadvovs péxpt 
Üavdrov vroueívacav, 18%, Hermas offers many cases of this 
meaning; see Goodspeed, Index, and note especially Mand. iv, 

2! moal kal mowia, Mand. x, 15 yepootvra: amd Tov 
axav0av kal Boravav molov, Sim. vii, 4 049 jvas ey doaus 
OrApecs mowlas. So Ep. ad Diogn. 12! vrowíXots kaprrois 
Kexoo un péyou, Mart. Polyc. 24. 

For non-christian use, cf. Aelian, V. h. ix, 8 ó è... TroXXais 
kal Touc(Xais ypnodpuevos Rlou uerafoXais, Synes. Ep. 114. 
The popular weakening of the strict sense of the word, and its 

employment merely to give greater fulness to the phrase, is seen 
at its extreme in 2 Tim. 35, Tit. 33, Heb. 13°, where mowi Aos seems 
wholly superfluous. The use here in James is probably of 
that general type, with little or no emphasis; it is less probable 
that the word is used here to intensify the idea of 7reipac ois, 
* trials however various," implying number and severity. 

8. Tò orlov, “test,” “proof,” here of the act of proving. 
The word more properly refers to the means of testing (xpeTnptov, 
d. Prov. 27% oxlov apyuplp, and references in Lex. and 
Mayor), but this does not give an adequate sense here, although 
adopted by Mayor and some older commentators. 

In the similar passage 1 Pet. 17, tò Sox(utov cannot well mean “proof” ; 

Soxlutov is there a neuter adjective from Boxkatoç = S6xty os, “proved,” 
*good." See Deissmann, Neue Bibelstudien, 1897, pp. 86 ff. 
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In other usage also the word makes a natural advance from 
the idea of “test” to that of “purification” (as with metals) or 
of “training” (as Herodian, ii, 1o* oxlov è otpatwrav 
Kdpatos GAN’ ov tpud?). 

THS Tria TEN. 

tfj; xlotews] om B» ff syrbel, The evidence against the words raises 
a bare suspicion that they were added by conformation to x Pet. r*. 
To omit them does not alter the general sense. 

The word 7rfors clearly means in James that fundamental 
attitude of the man's soul by virtue of which he belongs to the 
people of God, cf. 1* 2! 5 14 It is taken for granted that the 
natural effect of 7e(pao ol is to imperil persistence in faith. 
See Introduction, p. 40. 

xarepyaverat, “works,” “achieves”; the force of xara- is 

“perfective.” See Moulton, Prolegomena, pp. 111 ff., Sanday 
on Rom. 7!5 Cf. Rom. 5? 7 OXAójus vropoviy xarepyalerat, 

xatepyatetat is found only eleven times in LXX ; while in the N. T., 

apart from this instance and 1 Pet. 4*, it occurs only in Paul (twenty 
times). 

vrropovny, “steadfastness,” *staying-power," not “patience.” 
On the distinction, cf. Lightfoot on Col. 14, Trench, Synonyms, 

Üxouévo, Üxouovf) have in classical Greek a considerable range of 
meanings springing from the root-meaning "stay" and including 
* endurance," “firmness,” “submission,” “patience,” etc. 

In the Greek O. T. dxopovf is used chiefly for Hebrew mp9 .nyn, 

“hope,” “expectation,” e. g. Ps. 71* Str od el 4 Sxopovh uou, xbpre° 
xOptos 3j éAxls uou £x vedtntés you. So Theodotion, Job 17%, trans- 

lates mpn once by óxoguovf,, while Aquila repeatedly substitutes dxopovh 

in this sense for &Xxí; of LXX. This meaning is found by some in 
2 Thess. 35, Rev. 1* 3, but the passages are all capable of different 
explanation. 

In Ecclus. 21* 1724 412 óxoyuovf, occurs in the sense “patience,” 387 
“diligence,” 16'* }xopovhy eóceQoUc, “the constancy of the pious.” In 

the last sense dxowovh and bxoy.évw are found many times in 4 Maccabees, 
where the virtue of religious constancy in spite of adversity and even 

torture (172 thy éxt «ai; Backvors . . . bxowovhy) is celebrated in the 

great instances of Eleazar and of the mother of the seven sons. It is 
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there associated with dv3pela (1" 15%) and xaxoxdOera (9*) and is the 
product of éAx(c (174). Cf. Test. XII Patr. Jos. 27 xoXAà &ya0& 5(Buatv 
h òxopovh (the whole section is noteworthy), 1o! bọ&te odv, téxva uou, 
xbox xateoyaGetat ġ Oxopovh, 10°, Ps. Sol. 2%, 

vTouov), meaning “constancy,” was thus a virtue highly 
prized by the Jews and frequently exemplified by cases from 
their history beginning with that of Abraham, notably those 
mentioned in 4 Maccabees. It is, indeed, a characteristic 

Jewish virtue of all time, and the Christian emphasis on it is 
a part of the inheritance from Judaism. Chrysostom calls it 
Baos tay àáperàv. 

But heathen writers show that the virtue was also admired in the 
Greek and Roman world. The word dxopovh is hardly ever used for 
the virtue in general (yet cf. Plut. A pophth. lacon. Agesil. 2), but it is 
not uncommon with reference to the endurance of specific hardship. 

See the quotations given by Trench, especially Cicero’s definition of 
the Roman quality patientia in De invent. ii, 54 patientia est honestatis aut 

utilitatis causa rerum arduarum ac difiicilium voluntaria ac diuturna per- 
pessio. 

In the N. T. droyov7 is chiefly used in this sense of unswerv- 
ing constancy to faith and piety in spite of adversity and suffer- 

ing. Thus Lk. 8!5 211? dy T) drropovn vay kr1)0eo0e Tas uyas 
úuðv, Rom. 15‘ !-, 2 Pet. 16, Heb. 1026 121, Rev. 2% 3 1?, The 
noun and its verb occur but rarely in the Synoptic Gospels, 

and not at all in John, but are characteristic of the vocabulary 
of Paul and the apostolic age. 1 Pet. 29, where Uopuévo is 
twice used in the sense of “‘endure uncomplainingly and pa- 
tiently," is an exception to the more usual emphasis on loyal 
4€ firmness.” 

In Jas. 13 wropovy means, then, not “uncomplaining pa- 
tience” (so, e. g., Spitta), nor merely “endurance” as a single 

act or concrete state, but rather that permanent and underlying 
active trait of the soul from which endurance springs—*'con- 
stancy," or “steadfastness,” thought of as a virtue. Cf. 51, 

where the meaning is the same, and r'*, 
A closely similar thought is found in Rom. 5?f- xal kavyó- 

peĝa èv rais OX recu», cidres Ete Ù OAs trropovhy Katep- 
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yateras, ý è vmopov) Soruijv, 7j Sè Boris) éXm(óa, 5) Se è- 
mis ov xataoyuvet, It is not necessary, however, to assume 
literary dependence. For the rhetorical figure of climax, cf. 
1f., Rom. 1o!4, 2 Pet. 15 #-, Wisd. 6" t^; see Blass-Debrunner, 

$ 493, for other references. 
On joy in trial, cf. 2 Macc. 613-17, 4 Macc. 7?! 1132, Mt. su t, 

Acts 5“, 1 Pet. 15* ; on the whole theory of punishment as 
chastening, cf. Ps. 66%*-, Wisd. 11°, Prov. 3%: 13, Judith 825-77, 

On affliction as a test to be expected in the life of the pious, 
cf. Ecclus. 21-5, Judith 825, 1 Pet. 4!*, 2 Tim. 32. 

Spitta's contention that James has in 1? the case of Abraham al- 
ready in mind is not made out. Abraham was indeed one of the great 
examples of constancy in faith in spite of searching trial, cf. Judith 825-97, 
I Macc. 253, Ecclus. 44”, 4 Macc. 614. 22 Q?! 1312 14% 1619f. 17* 18%. 35, 

Jubilees 17, 19, Pirke Aboth, v.4. But there is no reason whatever 
for assuming in our verse reference to any specific case of constancy. 

4. òd, “and,” not “but.” This verse turns to remoter, but 
essential, consequences of mepas pol. 

épyov TéXetv éyéro. We must not rest satisfied with 
constancy, but must see that it produces those further fruits 

which make up completeness of character. The thought, here 

very summarily expressed, is the same as in Rom. 5?!-, 2 Pet. 
17, For the phrase cf. Jn. 17* 76 épyov reXeuócas. 
The constancy here referred to is constancy in faith, from 

which completed character may be expected to spring. This 

is closely similar to the characteristic Pauline doctrine of faith 
working itself out (or, made effective) in love, Gal. 5*, Rom. 
6135, (f. v.2 vuv) Gà éXevOcpoÜÉvres amd Tis ápaprías . . . 
Éyere Tov kaprróv vuàv eis drytacudy, This inclusive and fun- 

damental thought well fits its position at the opening of the tract. 

“To have a perfect work" is taken by many to mean “be perfected,” 

in respect either to duration until the end or to other completeness. 
The verse would then urge merely that the constancy which trials pro- 
duce be made by voluntary effort a perfect constancy. 

This is a less natural meaning for the phrase itself, and it gives a 
weaker sense than the interpretation "produce its full and proper 
fruits,” which is, moreover, supported by the analogy of Rom. 5?!., 
2 Pet. 1*7. 
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Tehetot kal oXÓkXnpot, A perfect and complete character is 
recognised as the aim of the whole process. 

TeXetos, “finished,” "perfect," is a favourite word of James, 
thus I!^ 25 2°, cf. 222, 

The idea of “maturity,” “adult growth," either physical (Heb. 5%, 
I Cor. 14”) or spiritual (1 Cor. 2* 1311, Col. 1** 412), does not seem pres- 
‘ent in James's use, which is rather akin to that of Mt. 5** rọ", 

For the use of téXevos, referring to the natural aim of moral 
effort, the O. T. use of D'OD, “perfect,” “innocent,” and D2¥, 
“perfect,” “single-(minded),” laid ample foundation. So Dn, 

D'ON, of Noah, Gen. 6°; Job 1'; Deut. 18!5, Ps. 18% 37", 
and often; Do, r Kings 8*! 114. 
A similar Greek use grew out of the simple meaning of the 

word, cf. Philo, Leg. all. ii, 23 (of Moses in contrast to the ordi- 
nary immature man), and other passages quoted by Mayor, 
also the Stoic sayings in Stobeus, Anthol. ii, 7, 11, g, wavra Se 
Tov kaXàv kal ayabov avdpa TéXewv elvat Xéyovat &à Tò u5óe- 
pâs &mroAe(rreo0a, àperijs, ii, 7, s, b 8 (ed. Heeren, ii, p. 117). 
See HDB, “Perfection,” and J. Weiss, Erster Korintherbrief, 

I910, pp. 73775- 
As TéXe.$ means "complete" in the sense of “perfect,” 

“finished,” so oAdkXgpos means “complete in all its parts," 
no part being wanting or inadequate. The distinction is well 
illustrated by Trench, Synonyms, xxii. oAdKAnpos is not com- 
mon with a moral application, cf. 4 Macc. 15" Tay evaéBeiav 
oAdKkXnpov, Wisd. 153 oAdkXnpos Sixavoovvn. It was custom- 
ary to use the two words together merely to give a fuller 
phrase, as here, cf. Col. 42, TéXewo kal arem Xnpodopnuévos. 
Many examples of such use of téAecos and oAdKANpos in com- 
bination, drawn from Philo, Plutarch, Dio Chrysostom, etc., 

wil be found in Mayor, Trench, Spitta, and Heisen, Novae 

hypotheses, pp. 312 ff. Compare English “meet and right," 
“good and sufficient," German “klipp und klar," etc. 

5-8. Divine aid to this perfeciness is gained through Prayer. 
But blessings come only in answer to the prayer of steadfast loy- 
alty in faith. 
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The external connection is made here by Xeírrera: (v.4 Aer- 
qróuevot) ; cf. vv. 3 yalpew, xapáv, v. * TéXevov, TéXewt, vv. 5 6 
airelrw, etc. The main topic of the section is prayer (not wis- 
dom), the point being that real prayer requires unwavering faith. 
The marked resemblance between these verses and Hermas, 

Mand. ix, shows that behind both lie current homiletical lan- 

guage and ideas. 

5. codia (d. Jas. 31*: 1* 17) is not to be taken in the popular 
Stoic sense of "Science," éruerrjug Oelwv kal avOpwrriver kal 
Tay TovTwy aitidyv (references in Lightfoot on Col. 1°), which 
is reflected in Paul's use, e.g. 1 Cor. 1% 2 “EAAnves codlay 

Enrovoww, 2! 4 6 319 and (with reference to the Christian sub- 

stitute for the world’s wisdom) 1 Cor. 1% 2°!- 318 Eph. 18 3%, 

Col. 23, dv à elaly vrávres oi 0ncavpol Tis coplas kal yvaoews 
amdxpudot. It is rather “Wisdom,” the supreme and divine 

quality of the soul whereby man knows and practises right- 
eousness.* Of this Hebrew idea of wisdom Solomon was the 
great exemplar,] cf. 2 Chron. 1%!3, Wisd. 77% 87 98 and 
of this Proverbs (e. g. ch. 2, see Toy on Prov. 1*5), Ecclesi- 
asticus (cf. ch. 1, especially vv. 14%, 5115-32), and the Wisdom 
of Solomon treat. | 
Abundant passages in this literature refer to this wisdom as 

coming from God, and him alone, Prov. 26 kúpios lwow 
codíav, kal àmò mpocarrou avro yvao kal oúvecis, Ecclus. 
1! Tráca copia mapà Kuplov, 39% * 5117, Wisd. 82 9° THs azo 
cov codlas atrovons eis ovdevy Xov Üjcerat, The basis of the 
passage in James is thoroughly Jewish. 
maow ddvros. God's readiness to give is a motive to 

prayer. 
On the idea of God as ready and desirous to give to all, 

cf. Ps. 14515-19, Ps. Sol. 41-15, Test. XII Patr. Gad 7?, Philo, 

De cher. 34, Leg. alleg. i, 13 Ste duXdÓopos dv 0 Oeds yaplYerar 
Ta à'yaÜà, rác, kal tois p) TeXelois, Mt. 545 77. 1, 
amas. Properly means "simply," but here clearly shown 

* The limitation of co¢ia to the wisdom requisite for the state of mind recommended in 
v. * is not justified. 

f But there is no reason for thinking, with Spitta, that Solomon is in mind in the passage, or 
that in v.’ ságw refers to “all” in contrast to Solomon alone. 
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by what follows to have a moral sense, “graciously,” ‘boun- 
teously," “generously.” 
The adverb is found only here in the N. T., but the noun 

áTAóT9s is not uncommon. In Rom. 128 ò peradidods èv 
TATTLE, 2 Cor. 81 qu. 13 T... dwAdryte THS Kowwwvlas 
eis avrous, Jos. Antiq. vii, 134 THS ávAóTqTOs Kal Ts peya- 
Aoxrvxías, it means “liberality,” “generosity,” “single-minded 
attention to the gift with no thought of self”; cf. Ecclus. 20!*, 

“The gift of a fool shall not profit thee; for his eyes are many 
instead of one”; also Plut. De adulat. p. 63 F, TÒ 6e ToU kóXaxos 
čpyov ovder eye O(katov, où darXoUv, odd éXevÜépiov. Sanday, 
on Rom. 128, quotes the important passages from Test. XII 
Patr. Issach. (wept atrAdrnros) in which the various qualities 
of the single-minded man are set forth; note especially Issack. 

35, on generosity, and see also Charles’s valuable notes in his 
English translation, 1908, pp. 102-105. 

The adverb års itself is used in this sense (“‘freely,” “lib- 
erally”) by Hermas, Mand. ii, 4 and 6. 

For various unacceptable senses given to &xAó« here, see Beyschlag, 
and for full references, see Hort, ad loc. 

pa) ovetdGovros describes God's giving as full and free, in 
contrast to the meanness which after a benefaction calls it un- 

pleasantly to the mind of the one benefited. That this disa- 
greeable trait of human nature was prominent in ancient times 
is attested, e. g. by Ecclus. 41?! perà tò OoÜva, u) Óve(&de, 
1815-18 201416 (cf. also, for a slightly different aspect, 29339), 
Plut. De adulat. p. 64 A, ráca vedi lopévn ydpis éray03s xal 
&xapis, Schol. on Eur. Orest. 1238 oveldn, Tav evepyeotdy Tas 
Urrouynoes ; see further Wetstein and Mayor. 

6. év vore, cf. $5. Explained by pndév &axpiwópevos as 
meaning “in constancy (vmopovj) of faith." “Faith” is the 
fundamental religious attitude, not an incidental grace of char- 
acter, and the words mean here more than “in confidence that 

he will receive his request." 0 Óua«pudpevos is a man whose 
allegiance wavers, not one tormented by speculative intellectual 
questionings, which do not fall within James’s horizon. This is 
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indicated by v.?, which shows (as Beyschlag well remarks) 
that the kind of waverer whom James has in mind fully expects 
to receive some benefit from God. 

Svaxpuvdpevos, “wavering,” “doubting,” literally “divided,” 
“at variance with one's self”; cf. Mt. 21%, Mk. 1175, Rom. 

4” (cf. Sanday’s note) 14%, Jas. 2*. This sense is found in 

Protev. Jac. 11, Clem. Hom. ii, 40 (see the passages in Mayor), 

but has not been pointed out in writings earlier than the N. T. 
For adidxpiros in the corresponding sense, cf. Ign. Trall. 1 
Õdvorav adidepirov v tropovn. In Ign. Magn. 15, Eph. 3, 
Test. XII Patr. Zab. 7%, the meaning is not certainly the same 
as here; see Zahn, Ignatius von Antiochien, 1873, p. 429, note rz. 

On the general thought of the necessity of faith to success 
in prayer, cf. passages mentioned above, those given below on 

Sipuyos, v.18, and Ecclus. 7? uj) uyoyrvy7jays év Th mpocevyy 
cov, Wisd. i!f, Enoch o1‘, Herm. Mand. ix, attov àà- 
taxtws (see Introduction, p. 89). But the God who would save 
sinners does not reject the prayer of the publican, nor the cry, 
* I believe, help thou mine unbelief." 
ydp explains, and enforces by a figure, the importance of not 

wavering. 

éoucev, Not in LXX ; in N. T. only here and 17°. 
Krvdwvt, “wave of the sea," but with emphasis rather on 

size and extension than on separateness and succession («Üpa), 

hence often used in a collective sense. It probably means here 
“the surge of the sea,” “the billowing sea"; cf. Lk. 8% ère- 
tlunoev TQ àvéu kal TQ kX0ov. TOU aros, Wisd. 14°. 

&vepstouévo, “wind-driven,” a very rare word for the clas- 

sical àveudo. 
pericouévo, “blown,” literally, “fanned,” from per, “fan.” 

Adds here nothing essential to the idea of aveusSouevm. The 

two participles together explain the comparison. 
pemr(Sw is frequently used in secular writers of the action of 

wind on the sea. See the passages quoted in Heisen, p. 444, 

and the full discussion in Hort, ad loc. Cf. the fragment in Dio 
Chrys. Or. 32, p. 368: 

Sruoc ğotatoy xaxdy, 

xal Oa cep záv’ borov dx” &véguou drxGerat, 
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Philo, De gig. 11 Sav ydp tis TOv év eipnvn avvext vróNeuov 
avOpwreyv, où Kata Ta Eun kal ywpas kal TrüNeig avTo udvov 
oumotapevov, àkXà Kal Kat’ oixlas, waddov 6€ kal raf &va 
avipa éxacTov, kal TOv èv Tais Wuyais dXexrov kal Bapdv 
xetpava, 8s trò Bravorarns dopás TOv Kata Plov vpaypuárev 
avappitrCerar, re&aspakev eixdtas, ei Tus dv yeu. evdlay xai 
èv Krvdou xupawotons ÜaXdcans yadrnunyv ayew Svvaras, 
and other passages in Wetstein and Mayor. 

The point of comparison in James is the ordinary instability 
of the heaving sea, not the unusual violence of a storm. The 
sentence is made less forcible through the excessive elaboration 

of the figure. For the figure itself, cf. passages quoted above, 
Is. 57%, Ecclus. 33, ó jToxpiwópevos ev atte [sc. vduq] as év 
xatauyld: TrXoiov, Eph. 4!* with Robinson’s note and refer- 

ences, Jude, v.?. Note also the elaborate metaphor of 4 Macc. 
71-3, where the man of steadfast piety is described as a helms- 
man tenax proposili; and see references in Mayor, and Heisen, 

Pp. 451 f. 
7. yap. Introduces a second time, in another and more 

direct form, the reason for v.*«. Cf. Hermas, Sim. 4° mâs otv, 
$n (v, ò To.o0Tos Sivatal tt airjcaaÜa, Tapa To) kvpíov xal 
AaBeiv, yr Sovrevwv TQ kvpío ; also Jas. 4* and note. 

oiésĝw. olat is found in N. T. only here and Jn. 21%, 
Phil. 117, doxéw having taken its place (cf. Mt. 3° pù Sdfnte). 
It is often used, as here, “‘ with collateral notion of wrong judg- 

ment or conceit” (L. and S.). So in Attic; and d. Job 11°, 
I Macc. 5%, 2 Macc. 5%. 
0 avOparros ékeivos, with a suggestion of disapproval, or 

contempt, as Mk. 14%, Mt. 1245. 

TOU Kup(ov, i.e. God, cf. v. *. In Paul always, or nearly al- 
ways, of Christ, except in quotations. 

8. àv)p Shpvyos, either subject of Xjuxrerat, making the 
sentence a general statement (WH. text, R.V. mg.), or else in 
apposition with the unexpressed subject (WH. mg. R.V.), which 
it further describes. The latter construction has analogies, 3% ° 
4", and yields a much more forcible sense. It underlies the 

punctuation of Cod. B and the rendering of the Peshitto. 
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Hort argues for R.V. mg. on the ground that éxetvos naturally re- 
fers not to the waverer just mentioned, but to the more remote “man 
that lacketh wisdom." But the phrase is highly effective with refer- 
ence to the person just described elaborately, and on the other hand it 
is impossible to see why the warning that follows, which is of universal 
application, should be addressed with such special emphasis only to 
* the man that lacketh wisdom." 
The rendering of A.V. based on the late Vulgate text (not Codd. 

AF), vir duplex . . . inconstans est, is still less acceptable. 

àvýp gives more emphasis to the idea (notice the emphatic 
position) than would be given by 6Ajrvyos alone. The change 
from dvÓperros (v.7) to å&výp is probably merely for the sake of 
variety. Cf. Hermas, Mand. ix, 6 mâs yap Shpuyos àvijp. 

6i rvxos , “double-minded,” **double-souled," i. e. “with soul 
divided between faith and the world” (cf. 4* 9 Aila ToU kdo pov 
éyOpa. ToU ÜcoD éoriv), “Mr. Facing-both-ways." 

The word is not found in secular literature nor in LXX or N. T. ex- 
cept here and Jas. 4*, but is correctly formed according to the analogy 
of Stxóvouc (Philo, De merc. meretr. 4, p. 269), 3tyAwacos (ibid.; Ecclus. 
59), Stywnos, SexkpStoc, S(Aovoc (1 Tim. 3°), Sexpdawxo¢ (Test. XII 
Patr. Aser 2,etc.), 3ictopos, Stompatos, etc. It is not at all likely to 
be the coinage of this writer. 

In early Christian writings 8{puyo¢ and Sujuxéo (see Goodspeed, 
Index) are frequent, occurring in Hermas about forty times, especially 

in Mand. ix; Clem. Rom. 11? (of persons like Lot's wife), 23* xéppu 
yevéobw p’ hay 4 ypagh avn, Sxou Aévev^ Taralxwpol elotw of Sipuxot, 

ol Stotdhovtes thy purty, of Adyovtes’ taita trobcapev xal éxl 10v xa- 

showy uy, xat Bod yeynodxnapev, xal od3v huty todtwy cuvQéQnxev (cf. 

Lightfoot, ad Joc.). In 2 Clem. Rom. rr? the same quotation is given 

as from ô xpogntixds Adyos, which Lightfoot conjectures to be “Eldad 
and Modad.” Cf. Didache 4‘, Barn. r95 20! (3txAoxapdla), 2 Clem. 

Rom. 19 (3tpuxzlav) ; see Mayor for some later instances. 

A. H. Clough's poem, entitled Dipsychus, has brought the word into 
English. 

The idea so neatly put by &8{puyo¢ has similar expression in a series 
of phrases found in classical Greek, such as ixa 9uubv Exovcez (Homer), 

éyévovto ixa at vog (Herodotus), etc., all meaning “be at variance," 
* be in doubt." 

Somewhat closer are the O. T. passages, Ps. 12? (11?) év xagb(q xal év 
xaodla, “with a double heart," 1 Chron. 1222, Ecclus. 128 ¿v xapdlg 
Stoof, 21*1* (where “go two ways," and “lose bxouovh’”’ are parallel, 

and are closely connected with od xtotede:), Hos. 10%. See also Enoch 
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91*, Mt. 6**, and Tanchuma on Deut. 26* (quoted by Schóttgen), ecce 
scriptura monet Israelitas et dicit ipsis quo tempore preces coram domino 
effundant ne habeant duo corda, unum ad deum s. b. alterum vero ad 
aliam rem. In Test. XII Patr. Aser 3, Benj. 6; a similar thought is as- 

sociated with the idea of the good and the evil “root’’; see Bousset, 
Religion des Judentums*, pp. 4oo f. Classical references are given by 
Wetstein, Mayor, Heisen, p. 475. Singleness of soul was prized in the 
Gentile world (Plato, Epictetus), but the connection of single-minded- 
ness and prayer seems characteristic of Jewish or Christian thought. 

Cf. also the verb dtoté&Qw (especially in Clem. Rom. 23*, above). 

&xarácraros, "unstable," “unsteady,” "'fickle," "incon- 
stant," a disparaging predicate applied to 9 dvaxpwdpevos, 

The word is found in N. T. only here and 3*, in LX X once (Is. 54", 

as parallel to taxewvh), Sym. three times; dxatactacta is found twice in 
LXX, twice in Sym., and five times in N. T. 

The adjective and noun are used to describe character in Polybius, 
vii, 4* (of a youth). 

év mdaas tats cdots avro, i. e. his whole conduct is like his 
attitude toward faith. For the Hebraism “ways” in the sense 
of “habitual course of conduct," see Ps. g1™ 145", Prov. 3° 
(wdoats odois cov), and Prov. passim, Wisd. 215, Ecclus. 11% 
1715 19, ete., Ter. 16", Ezek. 7% °, Acts 14!5, 1 Cor. 417; cf. v. ! 

below, év tais ?ropeíaus avro. 

The expression &xat&ctatog dv «Xácatg taig bSolg adcod might mean 

“unsettled (tempest-tossed) in all his experiences” with reference to 
the ill effects of such 3puylx in actual life. For dxatketatos in this 

sense, cf. Is. 5411, and for dol Ps. gr", Rom. 31* (where the quotation is 
taken as relating not to conduct but to experience). This is the view of 
many commentators, ancient and modern, but the sentence seems to 
call for a characterisation of the man rather than a prophecy of his 
fortunes. 

9-11. Poverty no evil and wealth no advantage. 
The writer returns to the 7reipae oí of v. *. That these fall 

heavily on the poor man is not an evil for him but an elevation, 
of which he should boast as a privilege. Likewise let the rich 
man boast when brought low by adversity; for riches are 
transitory things, and he should be only glad to lose them in a 
way which conduces to his moral welfare, cf. Lk. 63-5, 
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9. xavydoOw, “boast,” over a privilege or a possession, corre- 
sponding to xXapàv 5jy:50ac0e. The word is used in the O. T. 
of “any proud and exulting joy,” and so here (in secular Greek 
it did not have this development), cf. Ecclus. 10?! 395, Jer. 9?*t 
TdÓe Xéye. kÓpuos * pù KavyacOw ó aodós èv TH copia avro, 
kat p) KavydacOw 0 ioyupds èv T) (oxXv avro, kal uù rav- 
xcobo o TXoícts dv TH TAOUTH aUTOU, AAN 1) ev Tor kav- 
xciobo o Kavydpevos, avvíe xal ywooKew Sri eyo elm kú- 
pios o ?ro.Qy édeos kal kpipa kal 6ucavoa vv èm. ris yas, dre 
èv Tovro; TÒ OdAnud pov, Agyei küpios, Ps. 32!!, 2 Cor. 11%, 
df. 23-29, 12°. 

ó aderdds, cf. v. 2, adeApol and note. . 
ò tatrewds, “humble,” “lowly,” of outward condition, not 

(as 4°) inner spirit. Cf. Ecclus. rr! 298, 1 Macc. 14", Ps. 9? 

(1015), 82 (81)? tavrewov xal Trévgra, Prov. 30 (2437), Eccles. 
105, Is. 114, Dan. 3%, Job 5" Tov 7rotoüvra. Tatrewors eis thpos, 
Lk. 15. See Trench, Synonyms, xlii. 

éy TQ tren. 
The lowly should find the elevation he so much craves in the 

moral gain achieved through trials, cf. 1 Cor. 7*. 

Others make yo refer to the heavenly reward of the pious. This 
is, of course, included in the advantage of the lowly, but it is not said 
here that the elevation is only future. 

The actual moral dangers of wealth in the early church are 
well illustrated by Hermas, Vs. iii, 6. 

The exaltation of the humble was the promise of the prophets 
(e. g. Is. 541 1-) and the hope of Israel, Prov. 334, Ps. 1827 138*; 
d. Lk. 14" Or mâs ó they éavróv TamewwÜjcera, kal o 
TaTewOv éavróv inrwOnoeras, These are now realised. But 
note the moralistic turn given to apocalyptic ideas; in 1 Pet. 13 

the eschatological framework of Jewish and Christian thought 
is far nearer the surface of the writer's consciousness. 

10. The two interpretations of v. divide on the question 
whether or not adeAdds is to be supplied with 9 7Xovctos. 

(1) It is more natural to supply it. In that case the rich 
man is a Christian, and tazrewwoe refers to the external 
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humiliation and loss brought him by the mepacpol of v.}, 
which from the Christian point of view are a proper ground of 
boasting. TQ tre: and T) Ta7rewocet both refer to the same 
or similar experiences, but are not quite parallel expressions, 
since Gos is used of a moral and spiritual exaltation, ta7relvwors 
of external and material humiliation. Apart from this lack of 
parallelism the chief objections to this view, which is that of 
most commentators (to the names given by Beyschlag, add von 
Soden, Spitta, Scott, Zahn, Knowling, Hort), are (1) that else- 

where in the epistle the rich are spoken of (26-8 51-9) as bad men 
outside the Christian society, and (2) that TrapeXeveeras has 
to be taken as denoting “lose his wealth," and v. u in a corre- 
sponding sense. 

(2) According to the other interpretation, ddeAdds is not to 
be supplied with ó 7Xocios. Then, since the verb to be sup- 
plied is surely xavydoOw (although Alford proposed xavyárau, 
*(Ecumenius" atoyuvécOw, and Grotius tamrevotcbw), that 
word must be taken ironically, and T) Ta7rewwócet referred to 
the humiliation and shame of the Day of Judgment (d. 5! ém 
Tais TaXawmopíass tais érrepyouévais) set forth plainly in 
mapedevoetae and papavOycera:—"let the rich man find his 
boast (if he can!) in his coming abasement from the lofty sta- 
tion he now occupies." 

This involves serious difficulties: (1) the unnatural refusal 
to supply adeAdds, (2) the excess of fierce irony in the use of 
the understood xavydoOw, (3) the lack of adaptation of the 
thought in any way to the idea of vrepacpol, which still seems 
to govern the context. On the other hand, this interpretation 
would be in accord with 5', and would in some respects well 
suit the following context, vv. 19-1, 

This latter view is held by many older commentators, and by 

Huther, Alford, Weiss, Beyschlag, but seems on the whole to 
involve greater difficulties than those of the view first stated. 
The rich man here contemplated is, therefore, to be understood 
as a Christian. 

Tj Tamewóoce. The bringing low of the rich through loss 
of property, standing, etc., cf. Lk. 1*5, Phil. 37. This might be 
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by reason of his Christian profession, for the rich man was pe- 
culiarly exposed to loss in time of persecution (cf. the result of 
anti-semitic persecution at Alexandria, as described by Philo, 
Leg. ad Gaium, 18); but it might well come about through 
other causes, and would always be a 7retpacyds that would 
put a severe strain on faith in the goodness of God. 

c taxecvwoe: is taken by some as strictly parallel to «à Ser and 
so meaning Christian “humility.” “Let the rich man make his humble 
spirit, not his wealth, his boast," cf. Ecclus. 3% 71’, taxelvwoov ag63ox 
chy puxhy cou . . . Ste exdlxnote doeBods xüş xal oxwAn§, and the 

saying of Hillel,* “My humility is my greatness and my greatness 
is my humility.” This is possible, but does not suit the connection 
with xetpacpol quite so well, and one would expect «axstvogpocóv 
(1 Pet. 5*). 

On the transitoriness of riches, cf. Job 24** 272, Ps. 49!*-», 

Wisd. 59 *-, Ecclus. 1118!-, Mt. 6!?, Lk. 121*-21 161*-?1, Philo, De 
Sacrificantibus, 10 (M, ii, 258): 

“God alone, it says (Deut. 10"), shall be thy boast (adynua) and 
greatest glory. And pride thyself neither on wealth nor on glory nor 
high position nor beauty of person nor strength nor the like things 
over which the empty-minded are wont to be elated; reckoning that 
in the first place these things have no share in the nature of good, and 
that secondly they are subject to speedy change, fading (uapatvóyeva), 
as it were, before they have well blossomed (&v05jeat)." For other ref- 

erences, cf. Spitta, p. 26, note 3. 

Öri ás vlos ydprov mapereúserar. Through the same in- 
terest in warning against high estimation of riches which ap- 
pears in 2!#. 6-8 c'-5, the writer is led on in this clause and v. !! 
to describe the certainty of loss to the rich. The passage sets 
forth the sure fate of the typical rich man. 
The passage is dependent on Is. 40*!- ràca cap xópros xal 

vüca Ota avOpdrrov ás üvÜos xXprov, éEnpavOn o xdpros 
xal 76 ávOos é€érecev (also quoted 1 Pet. 1%). 

avOos xóprov is the LXX rendering of Hebrew MYI P'S, 
*flower of the field." In Ps. 103 (102)!5 the same Hebrew is 
rendered more correctly av@os tot àpo. ^ wópros is probably 

* Lev. rabba, c. 1; see Bacher, Die Agada der Tannaitent, i, p. 6. 
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used here not only of grass proper, but of any green herbage 
(so of lilies, Mt. 62. *», of grain, Mt. 13%), and the flower thought 
of is any flower growing in the field, just as in the Hebrew. The 

original comparison in Is. 409f- relates to life in general, for 

which the spectacle familiar in the Orient of the grass and 
flowers suddenly withered by heat and drought is a common 
figure; thus Ps. 9o5t- 102!! àcel ydptos, 1035, Job 14% dovrep 
av0os, Is. 512; and (of the wicked) Ps. 372, Job 159-3. 

TapeXevaerat, The rich man “will pass away,” “disappear,” 
i. e. in any case his riches will pass away and he will cease to be 
a rich man. (This is merely elaborated in vv. ! and !2.) There- 
fore he should congratulate himself on the opportunity of moral 

gain described in vv. *-* and on the Ta7reí(vecis which substi- 
tutes real values for transitory ones. 

«XageAsÜcetat includes the consequences of death, but also the work 
of moth and rust (Mt. 61*. *), This is better than, with some inter- 

preters, to take xapsAedcetar as meaning “die,” for the rich is no more 

sure to die than the poor. The rich needs to be reminded not of the 
certainty of death but of the transitoriness of wealth. 

11. àvéreev. The aorists are gnomic, as in v. **; but 
cf. Is. 407 LXX. See Burton, Moods and Tenses, § 43, Blass, 

§ 57, 9, Buttmann (Thayer’s translation), p. 202; Winer (Moul- 
ton’s translation), pp. 346 f.; J. H. Moulton, Prolegomena, p. 
135. 

Winer (Thayer's translation), pp. 277 f., takes a different view, holding 
the aorists to be narrative, as in a parabolic story; cf. Mt. 13% £., 

avy TQ kavco)»,, Kavowv means “burning heat," Gen. 31%, 
Dan. 3* (Theod. Codd. AQ), Is. 255 (Theod.), Lk. 1255, Mt. 
203; or “sirocco,” Hebrew DTP (Job 27”, Hos. 13!5, Jonah 4°, 

Ezek. 17!  19!5), the southeast wind common in Palestine in 

spring and destructive of young growth by reason of its extreme 

and withering dryness. See Benzinger, Hebr. Archäologie, pp. 
29 f., DD.BB. art. "Wind." It is often, as here, difficult to 
decide between the two possible meanings (e. g. Ecclus. 18!* 43?, 
Judith 8). For the A.V., “a burning heat," R.V. has substi- 

tuted "the scorching wind," 
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éEérecev, “faded,” “wilted,” from Is. 40’, cf. Is. 28^ 4, Job 
I4? 15% 33. 

The Greek word is used in the sense not only of “ fall off,” but also of 
“fail,” “come to naught.” The specific meaning “fade” is contained 

in the Hebrew 53;, and so in translation became attached to éxx(xtewv. 

ý) evmpéreca, “comeliness,” “goodly appearance.” Only here 
in N. T., cf. Ecclus. 24" (of olive-tree). The word is common 
in LXX as in classical writers, with a suggestion of fitness to 

the object and its relations, and so sometimes gains a notion 
of stateliness or majesty, which xaXós, xdXXos, do not have. 
Cf. Ps. 93! «ópios égaa(Xevaev, evmpéreuav évedicato, Wisd. 
7? evmperreaTépa, Aou, and other references given by Hort. 

Tov Trpocórrov auto, “of its face," i. e. “form and appear- 
ance." 

Under the influence of the extended meanings of the Hebrew 0*5 
the word xpéowxov proceeded in translation to the sense “surface.” Cf. 
Job 41" (of stripping off the crocodile's scales) «(c &xoxaA0det xp6ouxov 
évdúócewç adtod ; 2 Sam. 14% «b xodcwxov tod bfjuatoc todtou, “the situa- 

tion, attitude, appearance, of this affair"; Gen. 2* «b xpdowxoyv tij¢ 
yfic- From this to the meaning “outward form and appearance" is 
not a long step. 

éy Tais mopelais avrov is figurative, like 060is, v. 8, and re- 
fers to the experiences and fortunes of the rich, cf. Prov. 27 427 
tas è mopelas cov év eipnvy "rpodfei To take it of literal 
journeys is wholly inappropriate to the context. 

Hort's interesting interpretation is probably oversubtle: “The com- 
mon interpretation of ‘goings’ as a mere trope for ‘doings’ seems too 
weak here. The force probably lies in the idea that the rich man per- 
ishes while he is still on the move, before he has attained the state of rest- 
ful enjoyment which is always expected and never arrives. "Without 
some such hint of prematurity the parallel with the grass is lost." 

papavOnoeras, “wither,” “waste away.” So Wisd. 2*, Job 
24'4, but outside the Bible more often of the decay of other 

things than plants. The reference is to the loss of riches and 
earthly prosperity, not to eternal destiny. 

12. The Reward of Steadfastness. 
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This verse recurs to the thought of vv. +4. The sub-paragraph should 
end after v. i2, not before it, as in WH.'s text. 

pakdpios avnp sc. éarw. 

&vfo] AY minn read &6ooxoc, probably an emendation in order not 
to exclude women. 

This form of praising a virtue is very common in the O. T., especially 
in Psalms and Ecclesiasticus, for Hebrew vhxn Cw. dvfp is natu- 
rally preferred to &v0ooxoc in most cases. The article is omitted by 
LXX in most of the instances, probably because the statement is thought 

of as of general application (“blessed is any man who," etc.). Cf. Ps. 
I! 84*, Prov. 833, Ecclus. 14): ** 261, Is. 56%, Job 51? uax&otoc 3è vðpwroçs 

8y HAeyEev & xóptocz, 4 Macc. 722 8t thy doeci)y xdvta xévov bxoudvery 

uax&otóy otv, etc., Dan. 12'* (Theod.) paxdptos 5 òrouévwvy. 

This precise formula is not found elsewhere in the N. T. (except Rom. 
4*, quoted from LXX), although beatitudes are abundant, e. g. Mt. 
5* 11°, Lk. 145 2315, Jn. 20%, Rom. 14**, 1 Pet. 3%. Cf. Hermas, Vis. 
ii, 2? uax&ptot dyets Boot Üxoydvece thy Alpe. 

Both in form and substance this verse in James is characteristically 
Jewish and Biblical. On the interesting difference from the abundant 
and familiar Greek and Latin congratulatory expressions, see E. Nor- 
den, Agnostos Theos, 1913, pp. 100 f.; G. L. Dirichlet, De veterum ma- 

carismis (Religionsgeschichtliche Versuche und Vorarbeiten, xiv), 1914, 

viroevet, “endureth”; i.e. “shows constancy under"; cf. 
Zech. 614 LXX 0 6é ordpavos écra, Tois Vrouévovow. The 
word may also be taken as future, v7oj«evet, 

meipac wor, “trial,” asin v. *. Inner enticement to evil would 
have to be resisted, not endured. 

Ódkiuos ryevduevos, "having shown himself approved,” cf. 
Rom. 5*. This is another way of saying vropever, not a further 
condition of receiving the crown. 

tov otépavoy ths Gafic. A crown (nw) was worn for ornament by 

the Jews, as by other peoples of antiquity, being sometimes a wreath 
of leaves or flowers (e. g. Judith 15%, cf. Wisd. 2*, etc.) worn at feasts 
(Cant. 3", Is. 28! 3, Ecclus. 32%, etc.), weddings, and occasions of joy, 
sometimes a crown of gold (e. g. Ezek. 1612 234%, Esther 85, Ep. Jer. 9, 
I Macc. 10% 1337, 2 Macc. 14‘; cf. 2 Sam. 12% = 1 Chron. 20%, where 
the crown of gold was probably on the head of an idol, see H. P. Smith 

on 2 Sam. 129). At least in the case of golden crowns it served as a 

badge of dignity and rank (cf. Philo, De somn. ii, 9), and could be used 
as a gift of honour (just as with the Greeks, cf. Epist. Arist. 320). 
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Such a crown (usually of gold) is sometimes spoken of as worn by a 
king (Ps. 218, Sir. 40‘, Zech. 611. 14, Jer. 13!9, Ezek. 2120 (*)), but others 

also could wear it, and it was not intended as a symbol of dominion. 
Many gold chaplets in the form of leaves have been found in ancient 
graves and are to be seen in museums. The ordinary badge of royalty 
(BactAslag ywwplopata, Lucian, Pisc. 35; insigne regium, Tac. Ann. xv, 

29) was not a crown (cvégavoc) but a fillet ($i&8nua, Hebrew ^n), 

Esther 1", 1 Esd. 4*, Wisd. 5!*, Ecclus. 11* 47°, Is. 62*, 1 Macc. 1°, 
etc). Not until the time of the later Roman emperors did the oblitera- 
tion of the actual distinction between crown and diadem take place 
which has determined the meaning of the words in modern usage. 

From the Greeks the Jews became familiar with the custom of giving 
a wreath as a prize to victors in games. This was an important, but 
incidental, result of the general employment of chaplets (otépavor) as 
ornaments and badges of honour. 

See EB and HDB and Hastings, Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics, 
“Crown”; DCA, “Coronation” and “Crown”; Trench, Synonyms, 
xxiii; Lightfoot on Phil. 41; J. Kóchling, De coronarum apud antiquos 

vi et usu (Religionsgesch. Versuche und Vorarbeiten, xiv), 1914. 

otépavos is often figuratively used in the O. T. in the sense of “ hon- 
ourable ornament” or “mark of dignity " (Prov. 1° otépavoy yapltwy, 
4° 124 yuv &v$oela. otépavos typ avdel abtiis, 169! otbpavog xauyfcews 

pas, 17° otkpavos yeodvtwy téxva téxvov, Job 19°, Is. 285 otat xGotoc 

caßaùdð & otkpaves «fc €Ax(Boc, Lam. 5'*, Ecclus. 1!! 96Bo¢ xuplou .. . 
ovépavos dyakAta&uatos, 68! 15° otépavoy dyahAcduatos ... xaraxAnpo- 

vouhoe: (the symbol put for the rejoicing which it symbolises), 25° 
otépavos yepóvtwy xoAuxstola. 

The corresponding verb ctepavéw is used of the bestowing of marks 
of favour and honour (Ps. 8* 86& xal tif éotegkvocaq abtéy, 1034 toy 

evegavoüyc& ce dy éAdet, 3 Macc. 328, on which see Deissmann, Bibel- 
studien, p. 261, Heb. 27 *), just as it is by late secular writers (Polyb. 
Diod. Plut. papyri; see Deissmann, /.c.) in the sense merely of 
€t reward." 

For the figurative use of the crown as a prize, see 4 Macc. 171115; cf. 
9*, Wisd. 4%. Similarly, of victory over pleasure, love of money, etc., 
Heraclit. Ep. iv; Philo, Leg. all. ii, 26, iii, 23. 

For rabbinical references to crowns, see Taylor, SJ F*, p. 72, note 23. 
Test. XII Patr. Benj. 4! [Imitate the good man's compassion] tva xal 
busts otepcvous S6Enc qopécnte, belongs to the same group as the similar 
N. T. passages discussed below. 

In the N. T. otégavog is used of the thorn-chaplet put on the head 
of Jesus (Mt. 27%”, Mk. 15!7, Jn. 19* 9), of wreaths used as prizes (1 Cor. 
9'9), of golden crowns as badges of dignity (Rev. 4* 10 62 9? 1414 
also 12!), of a crown of stars, and in the figurative senses of a prize (2 
Tim. 4° 8 ths Stxatocóvno otégavoç Ov &xoboatt uot b xóproç éy dxelvy «fj 
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tutog, cf. 1 Cor. 9**) and of an honourable ornament, or badge of 
dignity (Phil. 4!, 1 Thess. 2'* tls yao tudy éAxlc f) yaod f) atégavoo 

nxauzhoews, Rev. 3"). 

This last sense, of a figurative “ honourable ornament,” seems 

to be the meaning in 1 Pet. 5‘ xal $avepuÜévros ToU apyurol- 
pevos kojueiaÓe Tov àpapávriwov rhs Ootgs orépavov (where 
lurks an implied contrast with a wreath of leaves), in Rev. 2” 
Sacw co, Tov cTépavov THs wñs, and in the passage of James 
under discussion. "There is no reason whatever for thinking of 
a royal crown, and no need of introducing any reference to the 

use of wreaths as prizes in the Greek games. That metaphor, 
which implies competition and so exclusion, is not an adequate 
one as the basis of the N. T. use (cf. 2 Clem. Rom. 7, where this 
very difficulty is felt), and crowns were in fact acquired in other 
ways as well as by contending in the games. The idea is rather 
of a mark of honour to be given by the Great King to his friends. 
An excellent case of this figurative use is Ep. Arist. 280 xa8dàs 
av ToUTo émreneis, elme, uéyiote Bacired, Oeod cor arépavov 
Sixaroovvns Sedmxdros. Righteousness here constitutes the 
crown, and it is a gift, not a prize. 

The metaphor of the crown for the blessed reward of the pious was evi- 
dently already familiar before the N. T. authors wrote. This is shown 
not only by Test. XII Patr. Benj. 4! already quoted, but also by the 

form of the several N. T. passages. Note the use of the definite article, 
the variation in the added genitive, and the acquaintance with the 
idea implied in justi; 3à &pbaprov, 1 Cor. 9**. It may even be that 

otépavos, like otepavéw, had already gained the simple meaning “re- 
ward." 

THs Cons, epexegetical genitive, as 1 Pet. 5*, Ep. Arist. 280. 
The blessed life of eternity constitutes the crown. Cf. Rev. 2”. 

érnyyelrarto sc. 0 Beds, cf. 1 Jn. 516. There is no promise of 
the O. T. or of our Lord in just this form (cf. Deut. 30!*), 
and a reference to Rev. 21? 000 cot tov a TéDavov Ts Cos is 
unlikely. Eternal life as the reward for the friends of God was 
a fundamental idea of later Jewish and of Christian escha- 

tology, cf. Ps. Sol. 13%, Enoch 58°, 4 Ezra 8*f-, Mk. 9*, Jn. 
31° 109, Rom. 27, Rev. 27, etc. 
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E. Zeller, however, argues in Zeit. f. wissensch. Theol. 1863, pp. 93-96, 
that Rev. 2° is the promise referred to. 

éxnyyefiato] BRAY minn ff boh. The addition of a subject is 
emendation, thus : 

+ xópto; C min. 
+ b xópto; KLP minnpler gyrhel, 
+ 8 0e6c minn vg syrresb, 

Tos üà'yaT Gi» avTÓV, 
Note the resemblance to 2 Tim. 4*. Von Soden suggests 

dependence on some liturgical form, but this is unnecessary. 
The idea and phrase are strongly characteristic of Deuteronomy. 
Cf. Ex. 20*, xal morðv ÉXcos eis yiudõas Tois á'yamaív pe, 
Deut. 7° Trois ayarr@ow avTOv, Ps. 5" 1459, Ecclus. 31!*, Bel 
v. *, Rom. 81:5, See passages from O. T. and other Jewish liter- 
ature mentioned in Spitta, p. 3o. Cf. the similar expression in 
Jas. 25 rìs Bacwelas 7s ernyyelAato Tois àyamóciv avróv. 
The believer's life is marked by constancy in faith and by love 

of God, and he may be designated by either attribute. 
13-18. When under temptation, do nol excuse yourself by say- 

ing that temptations proceed from God. They come from man's 
evil passion. God sends only good gifts to us, for we are his chil- 
dren and the first-fruits of his creation. 

The passage has no doctrinal purpose other than to warn the 
readers against resorting to a current excuse for sin. The con- 
nection with the preceding is made by the aid of the ambigu- 
ity of the word 7retpafduevos, which means both “tried” and 
“tempted.” The temptations intended do not appear to be 
restricted to those involved in *' trials." 

13. pndeis . . . Xeyéro. Cf. pù mns, Ecclus. 5% * 15". 
veipatduevos. Evidently means (cf. vv. !**-) temptation to 

sin, not merely external trial. See on 7retpacpois, v. 3, and 

cf. 1 Tim. 6? eis reipac ov kal rary(óa. The excuse shows that 
the writer is not thinking of a state of religious persecution, 
with the consequent temptation to complete renunciation of 
faith in Christ or in God, but rather of ordinary temptation. 
In the case supposed the person tempted either has yielded, or 

is on the point of yielding; he is called ô vreipatópevos, instead 
of 0 duaptwy, by a kind of euphemism. He excuses himself 
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by declaring that the temptation came from God. Paul in 
I Cor. 1o! makes a similar exhortation in curiously different 
form: “Do not excuse yourselves by thinking that your temp- 
tation is greater than man can bear.” 

Warning against this natural and common impulse of frail 
humanity is found clearly expressed in Ecclus. 15!!-9, y) emys 
drt Aià kúpiov àméoTnv KTN. ; cf. also the references to Philo 
given below. 

Prov. 19 &ppoabyn &vBobo Auyalvetat tàs b80d¢ adrod, thy Sk Oeby al- 

täta: th xapdlg aðtoö, Hermas, Sim. vi, 3 alti@vear tov xdptov, and 

similar passages, relate to complaints of misfortune, not to excuses for 
sin. 

That the idea was often expressed among Greeks of many 
periods is seen from the following instances: 

Homer, Odyss. i, 32-34 (Zeus speaks), 
& x6xot, olov Bh vu Beod¢ Bpotol altedwvrat. 

&E tudwy yap qaot x&x' Enpevac’ of 3è xal alcol 

oppo &vacQaA(poty bxépwopoy Aye’ Exouctv. 

Il. xix, 86-87, éy@ 3’0bx altıóç elut, 

GAA Zed xal potpa xal hepopoitis égtvq. 

Euripides, Tro des, 914-1032, Orest. 285, Phan. 1612-14. 
ZEschines, Timarch. i, 190, wh yap ofecbe, à ’AOnvator, tas tev dbn- 

patwy &oxàc tò Oeddv, ŽAN oby bx’ &VOpurkeov dos) velac ylyveobat. 

. Plato, Respub. 1o, p. 617 E, alta kAoydvou © Beds dvaíctoc, exactly ex- 

presses the idea, but seems irrelevant, because in the context the choice 
referred to is made by a pre-existent soul of a future condition of life; 

cf. also p. 619 C. 
Philo, Leg. alleg. ii, x9, Mang. p. 80, “When the mind has sinned and 

removed itself far from virtue, it lays the blame on divine causes (xà beta), 
attributing to God its own change (tpoxh)’’; De fuga et inv. (De prof.), 
15, Mang. pp. 557 f.: “Of no secret, treacherous, and deliberate crime 

is it proper to say that it was done by the will of God (xax& 06v), but 
they are done by our own will (xa0' $&&c aüco0 c). For in ourselves, 

as I have said, are the treasuries of evil, but with God the treasuries 
of good things only. Whoever, therefore, ‘flees for refuge,’ that is, 
whoever blames not himself but God for his sins, let him be punished. 

. A blemish almost or quite incurable is the affirmation that the 
deity is the cause of evil. . . . And what slander could be worse than 
to say that not with us but with God lies the origin of evil?" Cf. 
also Philo, Quod deter. pot. insid. 32. 
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Terence, Eun. v, 2. 36, quid si hoc quispiam voluit deus? 
Plaut. Aul. iv, 10. 7, deus impulsor mihi fuit. 

See L. Schmidt, Die Ethik der alten Griechen, 1882, i, pp. 230-240. 

The fact that this idea was so familiar helps to account 
for the attachment of w. to a passage (vv.*) which 
deals with another sort of 7reipacuós. The substance of the 
passage is not original; the freshness consists in the way in 
which the thought is worked out. 

The suggestion of Pfleiderer (Das Urchristentum:, ii, p. 546) that this 
is polemic against the gnostics has as little foundation as the older ref- 
erences to Essenes, Pharisees, or Simon Magus. The quotations given 

above prove this. It would be easier (and not unnatural) to think of 
a Greek popular habit of thought and speech which had affected a 
Jewish community. The idea of being “ tempted,” which is the root 
of the whole passage, also shows that the self-excusing sinner whom 
James has in mind is no gnostic. 

até. The preposition åd, which expresses a “looser and more 
remote" relation of agency is perhaps used here out of rever- 
ence. Cf. Lex. s. v. p. 59^, Lightfoot on Gal. 1'; J. H. Moulton, 
Prolegomena, pp. 102, 237. 

&xó] M minn read 6x6, by an unnecessary emendation to a more 
usual phrase. 

áTeípaaTos (class. amelpntos, áTreí(paros) can mean, when 
used of a person, (1) ‘“‘untempted,” **untemptable," or (2) “un- 
versed," "having no experience." 

In favour of the meaning “untemptable” (E.V.) is the sharp 
verbal contrast then afforded to metpafe: oUóéva., 

xax@v, On this good literary use of the genitive, see Winer, 
§ 30. 4; Blass, $36. 11; J. H. Moulton, Prolegomena, p. 74 
(“the poetical phraseology of the Attic period had come down 
into the market-place’’). 

14-15. The source of temptation is within the man; the 
process is from passion, through sin, to death. 

It is highly significant that James’s mind naturally turns for 
the true explanation of temptation not to the Jewish thought 
of Satan (cf. the explanation of the origin of sin in the Book of 
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Enoch 69*f-), or of the “evil root," but to a psychological 
analysis, strongly influenced by Greek conceptions of human 
nature. 

14. vr rìs dlas émi&vp(as. Belongs primarily with vretpá- 
Cerat, for otherwise the contrast of Oeds and émiOupla is weak- 
ened; but it is, secondarily, the agent of the participles also. 

émiunía, a word in itself applicable to any desire, whether in- 
nocent or wrong, is here used of desire for something forbidden, 
“lust” (E.V.) in the broader sense of that word. The source 
of temptation is desire, and lies within, not without, the man. 

There is no emphasis here, as in Ecclus. 15!*9, on free will; 
on the other hand, any conception of an outside, personified, 

Power, such as Paul employs in Rom. 7*5 ™ 13. 17, is foreign to 

this passage. The conception is far simpler and more naive 

than either of these. 
On èmıĝvula, see Trench, Synonyms, § Ixxxviii, and cf. 4!, 

2 Pet. 1*, 2 Tim. 3°, Tit. 3*. 

Ecclus. 18% £f. 5*, 4 Macc. 128 xpd pay ody ths $3ovrc orty éxtüugla * 

peta Bè thy dbov)v yaok, 4 Macc. 195 22 21,6 € 3% 1, 11 533, In these 

passages the word is used with various shades of meaning. Cf. Philo, 
Quod omn. prob. liber, 22 el pry yao [5 qux] rods exiBuulac éAadverae 
D 09' Hovis SeAekGerar. On the significance of éxOupla in Philo’s sys- 

tem, see J. Drummond, Philo Judaeus, 1888, ii, pp. 302-306, and note 
especially De concup. 1 f., M. pp. 348-350; De sacerd. honor. 3, M. p. 
235, where éxiüuuí(a is vividly set forth as the source of sin. The 

background of James's use is current popularised conceptions of Hel- 
lenistic philosophy. The Stoic discussion of the word in Stobeus, ii, 7 

(Wachsmuth’s ed. pp. 87-91) is instructive in this respect. See also 
on Jas. 4! f.. 

There seems no sufficient reason for introducing the thought of the 

jezer ha-ra here, although the function is closely similar. See F. C. 
Porter, “The Yecer Hara,” in Yale Biblical and Semitic Studies, 1902, 
pp. 91-158. 

éfeAxdpevos kal 6eAeabdpevos, “when he is lured and en- 
ticed" (by it). 

These words were applied to the hunter or, especially, the fisherman, 
who “lures”? his prey from its retreat (é&éAxewv) and “entices” it 

(SeAs&Cevy) by bait (B£Aeag) to his trap, hook, or net. The two words 
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thus merely refer to different aspects of the same process. They are a 
natural figure of speech for the solicitation of illicit desire, and the com- 
bination of one or both with éx:6uyla or $$ovf; is repeatedly found in 
Philo and in Greek writers. Cf. the sentence from Philo quoted above 
and the many illustrative passages given by Mayor and Hort; also 
2 Pet. 216 18, 

The language thus has its analogies outside of the O. T., in Greek 

writers. 'This figure is not necessarily connected with that which is 
worked out in v.18; and there is no evidence that the words éEeAxdpevo¢ 

xal BeAeatóuavoo suggested in themselves the practises of the harlot, or 
that these are in mind in either verse. 

15. Illicit desire leads to sin, and sin causes death. 

elta introduces, with a change of figure, the practical result 
of the temptation arising from érs6upla. When indulged (cf. 
4 Macc. 3'-5) desire bears its natural fruit, first sin, then, ulti- 

mately, death. This follows (elra) the enticement of tempta- 
tion. 

For the metaphor (which is purely decorative), cf. Ps. 71* G9 Bod 
Bice dvoulay, cuvéAaQev xóvov, xal Erexev ddexlav; Philo, De sacr. 
Abel. et Cain. 31, Justin Martyr, Dial. 100, p. 327 C. 

ovrAXraBovea TcTEL. 

Cf. Gen. 21° 388, etc. The two ideas have no independent signifi- 
cance in the figure. That the issue is due to a union with the will 
(Beyschlag) is not indicated as in the writer’s thought. Such psy- 
chological analysis is found in Philo, but is beyond the range of James ; 
and the idea, when developed carefully, proves inconsistent with this 

context, see Spitta, p. 37. There is no reason for thinking of Adam 

and Eve, in spite of Justin Martyr, Dial. p. 327 (other references in 

Schneckenburger and Spitta); nor of the devil as father (Spitta). 
But the quotations from Philo and Test. XII Patr. (e. g. Benj. 7) given 

by Spitta, ad loc., attest the frequent use of this figure to express similar 
ideas. 

ápapríav. “Sin,” collectively and in general; “pravae ac- 
tiones el cogitationes.” Desire for what is forbidden tempts 
the man, and thus is the source of sin. Cf. Apoc. Mos. 19 
ériOupla yap dati repar) dogs ápaprías. 
ý 98 ápapría, Takes up dpapríav; hence the article. 
áToTeXeaÜ0cica, “when it has become complete, fully devel- 
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oped,” *has come to maturity." The word (on which see Hort) 
is drawn from the figure of the successive generations, and it is 
not necessary to determine wherein in fact the complete ma- 

turity of sin consists; sin is "complete" when it is able to bring 
forth its inevitable baneful fruit, death. The “perfect work" 
(cf. v. *) of sin is death. 

àrokvei, cf. v.%. The verb is frequently used of animals, 
hence appropriate here; otherwise it is a medical rather than 
a literary word. 

Neither &xoceAety nor &xoxueiv is a common Biblical word. d&xo- 
«eA«iy is found elsewhere only 1 Esd. 578, 2 Macc. 15**, Lk. 1382; &xoxueiy 
only 4 Macc. 151", Jas. 1!*. 

ÜdvaTov. Death as an objective state, brought upon man 
as the result of sin, and the opposite of blessed life with God 
(d. v. n aTébavov Cwns, and 5) and cf. Rom. 6? t- 622 rà yàp 
opona Ts üpaprías Üdvaros, 8*; Wisd. 113*-. Cf. Philo, De 
plant. Noe 9, M. p. 335. See also Mt. 71% 4, 

16 -18. God, on the other hand, sends solely and consistently 
good gifts, as befits the relation of a father to his first-born. 

16. uù TXavácÓe. “Do not err," “be not deceived.” As 
in 1 Cor. 6? 153%, Gal. 67, used to introduce a pointed utterance. 

Cf. Ign. Phil. 3, Eph. 16, which may, however, be dependent 
on r Cor. 6°. | 
On à&cAd»(, which here is used to add to the emphasis, see 

note on v. ?, and cf. 25 31. 
17. Toca, “every.” 

Various commentators assign to «&ox here the meaning “only,” 
“nothing but” (see note on xoay xao&v, v.*). But this is not neces- 
sary to the sense here, and is rendered almost, if not quite, impossible 
by the order of words x&ax S6at; åyaðh.  x&c with the sense of “only” 
(Ger. lauter) should stand next to the adjective to which it logically 
belongs, and usually stands directly before it. 

dois, "gift," either the act of giving or the thing given. 
Here the parallelism to pra makes the latter sense probable. 
Cf. Ecclus. 11!" 26!* 32", The word is very common in Eccle- 
siasticus. 
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&ya0*j. On this word lies strong emphasis, in contrast to the 

evil wetpacuds which % Ola émiOupla and not God brings to 
man. The omission of the writer to make the implied comple- 
mentary statement, that bad gifts do mot come from God, adds 

to the rhetorical effect. 

Smpnua, "present," “donation,” “benefaction”; cf. Rom. 
5!6. A mainly poetical word. Not quite happily rendered by 
R.V. “boon.” 

For the difference between 8(Swu: and 3wedoya: with their cognates, 

see Mayor’s and Hort’s notes, together with the huge collection of 
material in Heisen, pp. 541-592. The latter series of words often has 
the idea of generous giving; but here in James there is no special dis- 
tinction intended, the repetition being solely for rhetorical effect, and 
very probably part of a poetical allusion or quotation. 

tédevov, cf. 1* 35 3%, “Perfect” in this case (note parallel 
to aya0n) excludes any element of evil in the gift. Cf. 3? 
tédevos &vijp, Clem. Al. Ped. i, 6, p. 113 TéAetos dy TéAeia 
xaptras SntrovGev, Philo, De sacr. Abel. ef Cain. 14 dus dé 
ovdey ateres att@ yaplferOar, dof orAdeAnpo xal TravreXeis 
ai TOD ayevntou Swpeal Trácat. 

That waod 86 | ots dyad | 04 xai | máv 8o | puă Té | relov 
makes an hexameter, the second syllable of Sécis being length- 

ened under the ictus, may be an accident, although even so 

it might show a good ear for rhythm on the part of the 

writer. But the unusual and poetical word óópgua and the 
imperfect antithesis to vv.!*-5 make it more likely that we 
have here a quotation from an unknown source. 

&vywÜev, i. e. ovpavdben, cf. 315 17, Jn. 3% 19!!, referring to that 
which is from God. 

So Philo, De somn. i, 26 Sua ras ouB8pnbelcas dvoÜev Swpeds 
áryaÜós xal TéXeios éE apyns éyévero [sc. ò Isade]. 

The thought that God is the source only of good, here clearly ex- 

pressed, is found in Greek writers (see quotations in Mayor’, pp. 56/f., 
and Schneckenburger, p. 30), as well as in Philo, e. g. De decem orac. 33 

Beds fiv, e000c Iè xdptog dyabbs, uóvov dyabdy atctoc, xaxod 5' uddevdc, 

De prof. x5, De confus. ling. 36 (see other quotations in Mayor and 
Schneckenburger). 
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It was evidently a familiar commonplace of Jewish thought, cf. Tob. 
4!* adthe & xÜptog BBwor x&v:a ta &yaðá, also Beresh. r. 51. 5 dixil 
R. Chanina: non est res mala descendens desuper; Sanhedrin 59. 2. 

xataBaivov expands &voÓev, and so explains why the gifts 
are “good” and "perfect." For similar phrases lagging after 
the first statement, cf. v.!* 38 413. This gives better force to 

each word than to connect éeTív with xarafaívov. 

Hort (following Thos. Erskine, The Unconditional Freedom of the Gos- 
pel’, 1820, pp. 239 ff.) advocates the translation: “Every giving is good 
and every gift perfect from above (or from its first source), descending," 

etc. This assumes that 5$6et; and 3Hpyua contain in themselves the 

idea of a divine gift, and in order to make dwey fit the sentence re- 

quires for it the meaning “from their source," “by reason of their 

origin," which it can hardly have. It produces, however, the sense re- 
quired by the context, and if the words were to be regarded as forming 

a complete sentence, it would be hard to give them any other trans- 

lation than this. Ifthey are a quotation, the original application would 

probably have been in the direction of the Greek proverb 3apoyv 3’ $ qe 

Bp tis éxalvec and the Latin noli equi dentes inspicere donati (Jerome, 
Praef. comm. in Ephes.), “Don’t look a gift horse in the mouth"; see 
H. Fischer, in Philologus, 1891, pp. 377-379. 

ard Tod Tratpos TOV oTov, i. e. God, here described as the 
creator of the heavenly bodies (cf. Ps. 1367 TQ 7rovjcavri para 
peyara pove, Jer. 433 éré8Xevra .. . eis Tov oupavdy, kal ovk 
7v Tà dota avTroÜ), and thus as the ultimate source of all 
light and of all blessing, cf. Ps. 36° év TQ wri cou óYyópe0a 
pâs. 

This designation and the developed figure which follows, in 
which God as the Sun of Righteousness (cf. Mal. 4?) is con- 
trasted with the physical sun, seem to be suggested by the 
thought of the good gifts which descend from the heavens, at 
once the abode of God and the location of the sun. "That it 
was natural to a Jew is shown by the benediction before Shema: 
* Blessed be the Lord our God who hath formed the lights." 
Perhaps it hints at the thought of God's nature as light. No 
astrological allusion is to be found here. 

For 7raTfjp in this sense, cf. Job 38?* (vero) marýp and the 
whole verse), and note Philo’s constant use of ò 7aTnp TÀv 
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ÓXcv in sense of “the Creator.” Cf. Apocalypse of Moses, 36 
(as read in Ceriani, Monumenta sacra et profana, v, 1) év@mov 
ToU $wrós Tay raw, ToU TaTpós TOV þpórtæv; Testament of 
Abraham (ed. M. R. James, 1892), Recension B, c. 7, 7raTijp 
TOU dwtdés ; Ephraem Syr. Opera, v, col. 489 (see above, p. 96). 

Philo's lofty thought of God as “archetypal Splendor" is mainly in- 

teresting here as showing the total absence from the mind of James of 
such metaphysical speculation, although he sees the ideal and poetical 
aspects of light. See Philo, De cherub. 28 (M. i, p. 156), De somn. i, 13 
(M. i, p. 632), quoted by Hort. 

map @. For apd c. dat. used in the mention of an attribute, 
cf. Job 1213, Eph. 6°, Rom. 9!*, etc. Cf. also rapa t@ Oem, Mk. 
10", Mt. 19!*, Lk. 187, Rom. 2", Eph. 6°; so Gen. 18" (Cod. 
A). Perhaps the indirectness of statement is due to a certain 
“instinct of reverence” (Hort), cf. à, v.™. 
The affirmation is that to send good gifts belongs to God’s 

unvarying nature. In this he is unlike the sun, which sends 
now the full light of noon, now the dimness of twilight, and 
which at night sends no light at all. God's light ever shines; 
from him proceeds no turning shadow. So 1 Jn. 15 0 Beds das 
écTiv kal oxotla où otw dv alto obdenla, 

Closely similar are Is. 601”. *? xal oóx stat cot Ext 6 Atos els qo float, 
003k &vacoA1) oeAtyns qurctet coe thy vóxtæ, AAA’ Eotat cot xboetos qc aló- 

vtov, xal ò Oeds 36Ea cou. oå yp Sbcetar b DAS cot, xal dj ceh cot 

oóx éxAslper’ Borat yp xóptóc cot qOc alovtoy, Wisd. 7** f- putt auvxot- 

voutyyn &0ploxecat xpotépa’ voüto pay vào dtadéxetar voL, coplag Sk oUx 

dvtioybec xaxa. 

For the contrast between God and the heavens, the moon, and the 
stars, cf. Job 1515 25* -. See also Enoch 41°, “For the sun changes oft 
for a blessing or a curse"; Ecclus. 17% tf quretvétepov djA(ou; xal 
toŭto éxAe(xer. Cf. Epictetus, Diss. i, 14%, where the limitation of 
the sun, which is not able to illuminate the space where the shadow of 
the earth falls, is contrasted with the power of God (5 xal «bv fjAtoy 
adtoy xexotnnas xal xeou&yoy). 

The comparison of God with the sun is a natural one under any 
monotheistic conception. See Mayor's or Schneckenburger's references 
to Philo and Plato, also 1 Jn. 1* with Westcott's note. 

For the idea of the immutability of God, cf. Mal. 3*8t6tt yà xdpto¢ 

ò Beds duty xal ox dAXXolopgat, Heb. 71715, Philo, Leg. all. ii, 9; ii, 22 
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maven ta dXXa tpéxerat, udvoc 3è adtds Arpextés dott, and passages 
in Mayor’, p. 6r. Cf. Clem. Al. Sirom. i, 24, p. 418 tb éotds xad uóvtuov 

to OsoU xal td žrpertoy adtod qq xal doynuctrotoy. 

oüx Ev] NP minn have substituted the weaker and more familiar 

o0x Forty. 

mwapaddayy, “variation.” This does not seem to be an astro- 
nomical terminus technicus, although in general senses (e. g. of 
the “variation” in the length of the day and in the daily course 
of the sun through the heavens; cf. references in Mayor’, p. 6o, 

and Gebser, Brief des Jacobus, p. 83) it is used by astronomers, 
and its resemblance to the term vrapdAXa£is, “parallax,” gives 
it a quasi-astronomical sound. "The contrast intended is mainly 
with the sun and moon, as being the most important and most 
changeable $ora. 

mapadhayy 1) rpomríjs &roakíacpa. 
This is the reading of all printed editions of the N. T.; with 

this reading Tpo7rs amrocxlacya would mean “shadow that is 
cast by turning" (R.V.). The reading is, however, probably 
wrong (see textual note below), and for the last three words 
should be substituted 7) Tpo7íjs arooxidcparos, the whole 
phrase meaning: “with whom is none of the variation that 
belongs to (‘consists in,’ ‘is observed in’) the turning of the 

shadow." The general sense is the same as with the usual 
reading. 

4 teoxiis &xocxtdoparos] BN* Pap. oxyrhynch. 1229. 
$) toor) dxocxtkopatos] 614 1108 ff (vel modicum obumbrationts) boh 

(nor a form of a shadow which passed). 
1) *eoxij; &xoox(acua] N'ACKLP minn vg (vicissitudinis obumbratio) 

Jer (adv. J ov. i, 39 conversionis obumbraculum) Aug (moments obumbratio). 
D «poi; f) tpoxhs &xoox(acua 876 1518. 

&xocx(acua $9) xapaA Xavi) ?) tooxf sah. 

Editors appear all to have read 4 (instead of $), and have conse- 
quently been unable to find any meaning in the phrase as found in 
N*B and recently (1914) confirmed by the discovery of the papyrus 
fragment (fourth century) published in The Oxyrhynchus Papyri, x, 
no. 1229. "They have, therefore, been driven to adopt the reading of 
N'ACKLP minn. Hort discusses the passage in “ Introduction," pp. 
217 f., as follows: 
“The only quite trustworthy evidence from internal character for 
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derivation from a common proximate original consists in the presence 
of such erroneous identical readings as are evidently due to mere care- 
lessness or capriceof individualscribes, and could not easily have escaped 

correction in passing through two or three transcriptions . . . N and B 

have in common but one such reading" [vis. the one in Jas. 117 here 
under discussion]. 

In order to account for the origin of this reading of NB, which he as- 

sumed to be obviously false, Hort made the following ingenious sugges- 
tions: (1) that &xooxíacux was incorporated with a following aüc6q 
(actually found in one minuscule) ; or (2) that it was assimilated to the 

preceding genitive tpoxj¢; or (3) that &xo- became mentally separated 
from -oxtacua, and that the supposed solecism was then corrected; 
or (4) that both the competing readings represent corruptions of an 
original &xooxtacuóc not found in any Ms. (see “ Introduction," p. 218, 
and Mayor, textual apparatus to the passage). 

Wordsworth, SB, i, p. 138, in part following Est, Commentarius 
in epistolam Jacobi, 1631, thinks that the modicum of ff and the 
momenti of Augustine imply dorh, doxfs, “turn of the scale," and that 
one or the other of these represents the original Greek. But neither 
orh nor boxs makes good sense, and although (cf. Is. 40'*) a “little 
thing" may cause a "turn of the scale," the Latin word modicum is 
not a natural translation for the Greek Sox}. Hence modicum obumbra- 
tionis is probably only a loose and general translation of «poxi) &xo- 
ext&cuartoc, in which the specific meaning of «poxf; is neglected. On the 
other hand, momenti would indeed be an exact rendering of 6oxij , but, 
in the sense of “ movement," it is equally apt as a translation of tpoxhs.* 
Accordingly, the Latin versions merely show that Jerome and Augus- 
tine had the reading of N^AC, while ff represents a different text, 
identical with that of 614 1108 boh. 

The genitive d'xooxt&cuatoc in 614 1108 ff boh gives important partial 
support to the text of BM* pap, and makes it unlikely that the read- 
ing of these latter is due to an accidental error in a proximate com- 
mon ancestor. 

In fact, the reading of BN* pap n tpoxns dxocxtacuatog makes ex- 
cellent sense, if only y is taken as the article on which tpoxj¢ depends, 
the meaning being that given above (cf. Kühner-Gerth, Grammatik d. 
griech. S prache*, ii, $ 464. 3). The resulting phrase is apt and not with- 
out beauty, but the accumulation of long words makes it heavy, and 

it was broken up by taking n as meaning “or” and dropping the geni- 
tive termination from one or the other of the two nouns.f 

* Possibly modicum has been substituted for an original translation, momentum, move- 

ment." This latter word may well have been misunderstood in the sense of “a little,” “a 
particle"; and in that case modicum would be a correct and unambiguous synonym. 

t A similar misreading is found in the repeated quotation by Augustine of Rom. 7!* auapre- 
Ads 3 ápapría in the translation au! peccatum ; so e. g. Ep. 82, § 20 (Vienna ed. vol. xxxiv, p. 

372.5), Contra duas epistulas Pelagianorum, i, 14. See C. H. Turner in JTS, xii, p. 275. 
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It thus appears that the textual facts here do not indicate any close 
relation between B and N, but only that in this instance both are free 
from a process of emendation which, in one or the other direction, has 
affected all other witnesses except the papyrus. The reading of N°AC 
and that of 614 1108 are two independent corrections of the original as 
found in BN* pap. 

Both 614 and 1108 belong to von Soden's group I*. To the same 
group seems to belong also 876 (fr), which, according to Scrivener, 
reads xapaAAazyh 4 topor) €) tox); &xoox(acaa. This is a conflation 

due to an unsuccessful attempt at conformation of one type of text to 
another; it is also found in 1518. 

876, 1518, 1765, and 2138 have at the close of the verse a gloss oó5à 
Ux pt dxovolac tivd¢ broo) &xocxti&cuatos, “not even the least suspicion 

of a shadow.” Von Soden's hypothesis (p. 1862) that the reading of 
BN* was a trace of this gloss was unlikely in itself and is now seen to 
be unnecessary. The gloss itself has arisen from the comment of “ Œc- 

umenius": «b 3è “tpoxi¢ dxoox(íacua," dvtt tod, odè pdxptg Üxovolag 
«tybo dxoBoAh. 

tpomn, "turning," “change,” is another semi-astronomical 
word. It is used technically for the solstice (hence English, 
*tropic"), so Deut. 33!* 59AX(ov tporra@v, Wisd. 7!* Tporâv 
&XXaryds, see Sophocles, Greek Lex. s. v. for many examples; 
but it is also applied to other movements of the heavenly 
bodies, so perhaps Job 38% ézíecraca, è tporàs oUpavob, cf. 
references in L. and S. s. v., especially Plato, Tim. 11, p. 39 D. 

The word is also used in the sense of change in general, and 
with reference to human fickleness and frailty; see Philo, Leg. 
all. ii, 9; De sacr. Abel. el Cain. 37, and references given at 

length by Mayor’, p. 6r. These various meanings make pos- 
sible the figurative use here, in which there is allusion to both 

senses. To exclude altogether the astronomical allusion, as 
some do, unduly weakens the passage and overlooks the sug- 
gestions of 0 7raT?)p Tay dwrwv, TapadrAayy, and àmocrlacpa, 
but it is impossible to fix the meaning as a direct reference 
to any particular celestial phenomena, and there is nowhere 
any indication of contact with astrological language. The 
heavenly bodies are all, to popular notion, subject to change 
which affects their property of casting light on the earth. 

Spitta thinks that teoxf refers to the return of the sun (and other 

luminaries) by way of the north to their place of rising in the east, 
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after they have set in the west, and adduces Enoch 4r! and 72*-* 35, 
The general sense need not exclude these movements of the sun and 
other heavenly bodies, but there is no evidence of a technical use of 

tooxh which would permit it to be understood in this sense without. 
explanatory context. The same is true in even greater measure of 
Spitta’s interpretation of xapa\Aayf, as the regular seasonal variation 

to north and south in the rising and setting of the sun and other bodies. 

árTock(ac pa, “shadow.” 

The word is found only here and in Christian writers. dxooxito 
means to “cast a shadow," dxocxlacua therefore (like oxlacua, Diod. 
Plut.) is either the “shadow cast"' or the “act of casting a shadow." 

Beyschlag, following Huther, wrongly insists that &xocx(acux means 

“the state of being overshadowed" (“das Beschattetwerden’’), and so 
interprets it of a shadow cast on God. For discussion of nouns in -ya, 
see Lightfoot, Colossians, pp. 255 ff.; J. A. Robinson, Ephesians, pp. 

255 ff. 
There is no thought here of a sun-dial. The word for shadow on a 

dial is dxocxtacyé¢, and even that word requires a context to define it 
in that meaning. 

The explanation (of the ordinary text) given by late Greek commen- 
tators and lexicographers, “not a trace of turning,” “not a shadow of 

fickleness” (*CEcumenius," Hesychius, Suidas, see the citations in 
Gebser, p. 86), and A.V. “neither shadow of turning," is unlikely, even 

if the text were sound, because in that sense ox:é, and not the heavy 
and explicit compound dxocxlacua, would be expected. The differ- 
ence may be imperfectly suggested in English by comparing the words 
“shadow” and “shadowing.” Moreover, in a comparison with the 

sun, &xoox(acua can hardly have been used without some thought of 
its proper meaning. 

18. In contrast with the mistaken idea that God sends temp- 
tation is his actual treatment of us, making us sons, and giving 

us the highest place among his creatures. He is more to us than 
a consistent benefactor; he is a devoted father, and as such 

cannot tempt us to evil. 
BovAnOess, “deliberately,” and thus showing his real atti- 

tude and set purpose. On the specific meaning of Soopart 

(“volition guided by choice and purpose”) in contrast to 06x, 
see Hort on this verse, and Lex. s. v. Xo, with references. 

Bede, Calvin, Grotius, etc. take this as marking a contrast to human . 

merit; but this is as far as possible from the context. 
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árekvnoev 7uás, refers either to mankind or to the Chris- 
tians. 

A specific reference to the Jews is sometimes found here, and can be 
supported by Jer. 2*, by Philo, De const. princ. 6 (ii, p. 366), where 
Israel is called &xacxf, and by Adyov (but v. I. Adyous) &Avfelac as a 
description of the Law in Test. XII Patr. Gad 3'. But nothing in the 
context suggests this reference, and for the idea of God as becoming the 

father of Israel by means of the Law no parallel is adduced. 

The reference to Christians is entirely possible and makes a 
better connection with v. 9. In that case à7rexvmoev refers to 
the new birth; Adyos adnGevas is the Gospel (cf. Odes of Sol- 
omon 8°); and «rteudrov refers to all creation, but with par- 
ticular thought of men. The associations of àvaryévvgous with 
Greek religious ideas do not seem to be implied here. 

If 49s is taken to refer to Christians, it must be understood of be- 

lievers in general, not of the first generation only (Huther) or of Jewish 
Christians (Beyschlag). 

The objections brought against this view are (1) that the 
context (vv. 17) has discussed the subject from general points 
of view, with no reference to Christians as distinct from others ; 

(2) that for the Gospel 6 Adyos THs aAnOelas, with the article, 
would be expected (cf. Eph. 1!*, Col. 15, 2 Tim. 2!5; note, ina 

different sense, Adyos àXxÜcías, Ps. 119**, 2 Cor. 67); (3) that 
instead of «rwcdrov some word expressly denoting “men” 
would have been expected. These objections do not seem 
conclusive. 

The other view, urged by Spitta and especially Hort, takes 
as of mankind, begotten by God's word to be supreme among 
created things, cf. Ecclus. 15'4. The objection which seems de- 
cisive against this is that the figure of begetting was not used for 
creation (Gen. 1% does not cover this), whereas it came early 
into use with reference to the Christians, who deemed them- 
selves “sons of God.” 

The idea of a divine begetting and of the entrance into Christian life 

as a new birth has its roots in Greek not in Jewish thought. So Clem. 

Alex. Strom. v, 2 (p. 653 Potter) xal xapd tots BapB&pors gtAocbots «b 
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xacnyfjsxl ce xal qerlcxt &voyevvtjcat Adyetar. See W. Bauer's note 
on Jn. 3? in Lietzmann, Handbuch sum Neuen Testament; A. Diete- 

rich, Eine Mithras-liturgie*, 1910, pp. 134-155, 157 f. On the verb 
&xexÓncs» (no parallel in N. T.), see R. Reitzenstein, Die hellenistischen 
Mysterienreligionen, 1910, p. 114. Cf. Jn. 1'* 3**, 1 Jn. 2:5 3* 47. 8 
$^; 4 1 Pet. 12. 3 (cf. Hort's note on 1 Pet. 13), Tit. 3*. 

Adyw àXnÜcias, The knowledge of God's truth and will 

makes us his sons (cf. vv. 21. 32: 33) ; the “word of truth" is for 
James mainly the Law (v. 35), which means the Jewish law as 
understood by Christians. In 2 Cor. 67, Col. 15, Eph. 11%, and 

perhaps 2 Tim. 2!5 it is the gospel of salvation. 

There is no connection between this verse and Philo's figure, often 
repeated in one and another form, of the generative word of God (cf. 

Leg. alleg. iii, 51, 6 orepuatixdg xal yewntind<s tv xaXov A6yoq bp8éc, 

and references in Spitta, pp. 45 f.); the idea is utterly different. 

arrapyny tia, “a kind of first-fruits"; Teva indicates a fig- 
urative expression, cf. Winer-Schm. § 26. 1. a. 

The “first-fruits,” both of the body and of the field, were sacred, and 

were often offered to God. See EB, “Firstborn,” HDB, “ First-fruits,” 

Schürer, GJV, § 24, II. 
The figure is found with reference to Israel in Jer. 2* (žoxħ Yevnu&tov 

abtod), Philo, De const. princ. 6 (Bux tod cbyxavtog &v0pó xov yévous 

dxevephOn ol& tis á&xapx) tH rot xat xatpl), and to the Chris- 

tians in 2 Thess. 21* (Codd. BFG, etc.) and Rev. 14*. But the figure 

does not seem very common in Jewish thought. With Greek writers 

the word is more frequent in a figurative sense, see L. and S. and the 

Scholiast on Eur. Or. 96 quoted in Lex. s. v., which says that &xaeyf 

* was used not merely of that which was first in order but of that which 
was first in honor." 

kr pdTOV, cf. 1 Tim. 4* (Rev. 5!3 8°); not used elsewhere in 

N. T., cf. Wisd. 135. In O. T. found only in Wisdom, Ecclesi- 
asticus, 3 Maccabees; not used in this sense in secular writers, 
and to be associated with the Jewish use of «7(@w and its de- 
rivatives. 

Von Soden, misled by his failure to see any adequate connection of 
thought for v.!*, wished to take xttopatwv of God's new creation (cf. 
2 Cor. $!! xah xxlo«;, Gal. 615, Eph. 219 419, within which these par- 

ticular Christians addressed are distinguished by reason of their sub- 
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jection to fiery trials. But (1) this does not suit dxex6yoev, which 
must at least refer to all Christians; (2) it would require some clearer 
indication of the restriction, since the idea is not a common one; 

and (3) while suited to vv. *", it is inappropriate at this point in the 

chapter. 

19-27. Let your aim be not speech, but attentive hearing; not 
hearing only, but doing; not empty worship, but good deeds. 

The thought here turns to the need of reality and sincerity 

in religious instruction and public worship (119-299). 
19-21. To hear is better than to speak; listen to the Word. 

19. Tote] BN°AC minn ff vg boh syrbet-me, 

teo] N*. 

Tate 54] A boh™, 

Sete] KLP minnpler gyrpesh hel-tzt, 

om] minn. 

Eotw 8¢] BNCP* minn ff vg boh. 
xal Eorw] A 33. 
Ecco] KLP? minn»ler syrpesh.hel, 

The Antiochian reading (Gote . . . Ecro) is a characteristic emen- 
dation. 

lore, “know this." The address &OeA$oí pov shows that 
this belongs in the paragraph with the following. The sense 
alone would perhaps suggest that fee is probably indicative 
(so R.V.), not imperative (A.V.); but the analogy of opare, 
péuvnoo, and similar rhetorical appeals in the Greek diatribes 
(Bultmann, Sti der paulin. Predigt, p. 32) leads to the opposite 
conclusion. 

For this view it may also be urged that Jas. 4* has of8ere as the in- 
dicative. Tere is the sole form of the imperative, and the more literary 
form of the indicative. Note (cast in Acts 26‘; Heb. 12'7 has fore 
(probably indicative), 10% of8apev; Eph. s* Tote is probably indica- 
tive. 

mâs avOperros, not limited to teachers, but cf. 3!*. 
TOXUs eis TO AKovaaL, 

In view of the reference to the Word in vv. 1*1 (note à), 

it is likely that Taxis eie Tò àxoücat relates primarily to the 
hearing of the Word, and not merely to social intercourse gen- 
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erally. The same phrase is found in Pirke Aboth, v, 18, of the 
trait of the good pupil, who is “quick to hear and slow to for- 
get." Cf. Gal. 4%. 

eis td, This can be justified in Greek as a development of 
the meaning “with reference to," cf. Lk. 12%, Rom. 16!?, Dio 
Chrys. Or. 32, p. 361 A éyó 9d náXXov Ay vpás émyjvovv Bpadd 
pev pbeyyoudvous éyxpatas è ovyavtas: ylvou mpòs opyhy 
pi) Taxyvds àXXà padis, but it is not attested as. common in 
ordinary secular Greek. Cf. e.g. Pirke Aboth, v, 18, noD 
yinw , “quick to hear," yow nwp, “slow to hear," Aboth 
R. Nathan, 1, “be slow to judge.” 

axovoat, Nadjoas, Op. 
Ecclus. 5" ylvou tayvs èv axpodoe cov kal èv paxpobupula 

pbéyyou amdxpiow is the closest parallel to this verse among 
the many precepts of the Wisdom-literature which relate to con- 
trol of speech and restraint of anger. Cf. Ecclus. !*5, Prov. r0! 
(and Toy's note) 13° 15! 163? 1778 29”, Eccles. 7? 9!*. See be- 
low on 31% Cf. Pirke Aboth, ii, 14, “Be not easily provoked,” 

also v, 17, and note Mt. 5”. 

The interpretation of éeyf given by Bengel (ul nil loquatur contra 
deum nec sinistre de deo), followed by Gebser, Calvin, Spitta, who 

take the anger as impatience against God, has little to commend it. 

On the other hand, Beyschlag's interpretation of pyh as “passionate 
disposition (leidenschaftliche Gemüthsverfassung)" of every kind, show- 
ing itself in murmurings against God and in fanaticism, as well as in 

quarrels, goes too far. The writer is thinking of what men ordinarily 
know as anger, against whomsoever directed. Its opposite is good 
temper and self-restraint. 

20. épyyáteras, more naturally taken to mean “do,” “practise,” 
than in the rarer sense, “effect,” “produce,” “bring about," 

which properly belongs to atepydfopa (cf. v.3). Hence 
Stxacoctvny is to be taken as equivalent to TÒ Oíkatov, “ right- 

eous action” (cf. 2° åpaptlav épryatea0e). Cf. Acts 105, Heb. 
1138, Ps. 15? épyalbóuevos Sixacocvvny, and the common O. T. 
phrase 7rowéty T?) Sixacocvvny, e. g. Gen. 189. The opposite 
of épyyátea Oar Siaasootvny is épydtecOar ápapríav, 2°, Swar- 
oovvny Geot then means “righteousness which God approves" 
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(cf. Mt. 638, 4 Macc. 10"), and the phrase is here due to the 
contrast with opy7) avdpds. 

The whole sentence means: “Wrath doeth not righteous- 
ness," 4. e. “Out of wrath righteous action does not spring." 
It is doubtless intended as a warning against wrong use of the 
doctrine that anger is sometimes valuable as an engine of 

righteousness. 

Another interpretation, however, gives to doy&Cecat the rarer sense 
“effect,” “produce” (cf. 2 Cor. 7!*), and refers the phrase “produce 
righteousness" to the effect of the teacher's anger on a pupil, cf. Zahn, 

Einleitung, i, $ 4, note 2. 

oüx épyaQetat] BNAC? minn. 

of xatepya&Qetat] CKLP minnpler, 

External attestation, possibility of conformation to 1*, and transcrip- 
tional tendency to strengthen the verb decide for épydQetat. xatep- 

y&Qeta: may have been intended to have the sense “produce.” 

21. ôd, “acting on this principle." An exhortation to a 
meek and receptive spirit. The emphatic word is mpaŭrnrı. 

amroOéuevot, “stripping off." For the same collocation, 5:6 
åmoléuevot used to introduce an exhortation, see Eph. 47°. 
Cf. also 1 Pet. 2! åmoĝépevor, with Hort's note, Rom. 13%, 

Eph. 47? *, Col. 35 £, Clem. Rom. 13, Ps.-Clem. Epistle to 

James, 11. 

The word is used of clothes, but also of the removal of dirt from the 
body (cf. x Pet. 3*! capxd¢ dxó0tot; pÓxou), and very commonly in 
Greek writers of the rejection of a mental or moral quality. For 
quotations from early Christian writers, see Mayor’, p. 66. 

putraplay, “‘filthiness” (cf. 2%), probably carrying out the 

figure of clothes. Evil habits and propensities in general seem 
to be meant. 

pvrapíav is complete in itself and does not need to be con- 
nected with xaxlas. The force of 7rücav, however, probably 
continues to mepiocelav, which would otherwise have the article. 

For O. T. use of the figure of dirty clothes, cf. Zech. 3*. Derivatives 

of 66x0¢ are used in Philo (e. g. De mul. nom. 21) and in Greek writers 
to denote moral defilement (see references in Mayor). 
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mepiooelay kak(as, “excrescent wickedness,” “superfluity of 
naughtiness" (A.V.), cf. Rom. 57 T7)» mepiocelav THs ydpuros. 
xaxias is genitive of apposition, and the phrase calls attention 
to the fact that wickedness is in reality an excrescence on char- 

acter, not a normal part of it. Cf. Philo, De somn. ii, 9, where 

he uses the figure of pruning off sprouts, xaÜa7ep yàp Tois 
Sévdpeoiv eripvovra: Aderat mepiosal cT. ; De sacr. 9 Tas 
mepiTTas $ioeis ToU T)yeuovuco0, ác ai üperpo, TOv mahv čo- 
meipay te kal cuvnv—noay oppal Kal ò kaxós *rvytis yewpyos 
é$irevaev, üjpoa vn, perà otrovdns arroxe(pacGe and the figure 
of pruning used in Jn. 157. 

This is more forcible than to take the phrase to mean merely “abun- 
dance of evil,” 4. e. “the abounding evil,” “the great amount of evil," 
which we find in our hearts, cf. 2 Cor. 8*, Lk. 6*. Still less natural is 

the interpretation of some who make eptocelz equivalent to xeplc- 
ceuya, “remainder” (cf. Mk. 8*), i. e. from the past life.* For other 
unacceptable interpretations, see Mayor and Beyschlag. 

The fact that the Aramaic mo seems to be used to mean both “be 
foul” and “be abundant,” as well as “‘sin,” is probably of merely curi- 
ous interest. See Buxtorf, Lexicon, cols. 1549-1550. More significant 
is the use of buxaoí(x in the sense of sordid meanness by Teles (ed. 

Hense, pp. 33, 37) and Plutarch, De adul. et amico, 19. 

kaKías, “naughtiness” (A.V.), “wickedness” (R.V.). This 
more general meaning (cf. pvmapíav) is better here than the 

special sense of “malice,” which is not rendered appropriate to 

the context even by òpyńý, and is not the natural opposite of 
mpairns ; cf. Acts 82. See, however, Lightfoot on Col. 35, 
Trench, Synonyms, § xi. 

éy mpadrntt, “meekness,” “docility.” The contrast is with 
òpyý rather than «axías, Cf. 39. Calvin: significat modes- 
tiam et facilitatem mentis ad discendum compositae. This is the 
centre of the whole disposition recommended in vv. !*?t, Cf. 
Ecclus. 3!7 4* 10% 45* (èv mpairntt in each case). 

Cf. Lightfoot on Col. 32, Trench, Synonyms, § xlii; Heisen, 

Novae hypotheses, p. 637, gives some good Greek definitions of 
meekness. 

* The emendator whose hand appears so often in A 33 seems to have substituted wepiooevya 
in his text (so A 33 442). 
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écfac0e, Jer. 99, Prov. 1? 2! 4%, Ecclus. s1!*. 
This seems to refer (like óc£ao0a. eis tHv xapSlay cov in 

Deut. 30!), not to the mere initial acceptance of the gospel, 
preached and heard, but (cf. Éudvrov) to attention to the knowl- 
edge of God's will, cf. Mt. 11!*, x Cor. 21. The Christian’s 
ideal should not be much talking (which leads to angry strife) 
but meek and docile listening to the voice of God. There lies 
the way to salvation. 

Tov éudvrov Adyov. Euduros, from éupvery, “implant,” may 
mean "implanted" (R.V.), “innate” (Wisd. 12”), “intrinsic,” 
* deep-rooted." 

Eugutos often means the “natural”—in contrast to the “taught” 
(Plato, Eryx, 398 C 38axtdv dj doeth 4 Euputov), to the “extraneous” 
(Herod. ix, 94 Eugutov pavtixdy ele, 3. e. “as a power arising within 
himself"), or to the “acquired” (Justin Martyr, Apol. ii, 8 8a «b 
Eyputoy xavtl yévet áv0po xov oxtoua tod Adyou); it also means the 

“deep-rooted,” in contrast to the “superficial” (Polyb. ii, 45 8a thy 

Éyqucov dBtx(av xal xAsovetlav o0ovíjsavee o). But, since the “implanted ” 

or “inherent” is not necessarily innate, Exputos can be used of that 
which has been in fact bestowed, provided it is thought of as deeply 

rooled within the man. 
On the other hand, the rendering “engrafted” (A.V.), which has been 

recommended to many by the connection with 3é§ao6e, is unsuitable 
because it directly expresses the idea of “foreign,” “applied from with- 

out," *not a natural growth," a meaning for which a derivative of 
Euoutedary, “engraft,” would be required. 

In the present context the sense “innate” is made inappro- 
priate by 9é£ace, by róv óvvdpuevov KTA., and by the absence 
of any special indication of this meaning. éudvros seems to 
be used here to describe the “word” as one which has entered 
into union with the nature and heart of man, “the word deeply 

rooted within you." The attribute adds a certain solemnity 
and intensity to the appeal. 

Cf. Ep. Barnab. 12 ores Eudurov Tíjs Ówpeás mvevpatixis 
xapw etrndate, “I rejoice . . . at your blessed and glorious 

spirits; so deeply rooted within is the grace of the spiritual 
gift that ye have received," o° oldev 0 T?)v Eudurov Ówpeàv 
THs &.a0s)ns avroU Üuevos v uiv, Pseudo-Ign. Eph. 17 Sta Ti 
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čupurov tò epi Oeod mapà Xpurroü AaBdvres rpirýpiov eis 
Gyvoay karamrropev, 

The éuduros Adyos itself is called in v. 25 vduos TéXews, and 
in vv.*f- is described as something to be done. It seems to 
mean the sum of present knowledge of God's will. It is in- 

wrought into a man's nature and speaks from within, but this 
does not exclude that it should also exist for man's use in written 
or traditional form, whether in the law of Moses or in the pre- 
cepts of Jesus. In v. 5, as was natural for a Jew, the writer 
seems to have turned in his thought to the external expression 
in the law. 

Cf. 4 Ezra 9?!, “ For, behold, I sow my law in you, and it shall 
bring forth fruit in you, and ye shall be glorified in it for ever" ; 
4 Ezra 8*, Deut. 30-1 (v. 14, “But the word is very nigh unto 
thee, in thy mouth and in thy heart, that thou mayest do it"). 

There is probably no allusion to the parable of the sower; yet cf. 
Mk. 4*, Lk. 8'*, 

The interpretation here given is substantially the one most common 

in modern commentaries. Similarly *C(Ecumenius" takes the whole 
phrase as referring to conscience, Éugurov Adyov xaAet «bv Staxortixdy tod 

QeAxlovoc xal tod yelpovoç, xax0' 8 xal Aoyixol écyv xal xaX oóus0a. 

Hort's note gives valuable material, and Heisen, Novae hypotheses, 

pp. 640-699, has collected a great number of more or less apposite quo- 
tations, and fully presented the older history of the exegesis. Calvin, 
De Wette, and others take Esputov as proleptic, “Receive the word 

and let it become firmly planted” (Calvin: ita suscipite ul vere insera- 

tur); but the attributive position seems hardly to admit this. 

The ancient versions translate as follows: 
Bohairic, “newly implanted." 

Syriac, Peshitto, *received in our nature." 
Latin, 

Cod. Corb. (ff) genitum. 
Cod. Bob. (s) insitum. 
Vulgate insitum. 

The Latin insitus means “implanted” or “engrafted” or “innate”; 

see the instructive examples from Cicero and other writers in Harpers’ 
Latin Dictionary. 

The history of the English translation has been as follows: 

Wiclif, 1380, “ insent or joyned ”; 1388, “that is planted.” 
Tyndale, 1526, “that is grafted in you.” 
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Great Bible, 1539, “that is graffed in you.” 
Geneva, 1557, “that is graffed in you.", 

Rheims, 1582, “engrafted.” 

A.V. 1611, “engrafted.” 
R.V. 1881, “implanted,” mg. “inborn.” 

o@oat, Cf. 21* 412 5® Rom. r1!* ov yàp dmaiwyúvopat TÒ 
evayyéuov, Sivas yap Oeod éaTlv eis cwrnplay, Acts 20°. 

Tas Yuyas tuov. Cf. 5%, 1 Pet. 1° cwrnplay Yvyóv, Heb. 
ro? eis Tepuroíngw Wuyns, Ep. Barnab. 19% meAeTa@y eis TO 

cca, Puxi TH dy. 

Evidently, when this was written, not merely the idea of salvation 

but the phrase “‘salvation of the soul" was fully current. 

22-25. But hearing only, without doing, is valueless. 

Cf. 214-26, “Faith without works is valueless” ; 3!3, “ Wisdom 
which does not issue in peace is of the earth." 

22. y(veaÜc. *y(veaÜa, serves in many cases as a kind of 

aorist of elvai. Hence the imperative yveoGe is used like an 
aorist imperative to convey a “pungent” exhortation to *'be," 
not merely to “become.” éore as imperative is not found in the 
N. T. Cf. Jas. 31, Mt. 6!* 24** 1 Cor. 14”, Eph. 5?. There 
is no need of the elaborate translation “show yourselves” or 
“prove yourselves” (cf. Lex. s.v. ylvouat, s. a), nor of any 
other of the subtleties which the commentators offer. See 
Blass-Debrunner, §§ 335-337. 

That hearing the commands of a law, or a teacher, must be followed 

by doing them is an obvious precept of ethics, often overlooked in 
practise in all ages. Cf. Ezek. 3332, Mt. 7% xá&q odv Sotrg áxoÓet pou 
tog Adyous tobtoug xal torei abtobds, dporwOhoetar dvdet qpoylyup, 721-25, 

Lk. 87! 1138 1247, 
The antithesis of hearing and doing is frequently found in the Tal- 

mud. Cf. Pirke Aboth, i, 16; i, 18, R. Simeon b. Gamaliel I.: “All 
my days I have grown up amongst the wise, and have not found aught 
good for a man but silence; not learning but doing is the groundwork ; 

and whoso multiplies words occasions sin,” iii, 14, R. Chananiah b. 
Dosa: ‘“Whosesoever works are in excess of his widsom, his wisdom 

stands; and whosesoever wisdom is in excess of his works, his wisdom 

stands not," iii, 27, v, 20; also Sifre on Deut. 11°, quoted in Taylor, 

SJF?, p. 5o, note 23; T. B. Shabbath 88 a, quoted in Mayor, p. 69, 
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note r. Cf. also Philo, De prem. e penis, 14 tas Oslac xapatvécats 
... LD x&vda xal Epfrous &xoAvxsiv tv olxelwy xo&5eov, ZAAA XnoGcat 

todg Adyous Epyotg éxatvetotc, De congr. erud. grat. 9, and passages given 

by Elbogen, Religionsanschauungen der Pharisder, 1904, pp. 41 f. 

Cf. Seneca, Ep. 108. 35 sic isla ediscamus ul quae fuerint verba sini 
opera. 

momTal Xoyov, “doers of the word.” 

This sense, “carry out what is commanded,” for xotetv and its deriva- 
tives xotgrfj; and xolnes, is a Hebraism (cf. ney) and peculiar to 
Biblical Greek. See Lex. s.v. xotwiv, and cf. 1 Macc. 2*! «oüg xotgtáàq 

tod vóuou. In classical Greek xotntis tod vóuou means vouobérns. 

axpoatal, Found three times in James (122. ?*: 25); elsewhere 
in N. T. only Rom. 2!3, où yàp oi axpoatal vdpov (xao, rapa 
TQ Oem GAN oi momrtal ÓwareÜ corra, The close resem- 
blance here is an excellent illustration of the common relation 

of both Paul and James to Jewish moral thought and precept. 
àxpoaraí naturally suggests hearing the public reading of 

the Scriptures in Jewish or Christian worship, cf. Rev. 1? ot 
&xovovres TOUS Adyous THS mpodntelas xal TnpoÜvres Ta èv 

abr?) yeypappéva. 
udvov dxpoatal] B minn ff vg with other versions read dxpoartat pdvov. 

The decision as to which reading is the emendation must rest wholly 
on the weight assigned to B ff. That a few minuscules omit uó6vov is 
not significant. 

mapanroyiCopevot éavrovs, “deceiving yourselves" by the 
notion that hearing is sufficient. Cf. v. *, Gal. 6*, Mt. 71-15, 

Rom. 27-35, éavrovs for Upes avrovs, cf. J. H. Moulton, 
Prolegomena, p. 87. 

23. 571, "because," introduces, as a kind of argument, a 
brief illustrative parable. 

ov is the appropriate negative, because oU 7rowT*, as a 
single idea, is opposed to axpoarns. 

obros, cf. vv. 39 % (Tovrou), 3*. 

éowev, Only here and 1° in O. T. or N. T. 
avépl, cf. v. *. 
karavoobvTt, “look at," with no thought of a hasty or any 

other special kind of glance; so xatevóņoev, v. v. 
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TÓ Trpoc avrov TS eyevéa eos avTOU, “ the face that nature gave 

him," seen in a mirror, is here used as a comparison for the 

ideal face, or character, which a man sees set forth in the law. 

As one may forget the former and have no lasting benefit from 

seeing it, so the mere axpoar7s has no profit from the latter. 
THS yevéoeos is emphatic, to mark the distinction of the two 

kinds of ‘‘faces.” 
yevéoews, gen. of attribute, or perhaps of source. 
vyévects is here used, as in 3°, in the sense of “Nature,” much 

as in modern usage, to mean the created world (including man) 

as distinguished from God, and with a suggestion of its character 

as seen and temporal. So Plato, Resp. viii, p. 525 B; Plut. De 
gen. Socr. 24, p. 593 D; Philolaus ap. Stob. Ed. i, c. 22 (ed. 
Wachsmuth, p. 197); and especially Philo in many passages, 
e. g. De post. Cain. 9 0co0 pev tdvov 5) peuía ral ordors, yevécews 
6e petdBSacls Te kal uera aru) ráca kinos. For abundant 
references to Philo, see Mayor’, pp. 117 f. The Romans trans- 

lated by rerum natura. 

More congenial to the Jewish point of view, and hence more com- 
mon in the O. T., is xtlats, "creation," which is often used collectively 

in the later books (e. g. Ps. 104**, Judith 16'4, Wisd. 1624, Ecclus. 49!*, 
3 Macc. 2% 1), in much the same sense as yéveot¢ in Philo. 

Beyschlag states strongly certain difficulties of the usual interpreta- 
tion of «b xpdcwxov th¢ yevécews, but fails to discover an acceptable 

substitute for the meaning given above. The meaning “birth” (cf. e. g. 
Gen. 32° els thy yhy ths yevéosids cov) is hardly adequate, since a man 
sees in the glass not merely the gift of birth but also the acquisitions of 
experience. 

éodirtpw. The ancients, like the modern Japanese, had pol- 
ished metal mirrors of silver, copper, or tin. Cf. EB, * Mirrors," 
HDB, “ Mirror." 

The figure of a mirror is frequently used by Greek ethical writers 
(see references in Mayor, pp. 71 f.), but otherwise than here, with ref- 
erence to the reflection of the actual, not of the ideal, man. Philo, 
De vita contempl. 10, compares the law (4 vowo8ecla) to a mirror for the 
rational soul (4 Aoytx3) guys), in à manner which recalls James's figure. 

24. xarevónaev, éreXáÜero. Probably gnomic aorist, which 
is intrinsically a form of popular expression, not a literary 
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nicety. Cf. Buttmann (transl. Thayer), p. 201, and see 1!! and 
note. For émeAd0ero, cf. Hermas, Vis. iii, 13. 

drreXnrubev, perfect, because of reference to a lasting state 

(“is off," “is gone"), not merely, like the other verbs, to a 

momentary act. See J. H. Moulton, Prolegomena, p. 144. 

For similar alternation of gnomic perfect and aorist, see Plato, Protag. 
328 B. But cf. Buttmann (transl. Thayer), p. 197, where any "subtile 
distinction" is denied. 

25. vapaxvyas, “lookin.” This compound has lost all trace 
of any sense of “sideways” (vrapa-), or of stooping (kvrrro) to 
look, cf. Jn. 20* u, x Pet. 1!?, Ecclus. 14? 219. The figure 

is of looking (“ peeping,” *glancing") into a mirror, and is here 
brought over in a metaphor from the simile of v. *. See F. 
Field, Otium norvicense, iii?, p. 80 (on Lk. 24"), pp. 235 f. (on 
Jas. 15) ; cf. éyxvirrw, Clem. Rom. 40!, with Lightfoot's note. 

The word often implies “a rapid, hasty, and cursory glance," see the 
good examples quoted by Hort; but that shade of meaning seems here 
excluded by the latter half of the verse. 

vopov TéXewv Tov THS éXevÜepí(as, shown by the context to 
be the same as Tov éudurov Adyov of v.%; cf. 211 vópov éXev- 
OÜepías. 
The omission of the article is frequent with »óuos (cf. 2% 12, 

and see Sanday's note on Rom. 2!?); but this explanation is 

here unnecessary, since the term is further defined by an attrib- 
utive expression with the article, cf. Gal. 3%; see Blass-Debrun- 

ner, $ 270; Winer, $ 20. 4; J. H. Moulton, Prolegomena, p. 74; 

L. Radermacher, Neutestamentliche Grammatik, 1911, pp. 19, 89. 
TéAetov, cf. 117, Rom. 122 TÒ ÜéAgpa Tov Oeod, Tò ayabov xal 

eüdpea'rov kai Tédevov, The epithet is not in distinction from 
some other, imperfect, law, but means simply (Spitta) such a 
law that a better one is inconceivable (cf. Pss. 19 and 119), “the 
ideal perfection which is the goal of life" (Sanday). Philo, 
De vita Mos. ii, 3, M. p. 136 oi vópot KdNmMCTOL Kal os adnOds 
Geior pndev ðv xpi) mapadurdyres, The perfection of the law 
in question is made plain by the further description of it as 
“the law of freedom." | 
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Tov THS éXevOepías, “the law characterised by freedom.” 
This expression means “the law in the observance of which 

a man feels himself free." It could have been used of the 
Mosaic law by a devout and enthusiastic Jew; cf. Deut. 28%, 
Ps. 1? 197-1! 408 54® 119% 45 97, 

Cf. Pirke Aboth, iii, 8, R. Nechonyiah b. ha-Kanah (c. 80 
A.D.): “ Whoso receives upon him the yoke of Torah, they re- 
move from him the yoke of royalty and the yoke of worldly 
care”; vi, 2, R. Jehoshua b. Levi (c. 240 A.D.) : “Thou wilt find 
no freeman but him who is occupied in learning of Torah," 

with Taylor’s notes on both passages; see the glorification of 

the law of Moses in contrast to other laws which were imposed, 
as oùs édevOdpos GANA OovXois, in Philo, De vita Mos. ii, 9. 
These references show that there is no ground for the common 

affirmation that this phrase implies a sublimated, spiritualised 
view of the Jewish law, which, it is said, would have been im- 

possible for a faithful Jew, cf. Jülicher, Einleitung* 6, p. 190. 
It is also evident that the words TéAeov and tis éXevÜepías 
are not introduced in order thereby to mark the law which 
James has in mind as distinguished from, and superior to, the 
Jewish law. 

In the passages of Irenæus where lex libertatis and similar phrases 
occur (cf. Iren. iv, 13% 34% * 37! 39?) there is emphasis on the original 
divine gift of human freedom, with which the law stands in no conflict, 
but which it rather confirms. It is not possible to apply these passages 
directly to the interpretation of James. 

To a Christian “the perfect law of liberty" would include 
both the O. T. (parts of it perhaps being spiritually interpreted, 
cf. Mt. 517-48, x Cor. 9%, Rom. 3” 8?, Ep. Barnab. 10) and the 
precepts and truths of the Gospel; cf. 2*!3?, where the ten com- 

mandments and the commandment of love are all explicitly 
said to be a part of the law. The use of the phrase by a Chris- 
tian implies that he conceived Christianity as a law, including 
and fulfilling (Mt. 5") the old one. This is not inconsistent 

with an early date, for even Paul cannot avoid sometimes (1 Cor. 

9%, Rom. 37’, Gal. 6?) referring to the new system as a law. 
Cf. Jn. 1334, 1 Jn. 2? **, 1 Tim. 17 ÓéXovres eivat vopodi:ddonaros 
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(used of persons who present themselves as Christian teachers). 
See Introduction, supra, pp. 37 f. 

The use of the term “law” in this inclusive sense is plainly 
of Jewish origin and illustrates the direct Jewish lineage of 
Christianity. But the tendency to conceive Christianity as 
essentially a system of morals (a “new law") was not specifi- 
cally Jewish. It seems to have been present from primitive 
times in the common Gentile Christianity. ‘The Pauline con- 
ception of the Law never came to prevail, and Christendom at 
large did not know how, nor dare, to apply criticism to the O. T. 

religion, which is Law. (Without criticising the form they spir- 
itualized the contents.) Consequently the formula that Chris- 
tianity consists of Promise plus Spiritual Law is to be regarded 
as of extreme antiquity (uralt)” (Harnack, Lehrbuch der Dog- 
mengeschichte, i?, p. 250; i$, p. 317). 

Being the product of a permanent trait of human nature, to 
be seen in all ages, this moralism was not confined to any lim- 
ited locality or single line of tradition in early Christianity. 
The doctrine of Christianity as law is emphasised in the Shep- 
herd of Hermas, cf. Vis. i, 34, Sim. v, 5* 6*, viii, 3* with Har- 
nack's note. See also Barn. 2* (0 xa«ós vópos Tod xvpíov hpv 
'Insoü Xpuroũ, vev Cuyod avaryens ov), with Harnack's note 

and the references contained in it. In Justin Martyr (e. g. 
Apol. 43) and the other apologists the idea is of frequent oc- 
currence, and it was probably a part of the primitive theology 
of Asia Minor in which the more developed system of Irenzus 
had its roots. With Irenæus and his contemporaries the “new 
law” took an important place. See Ritschl, Die Entstehung 

der altkatholischen Kirche*, 1850, pp. 312-335 (with abundant 
citations), Harnack, Lehrbuch der Dogmengeschichte*, i, pp. 
316 f. note 1, pp. 548 f. § 3; Loofs, Leitfaden zum Studium der 
Dogmengeschichte*, § 21. 4. 

The familiar Stoic idea expressed in the maxims re uóvog 8 copds 
Ededbepog xal täs dopov BodAoc, deo parere libertas est (Seneca, De vit. 
beat. 15) is expanded in Philo’s tract about slavery and freedom, Quod 
omnis probus liber, for instance, 7 zap’ ol; uàv &v boy f) éxOupla $ 

tt ANo xáÜoc f) xal éxlGourog xaxla Buvactedar, rávtwgç elol SoUAot, 
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Scot Zè wera vóuou COscty, £Ae00spot. The combination of these ideas 
with the Jewish enthusiasm for the law is to be seen in 4 Macc., e. g. 
523%-20 143 & BactAéws Aortouot QactAcuoteoot xat EAsuldowy EAsuBepurtepor. 

A tacit claim that the Greek philosopher’s ideal of freedom charac- 

terises the Jewish and Christian law may possibly underlie the lan- 
guage of James, whether or not such is to be traced in the rabbinical 
sayings quoted above. 

Other interpretations given for the phrase are: 

(x) “Natural law in the soul," “the light of nature.” But nothing 

suggests this. 

(2) That law which by the new covenant has become implanted in 

the souls of men, written in their hearts (Jer. 31%-34), so that the fulfil- 
ment of it springs from inner spontaneous impulse, not from enforced 
conformity to externally imposed precepts; in a word, the gospel on 

that side on which it is a rule of conduct (so Beyschlag). 
The chief difference of this view from the one adopted above is that 

the latter takes the “law of liberty" in the sense of Christianity con- 
ceived as law, while Beyschlag takes it of that element in Christianity 
which is law. The real difference is not great. Beyschlag’s main in- 
terest here is to show that the phrase does not imply the legalistic con- 
ception of Christianity of the Old Catholic period, and in this he is 
probably right. 

(3) The Christian law in distinction from the Jewish, because it 
consists of positive and not of negative precepts. On this, see supra. 

Philo enforces the same thought with a different figure, De 

sacr. Abel. et Cain. 25, “After having touched knowledge, not 

to abide in it (u) ézrtpetvar) is like tasting meat and drink and 
then being prevented from satisfying one's hunger." 

pyou, the addition of épyou to momTýS gives a certain em- 
phasis, “a doer who does." 

pakdpios, cf. v.12, See Jn. 13", Lk. 124, Seneca, Ep. 75, 7 
non est beatus qui scil illa sed qui facit. 

Tj) Trojae, avToU probably means collectively the man's whole 
conduct (Hebrew MWY), cf. Dan. 9' (Th.), but not without 
allusion to the preceding 7rowyT7* ; “he will be worthy of con- 

gratulation in these deeds of his." 

uax&otos does not mean “prosperous” (Huther, Beyschlag, and oth- 

ers), but is the opposite of “blameworthy.” 

26-27. Careful attention to worship is no substitute for self- 
restraint, purity of life, and good works. 
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The connection with the preceding is here made in two ways: 
(1) by the advance from the more general precept of reality, 
“not hearing but doing,” to the more specific, “not mere wor- 

ship but doing good" ; (2) by the reference in v. * to the sin 

of uncontrolled speech (cf. v. !?). 
26. Goxei, “thinketh,” i. e. “seemeth to himself.” Cf. v.» 

pndels Xeyéro ; and, for the same use of ĉoxeîv, Gal. 63, 1 Cor. 
Io!?, Jn. 5?*. 

0pnaxós. 
This adjective is not found elsewhere excepting in lexicons, 

but derivatives are common, notably Opnoxela (vv. ** 27), 
which means * religious worship, especially, but not exclusively, 
external, that which consists in ceremonies" (Lex.). Opnonds 
means “given to religious observances.” The Greek words have 
somewhat the same considerable range of meaning as the Eng- 
lish word “worship,” with reference to the inner and the external 

aspects of religious worship. Mayor quotes a useful series of 
passages from Christian writers; see Trench, Synonyms, § xlviii ; 
E. Hatch, Essays in Biblical Greek, pp. 55-57; and Lex. In the 
present verse Opnoxds doubtless refers to attendance on the 
exercises of public worship, but also to other observances of re- 
ligion, such as almsgiving, prayer, fasting (cf. Mt. 61-18, 2 Clem. 
Rom. 16‘). The passage implies that a large and recognised 
field of religious observance was naturally and obviously open 

to the persons whom James has in mind. 

For both thought and language, cf. Philo, Quod det. pot. insid. 7: 
* Nor if anyone in his abundant wealth builds a temple with splendid 
contributions and expenditures, or offers hecatombs and never ceases 
sacrificing oxen, or adorns the temple with costly offerings, bringing 
timber without stint and workmanship more precious than any silver 
and gold, shall he be reckoned with the pious (met edceBGv dvayeypágðw) ; 
for he also has erred from the path of piety, accounting worship a sub- 
stitute for sanctity (Opnoxelay dytt batdtyto¢ hyobpevoç).” 

The English words "religion," "religious," used here and in v. 1, 
for Opnoxela, 0pnoxóc, are to be understood in the external sense of 

“worship,” “religious rite," etc., in which formerly they were more 
used than at present. Cf. Milton: “With gay religions full of pomps 
and gold" (Paradise Lost, i, 372); Shakespeare: ‘Old religious man,” 
i. e. religieux, “belonging to a religious order" (As You Like It, v, 4, 166). 
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As used at the present day,“ religion" conveys the meaning of 8pyoxela 
well enough in v. **, but is inadequate in v. *', where the Greek word 

means specifically * worship." See HDB, "Religion." 

pi) Xaduvaywyav yAwooay, cf. v. * and 3318. For the meta- 
phor, cf. Lucian, Tyrannicida, 4 Tas Trav Hdovav ópéEeis xaJ 
varywryouons ; De saltat. 70; Philo, De mut. nom. 41, De agric. 

15 f., Quod det. pol. insid. 8; Plut. De sol. anim. 10, p. 967; 
Hermas, Mand. xii, 1; and the phrase àyd)uvov ordya in 
Aristoph. Ran. 862; Eurip. Bacchae, 386; Philo, De vita Mosis, 
iii, 25. 

There is no good reason for limiting either the unbridled 
speech here referred to or the opy7 of vv. !?'- to extravagant 
and intemperate utterance in preaching and teaching (cf. 3?); 
the precepts are of general applicability. 
aratav xapdlay avroð. Cf. Test. XII Patr. Nephth. 3 19) 

obv a rovOdbere . . . év Adyois kevois atraTay Tas yvyàs ipv 
bt, cwrrüvres (v.l. okorràvres) èv kaÜapórgT. Kapdlas avv 
cere TÒ ÜcAnua ToU Oeod xparétv; and on the use of xapó(a, 
Cf. 55, Acts 14”. 

pdravs, from udrrv, “in vain," “failing of its essential pur- 
pose." His very Óproxeía, in itself good, becomes useless, be- 
cause spoiled by this fault of character. Cf. v. *, and vexpd, 
217. 26 

The fact that “dracos in the O. T. is specially used of idols 
and idol-worship (e. g. Jer. 2° 10%, cf. Acts 1415, 1 Pet. 1!5) adds 
point to this sentence. Cf. Spitta, p. 57, notes 2 and 3. 

27. Opnoxela, 
This is not a definition of religion, but a statement (by an 

oxymoron) of what is better than external acts of worship. 
james had no idea of reducing religion to a negative purity of 

conduct supplemented by charity-visiting. 

Cf. Coleridge, Aids to Reflection, Introductory Aphorisms 
XXIII (and Note [8]): “Morality itself is the service and cere- 
monial (cultus exterior, 9pnoxela) of the Christian religion.” 

The thought is the same as that of the prophets, cf. Mic. 68, Is. 11-17, 
$8*, Zech. 7*!*, Prov. 14%. Cf. Clem. Al. Strom. vi, § 77, p. 778 P, o6 

(viz. he who keeps the commandments) 2” ¿ort tò Opnoxedery «b Oeioy 3i 
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tfj c Svtws Suxatosóvne, Épyov te xal 1vócsuc, and among Greek writers, 
Isocrates, Ad Nicocl. p. 18** E, $jyoü Bè Biya toto x&XXtotov elvat xal 

Ocoaxelay weylormy Qv ðs BéAttotov xal Stxatócatov caucby xapéyns. In 

the higher forms of heathen Hellenistic religious thought “a spiritual 
idea of God is contrasted with anthropomorphic conceptions and nalve 

worship of idols, while purity of heart, as the best sacrifice, and ad- 
hesion to the will of God, as the true prayer, are contrasted with foolish 
prayers and vows"; see P. Wendland, Hellenistisch-rümische Kultur’, 
1912, p. 87, and note 8 (references). 

kaÜapà xal àpíavyros, synonyms giving the enous and nega- 
tive side, cf. 1* *, etc. 

The two words are often found in Greek writers in an ethical sense 
and together, Dion. Hal. A.R. viii, 43*; Plut. Pericl. 39; also Philo, 
Leg. all. i, 15, De animal. sacrif. idon. 13; Hermas, Mand. ii, 7, Sim. v, 7, 

Test. XII Patr. Jos. 4*, etc. 
For &y(avcos, cf. Heb. 7:*, x Pet. 14; in the O. T. only found in Wis- 

dom and 2 Maccabees. 

The words are naturally used with Opnoxela, because ritual 
purity and spotlessness was required in all ancient worship, 
Jewish and heathen, and was never more insisted on among the 

Jews than by the Pharisees in the first Christian century (cf. 
Mk. 7* #-, Mt. 2325), There is no special contrast meant (as 
Spitta thinks) to heathen worship. 
mapa TQ eH, “in God's judgment,” “such as God approves,” 

cf. Lk. 1%, 1 Pet. 24 *?, Rom. 2!5, 2 Thess. 15, Prov. 14!2, Wisd. 
9"! 127, etc. This isa good Greek use of rapa (see Winer, § 48, 
d. 6.; L. and S. s. v.), which, with other expressions (Lk. 24!? 
dvavríoy, Lk. 115 évórriov, etc.), is the equivalent of the Hebrew 
*3y2, "55, 

0cQ xal tratpl. 

beğ xal xatel] NC*KL minn. 
tQ 0e xal xatot] BC*P minn. 
t Beğ xal t xartol] A. 

t 0s xatol] minn. 

The usage in the N. T. is to write either 6eb¢ arho (e. g. Rom. 1’, 
Gal. 1*, and often) or 8 0ebc xal varho (e. g. x Cor. 1524 and, with 35v 
added, Gal. 14, etc.). The only instance of 0eb; xal xacífjo, excepting 

the present one, is the easily explicable case Eph. 4*; the only cases of 
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ò 8ebc xrho are Col. 13 («o Beğ xatol in Codd. BC* and versions; t 
0c tő xatel in Codd. DFG), 3'', and possibly 113.. Hence probably 

the article is a conformatory emendation and the formula here unique 
in the N. T. 

The phrases 6 0eàs xal matýp and Oeds matýp are found at 
the opening and elsewhere in Paul's epistles and other N. T. 
writings, but nowhere in the Gospels,* Acts, 1 John, or Hebrews. 

They evidently belong to the common semi-liturgical religious 

language which at once grew up among the early Christians, 

but not at all to the tradition of Jesus’ sayings. This designa- 
tion of God is possibly used here because it is the care for God's 
fatherless ones (cf. Ps. 68°) which is enjoined. 

émiakérreaÓa;, used of visiting the sick, in Mt. 2526. 43, Ecclus. 
735, and also in secular Greek, e. g. Xen. Cyr. v, 4°; Plut. De 

san. prac. 15, p. 129 C. 
dppavors xal yýpas, the natural objects of charity in the 

community, cf. e. g. Deut. 27!?, Ecclus. 4 ylvou dppavois as 
vaT)p, xal avt} avdpos Ty wntpl avTÀv, Acts 6!, Barn. 20 
(the Two Ways), Polyc. 6, Hermas, Mand. viii, 1o. 

For abundant further references, see Spitta, p. 57, note 5; 

Weinel, Die Wirkungen des Geistes und der Geiste, p. 145, note; 
Gebhardt and Harnack on Hermas, Mand. viii, 1o. 

év TH ÜXcye, avr, i. e. the affliction of their bereavement. 
Cf. Jn. 11??, and Edersheim, Jewish Social Life, pp. 172 f., for 
the Jewish custom. 

&cTriXov, “unstained.” For the same phrase, Typety dovriXov, 
cf. 1 Tim. 614, 

amd, see Buttmann, $ 132, 5. 
Tov kda ov. Cf. 4* 4 duX(a oU xda pov, 25. 
This twofold statement of a moral ideal, compactly expressed 

in the latter half of this verse, is elaborated at great length in 
Hermas, Mand. vii. The comparison is instructive and points 
clearly to current religious modes of expression among the Jews. 

xdopos in the ethical sense in which it represents the world 
as opposed, or at least alien, to God is found only in Paul, 

* In Mt. 6* the reading 3 Oeds ò warhp ijr of Codd. N*B and sah. vers. is probably an 
emendation for ó sarap ver of all other authorities, while Jn. 6%’ 8* are different. 
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James, 2 Peter, and the Gospel and First Epistle of John. In 
the writings of John this sense is pushed to an extreme of sharp 

opposition. The usage, which is evidently wholly familiar to 
James and his readers, must have its origin in Jewish modes of 

thought (cf. the use of pry and NDIY in later Jewish literature 
for «doo, not merely for aiv), but the history of the ethical 
sense of the word has not been worked out. 

See HDB, art. “World”; PRE, art. “Welt”; Dalman, Die 

Worte Jesu, i, 1898, pp. 132-146 (Eng. transl. pp. 162—179). 

CHAPTER II. 

1-7. To court the rich and neglect the poor in the house of wor- 
ship reverses real values. 

In 2'7 the thought of the supreme importance of conduct, 
stated in 1%37, is further illustrated by an instance from a situa- 
tion of common occurrence. With this instance the writer con- 
nects his reply to two excuses or pretexts (vv. *13 14-26), which 
are perversions of true religion, and in so doing he is led to 
enter upon broader discussions. Ch. 2 is more original and less 
a repetition of current Jewish ideas than any other part of the 
epistle. 

1. adedgof uov, marking transition to a new topic, cf. 1! 
21* 3! 57, and see note on 13. 

èv mpocarrodnpy (as “with acts of partiality.” mpoowzro- 
Anuy la (found also Rom. 2", Eph. 6°, Col. 315, Polyc. Phil. 6), 
together with the cognate words 7poowroAnpmrety (Jas. 2*), 
mpoowroAnpmrns (Acts 10%), &mposæwróinumios (ecclesiasti- 

cal writers), &TpoconroX5umTes (1 Pet. 17, Clem. Rom. 13, 
Barn. 41%), is a compound formed from the LXX translation of 
the O. T. phrase D°SD NWI, Xaudvev mpdowror, Lev. 19!5, 
Ps. 823, etc. (For an analogous compound, cf. éuoaxorroígcav, 
Acts 79). These words were of course used only among per- 
sons acquainted with the Greek O. T., that is, Jews and Chris- 

tians. 
This group of expressions has had a history not unlike that 

of English “favour,” “favouritism,” etc., and, having often had 
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originally an innocent sense, came in the O. T. to mean "respect 
of persons" in the sense of improper partiality. The early uses 
related chiefly to partiality on the part of a judge. In later 
use any kind of improper partiality might be meant, whether 

judicial favouritism or, as here, selfish truckling to the powerful. 

For the meaning of the Hebrew expression, see Gesenius, The- 
saurus, s. v. XY), p. 916; cf. Lightfoot on Gal. 2*, and, for some 

similar O. T. expressions, Mayor on Jas. 2!. 
The plural denotes the several manifestations of favouritism ; 

cf. Winer, § 27, 3; Hadley-Allen, $ 636; cf. 2 Cor. 12%, Gal. 5%, 
I Pet. 4*. 

èv denotes the state, or condition, in which the act is done; 

here the acts with which the action of the main verb is accom- 
panied. Cf. 2 Pet. 3% vrdpyew èv evaefgelaus, Col. 32 vraxovere 
. . . By ev opParpodovrAlas, Jas. 1% év mpaŭrntı. 

Warnings against contempt of the poor are common in the 
O. T., cf. Lev. 19!5, Prov. 2272, Ecclus. 10%, etc. 

uÀ éxere. Not interrogative (R.V. mg., WH.), but impera- 
tive (A.V., R.V. text), as is better suited to the gnomic style of 
the epistle (cf. 1% 2 3! 4", etc.), and to the following context. 

The question “Do ye, in accepting persons, hold the faith of our 
Lord?” would express doubt whether a faith accompanied by this fault 
is true faith in Jesus Christ at all. 

But this makes a weak and unnatural opening to the paragraph, is 
too subtle and indirect for so straightforward a writer, and does not 

suit so well the transition to the following sentence with y&g. This 
writer (e. g. in vv. * ® 7) uses the question-form rather in argument 
than in exhortation. Note, too, the directness with which his other 

paragraphs open, e. g. 1% * 315%. Moreover, such a surprisingly drastic 
denial that the readers were Christian believers would require a clearer 
form of statement. 

éyere THY lot, Cf. 21418 314, Mt. 179 21%, Mk, 11”, 
Lk. 17*, Acts 14°, Rom. 142, 1 Tim. 1°, Philem. 5. éyo is used 
in its natural sense, with reference to “having” an inner qual- 
ity. This is a Greek usage, see L. and S. s. v. &w A. I. 8. Cf. 
Tnpeiv Thv mlotw, 2 Tim. 47, Rev. 14% For the whole phrase, 
cf. Herm. Mand. v, 2? TÔv tiv wlotw éxdvrov oXdkXypov, 
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ty wlorw, The “subjective” faith, not the later idea of a 
body of doctrine to be believed; so throughout this epistle, 1 ° 
25 1*9 c15, Faith in Jesus Christ is the distinctive act which 
makes a man a Christian. See A. Schlatter, Der Glaube im 

Neuen Testament?, 1896. 
Tov kupíov, Objective genitive, cf. Mk. 11*, Gal. 2!*; Her- 

mas, Sim. vi, 1%, etc. 

The view of Haussleiter, Der Glaube Jesu Christi und der christliche 
Glaube, 1891, and James Drummond, Epistle to the Galatians, 1893, p. 
9r, that these genitives after xlott¢ are subjective, not objective, is 

unnatural, and seems disproved by both Mk. x112% and Gal. 2'*. See 

Sanday on Rom. 3**. Hort paraphrases: the faith “which comes from 
Him and depends on Him," but this is unnecessary. 

vis 6d£gs. “Glory” is the majesty and brightness of light 
in which God dwells, and which belongs also to the Messiah; 
see Sanday on Rom. 3%, G. B. Gray, art. "Glory," in HDB; 
A. von Gall, Die Herrlichkett Gottes, 1900. 

The interpretation now most commonly given for this diffi- 
cult expression is probably right. tas ÔdEns is genitive of char- 
acteristic (cf. Lk. 168 18*, Heb. 95 XepovBeiv ddEns), limiting 
the whole preceding phrase To) kvpíov cuv ‘Incod Xpictod, 
å. e. “our glorious Lord Jesus Christ." The expression is a not 
altogether happy expansion of ô xúpios Tfjs SdEns (1 Cor. 2°), cf. 
ò Oeds ris SdEnS, Ps. 29*, Acts 72, 0 raT?)p THs SdEns, Eph. 127, 
By its solemnity the writer may intend to emphasise the in- 
consistency between the great privilege of Christian faith and 
this petty discrimination between rich and poor. 

No convincing objection can be made to this interpretation, although 
there is no complete parallel to it. Among the other interpretations 
the following deserve mention: 

(1) tals xpocwxoAnudplats ths 36Ens, “partiality arising from your 

own opinion," or “partiality arising from external glory” (admiratio 

hominum secundum externum splendorem, Michaelis). But the separa- 

tion of the words is too great, and the meaning "glory" for 36& in this 
context too obvious, to permit this interpretation, and it is now held 
by no one. 

(2) thy zloty ths 36Ens, “faith in the glory of our Lord Jesus Christ" 
(Pesh.), or “Christ-given faith in the glory” ($.e. the glory which 
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we are to receive, Rom. 815), or “the glorious faith in Christ." But the 
last two of these are forced, and the first involves too strange an order 
of words to be acceptable, in spite of such partial analogies as Acts 43, 
I Thess. 25. Cf. Buttmann, $ 151, III; Winer, § 61, 4; for many illus- 
trations of hyperbaton from LXX and secular authors, see Heisen, Novae 

hypotheses, pp. 768 f. 
(3) Various interpretations separate off some part of the phrase tod 

xuplou hav "Incod Xprotod, which is then connected with «5c 36&y¢, 

and the two together taken as in apposition with the rest of the phrase. 
The least objectionable of these is perhaps that of Ewald, “our Lord, 
jesus Christ of glory"; but this division is unnecessary, and it seems 

impossible that the writer should not have meant to keep together the 
whole of the familiar designation. 

(4) A.V. and R.V. supply tod xvpfou, and translate “the faith of our 
Lord Jesus Christ, the Lord of Glory." There are abundant parallels 
for this latter phrase, but none for such a singular omission. 

(5) Bengel, Mayor, Hort, WH. mg., and others take tis 86&n¢ as in 
apposition to the preceding and as referring to Christ (perhaps as the 

Shekinah) under the title of “ the Glory." But the evidence that this 
is a possible use of ij 86& (see the full note of Mayor’, pp. 79 ff., df. 
Lk. 2*!, Eph. 117, Tit. 215, Heb. 1*) is inadequate. 

(6) Spitta and Massebieau think the words huv 'Incoü Xptotoŭ an 
interpolation by the Christian editor. This would leave the expression 
“the Lord of glory," referring, as in Enoch, to God.  Beyschlag's an- 
swer to this, that an interpolator would not have broken the phrase tod 
xuplou tfj; óns, is not quite satisfactory, since the natural words to 

follow tod xuplou are tay “Inood Xprctod. But the interpolation is 

not sufficiently obvious to justify itself apart from the general theory 
to which it belongs. See the long note in Mayor. 

2. ydp explains the warning by pointing out that respect of 
persons is easily recognisable as sin. ydp introduces ov êe- 
xplOnre KTN., v. *. 

cioé bn, cf. x Cor. 14395, 
cuvaywyny means “meeting,” and it is not necessary here to 

distinguish between the “meeting” as an occasion and as an 
assembled body of persons. It is the proper word for a Jewish 
religious meeting, but is occasionally used, chiefly by writers 
having some Jewish or Syrian connection, for a Christian meet- 
ing; cf. Herm. Mand. xi, 9 Órav obv €XOy ò ávÜporros 0 Éyav 
TO Trvevpa TÒ Üciov eis cuvaywyny avdpav Sixalwv; Ign. Polyc. 

45; Iren. Her. iv, 31^ 2; Epiph. Her. xxx, 18 cuvaywyny òè 
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orot [the Ebionites] caXovor tiv éavrv éxkXno(av, xal ovyl 
éxxAnolav, The Christian Palestinian Aramaic dialect used a 

single word [N717*32] as well for “synagogue” as for “church.” 
In view of this wide-spread occasional use, no trustworthy in- 
ference as to the place of writing of the epistle, still less any 

conclusion as to its Jewish-Christian authorship, or as to the 
nationality of the persons addressed, can be drawn from the 
occurrence of this word here. 

The material is fully collected and well discussed by Zahn, 
Einleitung, i, § 4, note 1; Harnack in his long note on Hermas, 

Mand. xi, 9; Schürer, GJV, ii, § 27, notes 1x and 12. 

The meaning “place of meeting," “meeting-house,” natural if this 
were a Jewish synagogue, is wholly unlikely for a Christian writing. 
The only parallel to be adduced would be the inscription (from a 

locality not far from Damascus) Zuvevo13 Maoxuvtoxóv, xóu (nz) Ae- 
G&Qov tod x(uelo)u xal o(wrh)o(oc) 'In(ao0) Xenorod, xpovolg Iabou 
xoecB(utépou), tod Ay’ Erous, Le Bas-Waddington, Inscript. grecques ed 
lat. iii, no. 2558. The date is A.D. 318-319. 

xpucodaxrvrsos, cf. Lk. 152, also Gen. 38!*: 3 4143, Is. 3%; 
and see note in Mayor, p. 83, and “Ring,” in EB, HDB, and 
Dicit. Antt. for details of the custom of wearing rings. 

For similar description of a rich gentleman, cf. Epictet. i, 22! 
ne Tis yépwv trodes ypucods Saxtudlous éywv TroXXovs, Sen- 
eca, Nat. quest. vii, 31 exornamus anulis digitos, in omni arti- 

culo gemmam disponimus. 

yeuootaxtbAtos is found only here, but is correctly formed, cf. 
xevedyetp in the same sense, ypucoctépavos, youcoxeAtvos, etc. 

èv éoOnri Napmpa, cf. Lk. 23". 
The term Aaprpds seems here to refer to elegant and luxuri- 

ous, “fine,” clothes (cf. Rev. 18!4), but it can also be used of 

freshness or cleanness (Rev. 15*) without reference to costliness, 

and sometimes (Acts 109) appears to mean “shining.” Its nat- 
ural opposite in all these senses is pvzapós, “dirty,” “shabby,” 
as below, cf. Philo, De Joseph. 20, àvri purmens Xaurmpàv 
écÓiTa àvridvres. Mayor gives other instructive references. 
See also Lex. s. vv. Napmpds and pvrapós. 

For the same construction as vv. * 5, cf. vv. 15-16, 
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3. émiPrApnrte, “look,” i.e. with favour, “have regard.” 
émiXérev has this sense also in Lk. 143 9?*, apparently through 
the influence of the LXX usage; cf. 1 Sam. 1!! g!*, Ps. 2518 6938, 
Job 3°, Judith 13*, etc. The development of this sense in an 
appropriate context is a natural one; but in classical usage 
only Aristotle, Eth. Nic. iv, 2, p. 1120, is cited. 

elmrnte, Doubtless the speaker is one of the dignitaries of 
the congregation, cf. Td trro7rddudy pov, 

xdÜov. This form of the imperative (for the more literary 
xd@noo), found uniformly in O. T. and N. T., was doubtless 
in ordinary colloquial use, as is attested by its occurrence in 
comic writers of the fifth and fourth centuries B.c. and in post- 
classical usage. See Lex. s. v. and Winer-Schmiedel, § 14, 3, 
note 3. 

kada@s, Usually explained as meaning “in a good seat," 
“comfortably.” But the usage does not fully justify this (see 
Mayor’s citations), and some polite idiom in the sense of 
“please,” "pray," is to be suspected. In various Greek liturgies 
the minister’s direction to the worshipping congregation, oTrà- 
pev Kas, presents the same difficulty and suggests the same 
explanation. See F. E. Brightman, Liturgies, Eastern and 
Western, vol. i, Oxford, 1896, pp. 43, 49, 383, 471. The 

Syrian liturgies sometimes merely carry this over, "Stomen 
kalos," but also render by, "Stand we all fairly," ibid. pp. 72, 
74, 104. On the Jewish custom of distinguished places in the 

synagogue, cf. Mt. 23°, Mk. 12%, Lk. 114 2046, and see “Syna- 

gogue," in EB and HDB. 

A noteworthy commentary on these verses is offered by a passage 
found in various ancient books of church order. Its oldest form is 
perhaps that in the Ethiopic Statuses of the Apostles (ed. Horner, 1904, 

pp. 195 f.): “And if any other man or woman comes in lay dress [i. e. 

in fine clothes], either a man of the district or from other districts, 

being brethren, thou, presbyter, while thou speakest the word which 
is concerning God, or while thou hearest or readest, thou shalt not 

respect persons, nor leave thy ministering to command places for them, 
but remain quiet, for the brethren shall receive them, and if they have 

no place (for them) the lover of brothers or of sisters, having risen, will 

leave place for them... 
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“.. And if a poor man or woman either of the district or of the 
(other) districts should come in and there is no place for them, thou, 

presbyter, make place for such with all thy heart, even if thou wilt 

sit on the ground, that there should not be respecting the person of 
man but of God." 

See also the Syriac Didascalia apostolorum, 12; Apostolic Constitutions, 
ii, 58; E. v. d. Goltz, "Unbekannte Fragmente altchristlicher Gemein- 
deordnungen," in Sitzungsberichte der kgl. preuss. Akademie, 1906, pp. 
141-157. There is no sufficient indication that the passage is dependent 

on James. 

o77O, in contrast to «dÜov, 

arhh J x&0ou éxet] B ff. 
ot70: 4 x&0ou] sah. 

otho: éxet f) x&0ou] A 33 minn Cyr vg Jer Aug syrhe. 
otho: éxet J x&0ou à5e] NC*KLP minn boh syrsesh, 
ovijüt éxet xal xá9ou] C*. 

The reading of B ff makes the rough words an invitation to stand or 
to take a poor seat. So the Sahidic, which thus on the whole supports 
B ff. The readings of A al and N al seem to be different emendations, 
both due to the wish to make ccr&«'explicit and so to create a better 
parallelism. But since the indefinite éxst does not in itself imply any 
disrespect to the visitor, the effect is to lessen rather than intensify 
the rudeness of ccf&u and the product is a weaker text than that of 
B ff (sah). The text of B ff is thus on both external (see p. 85) and 
internal grounds to be preferred. 

Ñ kaÜov ére? brò Tò vrromrdOuv pov, i.e. in a humble place. 
This is a sorry alternative to standing. Cf. Deut. 33! umd ce 
“at thy feet," Lk. 8*5 10%, Acts 22? mapa ToUs mdéas, 

These persons who come into the meeting are visitors, who 
may be won for the church, and the treatment of them at this 
critical moment reveals the real feeling of the members toward 
the relative worth of the different classes in society. "The vis- 
itors seem clearly distinguished from the members of the con- 

gregation; and nothing indicates, or suggests, that they are 
members of sister churches. They are undoubtedly outsiders, 
whether Jews or Gentiles. 

0x6] B: P 33 minn have emendation to the easier éxt. 

4. ot] Omitted by B ff minn. The repetition of —ov OY might 
suggest either the insertion or the omission of the word in transcrip- 
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tion. The attestation and the greater intrinsic vigour of the sense 
speak for the omission. 

KLP minn read xal o6, the xal being added to indicate the apodosis. 

SvexplOnte, “Ye have wavered,” “doubted,” i. e. “ practi- 
cally, by your unsuitable conduct, departed from and denied 
the faith of v.1, and thus fallen under the condemnation pro- 
nounced in 1% against the OÓjvyos." Cf. 1* and note, 3" 
advdxpitos; and, for the mode of argument, 1° O/jvyos, 4* 
ápaproXo(, lp vyo. 

Of the various meanings proposed for ?txo(0ncs this one, which is 
common in the N. T. although not attested in secular Greek, yields in 
the present context the best sense, being especially recommended by 
the allusion to the “ waverer" of 1°.. Cf. Mt. 21", Mk. 11%, Rom. 14%, 

Jas. 1*, and the kindred sense “‘ hesitate" in Acts 1o*, Rom. 4*. 
Other interpretations which have been given are classified as fol- 

lows by Huther, whose elaborate note, as reproduced with additions 
by Beyschlag, pp. 103 f., should be consulted for the history of the 
exegesis. 

Staxolvecbar = (1) separare; 
(2) discrimen facere; 

(3) judicare ; 
(4) dubitare (“hesitate”). 

Under each of these senses several interpretations are possible accord- 
ing as the verb is taken as an affirmation or a question, and under sev- 

eral of them a choice between an active and passive meaning is possible. 
Most of the interpretations are too remote from the natural suggestion 

of the context, or any natural meaning of the verb, to be worth consid- 
ering, and none suits on the whole so well as the interpretation given 
above. 

The renderings of A.V., “Are ye not then partial?” and R.V. mg., 
* Do ye not make distinctions?" are based on (2), the verb being given 
an active sense. "This corresponds to the view of Grotius and others, 
and is perhaps not impossible, even with the passive aorist, but at best 
it would be unusual, it runs counter to all N. T. usage, and it gives an 
inherently weak and tautologous sense. To R.V. text, “Are ye not 
divided?" no objection from the ordinary meaning of the verb can 
be brought, but it is less idiomatic and pointed than the rendering 
“Waver.” 

Kpital means “judges”; it cannot mean “approvers” (as 
Wetstein takes it). 
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xpital Stadoyiopay movnpõv, “judges with evil thoughts,” 

gen. of quality. Evidently, like Suexpl@nre, this describes in 
language already familiar an admittedly wrong attitude. There 
is a play on words in ScexplOnre, xpvra(, which cannot be imi- 
tated in English, and which goes far to account for the intro- 
duction of «pera/ into a context to which the idea of “judging” 
in any proper sense is foreign. That 7poceroXguy a is the 
characteristic sin of the bad judge may also have had its influ- 

ence. The sentence must be taken to mean: “You have passed 
judgments (7. e. on rich or poor) prompted by unworthy mo- 
tives." 

For 9taAoqTtoyuóv xovnoóv, cf. Mt. 151°, Mk. 7%, and Ps. 56%. &tado- 
rioubc (like navnp) is in Biblical usage a general word which includes 

purpose as well as deliberation. See Lightfoot on Phil. 2'*; Hatch, 

Essays, p. 8. 

5-7. The poor are the elect heirs of God, whereas the rich 
are your persecutors. 

These verses are intended to reinforce the exhortation of v. ! 
by pointing out how peculiarly heinous in the readers’ case is 
partiality in favour of the rich. 

D. axovoarte, as in diatribes, cf. Bultmann, Stil der pauli- 
nischen Predigt, p. 32, with foot-notes. 

adedghol pov ayarntol, inserted here for emphasis, cf. 118 313, 
ô Geds éfeXéfaro. Election is a Jewish idea, cf. e. g. Deut. 

477, Ps. Sol. 99; see Sanday, Romans, pp. 244 f. 248 ff. 

Tous TrTOxOUs TQ kic, “the poor by the standard of the 
world," 7@ «dap is dative of reference, or “interest,” cf. Acts 
49) ücTéios TQ ÜcQ, 2 Cor. 104, see Hadley-Allen, $ 771 ; Winer, 
§ 31,4, a. Cf. 1 Tim. 6" *, on which Schóttgen quotes **3y 
ny, Baba bathra 8, 2; D5y2 "Oy, ibid. 4, 1. 

Others (Weiss, etc.) take t@ xócu« as naming the possession which 
the poor lack. But the poor lack not “the world" but the world's 
goods. 

The election of the poor to privileges is not here said to be 
due to any merit of their poverty, but, in fact, poverty and 
election coincide. This does not deny that an occasional rich 
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man may have become a Christian, nor affirm that all the poor 
have been chosen, cf. 1 Cor. 126-8, Mt. 1935-26, 

tọ xbouſ] BRAC. 
&» tq xop] minn. 

év tobt t xéo] mint. 

«oU xócuou] A2C*K LP minn. 

*oU xóguou tobtou] minn»eue, 

om min!. 

The reading of the older uncials easily accounts for all the others. 

mrovalous v wloret, “rich in the sphere of faith," “in the 
domain where faith is the chief good" ; 4. e. rich when judged 
by God's standards. Cf. Lk. 12%, 1 Cor. 15, r Tim. 12 615, Eph. 
2*; and rabbinical “rich in the law" (¢. e. learned), Wajjikra 
r. 33 on Prov. 29!* (Wetstein), Tanchuma 34, 3 (Schóttgen on 
I Tim. 6"). 
The contrast of poor and rich in different spheres is a natural 

one. See quotations in Mayor’, p. 86, and Spitta, p. 63; cf. 
Rev. 2°, Test. XII Patr. Gad 7*. 

Other modes of analysis of the meaning of év xícxe do not affect 
the general sense of the phrase, but they seem less adapted to the con- 
text. Thus: 

(1) “rich by reason of faith”; 

(2) “rich in having an abundance of faith,” cf. Eph. 24, x Cor. r5, 
1 Tim. 6'*. This unduly limits the range of the “ riches." 

KAnpovopous THS Bactrelas, 
This expression corresponds to Mt. 2534, 1 Cor. 6% 15% 

(xAnpovopety Bacidevav), Gal. 5%, as well as to xAnpovopety 
Conv a«viov in Mt. 19? 2534, Mk. ro", Lk. 10% 18'* (cf. 

Dalman, Worte Jesu, i, pp. 102-104; E. Tr. pp. 125-127. 
* Heirs" are persons who are appointed to receive the in- 

heritance. The kingdom is here thought of as still future (as 

is shown by émwyye(Xaro). The kingdom is not further de- 
scribed, nor does James use the term again, and it is possible 
to say of the term here only that it denotes the great blessing 
which God offers to his chosen, being thus practically equivalent 
to salvation. Cf. Mt. 5* 10, Lk. 12? £.. 
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See Westcott’s note on Heb. 6! for the history of the use of 
the term «Anpovópos. 

GactAe(ac] AC read éxayyeA[ellac. 

Rs ernyyelXaro rots ayamra@ow aùrdv. On the expression, 

cf. 2 Tim. 4!*, Ep. ad Diogn. 1o. 
Cf. 12, Tóv a Tépavov ris bwijs cT., with note. Life and the 

kingdom are practically identical. 
émyyyeíXaro does not refer to any one specific occasion, and 

hence is better translated “has promised." Cf. Burton, Syn- 
lax of the Moods and Tenses of N. T. Greek, $8 46, 52. The 
* promise" was implicit in the very conception of the kingdom. 

6. nTtudoate, “dishonoured,” i. e. by your truckling to the 
rich. On àáruudbew, cf. Prov. 14% 0 ár.udGov Trévyras àpaprá- 
Vet, 22%2, Ecclus. 10”, Acts 54). 

A.V. “despised” is a possible translation (cf. Field, Notes on the Trans- 
lation of the New Testament (Olium norv. iii*), 1899, p. 236, for good 

examples), but the context (v. *) makes the R.V. “dishonoured” pref- 
erable. 

Tov TrTOXÓV, generic. Mayor well recalls 1 Cor. 112% for an- 
other case of dishonour to the poor in early Christian life. 

xataduvacrevovoty, “OpPress,” cf. Wisd. 2, Amos 84, Jer. 
7°, Ezek. 1812. 

For examples of such oppression, cf. Jas. 5* *, and references 

in Spitta, p. 64, notes 9, 1o, and II; also Lucian, Nec. 20. 
YHéIZMA, Ermer) ToXAÀ xal mapávopa oi tAovetn Space 
vapà Tov Biov aprralovres xai fjuatópevo, kal mdvra TpóTrov 

TOV MEVÝTÆV kaTadpovoüvres KTH, 
avTo(, “Is it not they who,” etc. Similarly, v.7. On avres 

in nominative as personal pronoun with no intensive force, 

of. Lex. s. v. avrds, II, 2. 
éAxovowv, so Acts 16!?, of “dragging” into court, cf. Lk. 125 

KaTacupely Trpós Tov kpurrjv, Acts 83 (ovpwy), Acts 175; a usual 
meaning, see Lexx. 

This does not seem to refer to religious persecution, which 
was at least as likely to proceed from the side of the poor as 
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of the rich, but to other oppression, with legal action, arising 

from the ordinary working of social forces in an oriental com- 

munity and having to do with wages, debts, rents, and the like. 

Many think, indeed, of religious persecution (as Acts 612). But this 
is not naturally suggested by xataduvactedoucty (instead of which we 

should in that case expect Suoxouctv, cf. Mt. 51, Lk. 2112, Acts 7**, Gal. 
17). Nor is it made necessary by BAacpymodcty, which seems to refer 

to a different act of hostility and is properly so punctuated by WH. 

eis xpiTnpta, “before judgment-seats," “into courts," ef. 
Sus. 49. On established courts throughout Palestine, see EB, 

“Government,” §§ 30, 31; Schürer, GJV, $ 23, II. 

7. BdAacd¢ynpodow, Blasphemy is injurious speech, especially 
irreverent allusion to God and sacred things. 

For blasphemy from the Christian point of view, 7. e. against 
Christ, cf. Acts 13*5 18* 26", 1 Tim. 1!5*, 1 Cor. 123, Justin, Dial. 
$ 117 (Xpiorovd) voua BeBnrAwOjva xarà ácav tv yiv Kat 
BracdnpetoOar of àpyiepeîs Tov Aaod tuv xal dddoxaror 
eipyácavro, Pliny, Ep. x, 97°; Polyc. Mart. 9? Aoiôópnoov 
Tov Xptordv, Cf. Hermas, Sim. ix, 19! (of apostates). On 
blasphemy against God by the rich among the Jews, cf. Enoch 

5‘ 94° f- and other passages collected by Spitta, p. 65. 

It is not natural to take this of “those who profess to know God but 
by their works deny him” (Mayor), cf. Tit. 11°; Hermas, Sim. viii, 64. 

Rom. 2% (Is. 52*) «b yap voma tod Beod SU bue¢ QAacqnusicat v «oio 

E0vecty, and the cognate passages, 2 Pet. 2*, 1 Tim. 6', Clem. Rom. 
I! 2 Clem. Rom. 13, etc., are all of a different tenor, although the 
language is similar; the verb is there in the passive, and the blasphemy 
comes from the discredit which is thrown upon the Christian religion 

by the faults of those who profess it. 

TO kaAàv Üvopa TO érixrnOev éd bus, 

This means the name of Christ, to whom his followers belong, 

cf. 1 Pet. 41*!*. Cf. 2 Sam. 12?*, Amos 9", Is. 4!, 2 Macc. 8'* 
évexa THS ém avTovs émiKAnCTEWS TOU cepvoD xal peyarompe- 
mois óvdpaTos avToU, 4 Ezra 10% et nomen quod nominatum est 
super nos profanatum est, etc. For more references, see Mayor’, 

p. 88, Spitta, p. 65. In all these passages the reference is to 
Israel, dedicated to God by receiving his name. This idea was 
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naturally transferred to the Christians, with a reference in their 
case to the name of Christ. Cf. Hermas, Sim. viii, 64, Tò dvopa 
xuplou tò éruXnÜéy èr avrovs, and other cases of the use of 
ğvopa in Hermas, Sim. viii, ix, and xi, given in Heitmüller, 

Im Namen Jesu, 1903, p. 92. The phrase does not necessarily 
refer to baptism, nor to any definite name (e. g. Xptoriavoi) 
by which Christians were known. See Harnack's note on 
Hermas, Sim. viii, 64. 

6-7. It is very evident that “the rich" here are not Chris- 
tians. Those who maintain the opposite are driven to give 
to BAacdnpovow the meaning rejected above. The rich are 
plainly neighbours who do not belong to the conventicle but 
may sometimes condescend to visit it. 
No word, however, hints that the two classes do not worship 

the same God, and the whole tone of the passage seems to imply 
a less complete departure from the dominant religion of the 
community than would have been the case in Rome or any 
heathen city. If the whole surrounding population were hea- 
then, the argument would have to be differently turned. Con- 
trast the tone of Phil. 216 f-, Eph. 417-19, Col. 37, 1 Cor. 61-9. 

A settled and quiet state of things is indicated, in which the 

normal relations of the different classes of society prevail. 'The 

sense of missionary duty is not prominent. 

The situation is thus that of a sect of some sort living in a 
community whose more powerful members, though worshipping 
the same God as the sect, do not belong to it. 

8-11. The law of Love is no excuse for respect of persons. The 
cancelling of one precept by another is not permissible, for the 
whole law must be kept. The royal law is therefore not a license 
to violate other parts of the law. 

These verses are a reply to a supposed excuse, viz. that the 
Christian is required by the law of love to one’s neighbour to 
attend to the rich man. This excuse by the pretext of “love” 
is parallel to the excuse by the pretext of "faith," vv. 1416, 

Cf. also 1! 35, Like Mt. 5!7%-, this passage is opposing a wrong 

and self-indulgent use of the principle that the law of love cov- 
ers the whole law. 
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8. ei uévro, “if now," “if indeed." The particle péro, 
besides its common adversative force, “but,” “nevertheless” 

(so Prov. 5* 16% 26 22? 261?, Tn. 427 7!3 1242 205 214, 2 Tim. 2!?), 

has a *"confirmative" meaning, as a strengthened év, hardly 
to be translated. In such cases it indicates an implied contrast, 

which appears in the present instance in the correlative óé of 
v.*. Cf. Jude 8, and see Kühner-Gerth, Grammatik der griech. 

Sprache*, $ 503, 3, g. 
vóuov [Sacióv, “the royal law."  vóuos means the Law of 

God, as known to the readers through the Christian interpreta- 
tion of the O. T. The article is probably omitted because vópos 
is treated as a quasi-proper noun, as in 2". 13 44; cf. Adyos, Jas. 
I? 33. 

Most take the “royal law” to be identical with the vypad»j 
(legum regina) quoted immediately. But »ópos is not used in 
the sense of evrody (cf. Mt. 22% mola évroAn ueyáXm èv Ta 
voi), and it is therefore better to take ÉJaetXóv as a deco- 

rative epithet describing the law as a whole, of which the fol- 
lowing precept is a part. The expression xarà tiv ypadny 
«TX. implies, indeed, that the perfect observance of this pre- 
cept covers the observance of the whole law, as in Mk. 12%, 

Rom. 13°, Gal. 514, cf. Lev. 19!*, Jn. 1512. 

It is thus not necessary to make an unnatural distinction between 
vóuoc here and in v. °. 

Baciduxov, i. e. "supreme." Cf. Philo, De justitia, 4 Baciu- 
kv Oe elwbev dvopdfew Movoñs 000v thy uéanv, De congress. 
erud. grat. 10; 4 Macc. 14%. The term either goes back to the 
tradition that kings are supreme sovereigns, or else is drawn 

from the use of BaceAevs to mean the Roman emperor. 
At the same time there may be here an allusion to the Stoic 

conception of the wise as "kings," parallel to the lurking allu- 
sion in 1?* to the conception of the wise as alone “free.” The 
Law of Christians is alone fit for “kings.” Cf. the similar appli- 

cation of the word Bactduxds in Clem. Al. Strom. vi, 18, p. 825; 
vii, 12, p. 876, and the other passages quoted by Mayor’, p. 90; 

also 1 Pet. 2°% See Knowling's good note, p. 49, Zahn, Einlei- 
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tung, i, § 6, note 1, and for the Stoic paradox the references 
in Zeller, Philosophie der Griechen‘, III, i, p. 256, note 5. 

As in 1*5, so here, the attribute of the law is decorative and 

suggestive only; it is not meant specifically to distinguish the 

true law from some other inferior one. 

The interpretation of BactAtxév as “given by the King" (God or 
Christ) has nothing to recommend it. Equally little has Calvin's in- 
genious reference to “the king's highway," “plana scilicel, recta, et 

equabilis." 

THY ypapny, i. e. “passage of Scripture" (Lev. 19!5) ; cf. Mk. 
12, Jn. 19°, Lightfoot on Gal. 3?*. 

Tov TÀX9c(íoV. Properly “neighbour,” in LXX for Hebrew 
y^, friend," “fellow countryman,” or **other person" generally, 

and so, under the influence of the teaching of Jesus (Lk. 1025-37), 
equivalent to 0 érepos (cf. especially Rom. 13% 10 153). 

9. ápapríav épyydteaÜe, cf. 3? and note. Such conduct is 
sin, directly forbidden by the law, and hence cannot be excused 
as a fulfilment of the royal law. 

éXeyxdpevo, urd ToU vopov. Cf. Lev. 19!5 ov Anup Tpdcw- 
mov wraryou ovde Üavpdaeis Trpoawrrov Óvvdarov, ev ÓLcatoa vy 
Kpwets Tov TrXna (ov cov, Deut. 1!? 169, 

10. dors . . . THPHoY, with av omitted. Cf. Burton, Moods 
and Tenses, 307, Blass-Debrunner, § 380. 

Bars ae — ff vg boh. 

TAnedoet] A minn. 

KAnpwoas moho] 33. 
tedéoet] minn, cf. v. *. 

The future is probably an emendation called out by the absence of &. 
The same thing has happened to «xaí(op, for which KLP minner have 
xta(cet. The synonyms, and the conflation in 33, are interesting. 

mraion, in sense of "sin," Rom. 11", Jas. 37, cf. Deut. 71*. 
See M. Aur. Anton. vii, 22 Vov dvÜperrov duXetv kal rods 
mralovras, Maximus Tyr. Diss. 26 th 6 àvjp ayabos as 
crebe Blov àmraíaTos ; 

év év(, “in one point," neuter, since vdéuos is not used of 
single precepts. 
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mavrwv Évoyos, mávræv is neuter, and the genitive, as in 
classical Greek, denotes the crime. "This is a rhetorical way 
of saying that he is a transgressor of “the law as a whole” 
(Trapaf9drns vópov, v. ), not of all the precepts in it. 

For similar emphasis on the several individual precepts which make 
up the law, cf. Mt. 5!*, and especially Test. XII Patr. Aser 251 

(Charles's translation): ‘Another stealeth, doeth unjustly, plundereth, 
defraudeth, and withal pitieth the poor: this too hath a twofold aspect, 

but the whole is evil. He who defraudeth his neighbour provoketh 
God, and sweareth falsely against the Most High, and yet pitieth the 
poor: the Lord who commandeth the law he setteth at nought and 
provoketh, and yet he refresheth the poor. He defileth the soul and 
maketh gay the body; he killeth many, and pitieth a few: this too 

hath a twofold aspect, but the whole is evil. Another committeth 
adultery and fornication, and abstaineth from meats, and when he 
fatteth he doeth evil, and by the power of his wealth overwhelmeth 

many; and notwithstanding his excessive wickedness he doeth the 
commandments: this, too, hath a twofold aspect, but the whole is 
evil. Such men are hares; for they are half clean, but in very deed 

are unclean. For God in the tables of the commandments hath thus 
declared." 

The roots of this verse evidently lie in rabbinical modes of empha- 
sising the importance of certain special precepts and of every precept. 
Thus Shemoth rabba 25 fin., “The Sabbath weighs against all the 
precepts" ; Shabbath, 7o, 2, “If he do all, but omit one, he is guilty 

for all severally." Schóttgen and Wetstein give many sayings of sim- 
ilar tenor from rabbinical writings of various dates. 

Augustine, Ef. 167 ad Hier., draws a comparison with the Stoic doc- 

trine of the solidarity of virtues and vices. The Stoic doctrine is that 
virtue is an indivisible whole, a man is either virtuous or vicious. The 

wise (or virtuous) is free from fault, the foolish (or vicious) does no right 

act; hence toa «à duapthwata xal tà xatopbduatz. The character of 

every act depends on the controlling inner purpose and disposition. 

See Zeller, Philosophie der Griechen*, III, i, pp. 251-263, with abun- 

dant references. This doctrine has plainly nothing to do with that of 
James. 

11. uÀ porxyevons ... pù fovedons. Ex. 20!*: 15, Deut. 5t., 

This order, in which the seventh commandment is mentioned 

before the sixth, is perhaps due to the order found in the LXX 

(Cod. B, not AF) of Ex. 20. So Lk. 18”, Rom. 13°, Philo, De 
decal. 12, 24, 32, De spec. leg. iii, 2; but not so Mt. 5%: t, 
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C minnreve syrhé! arm have conformed the text to the usual order 
by putting murder first. In the following sentence this is done by 
minn»ese arm. 

ob povyevers. ov follows the regular N. T. usage in present 
simple conditions. Cf. Buttmann, $ 148; Burton, $ 469; J. 

H. Moulton, Prolegomena, pp. 170 f.; Winer, $ 55, 2, c (where 
it is said that ef où makes the negative emphatic). Here, since 
the negative belongs only to a part of the protasis (mouyevers) 
and not to the rest (foveveus), ov is in any case necessary. 

12-13. General exhortation to remember the Judgment, which 
is the sanction of the law; together with special inculcation of the 
precept of mercy, violated by their respect of persons. 

12. XaXcire, rrovetre, cf. 11% 3-35, 3, a section which seems to 
be in mind in this summarising exhortation. 

The collocation is very common, e. g. Test. XII Patr. Gad 6!, 
cf. Acts 1! 72 dv Adyous xal Epryors avrod (and commentaries), 
I Jn. 3!*, and Lex. s. v. čpyov, 3. 

did vdpou éXevOepías, “under the law of liberty." Cf. 155; 
id. here indicates the "state or condition in which one does or 
suffers something”; see Lex. s. v. Sud, A. I. 2; of. e.g. Rom. 2! 
dia, vdpov xpiOnoovrat, 

13. ydp introduces the reason why the sin of respect of 
persons will be punished with special severity. It involves a 

breach of the law of mercy, and that has as its consequence 

unmerciful punishment. 
avédeos, Found only here for the usual avndens, avedens, 

but regularly formed from the noun éAeos; see Moulton and 
Milligan, Vocabulary of the Greek Testament. 

L minn»er»» read dvl\sus. 

On the thought, cf. Mt. 57 61* 7! 1873-35, Ps. 1825. 26, Ecclus. 
282 f., Test. XII Patr. Zab. 5 and 8. Jer. Baba q. viii, 10, 
“Every time that thou art merciful, God will be merciful to 

thee; and if thou art not merciful, God will not show mercy 

to thee,” Rosh hash. 17 a, “To whom is sin pardoned? to him 
who forgives injury.” 

KaTaKxavyaras édeos xpicews, “mercy boasts over (or against) 
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judgment." éeos is human mercy shown in practise, xploews 
is God's condemnatory judgment, cf. Jas. 5°, Jn. 5*. This 
gives the converse of the previous sentence. As the unmerciful 

will meet with no mercy, so a record of mercy will prevent con- 

demnation. Cf. 5* and Ecclus. 3* 40", Tob. 4%". The doc- 

trine (and need) of God's forgiving mercy is here assumed in 
regular Jewish fashion. 

On the great importance ascribed to mercy as a virtue in Jewish 
thought, see Bousset, Religion des Judentums?, pp. 162 f. 

The contrast of God's opposing attributes of mercy and justice does 
not seem to be in mind here. The contrast of Deoc and xofets is a 

natural one, and is found in both Greek and Jewish sources, cf. Diog. 

Laert. ii, 3*, references to Bereshith r. in Wetstein, and the references 
in Spitta, p. 7o, note 6. 

xavaxaux&cat is found elsewhere only in Jas. 3!*, Rom. rr!*, Zech. 

Io! Jer. so[27]! xavexavyacbe Stapxdlovtes thy xAnpovoplav ou, 
5o[27]*. It does not occur in secular writers. 1 Cor. r555 well illus- 
trates the meaning of this word. 

xxvaxaxuy&va] B (—re) NKL minn»!e ff m vg Aug boh. 
xataxauyéoðw] A 33 minnpee, 

xataxauyic0e] C? syrresh, 
xavaxaugüc0e is insufficiently attested and is probably due to an 

error. xaxaxauy&cÓw is the harder reading, but the group A 33 points 
to an emendation. 

Deoc xolcews] CKL minn read Deov xploews. Since the accusa- 
tive yields no sense, this must have been understood as «b E^eov, 
attested by Ps.-Herodian, Epimerismoi, ed. Boissonade, 1819, p. 235, 
and not found elsewhere. — 

14-26. Neither does the possession of Faith give any license 
to dispense with good works. 

This touches another case of substitution of a sham for the 
reality ; cf. 122-25 26 f. 28, As an excuse, faith is worth no more 

than love. 
The fundamental idea of a warning against sham is common 

enough to all moralists. The special interest here is that James 

makes his contrast not between, e. g., sayings and doings, but 
between two terms important in Christian thought, viz., faith 
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and works, and that in the course of his argument he uses other 
theological terms and reveals an acquaintance with many diverse 
theological conceptions and modes of thought. 

14. Faith, if it does not lead to good works, is impotent to 
save. 

Tí &penos, cf. v. 1*, 1 Cor. 15?*, and (T6 d$eX/a) Ecclus. 20% 
4114, Job 21!*. J$eXos is found in LXX only once (Job r5?). 
Cf. T. yap (or oiv, or 6€) Spedos (note absence of the article, as 
here), Philo, De poster. Cain. 24, Quod deus immut. 33, De agric. 
30; Teles (ed. Hense), p. 27 TÉ obv óieXos Tò otras Éyew; Tl 
3peXos was a common expression in the vivacious style of the 
moral diatribe. See Bultmann, St der paulinischen Predigt, 

P. 33- 

Bperos] BC* 102; cf. v. 1* (sine «6, BC*), x Cor. 15°: (sine «6, DFG). 
tò Bgedos] NAC?EL minntere oma, probably emendation. 

adedpoi pou. Marks a new paragraph, cf. 2!, etc. 
mlorw, Introduced without the article as a new idea; cf. 

9) TITS, v.15, and 1% 4 15, 
Cf. 18 ¢ 1 5 14-27 518, Faith (cf. especially 2!) is here assumed 

to be the fundamental attitude of the Christian adherent, which 

makes him a Christian. No ground exists for thinking that 
this assumption was, or could be, doubted by any one. AH 

Christians (cf. muotol, “believers,” Acts 16!, 2 Cor. 6!5, 1 Tim. 
516) have faith, and James uses the term, without any attempt 
at the formation of an exact psychological concept of the con- 
tents of faith, merely as the ordinary term familiar to all for a 
well-known inner state. The cases of the demons, Abraham, 

and Rahab all present an analogy to Christian faith which, 
while inadequate, is yet valuable for argument—the more so 
that Abraham and Rahab were recognised on all hands to have 
been '" justified." 

Aéyp, "say," in presenting his claim to be approved of men 
and of God. So 1!? undels Xeyéro, cf. 2*. This word is not to 
be too much emphasised, as if it meant “pretend,” and as if 

doubt were seriously thrown on the man's actual possession of 
faith. The inadequate and empty “faith” which produces no 
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works may be hardly worthy of the name, but it is not necessa- 
rily a deliberate hypocrisy. 

The contrast is not between saying (Aéyy) and doing (épya 
éyy), as it was in 12 between hearing and doing; it is rather 
between mere adherence to Christianity and conduct, or between 
church-membership and life (wlorw éyew, épyya éyew). 

épyya, cf. 135. 

éprya seems here a recognised term for “good deeds. Cf. Mt. 
518 233, Rom. 2°, Jn. 3*, Tit. 116, etc., etc., where Tà épyya means 
* conduct," which is made up of an infinite number of separate 
épya. For the use of the word in moral relations, cf. Prov. 24” 
ôs dmrodiwow éxdoro xarà rà čpya avrov, Ps. 6212, Apoc. 
Bar. 517 “saved by their works," 4 Ezra 7*5, Pirke Aboth, iii, 
I4; iv, 15, and many other passages referred to by Spitta, pp. 
72-76. 

On the expression épya éyew, wlorw éyew, cf. 4 Ezra 7" 
832 1328 “even such as have works and faith toward the Al- 

mighty," Apoc. Bar. 14!3 (the righteous) “have with them a 

store of works preserved in treasuries." 
The épya here do not appear as specifically čpya »óuov; the 

word merely denotes conduct as contrasted with faith. This 
contrast cannot be original with this writer (cf. 4 Ezra 9" 13?!). 

The contrast of faith and works will appear wherever faith 
is held to be the fundamental characteristic of the true members 
of the religious community, while at the same time a body of 
laws regulating conduct is set forth as binding. It is inevitable 
that by some, whether in practise or in theory, the essential 
underlying unity of the two absolute requirements will be over- 

looked and one or the other regarded as sufficient. This will 

always call out protests like that of James, who represents the 

sound and sensible view that not one only but both of these 
requirements must be maintained. 

In the discussions of the Apostle Paul the contrast is the same 

in terms, but its real meaning is different and peculiar. Paul's 
lofty repudiation of “works” has nothing but the name in com- 

mon with the attitude of those who shelter their deficiencies of 
conduct under the excuse of having faith. Paul's contrast was 
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a novel one, vizs. between the works of an old and abandoned 
system and the faith of a newly adopted one. His teaching was 
really intended to convey a doctrine of forgiveness. 

Our author, on the other hand, with nothing either of Paul's 
subtlety or of his mystical insight into the act of faith and 
glorification of faith's contents, is led to draw the more usual 
contrast between the faith and works which are both deemed 
necessary under the same system. Hence, while faith is the 
same thing with both—an objective fact of the Christian life, 
the works of which they speak are different—in one case the con- 

duct required by the Jewish law, in the other that demanded 
by Christian ethics. That the two in part coincided does 

not make them the same. One was an old and abandoned fail- 
ure, impotent to secure the salvation which it was believed to 

promise, the other was the system of conduct springing from 
and accompanying a new life. 

But this distinction, while it makes plain that James is not 
controverting what Paul meant, yet does not insure the full 

agreement of James and Paul, for Paul, although he would have 
heartily admitted the inadequacy of a faith which does not 
show itself in works, would never have admitted that justifica- 
tion comes è épyov. James has simply not learned to use 
Paul's theology, and betrays not the slightest comprehension 

of the thought of Paul about faith and the works of the Law. 
The contrast between reliance on membership in the religious 

community and on conduct is as old as Amos and the Hebrew 
prophets, and comes out in the words of John the Baptist, and 
of Jesus in the Synoptics and John. All that James adds to 

these is the term “faith,” to denote the essential element in the 

membership, and then an elaborate discussion in which the terms 

and instances of later Jewish theology are freely employed. 
The use (see below) of the same formula which Paul seems to 

have created indicates that Paul had preceded James, but it is 
plain that James had made no study of Paul's epistles, and these 

formulas may have come to his knowledge without his having 
read Paul's writings, which, we must remember, the Book of 

Acts does not even mention. See Introduction, supra, pp. 35 f. 
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py Swwarar 5j wloris cca aùrdv; cf. 1% (and note) 4" 
515. 0, 

This question is presented as if it admitted of but one an- 
swer, and that a self-evident one. 

15-17. Illustration from the emptiness of words of charity 
as a substitute for deeds. 

This is not, like the closely similar verses, 2? f-, a concrete in- 
stance of James's contention, but a little parable; for another 

parable to the same purport, cf. 2**. The illustration is ab- 

ruptly introduced, as in 31 13, 
The comparison has itself a moral significance, and the same 

thought is found in other literature, e. g. Plautus, Epid. 116 f. 
nam quid te igitur rettulit beneficum esse oratione si ad rem aux- 
ilium emortuomst? 

15. i&v] BN 33 69 minn ff m. 

£X» 54] ACKL minnpler vg syrpesh. hel, 
&Xv y&o] sah. 

yupvol, “naked,” in the sense of “insufficiently clad”; cf. 

Job 22° “stripped the naked of their clothing," Is. 20% 3 587, 
Jn. 21? (without the érevdurns), Mt. 2538 t-, Acts 19!*; see ref- 
erences in L. and S. 

The plural after singular subjects connected by 7j is in ac- 
cord with the occasional usage of good Greek writers. See 
Hadley-Allen, § 608; Blass-Debrunner, § 135. Buttmann and 

Blass ascribe the plural here to the fact that the two nouns are 

of different genders, but this is not the case in all the examples 
from secular Greek. 

épnpuepou Tpodpis, “food for the day,” “the day's supply of 
food.” 

The word éppepos is not in the O. T., but this whole phrase 
is found in Diod. iii, 32; Dion. Hal. viii, 41; Aristides, xlix, ed. 
Dindorf, p. 537. It is an expression natural to secular Greek, 

and used here, much like the English “daily bread," to describe 
the poor person's need as urgent; cf. Philo, In Flacc. 17 7révgrés 
écuev kal uds TO éjjuepov eis avrà Ta avayxaia tropilew 
óvvdpeÜa, Ps.-Plutarch, An vitios. p. 499 C pocaírgow édnr- 
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uépov Tpojfjs. Other extracts may be found in Mayor’, p. 97, 
and Field, Notes on the Translation of the New Testament, 1899, 
pp. 236 f. 

16. bmáyere ev cipnvy, “good bye," a Jewish expression ; 
cf. Acts 1634, Mk. 534, Lk. 79, Judg. 188, 1 Sam. 117 204, 2 Sam. 

15°; cf. J. Friedmann, Der gesellschaftliche Verkehr und die 
Umgangsformeln in talmudischer Zeit, Berlin, 1914, p. 34. 
Ücpuavea0€ xal xoprdtea0e, The context requires that these 

be taken as passive; and, indeed, in order to say “warm and 
feed yourselves” it would be necessary in the late usage of 
the N. T. to use the active with a reflexive pronoun, upas 
QUTOUS, éüvTOUS ; cf. e. g. 1*1 waparoyiCduevor éavrovs, Cf. 

Blass-Debrunner, $ 310. 

That 6eopualvev was commonly used of the effect of warm clothes 
is shown by Job 31*, Hag. 1*, but also by Plut. Quest. conviv. vi, 6, 
p. 691 D, and a curious passage (quoted by Wetstein) in which Galen 
(De vir. medic. simpl. ii) criticises the common neglect of writers to 
observe the distinction between that which warms and that which 
merely keeps off the cold. 

dare, plural after Ts, which is treated as a kind of collective. 
See Hadley-Allen, $ 609 a; Krüger, § 58, 4, A. 5. 

Ta èmırýðcia, "the necessaries of life." Not elsewhere in 
the N. T.; occasionally in LXX, but with no corresponding 
Hebrew word. 

Bperoc] sine «6 BC*; cf. v.u. 

17. obros, making the application of the parable, cf. Lk. 15! 
17”. 

dà» ui) exy čpya, cf. vv. 38 % 28 4 roris xopls [ray] Epywv, 
Faith is said to “have” works, perhaps in the sense of ‘‘at- 

tendance or companionship” (Lex. s.v. čxw I, 2, c). 
vexpa, cf. v.**. The two things which are opposed are not 

faith and works (as with Paul) but a living faith and a dead 

faith. The dead faith is also called apy7 (v. *) ; cf. 1?* udrawos. 
It is not denied that faith can exist without works, but it is the 
wrong kind of faith. 
On the figurative use of vexpds for "inactive and useless," 
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Rom. 6" 78, Heb. 6! 914, cf. Epict. Diss. iii, 23% «al phy av pr 
Taura (sc. a conviction of sin) ¿umor o ToU duXoaddov Adyos, 
vexpos dort kal aùròs kal ò Adyar. 

kaĝ’ éavrýv, “in itself” (R.V.), strengthens vexpd, “inwardly 
dead"; not merely hindered from activity, but defective in its 
own power to act; see 2 Macc. 13%, Acts 2816 Rom. 1422, and 

secular references in Lex. s. v. xard, II, 1, e, cf. Gen. 30% 43. 

Of the various renderings proposed the only other one deserving 
mention is that of Grotius and others, who give it this meaning of “‘by 
itself,” “alone” (ff sola), but interpret, “faith without works is dead, 
being alone." This involves a tautology, and in strictness would 
require the addition of the participle odaa. 

18. A possible rejoinder in behalf of the censured persons, 
and its refutation. 

Supposed bringer of excuses: “One has pre-eminently 
faith, another has pre-eminently works." 

James: “A live faith and works do not exist sepa- 
rately.” | 

AAN épei Tes. An objection or defense suggested, as in r!* 
2*!, For the half-dialogue form, cf. Rom. 9!? 11!*, 1 Cor. 1535 
GAA épet Tis, 4 Macc. 2%, Ep. Barn. 95, and innumerable pas- 

sages in the Greek moralists. See Introduction, supra, p. 12. 

The future here “denotes a merely supposable case" (Lat. dicat), 

Winer, § 40, b, p. 280; Buttmann, $ 139, 18; Viteau, Grec du N. T., 
Le verbe, $ 43. Cf. Heb. 1122. 

In reply to the censure upon those who rely on faith and 
neglect conduct, it is here suggested that one person has faith 
(cf. x Cor. 12° érépp wiores dv TQ avrQ mveúparı), another 
works, doubtless not in either case with perfect exclusiveness 

but in pre-eminent degree. This is a defense which suggests 
antinomianism, but includes a curious tolerance. While ob- 

viously weak—a weaker position, indeed, than downright anti- 
nomianism—it has a certain plausibility, and very likely fairly 

expresses the underlying unformulated philosophy of not a few 
persons. 

The objector's words are contained in one sentence; then 
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James replies with &et£dv or err. This sentence is evidently 
from the point of view of vv. 1417, and is intended flatly and 
comprehensively to deny that faith and works are separate 
gifts, like, for instance, prophecy and healing. 

ov, kayo, The pronouns do not refer to James and the 
objector, but are equivalent to els, érepos, “one,” “another,” 
and are merely a more picturesque mode of indicating two 
imaginary persons. Very much the same is true of "thou" 
and “I” in the second half of the verse, where James has no 
idea of emphasising his own superior uprightness. 

có cannot be made to refer to James (1) because James is contend- 
ing not for faith but for works, and (2) because James's personality has 
up to this point been so little prominent (the first person has been only 
used in the conventional address &5$eAgo( uou), that some clear indi- 
cation of such a direct contrast between him and the objector would 

be expected, at least doet «to gol instead of épet «tq. 
For a similar usage cf. the quotation from Bion in a fragment of the 

Cynic Teles (ed. Hense’, pp. 5 f., from Stobæus, Anthol. iii, 1, 98 [Mein. 
v, 67D, uy odv BodAou BeutepoA 6 oq Qv tb xpwroArdyou xpócuxov^ ef dè wh, 

&v&guoccóv ct xotfjostz. od wav Goyxeto xaX os, éyù Sk doxoyuat, qnot (sc. è 

Blwy), xal od wey xoAAGy, yc 3è évd¢ toutout xatiavoybo yevduevos, xal 

cà pay eÜxopoc yevéuevos Soo &AeuÜsploc, yà dè AapBdww edOapai< 

wzod aol ody bxoxlxtuy 0038 dyevitwy of38 ueyiptuotpóv. 

Teles (c. 230 B.c.), quoting his predecessor Bion, is urging that every 
man must play the part that Fortune assigns him, and says: “If, then, 
you are a second-class actor, don’t envy the róle of the first-class player. 
If you do, you will commit blunders. You are a ruler, I am a subject 
(says [Bion]); you have many under you, I, as a tutor, but this one; 

and you grow prosperous and give generously, while. I cheerfully receive 

from you without fawning or degrading myself or complaining.” 

It is to be noted that in the first sentence from Teles có is the man 
with the inferior actor's part, while in the rest of the passage có is the 
more prosperous man, in contrast to the speaker, who modestly pre- 

sents himself as the representative of lesser worldly fortune. This is 
not unlike the way in which James (see below) fails to preserve strictly 
the róles of his fragmentary dialogue. 
On the “ideal” second person in Greek (equivalent to tt¢), see Gil- 

dersleeve, Syntax of Classtcal Greek, i, 1900, p. 41, with many examples. 

&yets. To be taken as an affirmation not a question. čxets 
and éyw are manifestly parallel. 
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mlorw means tletw ywpls trav épyov, or, at least, with a 
minimum of épya, épya is épya with a minimum of Toris. 

detEov, “show,” “prove,” “demonstrate,” cf. Jas. 39. Here 
begins the reply addressed to the objector. James replies, first, 

by a challenge to the objector to produce a case of faith stand- 
ing by itself without accompanying works. This challenge rests 
on the assumption that such a “dead” faith is really no faith 
at all. James, however, does not pursue that aspect of the mat- 
ter, but proceeds, secondly (ayo sor elw), with the converse 
of the first challenge, in the form of an offer to show that any 

case of works supposed to stand by themselves without under- 
lying faith is merely deceptive and really implies a co-existent 
faith. 
On the form of expression, by challenge and offer, cf. Theoph. 

Ad Autol. i, 2 SetEdv por tov avOpanrdy cov Kayo oot SelEw Tov 
Gedy pov, Epictet. i, 69 yo cot elw... od 9. pol Oeixvve 
and other references in Bultmann, p. 33. 

xwels] BRACP minn ff vg boh sah syrresh. bel arm. 
éx] KL minnlonse plu, An unfortunate conformation to the follow- 

ing clause, which spoils the sense. 
It is interesting that in the English A.V. the influence of the Vulgate 

(sine) led to the rendering “without,” which is not a correct translation 
of the Received Greek Text, which reads éx. 

xol; tOv Epywy] CKL minn»!e add cov, doubtless part of the same 
emendation which produced éx. 

xayw co. SelEw, “From the very existence of righteous con- 
duct the fact of faith can be demonstrated, for without faith 

I could not do the works.” Note the elegant construction of 
this sentence in which the chiastic order mlaTw—é€pywv, Epywv 

—lorw well corresponds to the natural emphasis. 

xá&YÀ cot elw] BN minn. 

xy% elw co] ACKL minn vg. A weakening conformation to 
order of preceding det&v pot. 

éx tév Epywy uou] ff vg syrbel omit uou, by a conformation to their 
text of the preceding clause. 
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glony 3°] BNC 33 minn ff. 
xtotty wou] AKLP minnie vg boh sah syrpesh. bel, Conformation to 

thy zloty aov. 

The interpretations of this difficult verse are very numerous and for 

the most part highly subtle and unsatisfactory. The interpretation 
presented above, which was given by Pott in Koppe’s Novum Testa- 

mentum, 1816, and by H. Bouman, Commentarius perpetuus in Jacobi 

epistolam, Utrecht, 1865, differs from others in taking có and ¿yó in 
the defense as referring merely to two representatives of different types 
of religion, not to the writer of the epistle and the objector himself. 

Thereby one of the chief difficulties of the exegesis is overcome, namely, 

the difficulty that có and éyó in the objection (v. 13») do not suit well 
the corresponding éwof, uou, and cou, cot, in the retort of James (v. 1*5). 
With any other mode of interpretation it seems impossible to gain a 
satisfactory sense from the passage. 

The interpretations are divided into two main groups, according as 
&XX' doe tis is taken (1) as interposing a reply in defense of the ten- 

dency censured in vv. '*!7, or (2) as introducing the reinforcement of 

an ally who adds his word in the same contention as that of James. 
I. «tc as an objector. 

This interpretation (which I adopt) finds its support chiefly in the 
argument used above, that this is the only natural meaning of the phrase 
&AX’ dpel «tz in such a context. Under this view the words introduced 

by égei will not extend beyond Exo, v. !**, for eGov xtà. is evidently 

spoken in the interest of James's main contention. As to how the 
words (1**) can express an objection, and what that objection is, opin- 
ions have been various. The first and most obvious difficulty in this 

view has always been that the objector seems to declare that James 

has faith, while the objector himself has works. That would reverse 
their respective parts, and the difficulty has been met in three ways. 

1. Since the objection is quoted by James, có is taken as if from 
James’s point of view and ¿yó as if referring to James: ‘‘ But someone 

will say, ‘Thou (i. e. the representative of the class just censured) hast 
faith, while I (James) have works." This is taken either (a) as a de- 

fense of the class censured, on the ground that several types of religion 
are alike admissible, or (b) as an attack upon James, who is declared 
to have only works (which are inferior to faith), whereas the person 

attacked has faith, the superior quality (so Weiss). To this, under 
either form, (a) or (b), James replies that faith cannot exist alone. 

Both these explanations are exposed to the fatal difficulty that the 

objection of the defender is given in direct discourse (as, e. g., in 2?) so 

that ¿yó cannot possibly refer to James; the interpretation of Weiss 

is exposed to the further, equally fatal, objection that it is impos- 
sible to suppose that James could have introduced, in the mouth of a 
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supposititious defender, such an insulting personal attack on himself. 
The rhetorical device of the objector's defense is very characteristic of 
Greek popular moral exhortation of this period, and is always adopted 

solely in order to state vividly a possible point of view, in itself not 
wholly unreasonable, but liable to the crushing rejoinder with which 

the author follows it. It must be assumed as intended to aid, not to 
hinder, the development of the main contention. To withdraw the 

reader's mind from the main subject by raising the question of the 
author's own character and principles would be a strangely inept turn. 

Moreover, for Weiss's view the precise bearing of the attack (through 
the supposed inferiority of works to faith) would have to be more clearly 
expressed. James nowhere lays himself open to the accusation that he 
thinks works can exist without faith. 

2. A second way of meeting the difficulty is that of von Soden, WH. 
mg., and others, who take Éxet; as a question, by which doubt is ex- 
pressed of James's possession of faith; thus: 
James: “Faith without works is dead." 

Opponent: “Hast thou any faith?" 

James: “I have works. Show me thy faith without works, and I 
will prove that I have faith.” 

Apart from the fact that this interpretation gives the passage too 
much the character of personal debate, with an argumentum ad hominem, 
to suit the style proper to general hortatory moral writing, this theory 
fails because it does violence to the Greek. For (a), in order to call in 
question James's faith, the opponent would have had to say uh od xlotw 
Exec; (cf.e.g. v. 9). The present form of the question would be wholly 
weak and unnatural. (b) The theory neglects the obvious parallelism 
of od Exetc, x&yó Eyo, in which the presence of xat and the lack of any 

sufficient introduction to the second part make it impossible to assume 
that we have a question and answer. 

8. (a) In despair of any other solution, Pfleiderer, Urchristentum, 

11887, p. 874; 21902, ii, p. 547; E. Y. Hincks (Journal of Bibl. Literature, 
xviii, 1899, pp. 199-201), Baljon, Katholieke Brieven, 1904, p. 42, have 

declared the text corrupt, and propose to read against all Mss. (except 
the Latin Codex Corbeiensis [ff], the reading of which is admittedly a 

secondary correction) od Epya Éxetz x&yó zlot Eyo. 

The meaning will then be, as in the explanation defended above, an 
appeal by the opponent to the equal value of various religious gifts, 
faith and works both being good in their own way. In the text as re- 

constructed each gift will be assigned to the right person, faith to the 
opponent, works to James. 

But (1) this reconstruction of the text is too violent a procedure to 
be acceptable so long as any other explanation can be found, and (2) 
the resulting text is unsatisfactory. For James's own character and 

principles have not been in question, and to represent the defender as 
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here drawing a sharp contrast specifically between James and himself 
is to make the words amount to an attack on James. Thus this solu- 
tion is exposed to the same objections as that of Weiss already discussed. 

(b) Of the same violent sort is the suggestion of Spitta, followed by 
Hollmann, that the objection originally introduced by 4A)’ épet tts 
has fallen out, so that originally où ziomy Exets constituted the first 
words of James’s rejoinder. 

But such a rejoinder, in which the writer declares that he possesses 
these highly prized works, would be very unnatural, to say nothing of 
the fact that James would not have admitted voluntarily and gratu- 
itously that his own faith required proof. And Spitta’s attempt to 
reconstruct the objection introduced by épet tt; is weak (“Aus dem 

Fehlen gewisser Werke kónne nicht geschlossen werden, der Glaube sei 

nicht lebendig, und die Werke, auf welche Jakobus poche, könnten 
den Mangel der xícxt nicht ersetzen," p. 79). 

Hollmann's attempt is equally unconvincing: * Allein da wird jemand 
sagen: [Was nützen Werke ohne Glauben? Ich aber habe Glauben !] 

Du hast Glauben und ich habe Werke? Zeige mir deinen Glauben" 
(in J. Weiss, Schriften des N. T. ii, 1908, p. 10). 

4. The interpretation defended above is not open to any of these 
objections. 

II. «t as an ally. 
The unsatisfactoriness of the more usual of the interpretations above 

described has led a second group of interpreters to take the sentence 

introduced by àM’ épet «t; as coming not from an opponent but from 
a third party, who is an ally of James. The sentence od xícxtv Exes 

xáyð Eoya Eyw is then taken to be merely the introduction, establish- 

ing a basis for argument, while 8eitóv uot xtA. contains the real gist 
of the utterance of «tc: “Nay, someone will say, ‘Thou (the person 
censured by James) hast, or art supposed to have, faith, while I (the 
ally of James now speaking) really have works; in fact thy faith (since 
it cannot be demonstrated by works) is not only dead but practically 

non-existent, while my recognized works prove that I have faith as 
well.’ » 

Where the quotation from the imaginary ally stops is less easy to 
determine, and that is not very important, since in most forms of this 
theory the point of view of the ally and of James are identical. Some 
‘make it stop with v. !*, others carry the interjected remarks on to the 
end of v. **. This latter view has the great disadvantage of separating 
the example of Abraham from the parallel instance of Rahab. 

1. Under the more common form of this view (De Wette, Beyschlag, 
Mayor) the interrupting «t; is thought of as another Christian; &AA& 

is taken as like immo vero (cf. Jn. 16*, Phil. 113, Lk. 12? 162) ; od zloty 
Exes is given the meaning “thou pretendest to have faith," a pretense 
which is shown to be false in the sentence det&év uot xtA. 
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But the natural sense of dA)’ épet «tc is too clear to permit here this 
meaning of &AA&; and it is not justifiable to make Eye¢ equivalent to 

Ayers Exe. Further, the introduction of an ally, representing the 

same point of view, is wholly uncalled for, and cannot be accounted 

for on the ground either of “modesty” (Mayor) or of “dramatic vivid- 
ness" (Beyschlag). It would have to be made more obvious by the 
context. James cannot thus boast of works, nor has he occasion to 

defend himself against any charge of lack of faith. This interpretation, 
although widely held, cannot be accepted. 

2. A more plausible form of this theory, or rather an important ad- 
vance upon it, is the interpretation of Zahn (Einleitung, i, $ 4, note 4), 

based upon the view of Hofmann and Stier. Zahn accepts the view that 
tt; is a kind of ally, but finds that the only ally that would suit the 

conditions is an unbelieving Jew, whose supposed words run through 
y. 1: “Nay, if you maintain your practices, some Jew will say, ‘Thou, 

as a Christian, hast thy faith, and I, as a Jew, my works; but thy con- 

duct gives the lie to thy professions of faith, whereas my conduct shows 

that I have all the faith a man needs. Thy vaunted faith is no more 

than that of the demons.' " This is concrete and has advantages over 

most other interpretations. But the difficulty remains that 4A?" épet «tq 

is more naturally taken as introducing not a reinforcement of James’s 
position, but an objection or defense of those censured. Further, in 
the general style of this epistle (which is not a true letter addressed 

to a definite body of readers) such a reference to Jewish Christian argu- 

ment would have to be made more explicit and clear. And, finally, 
there is noevidence that faith and works were ever the accepted party 

cries of Jews and Christians. On the contrary, faith characterised the 

Jew, and not Epya but vuos and xeprtoyf) were what he claimed as 

his distinction, cf. Rom. 9* *, Phil. 3% And the content of faith, as 
indicated in v.!*, is a monotheism which Jew and Christian shared. 
If faith, as such, were here thought of as that which distinguishes 
Christian from Jew, v. !* could not possibly have been written. 

Similar is the view of E. Haupt (Studien und Kritsken, vol. lvi, 1883, 
p. 187), who substitutes a non-christian moralist for the Pharisaic Jew. 
This is open to the same objections as Zahn's view, and to the additional 
one that, especially in Palestine, the defender of * mere morality” seems 
less appropriate in such a tract than the polemical Jew. 

For criticism of various views, besides the commentaries see Holtz- 
mann, Lehrb. d. neutest. Theologie*, 1911, ii, p. 374, note 2. 

19-26. Argument from the instances of the demons and of 
Abraham and Rahab. 

(a) v.?*. Faith by itself can be exerted by demons. 
(b) vv. *-34 In Abraham's case, faith had to be com- 

pleted by works in order to secure justification. 
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(c) v.**. Likewise Rahab was justified by works. 
(d) v.3*. Thus faith without works is dead. 

19. Faith (even the supreme faith in One God) can be ex- 

erted by demons, who are not thereby saved. 
james, after refuting the excuse of the objector, proceeds with 

his main argument. The point made in v. !? is in support of 
the original proposition of vv. !* 17, that faith without works 
is dead; v.!? is thus an argument parallel to that of vv. !5-16, 

muorevets, Perhaps better taken as affirmation than (Tdf. 
WH.) as question. 

6r, els Oeds čorw. 
This, the existence and unity of God, is doubtless thought of 

as the chief element in faith, but it is going too far to represent 

it as including the whole of James’s conception of faith. Cf. 
the emphasis on monotheism (with reference to Christ added) 

in 1 Cor. 8* *, Eph. 4°, 1 Thess. 1°. 

The emphasis on monotheism as the prime article of the Jewish creed 
is to be seen in the Shema (Deut. 649, “Hear, O Israel, the Lord our 
God is one Lord" (cf. Mk. 12**), and may be illustrated from Philo, 
De opif. mundi, 61 ; De nobilitate, 5; Leg. ad Gaium, 16. See Bousset, 
Religion des Judentums, ch. 15. 

That a strong perception of the fundamental and distinctive 
significance of monotheism passed over into the early church 
may be illustrated from Hermas, Mand. i, rpórov Trávrov mio- 
tevoov Šri els eorw ò Oeds; it was not peculiar to Jewish 
Christians. Cf. Harnack, Mission und Ausbreitung des Christen- 
tums, Buch ii, Kap. 9. 

Str elc Beds Ecc] BC (ò 0e6c) minn: ff Priscill. 
Ste elo garry 8 Bebs] NA min! vg. 
Ect ò Beds els otev] KL minnplsr, 

Some other minor variations in a few minuscules are due to the 
omission of the article before 6e6¢. The Latin versions are: 

ff quia unus deus; 

Priscillian quia unus deus est ; 
vg quoniam unus est deus. 

The text of KL has probably put 4 6eé¢ first in order to give it a more 
emphatic position. As between the other two readings, that of B is 
less conventional (see Mayor's note, p. roo), hence more likely to be 

original. The parallel 4'* probably exhibits the same tendency, for 
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there also the reading of B (with P, which is here lacking) is probably 
right as against an emender who inserted the article. 

KANS moves, cf. v. 5, kards motte, “This is good as far 
as it goes," perhaps said with a slight touch of irony, as in Mk. 7°. 

Ta Óauudvia, The evil spirits whose presence and power is 
so often referred to in the Gospels; cf. 31°. 

This is better than to think of the gods of the heathen, whom nothing 
here suggests. 

mıoTeúovow. For illustration of this, cf. Mt. 82°, Mk. 1%. 
dpíccovcu, “shudder in terror.” This word properly means 

* bristle up," cf. Latin horreo, horresco. 

The “shuddering awe” of demons and others before the majesty of 

God was a current idea, cf. Dan. 7!*, Or. Man. 4, Jos. B. J. v, 10*; Justin 
Martyr, Dial. 49, Xprot 8v xal «à Satóvx. golacet (cf. Dial. 30 and 
121), Test. Abrah., Rec. A, 16; Xen. Cyr. iv, 235; the Orphic fragment 

(nos. 238, 239) found in Clem. Alex. Strom. v, 14, p. 724 P. 3alnoves 9v 

gelacouct; and passages quoted by Hort, ad loc. 

Here the thought is of a fear which stands in contrast to the 
peace of salvation. A faith which brings forth only this result 
is barren. Cf. Deissmann, Bibelstudien, pp. 42 f., E. Tr. p. 288. 

20-24. The argument from reason of v. !? is followed by an 
argument from Scripture. In the great case of Abraham faith 
and works co-operated to secure justification. 

20. Gérers 96 yvàvat, Introducing this new argument: “Do 
you desire a proof?" Like the similar Rom. 13? (see Lietz- 
mann, ad loc. in Handbuch zum Neuen Testament, 1906), this 

can be taken as an affirmative sentence with little difference of 
meaning. 

& dvOporre xevé, This address to a single person corresponds 
with v.14, v.!*, and v. ?, In v. ** the writer falls out of the 

singular into the more natural but less forcible and pungent 
plural, perhaps because he is there giving a summary statement 

in conclusion. Direct address in the singular, and in harsh tone, 
is characteristic of the diatribe, so ß raXaímope, rdXas, cav- 
viov, pwpé, vrovnpé, infelix, miser, stulte; cf. Bultmann, p. 14. 

xevés means “empty,” i. e. “deficient,” and is used here much 
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like “fool”; cf. the Aramaic NP“ paxd, Mt. 59, also Paul's 
a&ppev, “thou fool," x Cor. 15%, and ó &vÜperre, Rom. 2! 9”. 
See Trench, Synonyms, $ xlix, and Mayor’, p. 102. It is used as 
a common term of disparagement in obvious senses in Hermas, 

Mand. xi, passim. 'The strong expression is called out by 
James's abhorrence of this sham faith. 

The view of Hilgenfeld and others, that the Apostle Paul is meant 
as the #wðpwxoç xevé¢ hardly needs to be referred to. 

apyn, "ineffective," “barren” (R.V.), “unprofitable,” *un- 
productive of salvation,” cf. Mt. 12%, 2 Pet. 18, Wisd. 145 

(with Grimm’s note); this sense is common in classical Greek, 
where apryds is connected with such words as y@pa, Yñ, yprj- 
para, 6dpv, ypdvos, ğ&arpıßý. Cf. vexpds, vv. 17:35, in much 
the same sense. 

There is possibly a little play on words here, between ywol¢ «v Epywy 

and dorf) (from d-epyns). 

dert] BC* minn ff sah. 
vyexoá] SAC*KLP minn»!e boh syrpesh. bel, Conformation to v. *. 

21. 'ABpaàp o TraT?)p nuav. Cf. Mt. 3°, Rom. 4!, 4 Macc. 
169 17* (Codd. NV, and better reading), Pirke Aboth, v, 4°, etc. 

On Abraham as the supreme example of faith, see EB and 
JE, art. "Abraham," Lightfoot, Galatians, pp. 154-164. 

The use of this phrase suggests that the writer was a Jew, but is not 
wholly conclusive, for the Christians held themselves to be the spiritual 

children of Abraham (cf. Gal. 37, Rom. 4*!-). Cf. 1 Cor. ro!, Clem. 

Rom. 31%, which were addressed to readers not of Jewish extraction. 

éóuaubÜn. Used here as a familiar and current term sub- 

stantially equivalent to csa, v. 14, 
dicavodv means "pronounce righteous," “acquit” (e. g. Ex. 

23"), and hence is used of God with reference to the great assize 
on the day of judgment. Like owfew, however (cf. Acts 2%, 
I Cor. 1?!) the word was used by anticipation, as it is here in 
James, to refer to the present establishment of a claim to (or 
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acceptance of the gift of) such acquittal (e. g. Lk. 181, Rom. 
8”), The meaning of the word S:casody in Paul's use does 
not differ from that which he found already current, although 
his theological doctrine of justification, which he set forth with 

the aid of the word, was highly original. Nor does the meaning 
in the present verse depart at all from the ordinary. "The justi- 
fication here referred to is not anything said by God in Genesis, 

but is the fulfilment of the promises there recorded. See Lex. 

s.v. waw; HDB, “Justification”; Sanday, Romans, pp. 
28-31. 

For an account of many attempts to give a different meaning to 
é3txaubOn, see Beyschlag, pp. 132 f. 

eE Epor, 
Cf. Rom. 4, especially v., ef yap ' ABpaày èE čpywv édixcarwOn, 

Eyer kaúyn pa’ AAN ov pos Ücóv Tr, Rom. 3” 28, Gal. 215 ov 
Sixacodras advOparros é£ épywv vdpov krX. The contention of 

James corresponds to the usual Jewish view and to a somewhat 
superficial common sense. 

Note how in Rom. 4!, as here, the case of Abraham is brought in as 
the great test case to which the readers’ minds are likely spontaneously 
to turn and to which the opponent will appeal. In each case the 

writer has to argue against the established idea of his readers, Paul 
against the Jew, James against the Christian who is using the justifica- 
tion of Abraham as a cloak for iniquity. Hence the abruptness of the 
opening in both cases. 

aveveyxas KTA., Gen. 22% ?, 
This was an épyov, and is here presented as the ground of 

Abraham’s justification. See note on émioreucer, v. 33, 
That Abraham was justified and saved was of course recog- 

nised by all; that his justification depended not merely on the 
initial act of faith, but also on his confirmatory manifestation 
of this faith under trial is the contention of James. This, he 

thinks, becomes clear so soon as reference is made to the great 
incident of the sacrifice of Isaac, whereby (Gen. 22!) the vital 
reality of Abraham’s faith was tested, and on which followed 
(Gen. 22!518) a renewal of the promise. Abraham's failure to 
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sustain this test would have shown his faith weak and doubt- 
less have prevented his justification; thus the inference from 

the great representative case of Abraham to the situation of 
the readers themselves was unavoidable. 

At the same time James's real contention in vv. %2 is not 
so much of the necessity of works as of the inseparability of 
vital faith and works. Not merely are works needed in order 

to perfect faith, but faith likewise aids works. This is all said 
in reply to the suggestion in v. is that faith and works are sep- 
arable functions of the Christian life. 

In this connection note the singular, BAéres, v. 2, and con- 
trast, v. 24, opáre, 
The article with Óvetacr'jptov has reference to the well-known 

altar of the story (cf. Gen. 22?). 

&vapéoety, in the sense of “offer” (as a religious act), appears to 
be foreign to secular Greek (which uses xpoopépetv), and due to the 

LXX, where it is common, mainly as a translation for n5pn, less often 
for opp. Inthe LXX xoooapépety is mainly used for apn. See West- 

cott’s note on Heb. 7”. 

Bucracthorov, likewise, in the sense of “altar,” is not found in secular 
Greek writers; see Westcott, Epistle to the Hebrews, pp. 453-461. 

22. őri. The force of črte probably runs through vv. * 
and ??, 
7 wlorts, The existence and efficiency of Abraham's faith 

(which has not previously been mentioned) is assumed, but 

alone it is declared not to have been adequate to secure justi- 
fication. 

cuvnpyet TOUS Épryois avrov, 

ouvfoyet] N*A ff read cuveoyet. The weight of ff is here diminished 
by the fact that it also renders éteAed6y (for which there is no Greek 
variant) by the present tense confirmatur. 

* Faith helped works, and works completed faith," sc. toward 
the end of justification, as v. *! indicates. In this general state- 
ment the mutual relation of faith and works is made plain— 

the two are inseparable in a properly conducted life (cf. v. 18b). 
It is thus hardly true to say that the whole emphasis here 
rests on Tots épyous, Bengel: duo commata quorum in priore si 
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illud, fides, in altero operibus cum accentu pronunciaveris, sen- 

tentia liquido percipietur, qua exprimitur, quid ulravis pars alteri 
conferat. i; 

The change of tense (curypryet, éreXeub05) is due to the dif- 
fering nature of the two words (“linear” and “punctiliar,” cf. 
J. H. Moulton, Prolegomena, pp. 108 f.). 

TOis Epyors, dat. of advantage. 
ouvepyety is a common enough Greek word, but is found in 

the LXX only in r Esd. 7? and 1 Macc. 12!, and in the N. T. 
only Mk. 16”, Rom. 85, 1 Cor. 16!5, 2 Cor. 61, It means “‘co- 

operate with," “assist,” “help.” The E.V. "wrought with” 

is misleading, because it tends to put too much emphasis on 
“wrought” and not enough on “ with." 

Grimm (Lex. s.v. cuvepyéw) interprets: "Faith (was not inactive, 

but by coworking) caused Abraham to produce works," and this view 

is held by many. V.:* does, indeed, suggest that James had reached 

this conception of the relation of faith and works as source and product, 
but it is not expressed in v. ?*, nor is it directly implied there. The 

persistent attempts to find it in v. *? are ultimately due to Protestant 
commentators’ interest in the doctrine of the supremacy of faith. Not 
the power of vital faith to produce works, but the i»separability of faith 

and works is James's contention throughout this passage. The argu- 

ment is directed against those who would excuse lack of works by 

appealing to their faith; faith alone, it is declared, is ineffective for 
securing salvation. 

That cuvfjoyet is used in conscious contrast to dey (&-eọyn) is com- 

monly affirmed, but this interpretation spoils the sense. James does 
not mean that Abraham’s faith, being accompanied by (cuv-) works, 

was effective (-fjgye)), but that faith and works co-operated. 

éreAeubÜn, “was perfected,” not as if previously, before the 
works, it had been an imperfect kind of faith, but meaning that 
it “was completed" (almost *supplemented"), and so enabled 
to do its proper work. If, when the test came, the faith had 
not been matched by works, then it would have been proved 

to be an incomplete faith. The works showed that the faith 

had always been of the right kind, and so “completed” it. 

Schneckenburger and many others take the opposite view, “fides 

theoretica imperfecta est donec accedat praxis" ; but these plain people's 
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faith was no such theologian’s theory. Huther and Beyschlag think 
of faith as “perfected,” in the sense of growing strong by exercise in 
works, but this is not exactly the writer’s thought here. Calvin and 

others try to give to éteAed6y the unlikely sense “was shown to be 
perfect." Others urge that the process was the complete development 
of what faith really was. The difficulties which the commentators find 
are due partly to dogmatic prepossession, partly to their error in sup- 
posing that James was a subtle theologian who did not write his practical 
maxims and swift popular arguments until he had thought out the 

exact definitions, psychological distinctions, and profound and elusive 
relations involved in the subject. 

23. xal émXgpó05. xal introduces the result of cuvipye 
kal éreXeub0n. 
ý ypa d», vis. Gen. 15*, quoted accurately from the LXX, ex- 

cept that all but two of the chief Mss. have «al émíarevaev 
for émíorevaev óé, 

Paul's quotation in Rom. 4* has 8é, but so do Philo, De mut. nom. 
33; Clem. Rom. ro‘; Justin Martyr, Dial. 92, so that the agreement 

need not be significant for the relation of James to Paul. See Hatch, 
Essays, p. 156, where the evidence is given in full. 

The passage Gen. 15° (éAovyíoÓn KTA.) is taken as a prophecy. 
As such, it was really fulfilled by Abraham's conduct set forth 
in Gen. 22. “And so, by the addition of conduct (whereby 
his faith was manifested) his faith was perfected, the Scripture 
promise that he should be justified was fulfilled, and he was 
called God's friend." The same passage of Genesis is also used 
by Paul (Rom. 4?, Gal. 3°) as proof of his doctrine of justifica- 
tion by faith; James, as if in reply, points out that what he has 
been saying in v. *! shows that works had to come in and perfect 

this faith in order to bring about the desired end of justification. 
émíaTevaev, 
In Gen. r5* the object of Abraham's faith is that God will 

fulfil the promise just given and grant him an heir. In x Macc. 
293, 'ABpaàp oUx èv rreipacum etpéOn mords, kal éXovyía0n 
avrQ Sucawcuvn (Codd. NV eis óucawoc vv), Gen. 15° is al- 
luded to, and the signal exhibition of this faith in the sacri- 

fice of Isaac (Gen. 22, note 22!) appears to be in mind. So here 
in James the sacrifice of Abraham is the act which manifests 
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the faith, cf. Gen. 221*!5; and this seems to follow the ordinary 

Jewish understanding of the matter. In other passages of the 
N. T. the case is various. Rom. 4!" f- refers to the belief of 

God's promise of a son; Heb. 115 £- to the faith shown by Abra- 
ham's departure for an unknown country; Heb. 11° to his 
residence in Canaan; Heb. ri" f- to the sacrifice of Isaac. 

Clem. Rom. 31 connects the sacrifice of Isaac with Abraham's 
righteousness and faith; Gen. r5* is quoted, but the precise 
nature of Abraham's faith is not indicated. 

ddoylcOn aŭt eis Sixavoovvnv. From Gen. 15°. 
The same expression is found (of Phinehas) in Ps. 106™ 31, 

cf. Gen. 15° (with Skinner's note), Deut. 24!5, “it shall be right- 

eousness unto thee before the Lord, thy God," Deut. 615, Prov. 
27*. It means that God accounted the act (here an act of faith) 

to be righteous, i. e. righteous in special and distinguished meas- 
ure. The developed use of 9ucauoc vo to denote the possession 
of God's approval on the whole, and not merely with reference 

to a single act, necessarily enlarged the meaning of the expres- 
sion, which in the N. T. is treated as equivalent to éducarOn. 

The name of God is avoided in the LXX translation by recasting the 
sentence and using the passive voice ¿ħoyloðnņ for the active verb of 

the Hebrew (see Dalman, Worte Jesu, i, pp. 183 ff., Eng. transl., pp. 
224-226). Similarly in Ps. 1o6* f., x Macc. 2'3, 

xal dlros Oeod éxrAnOn. 
This sentence, which is not to be included as a part of 7j 

ypadn, is parallel to 7 wloris éreredOn xal émXnpd£ 7) ypadn, 
“In this fact (i. e. €A70n) the promise implied in éAoyyía09 was 
fulfilled." 'The reward was greater than in the case of the 
justification and salvation of ordinary men. 

“Friend of God,” ;. e. “beloved by God,” appears to have 
been a designation commonly applied to Abraham. So Is. 418 
(ABpadp ôv aydarnoa, Aq. &yarnrod pov, Sym. Tod (Xov 
pov) ; Philo, De sobr. 11, M. p. 401 (where in quoting Gen. 18!” 

lov pov is substituted for maids pov), Jubilees 19° 30%, 
Test. Abraham, passim. The same idea is expressed in different 

language in 2 Chron. 207 (#ya7rnpuévos), Dan. 335, 4 Ezra 3%, 
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Philo, De Abrahamo, 19 (Ceos), and Abraham's love to 
God is emphasised in Pirke Aboth, v, 4. Among modern Arabs 

the common designation of Abraham is “the friend of God," 
el khalil Allah, or el khalil (cf. Koran, sura iv, 124), and the name 
is even given to Hebron, his burial-place; cf. Hughes, Dictionary 

of Islam, 1885, p. 269. 

In view of this evidence it can only be said that Clem. Rom. 
10! (ABpadp, o plos TrpocayopevOes), 172, Tertullian, Ado. 
Judeos 2, unde Abraham amicus dei deputatus? do not furnish 
proof of the dependence of Clement of Rome and Tertullian on 
James. In Iren. iv, 16%, ipse Abraham sine circumcisione et sine 

observatione sabbatorum, credidit deo, et reputatum est illi ad jus- 

titiam, et amicus dei vocatus est, the similar combination of Gen. 

15° and this sentence is probably a mere coincidence. See In- 

troduction, pp. 87, 9o f. 

It seems more likely that James writes here with the title already 
commonly applied to Abraham in mind than that he uses g(Ao c as merely 

equivalent to $txatofs(c, as many (e. g. Spitta, pp. 82 f.) hold. Yet 
the repeated use in the Book of Jubilees (chs. 19, 30) of the expression 

* written down as a friend of God,” in the sense of “having been granted 

salvation," and the connection in one instance (ch. 30) of this expression 
with the phrase, “it became righteousness to them," gives some plausi- 

bility to such a view. In any case 9fAog Oeoŭ éxAfj0y and éS$txaub0n 

relate to the same act of God, whether the former is a mere equivalent 
of the latter or has a larger meaning. 

But to assume that James was thinking of the “heavenly tablets" 

when he wrote éxA‘6y is gratuitous. Jewish thought knew of other 

ways by which God could give a name besides inscribing it in a book. 

24. opare, direct address in plural, as everywhere in the 
epistle except vv. !*-??, cf. 4 Macc. 124, Clem. Rom. 12°. 

KL minn»le add tolvuy. 

èx wrlorews udvov, i. e. without the aid and co-operation (cf. 

v.™) of works. This is a formal and conclusive reply to the 
question of v. 14, 

It is not to be inferred that James held to a justification by works 
without faith. Such a misunderstanding is so abhorrent to his doctrine 

of the inseparability of faith and works that it does not occur to him 
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to guard himself against it. And the idea itself would have been 
foreign to Jewish as well as to Christian thought. The fate of the 
heathen does not come into the question. 

25. An additional argument from Scripture: Rahab's jus- 
tification came from works. 
'PaàB %) mdpyn, so Josh. 617. 1*. 15; cf. Josh. 21-1 617. 23-25, Heb, 

11%, Mt. 15, Clem. Rom. 12. 

Older writers tried to soften the reference by taking xépvy in some 

unnatural sense, as cook, landlady (here following Jewish guidance), 
or idolater; but the literal sense is the only possible one; see Lightfoot’s 
note on Clem. Rom. 12. 

In Jewish midrash of various ages Rahab was the subject of 
much interest. She was believed to have become a sincere 
proselyte, to have married Joshua, and to have been the ances- 
tress of many priests and prophets, including Jeremiah and 
Ezekiel. Her faith as implied in Josh. 2" was deemed notably 

complete, and was said to have evoked the express recognition 

of God himself; and she, with certain other proselyte women, 
was called “the pious.” See JE, “Rahab.” This evidence of 

special Jewish attention to Rahab, although the actual rabbin- 
ical passages are some of them late, fully justifies the assump- 
tion that the references to Rahab in Hebrews and Clement of 
Rome are independent of this verse in James; cf. Introduction, 
pp. 22, 87. It is noteworthy that none of the words used to 

describe Rahab's conduct are the same in Hebrews and in 
James. Clement of Rome may, of course, here as elsewhere, 
be dependent on Hebrews. 

éf épywv. The works consisted in the friendly reception 
(inrodeEa evn) and aid in escaping (€«Badovea) given to the 
spies, as described in Josh. 2. The faith to which an opponent 
might have pointed (cf. Heb. 11%, Clem. Rom. 12) is displayed 
in Rahab’s words, Josh. 2*!!, especially v. u ri «pios o cóc 
Üudv eds (so Cod. A) év ovpar@ dvo xal ém ris yis xdro, 
The choice of Abraham and Rahab as examples here is prob- 

ably to be explained by observing that the one was the accepted 
and natural representative of faith and justification, while the 
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other is an extreme case, where, if anywhere, James’s argument 
might seem to fail. Notice xal, and a certain emphasis on 7) 
xdpvn, “even though a harlot.” These two instances thus cover 
the whole wide range of possibilities. This is better than the 
view, long ago suggested, that the mention of Rahab, a prose- 
lyte from the Gentiles, shows that the epistle was addressed 
to Christian communities containing Gentiles as well as Jews 
(Zahn, Einleitung, $ 4, Eng. transl. i, p. 91). 

d&yy@Aous] CK»sL minn ff boh syrvesb. bel read xatacxéxous, cf. 
Heb. 11%. 

éxBarovoa, “sent out," with no thought of any violence of 

action, cf. Mt. 978 1235, Lk. 642 1075, 
26. Concluding statement. 
@omep, The deadness of faith without works is illustrated 

from a dead body. With works absent, faith is no more alive 

than is a body without the rvevpa, 

The comparison is sometimes said to halt, because, whereas the death 

of the body is caused by the departure of the spirit, the deadness of 
faith is not caused, but only recognised, by its failure to produce works; 
and it is suggested that faith, as the source of activity, could better be 
compared with the spirit, and works with the body. But to the mind 
of James faith and works co-operate to secure justification, and by 
works faith is kept alive. So the body and the spirit co-operate to 

secure continued life, and by the spirit the body is kept alive. When 
v. 2 is given its true meaning, the parallel is seen to be better than is 
often thought. 

740] B syr?*5 arm omit. ff renders autem. 

axvevparos, This is most naturally taken of “the vital prin- 
ciple by which the body is animated." 

A less probable interpretation takes xveóua as meaning “breath,” 
which the body is thought of as producing. This makes a more com- 

plete parallel to the relation of faith and the works which it ought to 
produce, but is forced. Cf. Ps. 104%*, Tob. 3*; Q. Curtius Rufus, x, 
19 Wud scire debetis militarem sine duce turbam corpus esse sine spiritu. 
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IL ON THE TEACHER'S CALLING (3149. 

CHAPTER III. 

Ch. 3 relates to the Teacher and Wise Man. That the two 
are treated as substantially identical is significant. It is inter- 
esting to compare the directions for leaders of the Christian 
community given in the Pastoral Epistles or in the Didache. 

The main thought in vv. !-? is the greater responsibility of 

teachers and the extremely dangerous character of the instru- 
ment which they have to use. In vv. *- the noble possibili- 

ties of the tongue are presented as a motive for checking its 
lower propensities. This passage naturally connects itself with 
I!? 1. 26 212. 

In vv. 13-18 the discussion springs from the same abhorrence 

of sham which gives rise to so much of ch. 1 (vv. ** 22-27), and 
controls the thought throughout ch. 2. 

1-3. Against overeagerness to be teachers ; in view of the great 
responsibility involved, and of the difficulty of controlling the tongue. 

1. uù ToXXol Siddoxaro. q(veaÜe, “Do not many of you 
become teachers." moAAol is to be regarded either as subject 
or as in apposition with the proper subject (in that case vets) ; 
&ódckaXot is predicate; cf. Heb. 7?*. 

xoAAo(] L by a not unusual corruption reads xoAA6. This does not 
point to a reading xoAó, and has no relation to the mistranslation of 
m nolite multiloqui esse (cf. Mt. 67). 

&:ddoxaros means rabbi (cf. Mt. 238, Lk. 2*5, Jn. 1?* 2018 31; 
see references in Lex. s. vv. SidSdoxados and fa64), and the 
teachers here referred to, if in Jewish Christian churches, would 
naturally have occupied a place not unlike that of rabbis in the 
synagogues. This would apply both to the dignity of the po- 
sition and to a part of the duties of the rabbis. Among Chris- 
tians the term was used both for a teacher resident in a church 
(Acts 13!, Antioch) and for a travelling missionary (Didache 
II!f. 13? 152), Nothing in the text indicates whether James’s 
reference was limited to one or the other of these classes. The 
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position of teacher was the function of a specially gifted person, 
not a standing office, and it was plainly possible for a man who 
believed himself competent for the work to put himself forward 

and take up the activities of a teacher. James is himself a 
teacher (Xnu/dpe0a, v. 1), and points out the moral dangers of 
the teacher's life, with special insistence on the liability to opin- 
ionated disputatiousness (vv. 35). A good concrete impres- 
sion of the nature of the meetings at which they spoke may be 
gathered from 1 Cor. 14. The Epistle of James itself will give 

an idea of one of the types of early Christian "teaching." 
Teachers were important from the earliest times (Acts 131, 1 Cor. 
12?5, Eph. 4!!) and were found in the Christian churches of many 
lands. The references of this epistle would seem applicable in 
any part of the world and during any part of the period which is 
open for the date of the epistle. 
An interesting expansion of this exhortation of James found 

in the first pseudo-clementine Epistle to Virgins, i, 11, is prob- 
ably from Palestine or Syria in the third century, and vividly 
illustrates the same situation even at that late time (text in 
Funk, Patres apostolici, vol. ii; Eng. transl. in Amnfe-N cene 
Fathers, Buffalo, 1886, vol. viii). 

On teachers in the early church, see articles in DD.BB., and 

especially Harnack, Mission und Ausbreitung des Christentums, 
21906, pp. 279-308; Eng. transl. ?1908, i, pp. 333-366, where a 
great amount of interesting material is collected and discussed. 

á&eXdo( pou, introducing a new section, cf. 1% 19 21. 14 57. 12, 
eiddres, “for you know," presenting a motive. 
peitov xplua, “greater condemnation”; cf. Mk. 12% (Lk. 

20%) obrot Anuovrar Tepuraórepov xpí(ua, Rom. 13%. The 
teacher's condemnation (or, as we should say, his responsibility) 
is greater than that of others because having, or professing to 
have, clear and full knowledge of duty, he is the more bound to 
obey it, cf. Lk. 12*' t. 

Anu /dpeOa, i. e. at the last day. Notice that James includes 
himself as a 0i/0doxaXos. 

The Vulgate (sumitis) and the Bohairic version have altered this to 
the second person. 
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To this warning no good earlier or Jewish parallel has been 
produced. The sayings about the dangers of speech apply, in- 
deed, to the teacher, but they are in most cases of an entirely 
general cast. 

2-12. The Hellenistic associations of the following passage, vv. *-!5, 
are shown in the references in the notes. The more striking parallels 
have been effectively put together by J. Geffcken, Kyntka und Ver- 

wandles, 1909, pp. 45-53.  Geffcken thinks that James here betrays de- 
pendence on a written tract on calumny, or some such subject, which 
he has adapted and expanded. This is not impossible, but the infelicities 
in the sequence of James's thought in the passage, on which Geffcken's 
theory rests, are not quite sufficient to prove anything more than de- 
pendence on ideas which had been worked out for a different purpose 
by others, and were familiar commonplaces of popular moral preaching. 

2. ToÀAÀ yap mralopev &mavres. This gives the reason 
(ydp) for the warning of v.'. All men stumble, and of all faults 
those of the tongue are the hardest to avoid. Hence the pro- 
fession of teacher is the most difficult mode of life conceivable. 
On the universality of sin, cf. Rom. 3*5, 1 Jn. 18, Eccles. 7*, 

Ecclus. 19!5, 2 Esd. 835, and the similar observations of Greek 
and Latin writers collected by Wetstein, Schneckenburger, and 
Mayor, e. g. Seneca, De clem. i, 6 peccavimus omnes, alii graviora 
alii leviora. 

The besetting danger of sins of speech and of the misuse of 
the tongue was clearly seen and often mentioned by ancient 
moralists. Noteworthy O. T. passages (among many others) 
are Prov. 151-4 7. 23, 26, 25, Ecclus. 516! 2227 2818-26, 

€i ov, see note on 24, 
otros, df. 1? 
TéXews àvíüjp, cf. x* and note. Used of moral perfection, 

“blameless,” cf. Mt. 548 19?!, Col. 1?* 412, Wisd. 9*, Gen. 6*, 
Ecclus. 44". The same Hebrew word DÐ, used in the same 

sense, is translated in Gen. 6? by TéAews, in Gen. 17! by 
üpeumTOS. 

Suvards KT. Expands the idea of Tecos. 
Kadwvaywynoas, “hold in check," cf. 12° and note. 

óXov TO cpa, i.e. the whole man. The contrast of the 

tongue and the body, as of a part and the whole, has led here to 
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a mode of expression which seems to imply that sin does not 
exist apart from the body. But the writer shows himself to 
be fully aware that sin resides in the inner man, although on the 
whole its more conspicuous manifestations are prominently con- 
nected with the body. The body is thought of as providing 
the man with his organs of expression and action. It is a natu- 

ral and popular, not a philosophical or theological, mode of ex- 
pression. Cf. v. * év rois peec, 4}, Rom. 8». 

3. It is with men as with horses: control their mouth and 
you are master of all their action. 

t8é "behold," introduces an illustration, cf. (9o vv. * 5, c* 7, 
On (dé, id0v, see Moulton's Winer, pp. 318 f. note 5; J. H. 

Moulton, Prolegomena, p. 11, note. 

(3é] CP minn»!vs œ sah syrhe! arm. 
306] minnət vid paue, 

eid? yáo] N* syrvesb, 
el 3é] BAKL minn?! ff vg boh (sf). 
Of these readings [806 (cf. 3* * 54 7) and the addition of 4*&o may be 

at once rejected as emendations; the latter, however, is significant 

because it implies that elé was understood as equivalent to (3. As 
between ié and el 8é, the external evidence is strong for the latter, 
although P when it departs from KL is an excellent witness. But in 

this instance the variant reading is likely to be due to a misspelling and 
not to deliberate emendation, whereas the excellence of B’s text de- 

pends solely on its freedom from emendation, not in any accuracy of 
spelling. In such a case "intrinsic evidence” from the sense is the 
only guide; and this speaks strongly for té, which is therefore to be 

accepted. 

Tv rov. Depends on Tovs yaduwous, but is put first be- 
cause it contains the new and emphatic idea. 

xaduvds is used of the “bridle” proper (or *reins"), of the 

* bit," and, as perhaps here, of the whole bridle, including both. 

The figurative use of “bridle” in English does not extend in the 
same degree to “bit,” and hence “bridle” (A.V., R.V.) is pref- 
erable as the English translation here. 

BdXXoye», “put,” cf. Philo, De agric. 21 xaduvov €uBardvres; 
Xen. De re equestr. vi, 7; ix, 9; Ael. V. h. ix, 16 Ura euBanr- 
Acw yavor, 
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If el 3€ is read (with WH.), xat has to be taken as introducing the 
apodosis, as often in Hebrew. 

per dryopev, “guide,” “direct” (E.V. “turn about"). | 

Cf. Philo, De opif. mundi, (29) 88 (the charioteers) fj &v €6éAworv aü«à 

&iouct tav dj» éverAnupévor; Aristippus in Stobeus, Anthol. (ed. 
Hense), iii, ch. 17, 17 xpavet HBovijc ody ô áxexóyusvoc GAA’ 5 xoduavos 
wry uh) xapexpeptuevos 34, orep xal vebog xal Txxou oly 6 ui) xooutvos 

GAD’ b petáywv brot BodAetat. 

The comparison turns on the importance which the tongue 
has because control over the whole creature can be exercised 
through it, as through the horse’s mouth. The smallness of 
the member hardly comes into consideration here. 

4-12. The dangers of the tongue. 

4-6. The tongue, though small, is as powerful as a little rudder 
on a great ship, and as dangerous as a little fire in a great forest. 

4. xal rà Torta, “ships also," like horses. The article is 
generic. The parallel of ship and horse is emphasised by the 
repetition of werdyew, a repetition characteristic of James, 
dg. I? f. 214, 16 gil, 25. 

exXnpàv, “harsh,” “stiff”; hence here of winds, "strong" ; 
the adjective heightens the contrast with the little rudder. 

For the phrase, cf. Dio. Chrys. De regno. iii, p. 44 xAvdwvos 
ayplov kal xarerod bro àvéuwv oxdnpav uerafBaXXonévov, 
Prov. 27!* oxAnpos vepos (where the difference from the He- 
brew is instructive), and other references in Wetstein, Mayor, 
and Schneckenburger. 

opu), “impulse,” “desire.” Used in N. T. only here and 
Acts 145, and not in this sense in O. T., but common in classical 
Greek writers. See Trench, § Ixxxvii, and see L. and S. for full 
references, e. g. Xen. Anab. iii, 2° mâ opp); Plato, Phil. 35 D, 
where pp is parallel to érsOupia, 

Others take this of the pressure of the steersman on the helm, but 
without any sufficient reason. 

tov evOuvorros, “the one who directs it." Cf. Philo, De 
conf. ling. 23 dv yap čorw Óre wpis fjviyov Te xal Kv- 
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Bepynrav & re wrots kal o 6pduos ev0vvecÓa,; also Prov. 20%, 

Ecclus. 37!*. 

The twin figures of the control of horse and of ship are fre- 
quently found together in later Greek writers, as the following 
passages show. In some of the instances the point of the com- 

parison is the smallness of the instrument which controls so 
great a body. James is evidently acquainted with the forms of 

current Greek popular thought. 

In the following the figures of ship and horse are characteristically 
combined : 

Plutarch, De aud. poetis, 12, p. 33 F “Tpbxog c0" ò xelðwv tod A£yov- 
TOG, 00 Aóyoc ^" xal todx0¢ uiv odv xal Adyos’ f) to6xoc Std Adyou, xa- 

O&xso taxeds Sut yaAtvoU xal Zek axndarlou xuBepvhtys. 

Plutarch, De genio Socratis, 20, p. 588 E. 

Aristippus, in Stobseus, Anthol. iii (ed. Hense), 17, 17 (quoted 
supra). 

Philo, De opificto mundi, 29 wdortupes B’hvloxor xal xuQepviycat* of pty 

yàp botepMovtes tv dxotuylwy xal xacóxt adtey éEetalbpevor fj Av 06Aw- 

ety abtd Ayouct tov tyidv évatAnupdvor xal cote uv. eordvras xobc kòy 

dobuov téte B’dvayartlovtaec, el pop toU Séovtog xAslovt Odor: of 8’ ad 

xuBeovitat xpd¢ td ths veto, Eoxatov ywploy xobuvav xapeAO6vcec &vcov 

ÒS Exog slxsiv aloty dototot tv éuxdrsdvtwy, Ere tç vela xal cov év abt] 

chy coxcnplav év yepol talc abtav Exovres. 

Philo, Leg. alleg. iii, 79; De agricult. 15; De confus. ling. 23; In 
Flacc. 5. 

For the figure of the ship's rudder, cf. Lucretius, De rer. nat. iv, 
863-868 

quippe etenim ventus subtili corpore tenuis 
trudit agens magnam magno molimine navem, 

et manus una regit quanto vis impete euntem 

atque gubernaclum contorquet quolibet unum, 

multaque, per trocleas et tympana, pondere magno 
commovet atque levi sustollit machina nisu. 

The often-quoted passage from Ps.-Aristotle, Mechanica, 5, is not 
apt, since there the rudder is mentioned not as a literary figure, but as 
one example of the principle of the lever. 

For the figure of the horse, cf. Sophocles, Antig. 477 f. 

cutxoQ yartv@ 8° ola tod Oupourtvouc 

Yxxoug xataptuldvrasc. 
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5. nueydXa aùye? is equivalent to ueyaXavyet, “be haughty,” 
which has here been separated into its component parts in order 
to make a good parallel to j4xpóv méros éarív. The phrase is 
here used in the sense not of an empty boast, but of a justified, 
though haughty, sense of importance; cf. Moulton and Mil- 
ligan, Vocabulary of the Greek Testament, p. 94. 

The usual associations, however, of ueyvaAavysiv are bad, as here. 
A boasting compatible with proper humility would probably be ex- 
pressed by xavy&c9a. Cf. Zeph. 3", Ezek. 16%, Eccles. 48%, 2 Macc. 
I5**, 4 Macc. 235, 

Perhaps the alliteration u4xpór, uéXos, peyda is intentional, 
cf. v.*. 

usr&Aax abyet] BAC*P ff vg boh. 
peyadauze!] SC*KL minn. This seems to be emendation to a more 

familiar word. 

6-6. The tongue is as dangerous as a fire. Cf. Ecclus. 
2812. 22 

2Xcov, “how small." 

$ixov] BNA*CP vg. 
bAlyov] A*C*KL minn™= vid. ff m syrvt* boh sah. Emendation. 

7?Mkv, “how much." For the double question, cf. Mk. 1514, 
Lk. 19!5, and see Winer, $ 66. 5. 3. 

ÜXgv. The abundant references in ancient literature to for- 

est fires, sometimes with direct reference to the smallness of the 

spark which leads to vast destruction, and the repeated use 
of this comparison in ethical discussions make it likely that 
ÖAnv here means “forest” rather than “fuel.” 

In Homer, JI. ii, 455 

tite xũo dlByrov exlprAdyet oxetov TAry 

the comparison is to describe the glitter of the armour of a great host ; 
in the similar verse, 77. xi, 155, it is the rout of a fleeing army. 

Pindar, Pyth. iii, 36-37 

KoAddy t’ Boat xGp €& advdc 

oxtpuatos évOopdy afotucev ÜAav. 
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Euripides, Jno, fragm. 411 

WxpoU yap dx Aapxtijoos 'ISatov 2dxac 
xohoetev dv tts. 

Ps.-Phocylides, Poema admonitorium, 144 

iE SAlyou cxtV0fjooc dOtcpatoc alOetar DA». 

Philo, De decal. 32, M. p. 208 [éxrOupla] ola pAdE £y UAn végatat 3a- 
«uxvüga ryta xal qOeloouca. 

The above quotations refer to a forest fire. The following are sig- 
nificant in using with similar purpose the figure of a great conflagration 
in a city or in general. 

Philo, De migr. Abr. 12, M. p. 455 oxtvOho yàp xal ò QpaxÓcacoc évtu- 
Qóuevoç, Stav xataxvevobele Cuxuon0f, peycAny éEkvcet xupáy. 

Seneca, Coniroversiaruns excerpta, v, 5, nesciebas quanta sit potentia 
ignium . . . quemadmodum totas absumal urbes, quam levibus initiis ori- 
aniur incendia. 

Diogenes of Oinoanda (Epicurean philosopher, second century after 
Christ), fragm. xxxviii, 3 (ed. William, Leipzig, 1907, p. 46) xal oxtvOfjor 
uttxoQ vkvo mAcxévde éxeEkxtetat 0o, djA(xov xatapAdyet Aupdvag xal 

xó)atq. 

Among Hebrew writers, Is. 9!* 10!*, Ps. 8314 use the figure of a forest 
fire; and Ecclus. 11** uses the figure of the small spark which kindles 
“a heap of many coals.” The tongue is compared with a fire in Ps. 
120?!., and in Midrash, Leviticus rabba, 16: R. Eleasar in the name of 

R. Jose b. Zimra: “What fires it [the tongue] kindles!” (see Schóttgen, 

Horae hebratcae, pp. 1021 f.). But the specific parallels make it seem 

plain that this comparison is drawn from a ng simile of current 
Greek popular philosophy. 

6. xal 7) yA@ooa TÜp sc. srw. This applies the com- 
parison made in the preceding sentence. 

d yAGoox 2°] P minnpler syrhel e. * prefix oStwe xal; L min prefix 
ottws. Conformation to v. *. 

0 xdoos THS &Ow(as. As the text stands, no satisfactory 
interpretation is possible for this phrase in this context. 

For the expression taken by itself “the iniquitous world" is 
the most probable sense. áwías is then genitive of quality, 
of. 17% 15 212, Lk. 16% ? 185, Enoch 48’, “this world of iniquity.” 
On xdoos, cf. Jas. 127 25 44, and see note on 17. 

Other meanings have been suggested ; on the history of the exegesis, 

see Huther’s and Mayor’s notes. Thus Vg translates “the whole of 
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evil," universitas iniquitatis. But the sense “the whole” for ò xdop0¢ 
is attested only Prov. 17* Aog 6 xósuoc töv xonu&tov; and, moreover, 
the meaning does not suit our passage well. 

Another interpretation is “the ornament of iniquity.” This is ca- 
pable in itself of an intelligible sense, as referring to the use of rhetorical 

arts by designing speakers (Wetstein : malas actiones el suadet et excusat), 

but that seems foreign to the circle of thought in which the writer is 

here moving. This sense was, however, a favourite one with Greek 

interpreters. From Isidore of Pelusium, Epist. iv, 10, who gives it as 
one possible meaning, it is taken into Cramer's Catena, p. 21, and it is 

also found in '*CEcumenius," on vv. *-*, and in Matthái's scholia (éxt- 

xooueĩ yàp Stacy &c0' Ete dBexlav). 
As the text stands, xéo,.0¢ cannot easily be connected with what pre- 

cedes, whether as appositive of xüp or as a second predicate, parallel 
to xüp and after éottv understood, for neither of these constructions 

yields a recognisable sense. If connected with what follows, a colon 
being put after xüpo instead of a comma, we get the best sense of which 

the passage seems capable, viz. : “The tongue stands as (i. e. represents) 
the unrighteous world among our members; it defiles the whole body, 
itself having direct connection with hell" (so E.V.). & x6cuoc is then 

taken as predicate after xaOtctatat. So the free Latin version in the 
Speculum: ita el lingua ignis est: et mundus iniquitatis per linguam 

constal in membris nosiris quae maculat totam corpus. 
Even this interpretation, however, is awkward and unsatisfactory, 

and it is probable that the text is corrupt. The context calls for some 
word in place of è xécn0¢ which should yield the meaning “produc- 

tive of," or “the tool of," or “representative of" wickedness. The 
phrase would then aptly explain in what way the tongue is in fact a 
fire. 

The Peshitto inserts 0A» after á$tx(a; and thus makes of b xó6suoq 

tis áðıxlaç an independent sentence parallel to 4 4A66c« xip; “the 

wicked world is a forest.” This is a possible conjecture; it seems to 
rest on no Greek evidence. A simpler and better conjecture, often 
made, is to exclude 4 xósuoc «fj; ddtxla¢ from the text altogether as a 
gloss. 

Spitta, following others, conjectures that 4} yA6oca rüş b xbcpos 

tie &dtxlag is all a gloss. He holds that the words were written as 

the title of 31—41* (which form the Euthalian chapter), and then wrongly 

introduced from the margin into the text, while, as a result of this in- 

terpolation the words 4 oxtAoüca SAov tò oda were also added. These 
are appropriate to the idea of ò xócuoq (cf. 11), but not to that of a 
fire; and are not very naturally suggested by the idea of the tongue, 

breaking the forcible simplicity of the original context which Spitta 
thus reconstructs. Exegesis by leaving out hard phrases is an intoxi- 
cating experience. 
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xadicrarat, “presents itself; see on 44. 
ý omtdovea, “which defileth," “staineth”; justifying the 

preceding statement. The tongue defiles the body by lending 
itself to be the organ of so many sins. 

Cf. 127 domidov ard Tod xóc ov, Test. XII Patr. Aser 27 [0 
Wrcovent ay] THY Puyny a (Not Kal Tò apa AauTpUveE, 

4 oxtAodca] N boh read (by emendation) xa! extAoüca. 

Šov TÒ cÓpa, cf. v. *, which is here in mind. 
groylfovea, “setting on fire," “kindling”; d. v.  avamrret, 

This returns to the figure of fire and completes the interrupted 
application of that comparison. 

oxtAoov and gAoy(Gev are each used a very few times in the Bible, 

and are not common (pAoyGew being mainly poetical) in secular Greek. 

TOV Tpoyòv THS yevéoews, “the wheel of nature." 

ths yevécews] N minn vg syr»*h add uv; probably emendation. 

The grammarians distinguish between tpéx0¢, “course,” and «pox óc, 
* wheel," but in view of the derived senses of the latter word the dis- 

tinction is unimportant. 

yéveous is here to be taken (cf. 1?* and note) as substantially 

equivalent to «ricis, “creation.” As a spark can set a great 
forest fire, so the tongue kindles the whole world into flame. 
The description of nature as a “wheel” is made comprehensible 
by some of the parallels given below under 2 (a). Here it is 
used to suggest the continuousness, and so the far-reaching 
vastness, of the damage done, but the whole phrase is native 
to other contexts, and the writer's idea is not to be too precisely 

defined. Of course, what is actually enkindled by the tongue 
is mankind and human society, in which the evil results of wrong 

speech are manifest and universal; the actual phrase is more 
inclusive, but in such a rhetorical expression the exaggeration 
is pardonable. 

For full accounts of the various commentators’ guesses at the 
exact meaning, see Heisen, Novae hypotheses, pp. 819-880 (with 
great collections of illustrative material, mostly not apt); D. J. 
Pott, Novum Test. grece, editio Koppiana, Gottingen, 1810, 
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vol. ix, pp. 317-329; Huther, ad loc. Much material is given 
in Mayor, ad loc. pp. 114-116; Windisch, ad loc.; and Hort, 

St. James, pp. 72-74, 106 f. The only critical discussion of the 
evidence is that of Hort, whose own interpretation, however, 

is impossible to accept, being based on Ezek. 1!*-!, 

The translations are as follows: 

Syr the successions of our generations, which run like wheels. 
boh the wheel of the birth. 
ff rotam nativitatis. 

vg rotam nativitatis nostrae. 
m rotam geniturae. 

Cf. Priscillian, ed. Schepss, p. 26 (deus) sciens demutationem firma- 
menti et disiruens rotam geniturde reparatione baptismatis diem nostrae 
nativitatis evicil. The phrase rota geniluraeis here used in the sense of 

astrological fatalism, and is equivalent to ò tpoxòç tij; &váyxns. The 

relation of m to Priscillian's text of James makes it probable that in 

this version of James rota geniturae was intended to have that sense, 
and hence geniturae substituted for an earlier nativitatis. 

The interest of the phrase lies not so much in the determina- 

tion of its exact meaning as in the fact that it cannot be ac- 
counted for from Jewish modes of expression and implies con- 
tact with (though not understanding of) Greek thought. It 
does not, however, betray knowledge of any particular system 
of thought (Orphic or other), or any closer contact with Hellen- 

ism on the part of the writer of the epistle than can be inferred 

from other ideas and expressions which he uses. "This is true 
in spite of the occurrence in Greek writers of the exact phrase 
ô Tpoxóe THS Yyevécews and its equivalent 6 wüxNos THs ye- 
yécews. 

The two characteristics of the wheel which mainly attracted the at- 
tention of the ancients were (1) its constant change of position and (2) 

its circular figure and motion. In tracing the meanings it should be 
noticed that “wheel” (coox6c) and “circle” (xóxAoc) are frequently 
used with little or no distinction. 

1. That any revolving motion is full of change caused the wheel to 

be a symbol of the changeableness of human fortune, now up, now down. 
Thus «ooxbq tà dvOpdvxwa* fot eduetéBoAa was a proverb (Leutsch 
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and Schneidewin, Corpus paremiographorum, ii, Göttingen, 1851, p. 
87, with many references, cf. also ii, p. 223 (Macarius Chrysoc. cent. viii, 

58); and from Cicero's time the wheel became a regular attribute of 
Fortune. 

So Anacreon, iv, 7 «goxbc Epuatos ydo ola Blotoç tpéyet xuAtcOelc. 

Orac. sibyll. ii, 87 (Ps.-Phocyl. 27) xotva x&0x x&vcov^ Blotos vooxóc 
Gotatosg 0A Qo. 

Herodotus, i, 207 &¢ xÓxAoc tév d&vY0purríyov otl xonyu&tov xept- 
qeoóuavoc Zè oóx && alel toüq adtods ebtuxéery. 

For other illustrations, see Gataker’s notes on Marcus Aurelius, ix, 28 ; 

Mayor’, pp. 116-118; Hort, St. James, p. 107. But nothing in James 

(not even 1” 414) indicates that the writer had in mind here this aspect 
of the “wheel of nature." 

2. Another aspect of the turning of a wheel is that it goes round 
and round on its own axis, making no real progress and finding no 

given termination of its motion; or, to state the same thing from a differ- 

ent point of view, that its figure is circular, and so continuous, returning 
on itself, without beginning and without end. Hence arose various 

derived senses for both “wheel” and "circle." Thus the rhetoricians 

and grammarians speak of the "circle of the period," much as we 

might say the “rounded period," and of the closed “circle” of an argu- 
ment; a verse beginning and ending with the same word was called a 

“circle,” and so was a continuous series of myths (especially the “epic 
cycle’’).* 

For instance, Ocellus Lucanus (neo-pythagorean), Libellus de universi 
natura, i, r5 (Mullach, Fragmenta philosophorum graecorum, i, p. 394), 
Ñ te yàp tod oxfwatog [3éa xüxAoc^ obtog Bk xkvtobev Tcoc xal čuotoç. 

dóze Evaoyos xal dtededtyto<. 

In physiology the continual cycle of breathing in and out is described 
by Plato (Tim. 79 B) as olov tpoxod xeprayoudvou (cf. also Galen, De 
placitis Hippocratis et Platonis, p. 711). More important to be con- 
sidered here are the following uses: 

(a) In general, “wheel” and “circle” are used of the round of human 
life, the cycle of successive generations which endlessly are born and 
disappear; and the same mode of thought was applied to the whole 
universe, all parts of which are subject to endless succession of forma- 
tion and decay.t 

Thus Euripides, Jno, fragm. 415, fragm. 419, ed. Nauck (in Plutarch, 
Consol. ad Apollonium, 6, p. 104 B): 

xÓxAog yàp adtds xaoxluots te YS qutole, 
Ovntmy te yeveg’ tev wav alEetar Bloc, 
tay Ok gOlvet te xal OsplCecat x&v. 

* See Stephanus, Thesaurus, or Liddell and Scott, s. 9. cvxAos. 
t Of a different order is the mechanical conception of the revolving universe, used with 

great ingenuity by Plato, e. g. Polit. 12-14, pp. 269-271 ; Leg. x, 8, p. 898. 
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A good statement of the same idea (but without the word xóxAo«) is 
that of Plutarch (Consol. ad Apollonium, 10, p. 106 E) in a neighbouring 

context to that in which he cites the above fragment (p. 104 B). He 

refers to the doctrines of Heraclitus, and compares the progress of the 

generations—our grandparents, our parents, ourselves—to the con- 
tinuous flow of a river (3 ths yevécews xotads oŬtoç évbeAeyüq béwv 

oUxoce oticetat), while in the opposite direction flows the correspond- 

ing river of death (xal x&Atv ék évavcíag aðtő ò ths q0op&q). But here 

the contrast of yéveo:¢ and ¢ọðopá shows that yévecıç has its proper 

sense of “coming into being,” not the meaning which we have to as- 

sume for it in James. 

Simplicius (c. 500 A.D.) Comm. in Epicteti enchiridion, ed. Didot, 
ch. 8, p. 42, uses the phrase ‘the endless circle of becoming" (óp£Atuo 
... TH ÅTEpPÁVT THs yevécews xóxX«p, Bux Toto ex’ Exetpov xpotóyct, Bux 

«b thy ZAAou qOopdyv ZAAou yévecty elvat), and similarly, ed. Didot, ch. 27, 

p. 76 (quoted by Hort, St. James, p. 73).* 
These passages well illustrate that conception of the circle itself 

which is probably the basis of James's use of t9oxóc, but in them yéveot¢ 

means not "nature," in the sense of 4 xtlots, but “becoming,” “origi- 

nation," as the context shows. Thus the close similarity of expression 

to that of James turns out to be mainly accidental, and the passages 
are not directly available for the interpretation of the phrase in the 
epistle. 

In accordance with this general method of thought Isidore of Pelu- 
sium (t c. 440), Ep. ii, 158, interprets the phrase in James (which he 
misquotes tbv tpoxdy tfj; lof.) to mean “time” and says $« «bv tpo- 

xov toy xXpó6vovy éxáhece Bux «b tpoyoedèç xal xuxAtndy oxhua, el; daurdy 

yao dveAlctetat.f His general interpretation is on the right track, but 
the phrase in the epistle does not mean “time.” 

(6) In connection with the Orphic and Pythagorean doctrine of the 
transmigration of souls to new bodies after death, the term “ wheel," 

or “circle,” was naturally used to describe the unending round of death 

and rebirth. Metempsychosis, which in its primitive Thracian form 
had been a means of gaining after death a full life, such as was incon- 

ceivable apart from a body, became for Greek religious thought a form 
of purifying punishment, from whose dismal cycle salvation could 

come only from the god and to those alone who had pursued the ascetic 

practises of the “‘Orphic life.” {| To “cease from the Wheel and breathe 
again from ill" (xóxAou «' Av Ahia: xal dvaxvedcat xaxbtntos, Orph. fragm. 
226, Proclus, In Plat. Tim. comm. v, p. 330 B) was the goal of the relig- 

* See also, for similar phrases, the index to Proclus Diadochus, Is Platonis Timawn comm. 
ed. Diehl, 1906, s. 9. xvxAos. 

f This has gone into Cramer’s Catena, pp. 20 f. 

t See E. Rohde, Psyche, 1903, ii, pp. 121-131, 133-136, 165, note 2, 217-219 f.; Jane E. 
Harrison, Prolegomena (as cited below); Lobeck, Agisophamus, 1839, ii, pp. 795-806. 
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ious life of the Orphic initiate, and in the ritual a wheel seems to have 
played a part. “The first article in the creed or confession of the 
Orphic soul is xóxAou S'écéxvav Bapuxevðéoç doyadgoro, ‘I have flown 
out of the sorrowful weary wheel.’ ” * 

This Orphic round of birth, death, reincarnation, over and over again 
repeated, is described as “the wheel of fate and birth" (ô ths elpapptvns 

ve xal yevécews tpoxóc)] and “the circle of birth" (è xóxAog cf ye- 
vésews).{ The phrase “compulsory circle” (xóxXAoc dvéyxns) is also 
found in a statement of the kindred transmigration doctrine attrib- 
uted to Pythagoras.§ But the phrases, although almost identical 
with that of Jas. 3°, do not throw any light upon it. To think 

of the tongue as enflaming the “wheel” of metempsychosis is non- 

sense; and, on the other side, nothing could be more opposed to 
James’s robust doctrine of moral responsibility than the idea of a 
fatalistic circle. 

It is therefore impossible to draw the inference that the author of 
the epistle had direct contact with Orphic mysteries and ideas. The 

resemblance of language may well be a mere accident, and even if 
we suppose that he had picked up and misused a chance phrase, that 
would be fully accounted for by acquaintance with Cynic popular 
preachers, or Stoic-cynic writers of diatribes, who must have given 
currency to such catch-words incidentally to their satirical attacks on 
the ideas which the phrases conveyed.|| 

(c) Similar expressions are used of fatalistic necessity. So Philo, 
De somn. ii, 6, p. 664, x0xXov xal tooxdv &v&yxva &ceAsucfjcou. In the 

magic literature are found such expressions as xóxA« vij &v&yxno; see 
O. Gruppe, Grieck. Mythologie und Religionsgeschichte, 1906, p. 1086, 
note 1. 

In this connection it may be observed that yévecr¢ in later philo- 
sophical use means “necessity” (for instances, see Clementine Recogni- 

tions, viii, 2, 4, 6, 7, etc.). But this whole field of fatalistic thought is 
diametrically opposed to everything that James held dear. 

*'The verse is from the Compagno tablet, Kaibel, Inscr. Ital. et Sicil. 641, p. 158. See 
Jane E. Harrison, Prolegomena to the Study of Greek Religion, Cambridge, 1903, pp. 586, 
589-594, 668-671; and note the similar use of eré$avos in other verses of the same in- 
scription. 

— In Arist. de calo comm. ii, p. 168 b (ed. Heiberg, p. 377). 

t Proclus, In Plat. Tim. comm. v, p. 330A; cf. also Orphica, fragmm. 222, 223, 225, ed. 
Abel, 1885, pp. 244-246. 
$ Diogenes Laert. viii, 14, Vile Pythag. wporóv þası rovrov [Pythagoras] arodjva: rhy 

Wuxhy kUkAo» árdyxns áueiBovaay dAAore Aois évdeicGar wors. 

{| See A. Dieterich, Nekyia, Leipzig, 1893, p. 141. 

In any case a mere accidental coincidence seems to be involved in the fact that Simpli- 
cius's “ wheel of fate and birth” is an allegorical interpretation of Ixion’s wheel, and that 

Ixion's wheel was sometimes represented as fiery. As a rationalising interpretation of James’s 
language, parallel to this, may be mentioned the idea of a wheel catching fire from a “hot 
box " at the axle, which is seriously offered by many commentaries | 

* 
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vTO THS yeévvys. Gehenna, a term elsewhere used in the 

N. T. only in the Synoptic Gospels, here means the place of 
punishment of the wicked. It was naturally associated with 
fire, cf. Mt. 52 18*, Mk. 9*5 and see HDB, “Gehenna.” 
Observe the sudden intrusion of a purely Jewish idea into a 
notably Greek context. 

7-12. The tongue is untamable; its use in blessing God gives 
no security against its abuse later for cursing men; this ts wrong 
and contrary to nature. 

7. yap, explains how the extreme statement of v. * is justi- 
fied. The dreadful character of the tongue comes from its 
untamableness. 

Onplwv re kal weravav éprerðv Te kal évadtwy, “beasts 

and birds, reptiles and fishes." Cf. Deut. 4! 18, 1 Kings 4”, 

Acts 10! 11°, which all, like the present passage, have more or 
less direct reference to Gen. 1*9. 24 26, 

~. éyaMv, i. e. fishes. This word is not found elsewhere in the 
Bible, but is common in secular Greek, both poetry and late 
prose. 

6audtera, kal Seddpacrat, “is from time to time, and has 

actually been, tamed.” Cf. Schmid, Attzcismus, ii, p. 276. 
TH Qvae T) avOpwrlvy. The dative is used in the sense of 

“in subjection to." The term itself means “human kind ” 
(d. L. and S. s. v. and references in Wetstein), and is used 
here instead of the more natural Tots àyÜpevrow in order to 
make a little play with dca vocis. 

The control of animals by man was a familiar Hebrew obser- 
vation, cf. Gen. 178 9*, Ps. 86-8, Ecclus. 17*; it was also a com- 

mon subject of Greek and Roman comment and moralising, 
see references in Mayor. 

8. ovdels Óaudaa, Sivaras. Notice the alliteration with ô, 
cf. v. *, and 4 Macc. 15%, where « is repeated six times. 

àvÜpe rev. Belongs with ov9es; alludes to àvporr(vy. 

This is not meant to be, as Augustine (De nat. ef grat. ch. 15) and others 
since have thought, in contrast with the divine power which can do all 
things, but is a popular way of saying that complete control of the 
tongue is not to be expected; cf. v.* téAstog &vfjp. 
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The Pelagian interpretation, which took this as a question, in order 
to avoid a proof-text for universal sinfulness, is unacceptable because 
opposed to the context. 

axatdoraroy xaxdv, “a restless, forthputting, evil”; best 
taken (because of “eoT7)) as nominative absolute; cf. Mk. 128. 
axatdoTatos is the opposite of Sedauacpevos; see on 1*, and 
cf. ʒis axatacracla. Cf. Hermas, Mand. ii, 3 sovnpd 7 xaTa- 
Aahsd, àxaordorarov 6nuudvidy éorw, 

dxatácvavoy] CKL minnpler m syr«t Cyr read dxavácystov ; more 
commonplace, hence probably an emendation. 

io0 Oavarnddpov, “deadly poison," probably with allusion to 
the poison of the serpent's tongue. Cf. Ps. 140°, quoted in 
Rom. 3". Cf. Lucian, Fugit. 19 tod peotov avrois TÒ aTÓpa. 
The figure of poison was a common one among the Greeks, 
used for various hateful things (references in Mayor). 

9. Continues thought of v. *. Even good use of the tongue 
now gives no security against misuse later. 

éy aùr), “by it," d. Rom. 15%. This might be the Hebrais- 
tic instrumental év (see Blass, § 41. 1, J. H. Moulton, Pro- 
legomena, pp. 11f., 61f., 104), but is more probably an ex- 
tension of Hellenistic usage for which good parallels are found 
only in very late, Byzantine, writers (see Stephanus, Thesaurus, 

ed. Hase and Dindorf, s. v., coll. 963 f.). 

This twofold use of the tongue is frequently mentioned. Philo, De 
decal. 19, p. 196 o0 yap čarov, Su oŭ atóuatog «b lepw@tatoy Üvoua xpo- 

Qépetal «to, Deà coücou gOdyyecbal «t tv aloxpdy. 

Plutarch, De garrulitate, 8, p. 506 C $0«v & IItrraxds oð xaxó«, 10d 
Alyuxtlwy Qact os xéupavtos lepetov adtip, xal xeAedaavtos «b xkAAtotOV 

xal td yelptotoyv dEeAsty xoéac, Exeudev éEeday thy yAartay, &¢ Spyavov 

uàv &1a960v, Spyavoy Bk cv xaxGy vv peylotwy odcav. Substantially the 

same story is told in Levit. rabba, 33 pr. on Prov. 18% (Schóttgen, 
Horae heb. i, p. 1024) of R. Simeon b. Gamaliel, who sent his servant 

to market to buy first good and then bad food, and found himself 
both times supplied with tongues. See other references in Mayor and 
Windisch, and cf. the passages in which 3(yAwosos occurs, Prov. 1115, 
Ecclus. 5% 14 6! 2813, Orac. Sib. iii, 37.) 

evhoyoupev, Doubtless with reference both to the Jewish 
custom of adding “Blessed be He," whenever the name of God 
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was mentioned (cf. Rom. 115 95, 2 Cor. 11?!), and to other litur- 
gical ascriptions of praise. For the latter, cf. 2 Cor. 13, Eph. 1, 
I Pet. 13, Ps. 145%, and the Shemone Esre (Schürer, GJV, $ 27, 

Tov kúpiov kal warépa, Both words refer to God. See on 2!; 

cf. 1. The expression has no complete parallel; cf. 1 Chron. 
29”, Is. 63!*, Mt. 1176, Ecclus. 23! 4. 

xarapopneÜa, cf. Job 319, Ps. 107 62* 109%, Lk. 6:5, Rom. 
12M. 

Test. XII Patr. Benj. 6 5j àvya0?) &udvou. ovn ye S00 ydos- 
cas evdoylas kal xardpas. 
roù xaf opolwaw ÜcoD yeyovdras. Cf. Gen. 11* g*, Ecclus. 

173, Wisd. 29. Cf. Bereshith r. 24 (Wetstein), quoted by 
Hort. 

10. ov yp7n. Used only here in N. T. 
11-12. The contrary example of springs and trees. What 

takes place with the tongue would be impossible in nature. 
For the same thought, cf. Enoch 2-5*. 

11. 9 -9y9. T» yj has the article as the representative of 
its class; see Winer, § 18. 1. 

Bpve:, “gush.” “Send forth” (E.V.) is an exact, but prosaic, 

rendering of this mainly poetical word, which is not used else- 
where in O. T. or N. T. It means “teem,” “be full to burst- 

ing," and is ordinarily used intransitively, with dative or geni- 
tive, of the swelling buds of plants and so, figuratively, of vari- 

ous kinds of fulness. Here the context shows that the thought 
is of the gushing forth of the water. 

TO yAuKU Kal TÒ TuiKpOV. 

Cognate accusatives, as in Justin Martyr, Dial. 114 wérpas 
. . . $@v Bdwp Bpvovons. Mayor gives many other references, 
in some of which, as here, the cognate accusative occurs. 
^vxó means “fresh,” qupd» (cf. v.12 àXvxdv), “brackish.” 

Cf. Ex. 1578-25 (uepóv, éy\undyOn), Jer. 23:5. 

This occurrence is prophesied as a portent in 4 Ezra 5* in dulcibus 

aquis salsae invenientur. “Only in the times of the End, in the days 
of the sinners, when all nature reverses its order and shows itself 

ripe for destruction, does such a phenomenon appear" (Spitta, p. 104). 
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12. àóe^do( pov. Here inserted to add emphasis, not, as 
more often, to mark a transition; so 1!* 2*. 

cxi), éNa(as, dumeNos. 

The fig, the olive, and the vine are the three characteristic 
natural products of warm countries about the Mediterranean. 

For the figure, cf. Mt. 7!* 1233 ; Plutarch, De tranquill. anim. p. 
472 F T3)» apredov cixa dépew ovx a€wipev ovde T2)». édalav 
Borpus; similarly, Seneca, Ep. 87%, De ira ii, 10° ; Epict. Diss. 
li, 205. 

obre seems to be an error for oùôé, but the constant inter- 
change of these words in the Mss. by textual corruption makes 

it hard to be sure that good ancient writing did not exercise 
more freedom in the use of them than the grammarians would 
sanction ; see Radermacher, Neufestamentliche Grammatik, p. 

172. 

dduxdv, sc. ÜXop, “salt water"; i.e. a salt spring. There 
were salt springs or brine-pits on the shore of the Dead Sea, 

and the hot springs of Tiberias are described as bitter and salt; 
see Robinson, Biblical Researches in Palestine, 1856, ii, p. 384. 

eub roroa ÜXop, sc. Sdvaras (as is shown by the parallel 
first half of the verse). 

No application of these illustrations is made, and James turns 

abruptly to another aspect of the matter. The passage well 

illustrates his vividness and fertility of illustration, as well as 

his method of popular suggestiveness, rather than systematic 
development of the thought. 

oðte dAuxdy yAux6] BAC minn. 

oŭtwç olte [o05à N minn] dAuxdv yAuxd] NC! minn ff vg syr»*^ boh 
Cyr. 

ottws oüBeula cry) dAundv xal [Aox0] KLP (oce) minnpler syrhel «.* 
(syrhel txt om oŭtwç). 

13-18. The true Wise Man's wisdom must be meek and peace- 
able; such wisdom alone comes from above, and only peaceable 
righteousness receives the divine reward. 

13. The Wise Man must by a good life illustrate the meek- 
ness which belongs to true wisdom. 
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T. For similar rhetorical questions, see Ps. 33!* 107%, Is. 
go, Ecclus. 6**, etc. These short interrogative sentences (fre- 

quent in Paul) are characteristic of the diatribe; Bultmann, 

pp. 14 f. 

It is not necessary here, although it would be possible, to take «s 
in the sense of $axtq. See Buttmann, § 139 (Thayer's translation, p. 
252); Blass, $ so. 5; J. H. Moulton, Prolegomena, p. 93; Winer, § 25. 1. 

cojos. The technical term for the Teacher (cf. v. ); in 
Jewish usage one who has a knowledge of practical moral wis- 
dom, resting on a knowledge of God. The words of James re- 
late to the ideal to be maintained by a professional Wise Man 
and Teacher, not merely to the private wisdom of the layman. 

éxtoTnwwyv, “understanding,” with a certain tone of superi- 
ority, like our “expert.” Cf. Ecclus. prol., Dan. 14 veavloxous 
eO. eruoTnpovas èv dam copla. 

codóds and émioTjpewv are used as synonyms in Deut. r!» 15 
4*, Dan. 512, cf. Philo, De prem. et penis, 14 dodóv dpa yévos 
kal ÈTLOTNHOVIKÓTATOV, 

Satdrw èx THs kaNije avacrpodis Tà čpya avro) èv rpaŭ- 
tnt aodías, “let him by his good life show that his works have 
been done in the meekness appropriate to wisdom." 

The relation of the parts of the sentence must be interpreted 
by the aid of 215, Ge(Z« dx rav čpywv you tiv v(arw. The wise 
Man is here called on to prove not (as many commentators 
suppose) his wisdom (which would require &e£dro Tù» copiay), 
but his meekness. For Jewish examples of the tendency of 
learned discussion to excite passion, see J. Friedmann, Der ge- 
sellschaftliche Verkehr und die Umgangsformeln in talmudischer 
Zeit, 1914, pp. 58 f. 

It is better to take év xpabtytt coplas in this way than as if it were 
used in deprecation of the possible ostentation implied in 3eE&tw 
(*Let him point to his good works, but let him do so with due meek- 

ness such as befits wisdom"). This would have to be indicated more 
clearly, as by inserting &AX& before dy. 

The reason for rejecting the (at first sight simpler) interpretation, 
“Let him prove his wisdom by his good life" (Clem. Rom. 38? ô cob 

évBarxvicbw thy coplay wdtod uj éy Adyors AAD’ dv Epyot, dyabots), which 
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many commentators have adopted, has been indicated above. It does 
not do justice to the text of v. !* and does not give to “meekness” 
the emphasis that is needed in order to prepare for v. '*. 

év mpaurnre, cf. 1?! (of the hearer, as here of the teacher). 
* Meekness" is the opposite of arrogance and of the qualities 

referred to in v. !*; see Trench, Synonyms, § lxii. Pirke Aboth, 
iv, 11, "He that is arrogant in decision is foolish, wicked, and 
puffed up in spirit," is a maxim which refers to this besetting 
danger of rabbis; see Taylor's Sayings of the Fathers?, p. 69, 
notes 13 and r14, with quotation from R. Jonah, and cf. Pirke 
Aboth, iv, 12, 14. 

14. And if your heart enkindle with fierce, obstinate, and 
divisive zeal for your own views, do not let such passion come 
to expression. 

ôd, “and,” in continuation of v. '*, not in contrast. 

WH.'s period before el 3é is too strong a punctuation; a colon is 

sufficient. 

ffov Tupdv, “harsh zeal.” Because of épcO/ay this mean- 
ing for ffj^ov is better than the meaning “jealousy” (in the 
ordinary sense of personal jealousy), and corresponds well to 
the general thought. The idea is of a fierce desire to pro- 
mote one's own opinion to the exclusion of those of others. 

This sense of “fanatical zeal” (as distinguished from “emulation” 
and * jealousy") is not wholly foreign to Greek usage, but has been 
made specially common by the influence of the LX X, where (io 
stands in all cases for x}?, “jealous devotion to a cause,” “fanatical 
ardour,” as yAodv does in nearly all cases for the verb x). 

It is the virtue of the religious “zealot,” cf. 1 Kings 19!*. 14, Ecclus. 
48* (Elijah), r Macc. 2 **, 4 Macc. 18!! (Phinehas), Phil. 3° (Paul), 

Gal. 114, Acts 21*. But it also becomes the vice of the fanatic; and 
hence its special danger for the religious teacher. 

In secular use jos generally means “heat,” as expressed in *emula- 

tion," *rivalry"—whether good or bad; see below, note on 4%. The 

Biblical sense brings it near to the Hellenic oxou3%, which, starting from 
another side (“‘haste,” “exertion ”), acquired a wide range of meanings 
including “zeal” and “ rivalry." 

See Trench, Synonyms, § xxvi, Lightfoot on Clem. Rom. 3. Note the 

connection of GijAos and dxatactacla in v. !*, and cf. Clem. Rom. 3%. 
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épiB(av, “selfish ambition." The word denotes the inclina- 
tion to use unworthy and divisive means for promoting one's 

own views or interests, cf. Rom. 28, 2 Cor. 12%, Gal. 5% (and 
Lightfoot's note), and references in Mayor, together with 
Hort's valuable note, ad loc. pp. 81-83; 'épi0(a really means 
the vice of a leader of a party created for his own pride: it 
is partly ambition, partly rivalry" (Hort). 

éy tn xapdia tpv has a certain emphasis, in contrast with 
karakavyücÓe. The meaning is: “If you have these qualities 
in your heart, do not let them come to expression." 

p?) Karaxavyaabe (sc. THY áXNov) xal PevSerOe xarà TIS 
adnGeias. “Do not boast and be arrogant, and thus prove 

false to the Truth." That would be the natural fruit of the 

spirit of £ÀAos and épiía in the heart; and it must be sup- 
pressed. xaraxavyücÜOe (cf. note on 2!3) seems here to relate 
to the browbeating on the part of the Wise Man who haugh- 
tily forces his own views on others. 

Others connect ph xaxaxavuy&o0« directly with xara the dAnOelac, 
see Winer, $ 54. 5, note (Thayer’s transl. p. 470, note 3). The sense 
then would be: **Do not boast over, and lie against, the truth." But 
the idea of ‘boasting over (or against) the truth" is out of place in the 

context, and is itself unnatural. xataxavyzofar xatk «vog is a con- 

struction which nowhere occurs. 

xal yeU0ecÜe xarà rìs adnOelas. “And thus play false 
against the truth," i.e. by your conduct (xaraxavyac@az) 
prove false to, and belie, the truth which you as a Wise Man 
profess to have and utter. 

Cf. 4 Macc. 5%4 ob pebcoual oe, xarBeutd vous, 1318; see L. and S. 
s. v. for examples of ped3ouae with accusative, meaning “prove false 
to" an oath, a treaty, a marriage, an alliance, a threat, a promise. 

See also Zahn, Gn, i, p. 792, note, and J. Weiss, Der erste Kortnther- 

brief, p. 354, note, for examples of xatapeb3ecba, “speak falsely to 
the injury of someone." 

ris adnbelas. Cf. 18 Aoyw adn Gelas, gi? T^arn0n ATÒ TIS 

adnOelas. This means the Christian truth which the Wise 

Man knows—truth of both practical morals and religion. See 
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the fuller discussion in the note on $!*. The conduct here cen- 
sured is contrary to and forbidden by this truth; hence, if the 
Wise Man is guilty of that conduct, he is false to the truth of 
which he is the representative. 

If the phrase ped3ecOe xarà ths dAnOelac stood alone, a simpler in- 

terpretation would perhaps be “do not lie, violating the truth" (cf. 
Ecclus. 4° ph &vc(Aeve «jj &AnOelg, Test. XII Patr. Gad 5! AaXóv xara 

ths &An0s(ac), but that would be alien to the context here, and it is 
in itself not wholly acceptable since it makes xaxà ths &Av0elac a mere 
redundancy. 

Ut) xaraxauyãoðe xal pebdecbe xar cf; dAnOelac] M syr»* b read ui) 
xacaxauyác0e [N?-I- xarà] ths dAnOalas xat peddecbe. Doubtless an emen- 
dation due to the apparent incompleteness of xataxavy&o0e alone. 

15. abr» ý sopla, “that wisdom,” i. e. the professed wisdom 
which is accompanied by (jos mixpds, épiÜ(a, xaraxavyyors, 
and lacks mpaurns. 

&voÜOcv xarepyouevn, i.e. divine, from God, d. 1517; cf. 
Philo, De prof. 3o coplav dvwhev ouBpnbetcay ax’ ovpavod, De 
congr. erud. grat. 7, De prem. et pen. 8; Hermas, Mand. ix, 11, 

xi, 5; and Schóttgen, Horae hebraicae, ad loc., for many rabbin- 

ical instances of what was plainly a common Jewish expres- 

sion. The phrase is contrasted with the following three ad- 
jectives. 

For the divine origin of true wisdom, cf. e. g. Prov. 2* 8121-1, Wisd. 7% 
9% *t-, Ecclus. 11-4 24*f-, Enoch 42, Philo, as above, 1 Cor. r!*-2*. 

éxlyews, “earthly,” cf. Phil. 319, Col. 3%, 1 Cor. 15%, Jn. 33 
85, 

émíyews seems to mean here “derived from the frail and 

finite world of human life and affairs." Cf. Philo’s contrast of 
oupavios and yivos, Leg. all. i, 12, and the far-reaching dualism 
on which it rests. 

Vvxuej, “natural” (Latin animalis, E.V. “sensual”), i.e. 
pertaining to the natural life (Vvy5) which men and animals 
alike have; 1 Cor. 2!* 1544-46, Jude r9. 

Cf. Rev. 8* (puxh of animals). See Philo, Leg. all. ii, 7 and 13, Quis 

rer. div. her. x1, and E. Hatch, Essays, p. 124, cf. pp. 115-120. 
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The word was intelligible and familiar in this sense to Paul's 
readers, and does not imply later gnostic usage; see J. Weiss, 
Der erste Korintherbrief, 1910, pp. 69 f., 371-373; R. Reitzen- 
stein, Die hellenistischen M ysterienreligionen, 1910, pp. 42-47, 

10g, II2, 151 f. 

The curious resemblance to the gnostic designation of the two lower 
grades of men as xoixol and uxtxol is probably not significant. Yet 

see Pfleiderer, Urchristentum', ii, p. 546. Useful references will be 

found in Mayor. 

Sa:povuidns, resembling," or “pertaining to" (“ proceeding 
from"), an evil spirit, cf. 2!*, 1 Tim. 4!. This word has been 

pointed out elsewhere only Sym., Ps. 91*, and Schol. on Aris- 
tophanes, Ran. 293, $ávracya Saryovmdes vrÓ ‘Exarns èri- 
TeuTÓLevov, 

These three words, “earthly, sensual, devilish," describe the 

so-called wisdom, which is not of divine origin, in an advancing 
series—as pertaining to the earth, not to the world above; to 

mere nature, not to the Spirit; and to the hostile spirits of evil, 
instead of to God. Hermas, Mand. ix, 11, xi, 8, show a variety 

of resemblances to this passage of James, but there is no evi- 
dence of literary dependence. 

The church speedily and permanently used this conception of Satanic 
origin to account for the gnostic “wisdom” ; cf. e. g. Justin, A pol. i, 58. 
In James, however, it is not the substance, but the temper, of the 

* wisdom" that makes it false. James is not attacking systems of 

false teaching. See Weinel, Wirkungen des Geistes und der Geiste, pp. 
I3 f., 16-18, 20 ff. 

16. ydp. Introduces proof that v.!* is true. “For such a 
temper, even on the part of one who claims to be a Wise Man, 
leads to every evil." 
rov ... éxet. For this rhetorical turn, cf. 1 Cor. 3* and 

Epict. Diss. iii, 22° (Mayor). 
ákaracrac(a, “disorder,” “disturbance,” “trouble.” Cf. 18 

38 AKATAOTATOS, 
The word seems to have something of the bad associations of 

our word “anarchy,” and has to bear much weight in this sen- 
tence. Cf. Prov. 26%8, 1 Cor. 14?*, 2 Cor. 12% (jos, épcOiae, 
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xaraotaciat; and the similar list of evils, Gal. 5”, which has 
tros, éprOla, Suyooraclar; Lk. 21°, Clem. Rom. 1°. See 
Hatch, Essays, p. 4: “The political circumstances of Greece 
and the East after the death of Alexander had developed the 
idea of political instability, and with it the word axaracracia, 

Polyb. 1. 70. 1.” 
padov, “vile,” see Trench, Synonyms, § Ixxxiv. daos is 

found only ten times in the LXX, five instances being in Prov- 
erbs, the others in Job, Ecclesiasticus, and 4 Maccabees. 

17. Cf. Wisd. 71215, 
Tparov pev ayy, “first pure," i. e. “undefiled,” free from any 

faults such as the $77Àos and épiía above mentioned. Nothing 
which shows itself as half-good, half-bad, can be accounted 
wisdom, Wisd. 7?*. 

See Trench, $ Ixxxviii and references in Lex. s. v. &yios. Cf. 
Phil. 4*, x Pet. 32. In the LXX ayvds is found eleven times, of 
which four instances are in Proverbs and four in 4 Maccabees. 

See Moulton and Milligan, Vocabulary of the Greek Testament, 
p. 5. 

érera introduces the following adjectives, which, thus 
grouped, stand over against &yvńý, the quality from which they 
all proceed. 

eipnvixn, “peaceable,” cf. Mt. 5°. 
émveens, “reasonable,” “considerate,” “moderate,” “gentle” 

(E.V.). See Trench, Synonyms, § xliii: “We have no words in 

English which are full equivalents of the Greek." See Light- 

foot on Phil. 45, and Mayor's note, p. 131. 

This is a distinctively Greek virtue; the word ¿ztexhg and its deriva- 

tives are found but a few times in LXX, e. g. Ps. 86*, 2 Macc. 92%. In 
the N. T. 2 Cor. 1o!, Phil. 45, 1 Tim. 3*, Tit. 3*, 1 Pet. 21*, Acts 24*. 

eùrelýs, “obedient,” “ready to obey”; here perhaps “ will- 
ing to yield," the opposite of “obstinate” (Philo, De fortitud. 3). 

Only here in the N. T. In O. T. only 4 Maccabees, and in strict 
sense of “obedient.” 

peorn, cf. Rom. 1?? 1514, 2 Pet. 21. The word is not common 
in LXX. 
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é\dous, “mercy,” a compassion which leads to practical help, 
not the mere emotion of pity, cf. 21%. See Trench, Synonyms, 
$ xlvii; and Lex. s. v. éAeeiv. 

kaptõv àya0ív, i. e. good works, cf. Mt. 21%, Gal. 533, Eph. 
°, Phil. 1". 

åĉdxpıros, “undivided,” i. e. unwavering, whole-hearted, 
with reference to the evil situation described in vv. *". 

Cf. 1° ò Buaxouvógusvos, 2* ScexelOyre. Only here in N. T.; in O.T. 

cf. Prov. 25! (&&3téxprtot), and there the sense is doubtful. See Ign. 

Trall. 1! Ğuwyov St&votay xal áSt&xotcoy éy Üxouovi Eyvov buae Exovtas, 

Rom. inscr., Philad. inscr., Magn. 15; Clem. Alex. Ped. ii, 3, p. 190 

&dtaxoltyp vacet. 

The Latin translations (Vg. non judicans; Cod. Corb. sine dijuds- 
catione) seem to have missed the meaning of this word, as have many 
interpreters. Thus Luther translates "*unparteiisch" ; so.A.V., R.V. 
mg. “without partiality.” 

avuTdxpiros, “without hypocrisy.” 

In O. T. only Wisd. 51* 181°; in N. T. Rom. 12°, 2 Cor. 6*, 1 Tim. 15, 

2 Tim. r1*, 1 Pet. 12%, in sense of “sincere.” Elsewhere only as adverb 
(dvuxoxpltw¢), e. g. 2 Clem. Rom. 12°. 

These characteristics of true wisdom are selected in pointed 
opposition to the self-assertive, quarrelsome spirit characteristic 
of the other sort. Apart from the fundamental ayv7 they fall 
into three groups: 

elonvucn, érvevens, evTecOns - 
pear?) é\dous kal xapráv ayal. 
advaxpiros, avumdxpiros. 

18. xapròs Sixacoovyns, “the fruit of righteousness,” i. e. 

the reward which righteous conduct brings, cf. Heb. 12" xapzóv 
etpnvuxoy Sucacoovyvns, Phil. 14 wem\npwpuevor xapmov waro- 

7 

cvm. 

That the expression “fruit of righteousness” has the sense “ product 
of righteousness " is shown by those O. T. passages which seem to have 

given it its currency, and in which it is used with a variety of applica- 

tions. Cf. Prov. 3° (LXX), 11% éx xapxod Stxatocóvnc pbcetar Bévðpov 

twiis, 4. e. “righteousness brings long life,” 133 (LX X), Amos 6'%. In 
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all these cases Stxatocóvrs indicates the source of the “fruit.” Similarly 
Is. 3217: “And the work of righteousness (td Épya ths Stxatoodyns) shall 
be peace; and the effect of righteousness quietness and confidence 
forever.” For the figure of sowing, cf. Prov. 11" (LX X), 6 3è oxelowy 

Bixatocóvgy Afyupexat profdv, Hos. ro'*, Job 4%, Test. XII Patr. Levi, 
13°, etc. 

èv elpyjvg a re(perat, “sown in peace," and in peace only; 
i. e. a righteousness capable of gaining its due reward must be 

peaceable; cf. 133. The sower is, of course, the righteous man. 

For the slightly inaccurate expression “sow the fruit, or crop” (in- 
stead of the seed), cf. Apoc. Bar. 32', “Sow the fruits of the law,” 

Plutarch, De vitando ære alieno, 4 oxelpovtes oùx Tyusoov xagxóv, Antiph- 

anes, Fab. inc. iv, 4 oxelpev xapxbdy y&prt0<. 

Tots TOLOUctw elpnyny. 

To “do peace” (cf. Eph. 215, Col. 1* elpnvomodw; Mt. 5° 
elonvorode) means not merely to conciliate opponents, but to 
act peaceably. It is the complete opposite of (^os and épi8(a, 

The interpretation of v. !* here given may be paraphrased, with a 
change of figure, thus: “The foundation which righteousness lays for 
eternal life can be laid only in peace and by those who practise peace." 

This is equivalent to saying that righteousness includes peaceableness. 

Another common interpretation takes xapxd¢ 3xarocbvn¢s as mean- 

ing “the fruit which consists in righteousness.” The source will then 
be the true wisdom, of which righteousness is the product. The evi- 

dence for this would be Heb. 12", where righteousness seems to be itself 

the fruit, and the parallelism of Jas. 3!*, where the product of QAoc and 
éo:Ola is said to be dxatactac(a and x&v qa0Àov xo&[ua. Phil. 1", to 

which appeal is often made, is ambiguous, and cannot be taken as 
meaning that righteousness is the fruit except by giving to Btxatoaóv 
its peculiar Pauline sense. 

But the O. T. passages referred to above create a strong presumption 
against this interpretation; the simple meaning of the phrase speaks 
against it; and, further, righteousness is more naturally thought of 
(apart from Pauline theology) as the condition of receiving divine re- 

ward, not as the reward itself. The general drift of the verse would be 
the same under either interpretation. 
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III. WORLDLINESS AND THE CHRISTIAN CON- 

DUCT OF LIFE CONTRASTED (4'-52). 

CHAPTER IV. 

1-12. The cause of the crying evils of life is the pursuit of pleas- 
ure, an aim which is in direct rivalry with God and abhorrent to 
him. 

1-2”. Quarrels and conflicts are due to the struggle for 
pleasure and for the means of pleasure. 

The paragraph is written not so much to censure the quarrels 
as to set forth the-evil results of aiming at pleasure; in nowise 
is it introduced in order merely to give an abstract analysis 
(3dOev) of the ultimate source of the quarrelling. 

Some have taken 4! f- of difficulties between the teachers (cf. 11*-5 

319), but this is not indicated in the text, and is an unnatural limita- 
tion. 

We have here, doubtless, a glimpse of the particular com- 
munities with which the writer was acquainted, but the exhor- 
tation assumes that all communities show substantial the 

same characteristics. The addition of év bui», v. !, recalls the 
thought from the ideal pictures in the preceding verse to the 

actual situation in the world—and even in the Christian church. 
Cf. Philo, De gig. 11: “For consider the continual war which 
prevails among men even in time of peace (Tòr év elpnvy ovvexì 
vóNeuov avOpwrwv), and which exists not merely between na- 

tions and countries and cities, but also between private houses, 

or, I might rather say, is present with every individual man; 

observe the unspeakable raging storm in men's souls that is 

excited by the violent rush of the affairs of life; and you 
may well wonder whether any one can enjoy tranquillity in 
such a storm, and maintain calm amid the surge of this bellow- 
ing sea." 

The opening of this paragraph and of the two following, 411? 51-¢, 
lacks the usual d3eApof pou. 
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vóXepot, “feuds,” “quarrels”; payast, “conflicts,” “ conten- 

tions.” The two words cover the chronic and the acute hos- 

tilities in the community. 

XóXsuo; and uéxn are so frequently combined in Homer as to elicit 

comment from Eustathius more than once. See especially Eustathius 
on 7]. i, 177. In later writers they became a standing combination; see 
references in Wetstein, e. g. Epict. Diss. iii, 13°. Hence the combined 
phrase is naturally used here with no great distinction between the two 
terms. 

For xéAeuo¢ used of private quarrel, cf. Test. XII Patr. Gad 5, Dan 
5%, Sim. 4*, Ps. Sol. 124, Jos. Amig. xvii, 2*, Ps.-Diog. Ep. 28, Clem. 
Rom. 46*. For u&y» referring to private strife, cf. Neh. 13", Prov. 
17!, Ecclus. 6* 2714, 2 Tim. 2% % 2 Cor. 7*, Plat. Tim. 88 A ud&yas 
év Adyors xotetcbar, Epict. Diss. i, r1!5, ii, 121, iii, 12!5, iv. 5%. 

èk rà» jOovàv, “because you make pleasures your aim,” 
Sovrevorres exiOuplars kal jõovaîs Tow(Aaw (Tit. 33). Over 
against pleasure as the great end stands submission to God 
(v. ?). 

TÓÀV oTparevopevwy èv rois neNeaw, “which are at war with 

one another, having their seat in your bodily members," and 
which so bring about conflicts among you. "The war is between 
pleasures which have their seat in the bodies of several persons, 

not between conflicting pleasures throwing an individual into 
a state of internal strife and confusion. Since the pleasures 
clash, the persons who take them as their supreme aim are nec- 
essarily brought into conflict. erparevouérov makes the con- 
nection between 7j9ova( and TóXepot. 

By some interpreters the warfare is thought of as merely directed 

toward the winning of gratification, by still others as a war against the 

soul (1 Pet. 21), or against the vou; (Rom. 7?* ; see passages from Philo 
cited by Spitta, p. 113, note), or against God. But it is entirely fit- 
ting, and makes much better sense, to understand it, as above, with ref- 

erence to the natural activity of pleasures—necessarily conflicting with 
one another, and so leading to the outbreak of conflict. The point of 

James’s attack is pleasure as such, not lower physical pleasure as dis- 
tinguished from higher forms of enjoyment. "The passage from Plato, 

Phedo, p. 66, often cited, and given below (p. 258), is therefore not an 
apt illustration here. 

Pleasure is not here equivalent to, nor used by metonymy for, 

éxOupla, “desire.” But the two are of course closely related; e.g. 
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Philo, De pram. et pen. 3 xataxegpbyyxev $9ov6v xat éxiDuatóv, 4 Macc. 
I!! xob wav oby cfc HBovicg dotly éxcOuula, 5133; Stobeus, ii, 7, 10 (ed. 

Wachsmuth, p. 88) #8ovhy pay [éxcrorves 0a] $vav. cux &voysv dv éxe- 

Oupodpev f?) éxpdyuuev à époßoðusðæ. The underlying conception is the 

same as in Jas. 14, although no explicit reference to }8ovf is there 

made. 

On é» rois pédeow, d. 3°. James thinks of pleasure as pri- 
marily pertaining to the body. Cf. the frequent use of “ mem- 
bers” for “body,” Rom. 613: 19 75. 28, Col. 35, Apoc. Bar. 83?. 

The resemblance to 1 Pet. 2" is probably accidental; nor is there 
probably any direct allusion to Rom. 7%. 

2. V.? explains in detail the connection between doral and 
TÓNeuo, kal payor. Ungratified desire leads to $vos; zeal 

for pleasure unable to reach its end, to udx7 and dAepos, 

oüx Eyerve 3:4] BAKL minn vgt". 

xal obx Exexe 84] NP minn ff vg*™ boh syrt, 

odx Exete òè 3:4] minn. So Textus Receptus. 
The short reading is probably original. 

Under the reading adopted, the last clause, odx Eyete 3:2 «b ui 
altetcOar bu4¢, belongs with v. * (so WH.). R. Stephen’s verse-divi- 
sion, which connects v. 2° with the preceding instead of the following, 
and the punctuation of the A.V. are due to the Textus Receptus. 

éxiOupetre, Kal ovk éyere- hovevere, kal (moüre, kal où 
Sivacbe ériruyety: ndyea0e kal ToXeygeire. 

This punctuation alone (so WH. mg. and many commentators) 
preserves the perfect parallelism between the two series of verbs, 
which is fatally marred by the usual punctuation (fovevere xai 
'FgXotre, kal ov Sivacbe éxirvyeiv, so Tisch. WH. etc.). The 
'abruptness is then not greater than in 2! 5% 13f.. For the asyn- 
‘deton, cf. 21? 4, These passages mark the extreme of the abrupt- 
ness which in various forms is a quality of James’s style. The 
usual punctuation is made additionally unacceptable by the 
impossible anticlimax $ovevere kal {nNodre (cf. Plato, Menex. 
(242 A). 

émiÜvpeiré, not a new idea but necessarily suggested by 
$jGovàv (v.!). Pleasure and desire are correlative; see on v. 1 

Qovevere, "kill" “murder.” No weaker sense is possible, 
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and none is here necessary, for James is not describing the con- 
dition of any special community, but is analysing the result of 
choosing pleasure instead of God. The final issue of the false 
choice is flagrant crime. 160v7 implies érOupla; émibupla is 
often unsatisfied; in such a case its outcome, if unrestrained, 
is to cause the murder of the man who stands in its way. 

émiÜvpeire, éyere, ovevere are practically equivalent to 
a conditional sentence, in which éziÜvueire xal ovx Éyere 
forms the protasis, fovevere the apodosis; cf. 3! 5!*!-, Bult- 
mann, pp. r4f. In the use of the second person plural the 

writer is taking the readers as representative of the world of 
men in general. 

On the “universal,” or “gnomic,” present, see Gildersleeve, Syntax of 
Classical Greek, i, § 190; Winer, § 40. 2. a; on asyndetic sentences of 
the nature of a condition, cf. Buttmann, § 139. 28; Winer, § 60. 4. c. 

The same idea that murder is the horrible outcome to be expected 
from actually existing conditions, unless their natural tendency is 
somehow checked, is found in Didache 3* wh ylvou 6oy(Xoc* b3nyel yàp 
Å doy) xobg thy qóvov' pds CnAwtis unè doratixnds wd Ougtxóc^ éx 

yàp todtwy axdvtwv qóvot yevvevtar; cf. also Clem. Rom. 4" *, quoted 

below, Test. XII Patr. Sim. 3% xé&vrote [ò q06voc] óxoQ&AXXet dveAsty 
«bv gÜovoóusvov. It must not be forgotten that to cause a death in- 
directly is often called murder, and that even downright murders have 

not been unknown in otherwise respectable communities. Cf. Acts 9? 
203 2311ff., Jas. 5* épovedcats, 1 Pet. 4!* goveó c, Ecclus. 34**. 

kal (ndovre, kal ov úvahe émirvxeiv * pdyecGe kal toe- 
peire. 

Having established the connection between 790v: and ¢dvos, 
the writer presents another chain, still hypothetical and general, 
but showing that the origin of the prevailing state of 7ró^euot 
kal pdyat (v.") is (os, which when it cannot attain its cov- 
eted prize regularly leads to fighting and strife. 

james, writing to no one community, but to the whole Chris- 
tian world, is speaking of general tendencies, not of the sins of 
any particular local group. Hence his strong language has no 
personal sting. 

The underlying principle is not the same as that of Mt. 5%!!-, although 
there is obvious resemblance. There, as in Mt. 5**, the point is that 
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it is the inner passion of the heart which God considers, not merely the 
carrying out of an angry thought in murder. Here in James the wicked- 
ness and dangerousness of the end sought, viz. pleasure, is exposed by 

showing to what an awful issue, if uninhibited, it surely leads. 

I Jn. 3!* xàq ô utody thy &deApdy adtod dvðpwroxtóvoç éotly comes 

nearer, but is still different. 

To the mistaken idea that James is here giving a description of the 

particular communities which he addressed is due the conjecture ꝙbo- 
vette for qoveóeve, which was printed in the second edition of Erasmus 

(1519), was supported by Calvin, translated by Luther (ihr kasset), 

and has been adopted by many other commentators, both older and 
more recent. Various other instances of the textual corruption, pévo¢ 

for g8évoc, can, indeed, be adduced (see Mayor*, p. 136); but there 

is no manuscript evidence for the reading here. The conjecture is 
unnecessary, and it obliterates the careful parallelism of the two 
series. 

Interpreters who have been unwilling to emend the text, and yet 
have felt bound to see in povedete an actual description of the Chris- 
tian community addressed, have been driven to various expedients. 
The more usual methods have been either to reduce the meaning of 
govedete to “hate,” or else to assume an hendiadys, by which “murder 
and envy" becomes “ murderously envy" (Schneckenburger: ad necem 

usque invidelis). Both methods are linguistically impossible. 

kal (ndodre. Kal connects the two series. 
(9 Xobre, “hotly desire to possess," “covet,” cf. Ecclus. sr!*, 

Wisd. 12, 1 Cor. 12?! 141. ??, Gal. 4” '-, Demosth. Ol. ii, 15 ó pèr 
Sdtns émiÂvpe? kal roüro é{yjdwKe, The meaning is different 
from that of (7Xos in 3%, 

GihAos and (A60 start with the fundamental meaning of “ hot emo- 

tion.” For the peculiar Hebraistic and Biblical meaning “zeal,” see 
note on Jas. 3!*. In secular use the meanings are developed on two 
sides, desire to surpass (“‘emulation,” *'rivalry") and desire to possess 
(*envy," etc.). Ineither sense the words may refer, according to cir- 

cumstances, to either a good or an evil desire. See Trench, Synonyms, 
$ xxvi. 

In our verse éxttuzetv shows that the desire is for possession; but 
GnAodte may then mean either “envy” (the possessor) or “covet” (his 

possessions). “Covet” (so R.V.; A.V. “desire to have"), as being 

the more general idea and a better parallel to éx:8ujaice, is to be pre- 
ferred. 

The English word “jealousy” is derived from t2Aoc through French 

jalousie, Latin zelus, but in most of its meanings “jealousy” corre- 
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sponds rather to 906voc, the “‘begrudging” to another, indicating pri- 

marily not the desire to possess, but the unwillingness that another 

should have. 

páxea0e kal voXepeire, i. e. against those who possess what 
you wish to take from them. The connection of either barren 
envy or ungratifed covetousness with strife is so natural that 
it hardly needs to be illustrated; but cf. Clem. Rom. 3-6 (where 
the Biblical and secular meanings are not distinguished), with 
Lightfoot's note on 32, Philo, De decal. 28; Iren. iv, 18*. 

This passage is made more intelligible by passages from Greek 
and Roman writers, which show that not only the connection 
of pleasure and desire, but that of desire, conflict, and war, was 
a commonplace of popular moralising in the Hellenistic age. 

See Zeller, Die Philosophie der Griechen‘, iii, 1, pp. 221-225. 

Thus Philo, De decal. 28, M. pp. 204 f.: “Last of all he forbids desire 
(éxrOunetv), knowing desire (thv éxi8uu(av) to be productive of revolu- 

tion and addicted to plots. For all the passions of the soul (ta puxñs 

Xá09) are bad, exciting it and agitating it unnaturally, and destroying 
its health, but worst of allis desire. . . . The evils of which the love 
of money or of a woman or of glory or of any other of those things 
that produce pleasure is the cause—are they small and ordinary? Is 

it not because of this passion that relationships are broken, and thus 
natural good-will changed into desperate enmity? that great and pop- 
ulous countries are desolated by domestic dissensions? and land and 

sea filled with novel disasters by naval battles and land campaigns? 
For the wars famous in tragedy, which Greeks and barbarians have 

fought with one another and among themselves, have all flowed from 
one source: desire (éx:Suu.(a) either for money or glory or pleasure. 

Over these things the human race goes mad." 

Ibid. 32, M. p. 208 xéuxxov 3è [7.¢. the fifth commandment of the 
second table] td &veipyov thy «àv ddixyuctuv myhy, éxiüuulav, do” Fe 

bdoucty al xapavoyubcatat xp&Gerc, Brat xal xorval, utxoal xal uweycAat, 

lepal xal BéBrAot, xsol te copata xal puys xal tà Asydpeva dxtéc” Zia- 

gedyec yap o08Év, ðs xal xodtepov £Xéx9n, Thy &éxiüuu.(av, ZAX’ ola GALE Ey 

UAn véuetat Baxavooa xkvta xal pbelpouca. 

Philo, De Josepho, 11, M. p. 50; De posterttate Cain. i, 34, M. pp. 

247 f.; De migratione Abr. 12; Lucian, Cynic. 15, x&vta yap tà xaxà 
vol, dvVOparxocs éx cf). todtwy éztÂuulaş povrat, xal ordcers xal xóXsuot 

xal éxtBoudal xal opayal. «auci xkvea anyhy Ever thy éxrOuplav cod xAslo- 

yoc; Cicero, De finibus, i, 13 ex cupiditatibus odia, dissidia, discordiae, 

seditiones, bella nascuntur ; Seneca, De ira, ii, 35 ista quae appetitis quia 
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exigua sunt nec possunt ad alterum nisi alters erepla transferri, eadem 
Gffectantibus pugnam et jurgia excilant. Cf. Plato, Phedo, p. 66 C xai 

yko *XoAXÉuoug xal otses xal udyas obey GAAo xapéxet J tò cdc xal al 

rotou éxOuulat. 

See note on 1'4, and cf. Wendland and Kern, Beiträge sur 
Geschichte der griech. Philosophie und Religion, pp. 36-37; J. 
Drummond, Philo Judaeus, ii, pp. 302-306. 

In contrast to pleasure stands God. So Philo, Leg. all. ii, 23, 

M. p. 83, says that it is impossible to master pleasure except 

by complete submission to God. 4 Macc. 5%* 635 represent, in 
more secular fashion, reason (Aoyio uds) and sound principles 
($«Xoco$ía) as able to control pleasure and desire; but Test. 

XII Patr. Benj. 6 shows true Jewish character in the sharp 
contrast which it draws: "[The good man] delighteth not in 
pleasure . . . for the Lord is his portion." "This section of 
the Testament of Benjamin is full of parallels to James. 

2'-3. By aiming at pleasure men cut themselves off from 
the only sure source of true satisfaction. 

oux éyere returns to the matter of the unsatisfied desire 
(émiÜvpeire kal ovx éyere) in order to point out another as- 
pect of the futility of pleasure as a supreme end. So long as 
men allow their lives to be governed by 7) émtOupla trav 56ováv, 
their desire is sure to be unsatisfied. The only sure source 

from which men can always receive is God. By choosing pleas- 
ure as their aim, men cut themselves off from this source, for 

they do not ask God for gratifications such as these, or, if they 

do, only find that their prayers, aiming at their own pleasures 
and not at his service, are unacceptable, and that they ought 

not to have offered them. 

James’s principle is: Make the service of God your supreme 

end, and then your desires will be such as God can fulfil in an- 
swer to your prayer (cf. Mt. 63132), Then there will be none of 
the present strife. Pleasures war, and cause war. Desire for 
pleasure, when made the controlling end, leads to violence, for 

longings then arise which can only be satisfied by the use of 
violence, since God, from whom alone come good things (1!"), 

will not satisfy them. 
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It should be needless to point out that odx Exece is not thought of 
as the result of wa&yecbe xal xoAsusice. 

Sia Tò u) alretoOar bas. The Upás is unnecessary, but not 
emphatic. Cf. 1!5 415. aireîoĝar here means prayers to God. 

8. aireire, cf. Jas. 15*, Mt. 77 2122, Mk. 11%, Lk. 11°, Jn. 
I4! 157. 16 16231. 26, p Jn, 322 ge, 

Here, as often in secular Greek (cf. L. and S.), no difference 

in meaning is perceptible between the active and middle of 
airety, Cf. 1 Jn. gi!* airópe0a, jr'kapev, airnoe, Mk. 622 24 
airnoov, airjowpat, and other examples quoted by Mayor. 

That there was once a distinction in use is likely, but even the state- 

ments quoted by Stephanus, Thesaur. s.v., that attefofa: means to 

ask per’ txeclas or peta xapaxAhoews do not make the matter intelli- 

gible. See J. H. Moulton, Prolegomena, p. 160; J. B. Mayor, in Expos- 
stor, 8th series, vol. iii, 1912, pp. 522-527; Hort, ad loc. 

kaks, “wrongly,” cf. Wisd. 141? ®, 4 Macc. 6". The fol- 
lowing clause explains this to mean: ''with the selfish purpose 
of securing pleasure, not of serving God,” cf. Mt. 622. For rab- 
binical ideas of bad prayers, see Schóttgen on Jas. 4°. 

The promises are that the prayers of the righteous and the 
penitent will be heard; cf. Ps. 34!" 145!5, Prov. 10%4, Ps. Sol. 
6*, Lk. 18*-4, Jas. 16%, r Jn. 5!*, Hermas, Sim. iv, 6. 

[va év rais ndovats oudv daxaynonre. “v marking the 
realm in rather than the object on" (Lex. s. v. óaravdo). The 
distinction is thus not in the things prayed for, but in the pur- 
pose with which they are to be used, and for which they are 
desired—+. e. whether pleasure or the service of God. Hence 

probably the unusual, though not unexampled, preposition. 
daravnonre, “spend”; not necessarily “waste,” nor *squan- 

der"; cf. Acts 2174, 2 Cor. 12!5, r Macc. 143%. The object of 
Samavnonre is the means of securing enjoyment for which they 
pray; throughout the passage money is especially in mind. 

Saxavhonte] N'AKLP minn™= vid, 
Saxavhoete] B. 

xataSaxavhoe:e] N*. 
B and N have both fallen into error. 
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4. povyadiSes, "adulteresses," i.e. “renegades to your 
vows.” God is the husband to whom the Christian is joined 
as wife. The figure arose with reference to Israel as the wife 

of Jahveh; cf. Is. 54°, Jer. 3%, Ezek. 16, 23, Hos. 9!, Wisd. 3!*, 
Mt. 12% 16*, Mk. 838; and see Heb. Lex. s. v. 3t. 
To this corresponds the position of the church as the bride 

of Christ (2 Cor. rr! *, Eph. 524-28, Rev. rg? 21°). The term 
is often, as here, applied to individual members of the people 
of God; cf. Ex. 34!5, Num. 15?*, Ps. 73?! rdvra Tov ropvevoavra. 
&TÓ co), Hos. 41. The feminine uocya s is alone appropriate 
in this sense, since God is always thought of as the husband. 
The harsh word comes in abruptly; it anticipates and sum- 

marises the thought expressed in the verse itself. For the sever- 
ity, and the direct address, cf. 18 4!* s!. 

The word is fully explained by the figurative sense: to take it liter- 
ally (Winer, Spitta, Hort, and others) is to violate the context and to 

introduce a wholly foreign and uncalled-for idea. Moreover the femi- 

nine used alone is then inexplicable. 

uotxaA(Be ] BN*A 33 ff (fornicalores) vg (adulteri) boh (adulterers) 
gyrpesb, 

poxol xal woryaAlSec] N KLP minn syrbe. Plainly emendation. 

oùk oldare. The idea which follows is at any rate familiar 
to the readers, whether or not these words (as Spitta thinks) 
introduce a quotation. 
dua, “friendship,” the usual meaning (cf. L. and S.) of this 

word, which is a common one in the Wisdom-literature and in 

1, 2, and 4 Maccabees; cf. Wisd. 714. 
Tov kdo ov. Objective genitive, “friendship for the world." 

Cf. 1?! (and note), 25, Jn. 15!8f, 1 Jn. 2!*. 
To make pleasure the chief aim is to take up with 7 dxMa 

Tov Kdopov. To be “a friend of the world" is to be on good 

terms with the persons and forces and things that are at least 
indifferent toward God, if not openly hostile to him. It does 

not imply “conformity to heathen standards of living” (Hort), 

and is entirely appropriate in connection with a Jewish com- 
munity. 
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Cf. 2 Tim. 3* ferjdovoe paddov 1) d«X0eot, Philo, Leg. alleg. 
ii, 23, yéyove gudndovos àvri dXXapérov. 

The precise sense of ij gtAla tod xóguou is much discussed in the 

commentaries. For summary of views, see Beyschlag, who himself 

takes it in the active sense of “love,” as given above. 

éyOpa ToU Geod, “enmity as regards God." The accentuation 
éyOpa, not éyOpad, is required in order to preserve the sharp- 
ness of the contrast. Cf. Rom. 87 éyOpa elc Gedy, Rom. 5” 1128, 
Col. 1?!, in which passages, however, rather more of mutual re- 
lation is implied. 

It is to be observed that a state of enmity between men and God 
differs from a state of enmity in ordinary human relations in that the 
permanent attitude of love on God's part is not thereby interrupted. 

0s éd» for 85 dv is characteristic of vernacular Greek, and is 
shown by the papyri to have been "specially common" in the 
first and second centuries after Christ. See J. H. Moulton, 
Prolegomena, pp. 42-44, 234, where references to other discus- 

sions will be found; also Winer, § 42 fin., Blass, $ 26. 4, and the 
references in Mayor's note, pp. 139 f. 

obvy] om L 33 minn boh. The weakness of attestation here counter- 
balances the presumption in favour of the shorter reading. Possibly 
OYN fell out by accident after EAN. 

plos ToU kde yov. Cf. 231 pos eoù. 
xa@loraras, “stands,” cf. 3*, Rom. $!*, 2 Pet. 18. The word 

suggests a lasting state. But see J. de Zwaan, in Theol. Stu- 

dién, 1913, pp. 85-94. 
5-6. Remember the Scripture which declares that God is a 

jealous lover and suffers no rival for the loyalty of the human 
spirit; and observe that God gives grace to fulfil his require- 

ments, and that this grace is bestowed on the humble, not on 

those proud of their worldly success. 

5. 7, introducing “a question designed to prove the same 
thing in another way” (Lex.); cf. Mt. 12?*, 1 Cor. 6!*, etc. 

kevôs, “emptily,” i.e. “without meaning all that it says." 
Cf. Deut. 3247 dre ovxl Adyos kevós obros byiv KTA, 
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7j ypad*j. See 2?! and note. The term must refer to “Holy 

Scripture." The quotation which follows is not found in the 
O. T., and either the writer has quoted (perhaps by mistake) 

from some other writing or a paraphrase, or else the Greek O. T. 
in some one of its forms had a sentence like this. The sentence 

seems to be a poetical rendering of the idea of Ex. 20*. 
Aéye. The formula is frequent; cf. Rom. 4? 9" 10" 11°. 

Various unsuccessful attempts are made to explain this sentence as 
not meant to be a quotation. 

(1) The usual method is to take the two sentences xpb¢ qüó6voy 

&xtxo0et td xveüjux 8 xatpxtcey dv duiv> welova Bè SBuctv qáprv, as a 

parenthesis (Hofmann, B. Weiss, and others). Against such an idea 

speaks the technical introductory formula, which here prepares for 
the quotation with unusual elaboration. Such a formula is generally 

(cf. v.*) followed at once by the quotation (Rom. 11° is no excep- 

tion to this rule). Moreover, if what follows is not quoted, Aéyet 

would have to be given the somewhat unusual meaning “speaks” (as 

in Acts 24"). Such a parenthesis would introduce confusion into the 

thought of an otherwise well-ordered and forcible passage and make 
the 8:6 of v. * unaccountable. 

(2) Equally futile is the theory that James is merely summarising 
the thought of the O. T. without intending to refer to any specific pas- 
sage, e. g. (Knowling) Gen. 6-5, Deut. 3210 f. 1*. 91, Is. 63818, Ezek. 3617, 

Zech. 1!* 8%, The following sentence would then become merely the 

utterance of the writer, and against this speaks conclusively the formula 

of citation (4 yeaph Aéyer).* 
(3) Neither can the sentence be accounted for as an inexact citation 

of such passages as Ex. 205 ¿yà y&o elut xúproç 6 Bebs cou, Beds CnAwrhe, 

although the sense is akin. 
(4) The attempt to make Aéyat refer vaguely to the substance of 

v. ‘is also vain. 
(5) Unacceptable are also the textual conjectures by which various 

scholars have tried to eliminate a supposed gloss: thus Erasmus and 
Grotius would excise 3b Abya: . . . x&ptv (cf. 1 Pet. 5*); Hottinger 
and Reiche, peMova dè Booty x&py^ Bib Adyat (with the insertion of 
56 before 626). 

mpos $dvov, “jealously,” or, more exactly, ““begrudgingly.” 

xobc with accusative is a regular periphrasis for the adverb; so xpb< 
Blacav for Bralws, xobc 6orfvw, “angrily,” xpd¢ sücéAsuxv, “cheaply,” 

* The objection, however, that this interpretation makes it necessary to take 9 ypa¢y to 
mean ‘the Scriptures” as a whole is not conclusive, cf. Lightfoot on Gal. 3%, Hort on 1 
Pet. 2°. 
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ods Hovy xal yéy, “pleasantly and graciously” (Jos. Ant. xii, 10%). 
See L. and S. s. v. xoé¢ C. III. 7; Lex. s. 9. xoóc I, 3. g. This idiom is 
not found elsewhere in the N. T.; see Schmid, Atticismus, iv, Index. 

In the sense of “jealously,” xpd¢ (Aov would have been more in 

accord with LXX usage, cf. Num. 5! xveüua GnAdcews, Ex. 205, Prov. 
6** 27*, Cant. 8*, Ecclus. 9!, so 2 Cor. 11%; but this meaning, “ardent 

desire for complete possession of the object" as in the case of the 

husband (Hebrew ^w»), seems to be foreign to GÀoc in general Greek 

usage, which denotes that emotion by q06voc, as here. «obo q06vov is 
thus a phrase drawn from Hellenic models, not founded on the lan- 

guage of the LXX. 
q06voc means primarily “ill will," “malice,” due to the good fortune 

of the one against whom it is directed, Aden ir’ dAXotolotg; &Yafoiq 

(Diog. Laert. vii, 63. 111; see other similar definitions in Trench, 
Synonyms, $ xxvi). This begrudging spirit may be shown in the re- 
fusal either to give or to share (so especially the verb p@ovéw); or in 

the jealous ill will of the gods toward overfortunate mortals; or in 
other ways corresponding to some of the meanings of English “envy” 

and “jealousy,” neither of which, however, is in meaning wholly co- 
terminous with @évo¢. See Trench, I. c.; L. and S. s. vv. q06voq, 

q9ovéo, doOovoc, &pbovla. So, like English “jealousy,” q06voc is used 
in a bad sense of the ill will felt toward another with whom one has 
to share a prized object, but it does not seem ever to be quite equiva- 
lent to the English term for the lover’s, or husband's, * jealousy"; 
the object of the emotion seems always to have been found in the 
hated possessor, not (as often in the English word) in the prized object. 

The Latin equivalent of 986vo¢ is invidia, from which comes English 
*envy." But the English word is in modern times often used in a 
milder sense, with reference only to the desire for equal good fortune 
with another and with no thought of ill will. It thus approaches 

more nearly the sense of (Aoc, just as the English “jealousy” (see on 
3'* 4%), though derived from Ydos, zelus, has acquired much of the 
peculiar meaning of 98évoc. 

xpos POdvov limits érıroĝeî. To connect it with Adye 
yields but a poor sense. 

When connected with Aéyet, xpé¢ is usually taken in the sense of 
“with reference to,” or “against” (so Spitta). But there has been no 
previous mention of 9@évoc¢ in this paragraph to account for the intro- 

duction of such a quotation relating to it. If the phrase is connected 
with Aéyet and taken in the sense “enviously,” as explaining xewic, 
it lacks the proper, and indispensable, conjunction to connect it with 

x£vO« (inserted by “ CEcumenius" in his paraphrase: oó yàg xevids fror 
paalo, | rods q06voy), and the general sense is less satisfactory. 
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éxuroet, “yearns,” “yearns over," of the longing affection 
of the lover. See Lightfoot on Phil. 18. Cf. 2 Cor. 9!*, Phil. 1°, 
Deut. 13* 32!!, Jer. 13%. In Ezek. 239 "^ * (Aq.) it has the 
lower sense of “dote on." 

As subject of éruroÜet we may supply ô eds, and then take 
TÒ Tvea as object of the verb; or Tò *v»eÜua may be taken as 
subject and 54s supplied as object. In the former case TÓ 
avedua means the human spirit breathed into man by God (cf. 

Gen. 27, Is. 42*, Eccles. 127, Num. 161? 27!6, Zech. 12!, Heb. 12°). 

This has the advantage that émemoOe? and kargxiwev then 
have the same subject, and seems on the whole better. Karg- 
Kic€V contains a hint of God's rightful ownership through 
creation. 

On the other hand, +d xveoja as subject would mean the Holy Spirit, 
to whom this would be the only reference in the epistle. In favour of 

this is the fact that the conception of the Holy Spirit as dwelling in man 
is repeatedly found in the N. T. and in early Christian literature. Cf. 
Ezek. 365, Rom. 8!:f, 1 Cor. 3!* «b xveüga tod Oeog éy duty olxet, 

Hermas, Sim. v, 6', Mand. iii, 1, v, 2, De aleatoribus, 3. 
Weinel, Wirkungen des Geistes und der Geiste, p. 159, suggests that 

éxrxoOet here (like Auxeite, Eph. 4*) refers to the idea of Hermas, Sim. 

v, 6’, ix, 32, that God has given us as a deposit a pure spirit, which we 

are bound to return to him unimpaired. ‘God jealously requires back 
the spirit, pure as he gave it." But this interesting interpretation is 

not supported by any clear indication in the context. 

If taken thus as a declarative sentence, the quoted passage 
means '' God is a jealous lover." This obviously suits perfectly 

the preceding context. 

By some the sentence is taken interrogatively. It will then mean, 
* Does the Spirit, set within us by God, desire to the extent of becom- 
ing jealous?” and will express the incompatibility of the Spirit with 

the sin of jealousy. But (1) this would require uf; to introduce the 
question; (2) 98évo¢ is too weak a word after x6Asuot, ukyat, povedete ; 
and (3) the general meaning of the sentence becomes altogether far 
less suited to the context. 

Mayor’, pp. 141-145 gives a convenient and full summary of the 

various views held about this verse, relating to (1) the construction of 

«obe q06vov, (2) the meaning of «obo q06vov, (3) the subject of &xtxoÜet. 
A large amount of material is to be found in Heisen, Novae hypotheses, 
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pp. 881-928, Pott, “Excursus IV,” pp. 329-355, and Gebser, pp. 329- 
346, who gives the views of commentators at length. See also W. 

Grimm, Studien und Kritiken, vol. xxvii, 1854, pp. 934-956; and Kirn, 
Studien und Kritiken, vol. lxxvii, 1904, pp. 127-133, 593-604, where 

the conjecture IIPOZTONON for IIPOZ®@ONON (first proposed 
by Wetstein, 1730) is elaborately, but unconvincingly, defended, and 
the quotation explained as a combination of Ps. 42! and Eccles. 127. P. 
Corssen, Gittingische gelehrte Anzeigen, 1893, pp. 596 f., defends the 
conjecture éxcxo0eive, and the sense: “In envy ye desire: but the 

Spirit which God hath put within you giveth greater grace; sub- 

ject yourselves, therefore, to God." 

xatpxticey] BNA minn>eee, 
xatýxnoey] KLP minner ff vg boh syr*r. The weight of external 

evidence leads to a (somewhat doubtful) decision for xætýxoev. 

6. pelfova 6e wow ydpw. God makes rigorous require- 
ments of devotion, but gives gracious help in order that men 

may be able to render the undivided allegiance which he ex- 

acts. The subject of lwow is clearly ô 0cós (cf. karQwaev). 
That the phrase is drawn from, and directly prepares for, the 
quotation from Proverbs which follows makes it unlikely that 

this sentence is part of the quotation of v. 5. 
uel ova. The comparative is most naturally taken as mean- 

ing “greater grace in view of the greater requirement." 

Another interpretation is that of Bede: “majorem gratiam dominus 
dat quam amicitia mundi”; so also many other commentators. 

xdpw. The context seems to require that this be under- 
stood of the “gracious gift" of aid to fulfil the requirement of 
whole-hearted allegiance. Cf. r Pet. 3’, Eph. 47. On the mean- 
ing of xdpis, cf. J. A. Robinson, Ephesians, pp. 221 ff. 

Those who take xá in the sense of “favour,” 4. e. not the means 

of complying, but a reward for complying, have difficulty with uova, 

which is then inappropriate; and the idea itself suits the context less 
well. 

ciò Négyet, sc. Ñ ypady or 9 Beds. A regular formula of quo- 

tation, Eph. 4* 54, Heb. 37; &id (cf. Gen. 10°, Num. 2119 means 
that the truth just affirmed has given rise to the sacred utter- 
ance to be quoted. On the formula, see Surenhusius, BíBAos 
kara ANa/yfjs, 1713, p. 9. 
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The quotation from Prov. 3* illustrates and confirms the 
main position of the preceding passage, vv. !-5, viz. that God will 
not yield to Pleasure a part of the allegiance of men's hearts, but 
that by his grace he enables men to render to him undivided 
allegiance. ‘‘So says the Scripture: ‘God is opposed to the 
proud and worldly, it is the humble who receive his gift of 

grace.’ Hence (vv.7*-) to gain his favour we must humble 
ourselves before him." "The quotation thus has the important 
function of making the transition from the negative to the posi- 
tive aspects of the subject, cf. the use of it in Clem. Rom. 30!. 

The quotation is taken verbatim from the LXX of Prov. 3**, except 

that ò 6e6¢ is substituted for xógtog. This is also the case in the same 

quotation in 1 Pet. 5* and Clem. Rom. 3o, and is probably due to a 
common form of popular quotation. 

On the theory of Oort (1885) and Grütz (1892-94), that the ob- 
scure Hebrew ox in the passage quoted is a corruption of oibr, which 
has been preserved in James, 1 Peter, and Clem. Rom., see Toy on 
Prov. 3**. 

umepnpavos, “haughty persons," here applied to those who, 
despising the claims of God, devote themselves to worldly pleas- 
ures and position, and insolently look down on others, especially 
on the humble pious. They are haughty both toward God and 
toward men, and are here identified with the “friends of the 

world." Cf. 1!9 257 51-8, 

On vrepndavia, cf. Ps. 3122, Ecclus. 107 1% 18, 2 Macc. qu. 12, 
Ps. Sol. 2% (where Pompey is described as setting himself up 
against God), 4*8, and see Trench, Synonyms, $ xxix. 

avrirdacerat, “opposes,” cf. v. * and Acts 18*, Rom. 13?, 
Jas. 5°. 

Tamewots, “humble persons" Here applied primarily to 
those who are humble toward God (cd. v.7 Umoraynre, v. 
Tarevodnre évómiov Kupiov), but not without thought of the 
same persons’ lowly position in the community, cf. 1 25. 

Spitta (pp. 117-123) has ingeniously argued that the unidentifiable 
quotation in v. * is from the apocryphal book “Eldad and Modad"' (cf. 
Num. 112-39), This work is referred to by Hermas (Vis. ii, 3), and 
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Lightfoot suggests that the quotation given as year in Clem. Rom. 23? £- 
and as 8 xpognttxds Adyos in 2 Clem. Rom. 11*-*, as well as the one 

in Clem. Rom. 17*, come from it. Spitta believes that, besides furnish- 

ing the quotation, it has also influenced the context here in James. 
The basis of his view is an exegesis which translates the passage thus: 

“Think ye that the Scripture says in vain concerning envy: ‘It (i. e. 
envy) longeth to possess the Spirit which He hath made to dwell in us; 

but He giveth (because of that envy) greater grace (to us)’?” 
This suggests to Spitta, following Surenhusius and Schóttgen, the situ- 

ation of Num. 11***, where Eldad and Modad are complained of by the 
envious Joshua because they have the spirit of prophecy, which no 

longer rests on him and the others of the Seventy Elders. The haggadic 
development (Wünsche, Midrasch Bemidbar Rabba, pp. 408 f.) em- 

phasised the greater grace granted to Eldad and Modad, which is ex- 
plained by R. Tanchuma (Bemidbar r. 15) as due to their greater 
humility, since they modestly declined to be included in the number 
of the Seventy. 

The resemblance is here striking, provided the underlying exegesis 
of James be once accepted. But that requires the conjecture q0ovetce 
for poveste in v. *, and the consequent understanding of the whole 
passage as dealing primarily with q96voq as its topic. It would thus 
make necessary a wholly different apprehension of the author's purpose 
from that presented above. 

Some of the confirmatory resemblances which Spitta finds between 
James and passages that may be supposed to have some connection 
with Eldad and Modad are curious. Thus, Hermas, Vis. ii, 3*, cf. Jas. 
4*; Clem. Rom. 23 (2 Clem. Rom. 11), cf. Jas. 4*!- 3tpuyor, taAatxopt- 

cate, 31° dxatactacla, 1* 5'f-; Clem. Rom. 17%, cf. Jas. 4" &tyls. 

 Spitta would also connect with Eldad and Modad the unlocated quo- 
tation in Clem. Rom. 463, in which he finds some resemblance to the 
story of Korah, Num. 16. And he compares Hermas, Vis. iii, 6 Sim. 
viii, 8, which seem to him to allude to this passage. 

But the evidence collected is not sufficient to overturn the more 
natural interpretation of the general course of thought in the context. 
Spitta’s theory introduces a whole series of incongruous ideas, which 

have no good connection with what precedes and lead to nothing in 
what follows; and it must be pronounced fantastic. 

7-10. Practical exhortation to the choice of God instead of 
pleasure as the chief end. 

These verses are addressed to the whole body of Christians, 
who are all subject to these moral dangers, and some of whom 
may be supposed to be liable to the reproach contained in 
UTepnpavor, auaptwrol, dhpuyor, 
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It is interesting to notice how James's religious ideal of penitent de- 
votion to God here diverges from the Stoic ideal of reason as ruler 

over all passion and desire, which is given as the teaching of the Jewish 
law in 4 Macc. 533. 

7. o9», “in view of the relation of God and his service to 
the pursuit of worldly pleasures." Cf. for similar grounding of 
practical exhortations, Rom. 13!* 141°, Gal. 5! 6%, Eph. 425 (&6) 
515, Col. 215 31. & 12, 

urordynre, “submit yourselves" (A.V.; better than R.V. “be 
subject”), i. e. “become TaTewol” (v.6), cf. ramewoÜnre, v. 1, 
On this and the eight following aorist imperatives, the more 

“pungent” form, see note on 1?. 

On the passive aorist with the significance of the middle voice, which 
is a common phenomenon of the late language, cf. Buttmann, § 113.4 

(Eng. transl. p. 51); Winer, $ 39. 2; J. H. Moulton, Prolegomena, pp. 
152-163, especially p. 163; note papavOfhoetat 1!!, tærerivóðnte 4”. 

Üxot&ccouat is used elsewhere in the N. T. of voluntary submission 

to God only in Heb. 12°, where the analogy of submission to earthly 
fathers has occasioned the use of the word. It is also found in Ps. 37! 

62). *, Hag. 2!*, 2 Macc. 9!!, in the sense of general submission of the 

whole soul to God. Submission is more than obedience, it involves 

humility (Calvin). 

avrlornre 0ó TQ Sk:aBddy, “Take a bold stand in resisting 
temptations to worldliness sent by ‘the prince of this world’ 
(Jn. 14*), and you will be successful." 

This idea seems to have been a commonplace of early Christian 
thought; cf. 1 Pet. 5* *, where, as here, the quotation of Prov. 3** 
precedes, but where it is better not to assume literary connection with 

James. For the conception of a fight with the devil, cf. Eph. 6" t- and 
see Weinel, Wirkungen des Gestes und der Geiste, pp. 17 f. 

The following passages may be compared : 

Hermas, Mand. xii, 5? Sévatar ò StáQoAoq &vttxaAalcat, xataxaAat- 

cat Bè oò Sbvatar.  &Xv ody &vttoxaO Tte adt, vixnOele pedEetat dp’ duy 

RaTHSLUp.évog. 

Test. XII Patr. Nephth. 8* àv ody xal duets pydonobe td xaA6v... 

ò BzBoros pebEetar dp’ duy, Issack. 7? taita xal dpetc, téxva uou, Tot- 

eite, xal Gv xveiua tod BeAlap pebfetar dq’ üyuv, Benj. 53, Dan 5'. 

In these passages from Test. XII Patr., however, the thought is 

different ; good conduct is there the means by which the devil is driven 
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off, and the idea is that right action diminishes the chance of being 
tempted later on. James, on the other hand, is. merely saying that 
boldness will avail against the tempter. 

8. éyyícare, as those who wish to be in the closest possible 
relation to God. 

It is assumed throughout that the ostensible purpose of the 
persons addressed is right. They intend to be God's servants, 
but by yielding to natural inclinations they are in practise 
verging toward a state of éyOpa rod Geod, 
To draw near to God is used of the priests in the temple, 

Ex. 197, Ezek. 441%. It is half figurative in Ex. 24?, Is. 2913, 

and wholly so in such passages as the following: Hos. 12%, 

Wisd. 619 (%, Judith 827, Heb. 7!? (cf. 419) ; cf. Ps. 14518, Deut. 4, 
and Philo’s comment in De migr. Abr. 11, M. p. 445. Test. 

XII Patr. Dan 6? éyyloare TQ 0cQ, is an instructive parallel. 
éyyloe. corresponds to ue(tfova Sidwow ydp, v. *; as well 

as to $ev£eraa, v. 7. 

Cf. Zech. 1*, on which James is very likely dependent, 2 Chron. 153, 
Mal. 37, Ps. 145%. 

kaÜapícare yetpas, “make your outward conduct pure." 
From the ritual washing to make fit for religious duties (e. g. 
Gen. 35?, Ex. 3017-82), which was perfectly familiar in N. T. 
times (cf. Mk. 7?), sprang a figurative use of language, e. g. Is. 
1!5, Job 17° 22%, 1 Tim. 2*, Clem. Rom. 29'. In Ps. 23* aO@os 
xepoly kal Kadapos Ty kapÓ(a, and in Ecclus. 38? the combina- 
tion found in James is already complete. 

xetpas, xapôlas. For the omission of the article, cf. Schmie- 
del-Winer, $ 19. 7, where it is explained under the rule that 
pairs of nouns often omit the article. 

ayaptwhol, A sharp term is used to strike the conscience of 

the reader, and is then partly explained by the parallel 9ájvyo:. 
Half-hearted Christians, such as James desires to stir to better 

things, are in reality nothing but “world’s people "—Aa reproach 

meant to startle and sting. Sépvyor, “doubters,” is entirely 
parallel. 
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The word duaptwAés is very rare in secular Greek, but there, as in 
the O. T. and N. T., has the sense of “hardened sinner,” “bad man," 

cf. Plutarch, De aud. poet. 7, p. 25 C, the standing phrase «eAóvat xal 

duaotwihol, Mt. 9! t-, etc., and the application of duaptoA6« to heathen, 

1 Macc. 1*4, Gal. 218, etc. Cf. Enoch 5* 38! 45294" 95% 2. ! 961. 1. 4, 
Suidas defines dpaptwAof as ol xapavouq cuti xpoatpoógtvot xal Blov 
$uegOaouévov doxal óuavot. 

dyvícare xapdlas. dyvés means “clean,” “pure,” ceremo- 
nially (Jn. 1159), and so morally. The latter development had 
already been made (otherwise than in the case of yos) in 
secular Greek use. 

Cf. 1 Pet. 12 ta¢ duxXe byóv tyvinétes éy ty üxaxofj chs d. 90elac, 
Is. 1!*, and especially Ps. 24* 73». 

diyuyor. It is here implied that Onjvyía involves some de- 
filement from the world, cf. Hermas, Mand. ix, 7 kaOdpioov T7)» 
kapdlav cov amo THs Supvylas. Test. XII Patr. Aser 3%, ot 
Sutpdowmor oUk eiot TOU Oeod adda Tals émiÜvu(as avray 

SovAevovow, is an excellent commentary on this verse. 
9. “Make yourselves wretched, mourn, lament; that is a 

state of mind more suited to a Christian than worldly gaiety 
and joy!” 

This is primarily a call to repentance; but, more than that, 

it is a vehemently expressed recommendation of sober earnest- 

ness as the proper mood of a Christian, in contrast to a light 
and frivolous spirit. The writer was a sober man who felt the 
seriousness of living, and wished that others should feel and 
express it; in a word, a Puritan. 

The force of James’s exhortation must not be reduced by in- 
terpretation, nor its range unduly limited. There is positive 
emphasis on the sadness, and even anguish, which is appropri- 
ate to the readers’ actual situation, and which they ought to 
seek, not try to avoid, cf. Mt. 54. Yet neither must the words 

be misunderstood as representing that a cheerfulness founded 
on the joy of faith is wrong for a soul which knows itself at one 

with God (cf. 17!-). James is not giving a complete directory 
for conduct at all times, but is trying by the unexpected inten- 
sity of his language to startle half-hearted Christians into a 
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searching of heart and a self-consecration which he believes 
essential to their eternal salvation. 

For the same mood, due to a different cause, cf. Eccles. 7*-*, cf. also 

Ecclus. 21? 27!*. Jer. 4!* f: g1!*f- and some of the other prophetic par- 
allels, such as Joel 118., Mic. 24, Zech. 112, have some resemblance, 

but differ in that in those passages the impending punishment is made 
prominent. They are nearer to Jas. 5! (cf. especially Zech. 11"). 

Takarrwpnoare “make yourselves wretched,” cf. s. 

The word taAalxwpo¢ and derivatives are employed both in secular 

and Biblical use of misery and wretchedness, whether strictly physical 

or general, often representing some form of Hebrew ww; cf. Tob. 131, 

2 Macc. 44’, 4 Macc. 167, Ps. 12*, Mic. 24, Ps. 387, Jer. 1212, Rom. 7*4, 

Rev. 3", Clem. Rom. 23? taAatxweol eloty ol S(puxot. 

TaNaumopéo in itself is not limited to mental anguish, nor to 

repentance. It is here used in order to make a sharp contrast 
with the pleasures which the persons addressed are seeking. 
They had better, says James, make wretchedness their aim, and 
so humble themselves in penitence and obedience before God. 

The paraphrase of Grotius, *affligite ipsos vosmet jejuniis et aliis cor- 
poris oxAneaywylats,” which corresponds to the view of the Roman 
Catholic commentators (e. g. Est: opera penalia subite) goes further 
than the text. 

xevOnoare kal kkaócare, “mourn and lament.” Cf. 2 Sam. 
19!, Neh. 8°, Mt. 5*, Mk. 16, Lk. 6:5, Rev. 18! 15. 19, 

wevOety “expresses a self-contained grief, never violent in 
its manifestations" (Lex.); see Trench, Synonyms, $ lxv. But 

the two words are here used merely to secure a forcible fulness 
of expression. 

There is no ground for taking xev@foate specifically of an outward 
garb of mourning. 

xevOfcate xal xAaócate] NA omit xat; perhaps by accidental confu- 
sion of KAI with KAA—. The omission would connect «xsv6fjcate with 

the preceding, and separate it from xAaócate m a very unnatural way. 

0 yé\ws ouv, pertaining to their present easy ways. This 
sentence makes the preceding words more intelligible. 
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els TévÜos, cf. Amos. 819, Tob. 2*, Prov. 1418, 1 Macc. 1?* 94. 
perarpatýrTw, a poetical word which “seems not to have been 

used in Attic" (L. and S.). In the Greek O. T. it is used in 

4 Macc. 65, and by Aquila in Ezek. 1°, Symmachus in Ezek. r1o!!, 

yetatpaxhtw] BP minn. 
yetactpadhtw) NAKL minn»*, Apparently an emendation, sub- 

stituting a more familiar verb. 

karndeay, “dejection,” *gloominess," from karg$»js, “of a 
downcast look." In accordance with its origin the word refers 
primarily to the outward expression of a heavy heart, cf. the 
publican in Lk. 18'*. The word (not found in LXX; nor else- 
where in N. T.) is frequently used of dejection due to shame, 

and this association may have governed the choice of it here. 

Cf. Lex., L. and S., Wetstein, for many examples; and see Field, 
Notes on the Translation of the N. T., p. 238. 

10. raTewo09Te “humble yourselves.” James here returns 
to the starting-point of his exhortation (v. * raTe(wois), and 
sums up in Tamewa@Onre the several acts directed in vv. 7-9, 
This act implies single-hearted faith, and such a soul has a sure 
reward from God, cf. 1%. See references in Lex. s. v. Tawewvo- 
pocúvn, and cf. Ecclus. 2! of GoBovpevor Kúpiov . . , éydymiov 
avTov Tatrewm@oovow Tas Y/vyàs avTOv», 318 717, Tamewdw 
means *to confess and deplore one’s spiritual littleness and 
unworthiness” (Lex.). 
On the use of the passive aorist, cf. note on Urordynre, v. 7. 
évóyriov kuplov, xupiov here means God; cf. vv. * 7 8, 
iy cei, i. e. morally and spiritually, by his presence (vv. ® 7-8 

‘and 1°); and in the glory of eternal life (1!* 59); cf. Lk. 1°, 
Mt. 23!2, Lk. 14!! 1844 2 Cor. 117 épavróv rarewav Tva ueis 
ty o07re. 

I Pet. 5* bears close resemblance in form, and is noticeable because 
of the complicated resemblance of the context in Jas. 4 and 1 Pet. 5. 
But the meaning is different. Here in James it is a humbling of the 
soul before God, with repentance, and is in contrast to dxeenpavia. 
I Peter is exhorting to a spirit of submissiveness to God (thy xpatardy 
yelox tod 0co0), even when his providence appears in the hardships 
of persecution (v.7 thy uéotuvav budy excplipavres éx’ adtéy), cf. also 
I Pet. 1» 3" 4" f., 
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11-12. “Do not talk harshly of one another. He who judges 
his brother, sets himself above the law of love, and infringes on 
the prerogative of God, who alone is lawgiver and judge." 
Vv." and !? come in as a sort of appendix, much as 5!?-™ is 

attached as an appendix after the whole epistle has received 
a fitting conclusion in 5. The thought of the writer reverts 

(cf. 120 31-19) to those facts of life which had given him the text 
for his far-reaching discussion and exhortation (4!9), and be- 

fore passing to other matters he offers an example of how one 
particular form of dyn is at variance with a proper attitude to 
God. The writer still has fully in mind the great opposition 
of the world and God, and hence probably arises the somewhat 

strained form in which the rebuke of vv. 1-12 is couched. 
Criticism of others is often occasioned by a supposed moral 

lapse, and it may well be, as Schneckenburger suggests, that 
this was what James had here specially in mind. 1f that were 
the case these verses would be a very neat turning of the tables, 
quite in the style of this epistle (cf. 2*9), and the peculiar form 
of the rebuke, and its attachment as an appendix, would also be 
partly accounted for. To this would correspond the address 
adedpol, v. 1, to which pouyades, v. 4, duaprwdol, OG vyot, 
v. 5, present a marked contrast but no real contradiction. This 
passage in James would then correspond closely with the mode 
of thought of Rom. 14”, where the caradaNa rebuked is occa- 

sioned by laxity and by intolerance, and where, as here, the 

reader is told that such judgment may safely be left to God the 
Judge. 

11. xaraAaAeire, “talk against," “defame,” “speak evil” 
(A.V.), usually applied to harsh words about the absent. 
On the present imperative, cf. Winer, § 43, 3, § 56, 1, b; 

Buttmann, § 139, 6; Gildersleeve, Syntax, § 415. Contrast 
the aorists of vv. 7°, The present is here appropriate in the 
sense ‘desist from." xara^a)Xud is habitual and should be 

stopped. 

The word is used in this sense in writers of the Koiné (Polyb. Diod. 
C. I. G. 1770; see L. and S.) and in the Greek O. T.; cf. Ps. ror‘, 

where «bv xavaAaAo0vva A&0pa thy xAnolov adtod evidently refers to 
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a generally recognised type of evil-doer, also Ps. 50%. Cf. 2 Cor. 12% 
&gi0(at, xaradaAtal, prbueropol, r Pet. 2!, Rom. 1%. 

See Clem. Rom. 3o' 3 355, etc., 2 Clem. Rom. 4°, Hermas, 
Sim. vi, 55, viii, 7?, ix, 267; Mand. ii, 2; Barn. 20; Test. XII 

Patr. Gad 3? 5*. 

What is meant here is indulgence in unkind talk. Nothing indicates 
that anything more is intended than the harsh criticism common in 

ancient and modern daily life. It is not directed especially against 
the mutual backbiting of the teachers (4!* f-). Forsuch a view as, e. g. 

Pfleiderer's, that this is a polemic against Marcion's attitude of superi- 

ority to the Jewish law, there is no more reason (note the address deAgol) 

than for the idea (Schneckenburger) of a rebuke of those who tore Paul's 

character to pieces behind his back. 

adekgo! marks a transition, but here, as in 1!* 25, a minor 
one. 

adehpod, rüv à&eN v avro), with a certain pathetic emphasis. 
So in 1 Jn. 2? 4*. 

kpívav, cf. Mt. 7!, and note that this is interpreted in the 
parallel Lk. 65 by the substitution of kara&wdtew, “con- 
demn,” cf. Rom. 21. For similar cases of two participles under 
one article, cf. 175, Jn. 574. 

karaAaAei vdov Kat Kplver VÓLOV, 1. e. in so far as he thereby 

violates the royal law of love (2*, note the context preceding 
the precept in Lev. 19!5), and so sets himself up as superior to 
it. Speaking against the law involves judging the law. 

vóuov, i. e. the whole code of morals accepted by the readers, 
as 125 2%, vóuos without the article does not here differ from 
ô vópos. The particular clause in question is evidently the 
“second great commandment,” cf. the phrase Tò» rAnolop, v. 11, 

roinTys vópov, cf. 122! (and note), Rom. 2!*, 1 Macc. 2%. 
These are the only cases in the Bible of this phrase, which in 
secular Greek means “‘lawgiver,” not “doer of the law." 

Kpirns, thus claiming a superiority to the law such as belongs 

to God alone. The judge is here thought of, not as himself 
acting under law, but more as the royal judge, the fountain of 
right, 4. e. such a judge as God is—an idea of xpıTýs which in- 
cludes vouo0érys. 
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xottfj; is not to be expanded into xorths vénou, “critic of the law" 
(cf. vénov xplvetc), as is done by many commentators, for that idea 
has already been fully expressed, while in xorth¢ we have evidently a 
new idea and a step forward in the argument. 

V. u bears a close relation to the thought of Rom. 2! 14*, but 
the resemblance does not imply literary dependence. 

12. els. “One is lawgiver and judge, He, namely, who is 
able," etc. Cf. Mt. 19"! els deriv o àyabds. 

els is the subject, vouoĝérns xal xpurns the predicate; 9 
duvdpevos is in apposition with els. 

God, not Christ, appears clearly intended here; 6 xper7s in 
5? is not decisive against this, and voyoGérns is far more likely 
to be used of God, while els srí» unequivocally means God. 
els is used in order to emphasise the uniqueness, not the unity, 

of the lawgiver. 
vouoérns. Elsewhere in the Bible only Ps. 9”. See 2 Esd. 

7^ *. Cf. vouoÜeràv, 2 Macc. 3!*, 4 Macc. 525, Heb. 7!! 8°, 
Very frequent in Philo. 

The word is here added to xptr7s because the latter does not 
fully express the idea of complete superiority to the law. 

vouo0écnc] BP. 
ò vo.08érns] all others. 

The reading without the article makes vouo0£cnc predicate and is 
more expressive. The article was probably inserted to bring an un- 

usual expression into conformity with the more common type of sen- 
tence. 

xat xottfc] om KL minn. External evidence here outweighs, on the 
whole, the authority of the lectio brevior. 

0 Ovvduevos aca, kal droddoar, Cf. Mt. 10%. God's al- 
mighty power, to which we are wholly subject, gives him the 

right to judge. Cf. Hermas, Mand. xii, 63 Tò» wavra Suvdpevoy, 
ga@oat kal amoddoat, Sim. ix, 234 ås Suvduevos aroddoa À 
gaoat avróv, Cf. Ps. 68”, Deut. 323, 1 Sam. 2°, 2 Kings 57. 

This description of God must have been common in Jewish use. 
T6 el. Cf. Rom. 99 144, Acts 1117, Ex. 3". 
13-17. The practical neglect of God seen in the trader’s pre- 

sumptuous confidence in himself ; and the futility of ü. 
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After the discussion of the fundamental sin of choosing pleas- 
ure and not God as the chief end of life, two paragraphs follow 
illustrating by practical examples the neglect of God. Both 
paragraphs are introduced by the same words, and lack the 
address, adeAdol. 

The persons in mind in vv. !*-" may or may not be Christians. 

V." implies that these presumptuous persons know better. The 
type of travelling traders referred to was common among Jews. 

The ease of travel in ancient times is amply illustrated by the 
Book of Acts and the epistles of Paul. Cf. C. A. J. Skeel, 
Travel in the First Century after Christ, 1901; Zahn, “ Weltver- 

kehr und Kirche während der drei ersten Jahrhunderte,” in 
Skizzen aus dem Leben der alten Kirche?, 1898. 

18. dye viv, “come now," “see here," cf. 51. aye, like pépe, 
or Latin age, is usually an insistent, here a somewhat brusque, 

address. vvv increases the insistency. 
aye is wholly non-biblical in its associations, Judg. r9*, 2 

Kings 4?* Is. 43° being the only instances of the idiom in the 

O. T. 
oi Adyovres, i. e. in their hearts, cf. 1!* 214, 

$) abotoy] BN minn ff vg boh syr»*^ Jerome. 
xal aSpcov] AKLP minn syrbe! Cyr (cf. Lk. 13?1!-). 
A decision is possible only on external grounds. 

zopeucóueða, xothoouev, éuropeuoópeða, xepdhoopev. The future in- 

dicative is the consistent reading of BN (except xotfsuusv) P minn 

ff vg boh Cyr. 
The aorist subjunctive (xopeucóus0a, etc.) is read in each case by 

KLSW minn. A has xoptucou 0a, xotfjooutv, iu xoptucóus0a, xepdhoopev. 

The context speaks on the whole for the future indicative. In such 
a case external evidence has little weight (cf. Rom. 5!). 

Tnvde THY TOM», “this city"; not “such a city” (A.V.; 
Luther: “in die und die Stadt" ; Erasmus: in hanc aut illam 

civitatem). 
moroouev, “pass,” “spend.” See Lex. s. v. *oté» II. d, for 

examples of this meaning, which is said to be confined to later 
Greek. 

ép ropevoóue0a, “traffic,” “do business." 
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This word is not very common in the Greek O. T., and is found only 
a few times in this sense (e. g. Gen. 34'* 42**). In secular Greek it is 

used in this sense: cf. Thuc. vii, 13, and other references in L. and S. 

KepOngouev, That travel is for the purpose of gain was ob- 
vious to Greek thought, cf. Anthol. palat. ix, 446 àypòs répyw 
dye, xépdos hdos. 

The word is used absolutely, as here, “‘to get gain," in secular writers, 
e. g. Hdt. viii, 5, but is not found in LXX (once in Symmachus). 

14. ofrwes, with full classical meaning, “of such a nature 
that." For the loose grammatical attachment, cf. 17!- àv3)p 
Shpuyos. 

TÒ THS avpwov. Cf. Prov. 27! u) Kavya Ta els abpiov, ov yap 

yuwooKkes th.ré&eras 5j émioboa, also Ecclus. 1118!-, Lk. 1216 £, 

For a good parallel from Debarim rabba 9, see Schóttgen or 

Wetstein on Jas. 4. Many parallels are to be found in Philo 

and in Greek and Latin writers (see Wetstein), e.g. Philo, 

Leg. alleg. iii, 80, p. 132; Pseudo-Phocylides, 116 f.: 

ovdels ywaoKe Tl yer’ abpuov À rl pe? Spay’ 
doxords oTi Bporay Odvaros, rò dé uéXXov adndor, 

Seneca, Ep. 101, especially §§ 4-6, quam stultum est, etatem 
disponere ne crastini quidem dominum ... nihil sibi quisquam 

de futuro debet promittere, etc., etc. Other passages on the 
uncertainty of life are collected by Plutarch, Consolatio ad 

Apollonium, x1, p. 107, and in Stobeus, Anthol. iv, cap. 31, 
"Or. aBéBaws 7 Trav avOpwrav evmpatía, peranuxrovons 
padwls ris teyns, where especially the tragedians are drawn 
on. But in both the N. T. and Philo the commonplace is 

given a different turn: “let the uncertainty of life remind 
you of your dependence on God.” 

rola, "Of what character?” i. e. “Is it secure or precarious?” 
The answer is: “It is a mere passing mist." 

atpls, “vapour,” cf. 1. Cf. Clem. Rom. 178 (from “Eldad 
and Modad"?) yò (i. e. Abraham) 9é elu aryls amd xvOpas 
("steam from a pot"). For the comparison of the life of the 
wicked to smoke and vapour, cf. 4 Ezra 7", Apoc. Bar. 82*. 
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Whether James meant “smoke” or “steam” is impossible to deter- 
mine. In the LXX the word is several times used of smoke, Gen. 19'%, 
Lev. 1618, Ecclus. 222 (?) 2415, Hos. 13? (?), although it properly means 

vapour, in distinction from xaxvé<; cf. Aristotle, Meteor. ii, 4, p. 359 b. 

The very similar passage Wisd. 2* uses ulxàn, “mist.” Cf. Ps. 102! 

GEdAtxov doel xaxvba al Hhusoar pou, Ps. 37%. 

Seneca, Troad. 401, compares human life to smoke (calidis fumus 
ab ignibus). 

ydp introduces the answer to rola kTX., and also the reason 
for the whole rebuke contained in vv. ! t. 

$acrouéyn, éreira kal adavifoudyn, “appearing and then 
disappearing," with a more delicate play on words than is quite 
reproducible in the English rendering. 

The same contrast and play is found in Aristotle, Hist. an. vi, 7, 

Ps.-Aristotle, De mundo, vi, 22, and evidently was a turn of expression 
common in Greek usage. 

The best text for this verse is the following: 
ottrves oóx éxlotacbe «b ts alprov: «ola Jj o3) duv; dtule yåp dots 

[5] xpd¢ SAlyov patvoudyy, Exerta xal dpavtloudvn. 
The various readings here adopted are attested by either B or N, or 

both. The following variants require comment: 
«b ths a0proy] NKL minnpler ff vg sah syroeb, 

qà tij, aðpıoy] AP 33 minn syrbel boh. 
chs a0ptov] B. 

The external evidence is strongly for tò «fj; alotov, in view of the ten- 
dency of B to omit articles and the demonstrably emended character 
of A 33 (df. Prov. 27!, which may have been in the emender's mind). 

The "intrinsic" evidence of fitness also speaks for the retention of 
<6. In the text of B (odx éxlatacbe cfc aðpıoy xola Cw) buoy) the 
writer would declare that the censured traders do not know what are 
to be to-morrow the conditions of their life—e. g. whether sickness or 

health, fair weather or foul. In fact, however, the latter part of this 
same verse (&ruíc xtA.) and v. (Cfjsousv) show that the uncertainty 

of life itself is what he has in mind. Hence xoía cannot be connected 
with éx(axac0e to form an indirect question, but must be a direct in- 
terrogative introducing a direct question to which ác  x«A. gives the 
answer. 

zola] BN* 1518 syrbe! bohecd, 

zola y&o] N'AKLP minn»le vg boh syrresh, 
quae autem) ff. 
The shorter and better attested reading is to be accepted. 
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4 Gof] B omits 4, doubtless by error. 
a&tuts áo] A 33 vg boh omit y&g. Doubtless emendation to avoid 

introducing the answer by 4&o. WS omits the whole clause dtuls yáọ 
éore. 

&cve] B minn syrbe! Jerome. 
Estar} AKP minn. 

éotty] L minn ff vg boh (was). 

Either ota: or éore may well have originated in an itacistic corrup- 
tion of the other; the evidence for the two together far outweighs that 
for stiv. As between éore and Écxat, external evidence (M is lacking) 

speaks on the whole for éc«e. 
ù Xobc bAlyov] BP omit 4. The question is difficult to decide and 

unimportant for the sense. An accidental agreement here between B 
and P is possible, but a little improbable.* 

15. àvri ToU \éyew properly belongs with Adyorres, v. 13. 
dav ô kópios Ody, “deo volente”; cf. Acts 18", 1 Cor. 41? 

167, Rom. 1", Phil. 21?. 24, Heb. 63. 

The expressions édv Oed¢ 062p, adv Oei, OeGv QouAou£vov, tiv Oedy 
6eA6vrov, or the equivalent, were in common use among the an- 
cient Greeks. For references to papyri, see Deissmann, Neue Bibel- 
Studien, 1897, p. 80; see also Lietzmann on 1 Cor. 4% Cf. Plato, 
Alcib. I. p. 135 D, Hipp. major, p. 286 C, Laches, p. 201 C, Leges, pp. 
688 E, 799 E, etc., Theat. p. 151 D, Aristophanes, Plut. 1188, Xeno- 

phon, Hipparchicus, 9, 8 (Mayor quotes many of the passages). Similar 
expressions were also in familiar use by the Romans, from whom the 

modern deo volente is derived. Cf. Lampridius, Alex. Sever. 45 si dii 
voluerini, Minucius Felix, Octavius, 18 "sí deus dederit" vulgi iste natu- 
ralis sermo est, Sallust, Jug. 14, 19 deis volentibus, Ennius ap. Cic. De off. 
i, 12, 38 volentibu! cum magnis diis, Plautus, Capt. ii, 3, 94 si dis placet, 
id. Poen. iv, 2, 88 si di volent, Liv. ix, 19, 15, absit invidia verbo. See 
other references in B. Brisson, De formulis et solennibus populi Romani 

verbis, rec. Conradi, Halle, 1731, i, 116 (pp. 63 f.); i, 133 (p. 71); viii, 
61 (p. 719). 

The corresponding formula ímshallah, “if God will," has been for 
many centuries a common colloquial expression of modern Arabic, cf. 
Lane, Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians, ch. 13. It is 
not unlikely that the Mohammedans derived it from the Syrians, and 
that these had it from the Greeks. The Jews do not seem to have com- 
monly used any such formula either in Biblical or in Talmudic times. 

* On this whole passage, see Corssen, Góttingische gelehrte Anzeigen, 1893, pp. 578 f.; B. 
Weiss, Zeitschrift für wissenschaftliche Theologie, vol. xxxvii, 1894, pp. 434 f. The view taken 
above is substantially that of Corssen, The resulting text is the same as that underlying 
tbe translation of the English R.V. 
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The use of such formulas “was introduced to the Jews by the Moham- 
medans” (L. Ginzberg, JE, art. “Ben Sira, Alphabet of”). 

The statement often found that the practise recommended was a 
part of Jewish customary piety in N. T. times goes back at least to J. 
Gregory, whose Notes and Observations on Some Passages of Scripture, 

first published in 1646, are reprinted in Latin in Critici sacri, 1660, 
vol. ix. He quotes from the '' Alphabet of Ben Sira” (written not ear- 
lier than the eleventh century; see JE, 1. c.) a Jewish instance of the 

formula, and evidently based his statement (‘‘mos erat inter Judeos”) 
on this, with, perhaps, some knowledge of the ways of mediæval and 

later Jews. For the passage from the “Alphabet,” see Schöttgen, 
Horae hebr. pp. 1030 f.; the earliest use of it to illustrate Jas. 4!* is prob- 
ably J. Drusius, Questiones hebraicae, iii, 24, 1599 (reprinted in Critici 
sacri, vol. viii). 
The origin of this type of *apotropaic" formula among the Greeks 

and Romans is to be sought in the notions of divine vengeance for human 
presumption, to be averted by thus refraining from a positive assertion 
about the future. 

It thus appears that James is here recommending to Chris- 
tians a Hellenistic pious formula of strictly heathen origin. His 
own piety finds in it a true expression of Christian submission 

to divine providence. 
kat... kal, “both... and.” 

Others take the first xa( as introducing the apodosis. But the more 
natural suggestion of the repeated xal speaks for the view given above. 

dhoouev, norhoopey] BNAP minn ff. 
dhouuev, xotfioousy] KLSY 048 minn>ler, Probably emendation due 

to a mistaken notion that these verbs were included under éd&v. 

See Beyschlag for references to older discussion of this variant. The 
two Mss. (181, 328) alleged (by Wetstein and later critics) to contain 
the reading Ghowpey . . . xotfjsousy both read —w— in both cases. 

16. viv dé “but actually, in point of fact," in contrast to 
what they ought to do. 

Kavyaobe èv rais adafovias uâ, “glory in these your acts 
of presumption.” xavyücÜe is thrown into strong emphasis 
by viv dé. Instead of humility toward God, their attitude is 
one of boasting. 

àħatovlaıs refers to the attitude described in v. !* (ot Aéyor- 

Tes), kavyácOe (which carries the emphasis) signifies an aggra- 
vation of it, viz. the pride which they take in their own over- 
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weening self-confidence and presumption. èv indicates that 
&^atorvía, are the ground of the glorying, cf. 1°. 

Another view takes xavyác0e of the arrogant talk itself, described 

in v. 13, and understands iv as merely giving the presumptuous manner 

of it (Mayor: “the manner in which glorying was shown, ‘in your self- 

confident speeches or imaginations’ = dAaloveuduevor”’), cf. Clem. Rom. 
21° dvOpdrxats éyxauywutvors dy dAahovig tod Aóyou. This is possible, 

but is repetitious, and gives no such advance in the thought as the 

emphatic viv 836 seems to call for. 

adafovia, “braggart talk," or, more inclusively, ‘“ presump- 

tuous assurance," ‘‘vainglory” (so x Jn. 2!* [R.V.]) ; much 
like vrepngavia, with which it is frequently associated, cf. 
Rom. 1%, 2 Tim. 3?, 2 Macc. 9* (v. /.). 

It is stronger than xavyácÜa:, and has the idea of emptiness 
and insolence, cf. Wisd. 210 58, 4 Macc. 1?* 215 819 rjj» kevobGot (av 
ravrny kal ONeÜ0podópov adatoviay, See the full discussion 

in Trench, Synonyms, § xxix. àAatóv and its derivatives are 
found twelve times in the Greek O. T. Cf. Test. XII Patr. 
Dan 1*, Joseph 178; Teles (ed. Hense?), p. 40. 

vovnpd, “wrong.” Cf. Jas. 24, Mt. 15!*, Jn. 3!? 77, 1 Jn. 3!*, 
Col. 1?!, Acts 25!*. 

There is no distinction drawn in vv. it between xovne& and dyapria. 

17. This is a maxim added merely to call attention to the 
preceding, and with no obvious special application. It is almost 
like our "verbum sap sat," and means, “You have now been 
fully warned." For the same characteristic method of capping 
the discussion with a sententious maxim, cf. 18 2!? 318, 

There is, however, a certain pointedness in v." by reason 

of its relation to James's fundamental thought. “Vou Chris- 
tians have in your knowledge of the law a privilege, and you 

value it (cf. the reliance on faith in 2'4 1) ; this should spur you 

to right action." Cf. Rom. 2!’-™, of the requirement of conduct 
imposed on the Jews by their superior knowledge. 

ovv, “so then," serving to introduce this summary conclud- 

ing sentence, which is applicable to the whole situation just 

described; see Lex. s. v. ov, d; cf. Mt. 117 7*4, Acts 2622. 
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kaAóv, “good,” opposed to movnpds (cf. v.!9). So nearly 
always in N. T. (only Lk. 2r* in sense of “beautiful ”), cf. Jas. 
27 313 Mt. s!6 ouv Ta Kaa épya, 

ápapría avrQ éorly, sc. TÒ Kaddv, i. e. the good thing which 
he does not do. 
On avrg, cf. Clem. Rom. 444, and the similar expression écTu 

év got áuapría, which is a standing phrase in Deut., e. g. 15° 
237 t. 2415, 

CHAPTER V. 

1-6. The practical neglect of God seen in the cruelty and luxury 
of the rich; and the appalling issue which awaits it. 

1. aye viv ot m Xoctot, cf. on 4}. 
ot TAovotor, cf. 11? t- 21-5, The chief question here is whether 

* the rich," who are attacked and warned, were Christians or 

not. 

In 1” f- the rich man referred to seems certainly to have been 
a Christian brother (see note); in 2? f- the rich visitor is appar- 
ently not a Christian, so “the rich" of 2*. In the passage be- 
fore us the rich as a class are apostrophised, without reference 
to their religious profession, in order to make clear to the Chris- 

tian readers the folly of admiring or striving after riches. Those 
who possess riches, runs the argument, do not present an at- 

tractive example, so soon as the real character of their posses- 
sions and prospects is understood. Like pleasure (4!-”), so 

also wealth—which is sought after in order to gain pleasure— 
is a false aim. The tone is thus not of an appeal to evil-doers 
to reform (contrast 47-1? and even 41*17), but of a threatening of 

judgment; and the attitude ascribed to the rich is that of 2**, 
rather than of 1!-, Some of the rich may be Christians, but 

it is not as Christians that they are here addressed. The pur- 
pose of the verses is partly to dissuade the Christians from set- 
ting a high value on wealth, partly to give them a certain grim 

comfort in the hardships of poverty (cf. 57-1). 
The passage is highly rhetorical and in detail recalls the de- 

nunciations of the O. T. prophets. Many of the ideas are found 
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in Wisd. 2, where the customary arrogance and selfishness of the 
rich, the transitoriness of their prosperity, and their treatment 

of the righteous are set forth. Lk. 6%4!- also forms a close par- 
allel. Cf. Enoch 947 96*-* 973-1? 9816 9911-16 root-13 10358, 

The only important argument for supposing these '' rich" to be Chris- 
tians is that they are in form directly addressed. For a full statement 

of the arguments, see Zahn, Einleitung, i, $ 4. But the form is the 

same as that of the prophetic denunciations of foreign nations, e. g. Is. 
13* (Babylon), 15* (Moab); cf. Mt. 23 (the apostrophe against scribes 
and Pharisees), and the regular form of Biblical ‘‘ Woes.” 

kAavcare, “lament.” Cf. 4°; but there the lamentation is 
connected with repentance, here it is the wailing of those who 

ought to look forward to an assured damnation. Cf. Rev. 61517 
(note o£ 7Xovctot, v. 15), Joel 15 KAavoare, 

ododvforres, “with howls of mourning." Cf. Is. 13* (against 
Babylon) oAdoAvfere, eyyis yap nudpa xupiov, Is. 15% 3 

(against Moab) mayres ododvfere pera kavÜuob, Amos 8? 
(note the following context), Zech. 112, Is. 10 r4?! (against 
Philistia), 167 (Moab), 23! (Tyre), 23' !* (ships of Tarshish), 
654, Jer. 489, Ezek. 211%, 

bA0A0Gw and dàañátw both mean “cry aloud" (onomatopoetic), and 
both refer in earlier secular Greek to joyful crying, or to a cry raised 
to the gods in worship, seldom to a mere wail of grief or pain. 

In the LXX 6)0A0w is the ordinary representative of ^^» and means 
“howl,” especially in distress or from repentance. It is used only in 
the prophetic books, and nearly always in the imperative. 

é\ar40u is the regular representative of Hebrew yx, except in Jere- 

miah, where in all the four cases of its use, 4* 29 (47)? 30 (49)? 32%, it 

stands for 55»; cf. also dAadayyds, Jer. 20", for abs, It means “cry” 
—with joy, triumph, battle fury, by way of sounding alarm, or the 
like. 

Thus in the Greek O. T. there is a differentiation of meaning between 

the two words 6d0AdGw and &AaXQo. In the N. T. A0A6Qw only occurs 
once, while 4\aA4Gw is found but twice, Mk. 522 (xAalovtas xal &AaAá- 

Govtac, in the sense of a cry of grief), and 1 Cor. 13! (xbpPadov &AaX&Coy). 
The explanation of the facts seems to be that in later Greek usage 
6AoA0Q.» took the special sense of “cry in distress," while &AaA4to 
retained a wider range of meaning. 
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rada:mwplass, “miseries,” i. e. the sufferings of the damned, 
cf. vv. ™ *, Rev. 187! 218, Ps. 140, Enoch 63” 99!! 103’. 

For the denunciation of future punishment against oppressors, 
cf. 2 Macc. 734 1% 1% 35, 4 Macc. 9% 32 roll 112. 33 1212, 19 7318, 

The reference found here by many older, and some more recent, 
commentators to the destruction of Jerusalem is wholly uncalled for; 

it is equally wrong to apply this to the distress preceding the Last 
Judgment; and still worse to think merely of the loss of property by 
the rich. 

érepyouévais, “impending,” cf. Eph. 2’, Lk. 2126, Hermas, 
Vis. iii, 95; iv, r} 

2-3. Your wealth is already, to any eye that can see reali- 
ties, rotten, moth-eaten, and rusted. "The rust of it will testify 
to you in the Day of Judgment how valueless it and your con- 
fidence in it are. And the worthlessness of your wealth will 
then be your ruin, for you have been storing up for yourselves 
only the fire of hell. 

2. séonmev, “has rotted,” “is rotten," 4. e. of no value. The 
word is here used to apply (literally or figuratively) to every 
kind of wealth. | 
On the general idea, cf. Mt. 6!?. In James it is not the per- 

ishability but the worthlessness of wealth that is referred to. 
The property—no matter what its earthly value, or even its 
earthly chance of permanence—is worthless if measured by true 

standards. 
This and the following verbs in the perfect tense (yéyover, 

KaríorG4) are picturesque, figurative statements of the real 

worthlessness of this wealth to the view of one who knows how 
to estimate permanent, eternal values. The perfect tense is 

appropriately used of the present state of worthlessness. 

Others take the perfect tense in these verbs as describing by prophetic 
anticipation (cf. Is. 60?) what will inevitably happen with the lapse of 
time. But this is unnecessary, and the change to the future in Écxat 
makes it unlikely. Notice also that the mention of the “‘rusting”’ of 
gold and silver points to a figurative meaning. 

The view taken of these perfects carries the decision for a series of 

exegetical problems in vv. * * which are discussed in detail in the notes. 
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A different view can be made clear by the following paraphrase, based 
on Huther's interpretation: 

“Your wealth will all perish in the Day of Judgment. The rust of it 
will testify to you beforehand of your own coming destruction, and the 

Judgment, when it has destroyed your possessions, will afterwards fall 
on you. You have been amassing treasure in the very days of the 

Judgment itself!” 

The idea that ofonrey xti. gives the first specification of the actual 
sin of the rich, who show their rapacity by treasuring up wealth and 
letting it rot instead of using it to give to the poor or as capital to pro- 
mote useful industries ('*CEcumenius," Calvin, Hornejus, Laurentius, 
Grotius, Bengel, Theile), is needless and far-fetched. 

Tà iuaria, On garments as a chief form of wealth, cf. Mt. 

61?, x Macc. 11?*, Acts 20?*, also Hor. Ef. i, 6, lines 40-44, 
Quint. Curt. v, 6. 
eqrópera, cf. HDB, “Moth,” and EB, “Moth.” 

The word is found elsewhere in the Bible only in Job 131* óq lu&ttoy 

ewtóQourcov. In secular Greek it has been observed only Orac. Sib. 
ap. Theoph. Ad Awulol. ii, 36 (fragm. 3, 1. 26), ontéBopwra 3éopxe (of 
idol-images). Cf. Is. 51* 5o*, Mic. 7* (LXX), Job 32?! (LXX). 

3. xaríorat, “rusted,” “corroded.” The preposition xara- 
has a “perfective” force, almost like *rusted out,” or “rusted 

through,” cf. the only other Biblical instance, Ecclus. 12" 

els reos xarlwoev, Hence R.V. “utterly rusted.” See J. H. 
Moulton, Prolegomena, pp. 111 ff. The word is found in Epict. 
Diss. iv, 64, but is rare. 

In fact, silver does not easily corrode so as to become worthless (cf., 

however, Ecclus. 29!* !-), and gold not at all. On ancient knowledge of 
the freedom of gold from rust, see references in Wetstein. In the ap- 
parent references to the rusting of gold in Ep. Jer. 11 and 24, tarnishing 
is probably meant. But James's bold figure has nothing to do with 

such expressions. He means that even the most permanent earthly 
treasure has no lasting value. ‘Have rusted” is equivalent to “are 
worthless,” and the writer is thinking of the present, although the pres- 
ent is illuminated by what he knows about the future. 

Cf. Chaucer, Prologue to Canterbury Tales: 

* And this figure he addide yit therto, 

That if gold ruste, what shulde yren doo?” 
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eis paprupiov, used in various relations in the N. T., Mt. 84 
(Mk. 144, Lk. 514), ro 24!*, Mk. 6" (Lk. 95), 13° (Lk. 2115), 

Heb. 3°. It seems to mean “for a visible (or otherwise clear 
and unmistakable) sign." 

It is derived from an O. T. expression, found in Gen. 21% 314, Deut. 
31 !*, Josh. 24%, in all which cases it represents 395 or nwb, which 
means ‘‘to be a sign," or “pledge,” or “symbol,” usually with reference 

to some material object, a book, a stone, a group of animals. See also 
Job 16* (Job’s sickness as yaptéprov of his guilt), Mic. 1*. In Josh. 
2227, 1*. 4, Ruth 4? uaoxóotov is used in a different grammatical rela- 

tion but in the same sense. In 1 Sam. 9*4, Prov. 29!*, Hos. 212, Mic. 7!*, 

els waprbotov is found, due to a mistranslation but probably intended 

by the translator in the same sense. 

So here the rust is the visible sign and symbol of the real 
state of the case—of the perishability of riches and hence of 
the certain ruin awaiting those who have no other ground of 
hope. 

Others take el; paptiprov to mean “for witness of your rapacity” 
(see above on céonxev) or “of your own coming destruction." The 
latter view corresponds with that which takes the perfects céonxev xti. 
in a future sense as prophetic of the Judgment. 

Üpi», “to you,” “giving you proof of the facts.” 

This is better suited to the context than “against you,” viz. in the 
judicial process of the Last Day. Cf. Enoch 96‘ for parallel to this 
latter. 

aryerat Tas adpxas vuàv, “shall consume your fleshly parts," 
å. e. “the perishability of your riches will be your ruin,” “you 
and your riches will perish together." "The idea is of rust cor- 
roding, and so consuming, human flesh, like the wearing into 

the flesh of a rusty iron chain—a terrible image for the disas- 
trous results of treating money as the reliance and the chief 

aim of life. For a somewhat similar turn, cf. Ecclus. 34(31)*. 

kysta: is used as future of éc0(o in LXX and N. T. 
&cOlo is found in secular writers of the devouring of a fire (Hom. JI. 

xxiii, 182), the eating of a sore (Esch. Philoctetes, fragm.), the effect of 

caustics, and the like. 
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cdpkas, The plural is used from Homer down, also by Attic 

writers and Plato, in a sense not distinguishable from that of 
the singular. So Lev. 26?*, 2 Kings 9!*, 4 Macc. 15!5, Rev. 17! 
I9!*- 31, Lk. 24?? (Tischendorf). 

ws wip éÜncavpícare, “since you have stored up fire," i. e. 
the fire of Gehenna. There is a play in the word é@noaupicare 
(cf. vv. 21.), as in Mt. 61*; cf. a curiously similar play in Ecclus. 
29". Prov. 16?' avnp djpwv dpvoce éavrQ kaxd, èr) dé ràv 
éaurov yeNéov Onoaupife wip. On the fire of hell, cf. Is. 

3033, Judith 16", Mt. 5?*, and see P. Volz, Jüdische Eschato- 

logie, pp. 280 f. 285 f.; W. Bousset, Die Religion des Juden- 

tums*, p. 320. 

On ús with the meaning “since,” see Lex. s.v., I, 4, b. (not 
quite adequate), L. and S. s. v., B, IV. 

&<> xüp would more naturally be connected with the preceding (so 
WH. mg.), cf. Is. 3097 xai 4j Spy) tod Oupod çs xüp Berar. But this 
leaves 405cavpícate without an object, which is impossible, unless, 

indeed, the text is defective and a word has dropped out. Windisch 
conjectures édpyhy, cf. Rom. 2*. Syr omits óq and connects zip with 
the following sentence. Latin vt and vg connect with the preceding; 
but a wide-spread alteration (Cod. Amiat., not Cod. Fuld.) has relieved 
the difficulty by adding tram after thesaurizastis. 

Cf. Mt. 6% 19%, Mk. 1o*, Lk. 1892, Rom. 2* 6msavoltetz csautó 

boriv év tudog bore, Prov. 1r!* (LXX), 27, Tob. 4° 0£ua yao ayafdy 

OncavelGes ceaut@ els Suépav dveyxns, 4 Ezra 6° 77" “a treasure of 

works laid up with the Most High," Apoc. Baruch 24!, and Charles's 

note, Test. XII Patr. Levi 135, and Charles's note. 

èv éexdraus nudpais, i. e. “which shall be in the last days." 
The last days are the days of judgment, when punishment will 
be awarded. Cf. the same phrase in 2 Tim. 3! and (with the 
article) Acts 2", Didache 16. 

For the omission of the article with a superlative, cf. Winer-Schmiedel, 
$ 19. 9. Other similar phrases are «fj écx&ty utp (Jn. 6% t., etc.), 

écx&vn Soa (1 Jn. 213), év xap écx&to (1 Pet. 15), ix’ éoy&cou xpdvou 
(Jude 18, etc.); see Lex. s. v. Eoxatoc, 1 and 2, a. 

The same expressions are found in the O. T., cf. Num. 24", Deut. 4%, 
Is. 23 41%, Jer. 23**, Ezek. 38!*, Dan. 2:8, Hos. 35, 4 Ezra 137. 

Other interpretations are possible for the last sentence of v. *: 
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(1) With the punctuation, as above, by which ç xópo is connected 

with the following, àq can be taken in the sense, “as,” “as it were." 
But this is less forcible, since the writer who wrote the preceding and 
following denunciation would not be likely to hold back from the out- 
and-out threat of ''fire." 

(2) &¢ xüp can be connected with the preceding sentence, and é6y,- 

cauoícace made to begin a new sentence (so A.V., R.V., WH. mg., fol- 

lowing Old Latin and Vg). In that case we must read: “The rust of 
them will be for a witness and will eat your flesh like fire. You have 
laid up treasure in the Last Days," etc. This makes a fairly suitable 
context for óc xie. But the following sentence is left mutilated, for 
é6ncavplcate requires an object; and the sense is weakened. Under 

this interpretation the “Last Days" have to be understood as already 
here. 

4. As an example of the way in which the rich have been 
treasuring up fire for themselves, James specifies injustice to 
farm labourers, a conspicuous form of oppression from early 

O. T. times down. Cf. also v. *. Hermas, Vis. iii, 9*, has many 
points of similarity. 

pu6ó6s, cf. Deut. 2415 avOnpepov axodwces Tov juc00v avro 

... Oe... karaBodjsera, xarà cod mpós kóptov, Lev. 19°, 
Mal. 3* rods axocrepotvras mobòv picOwrod, Ecclus. 31 

(34)227, Tob. 414, Ps.-Phocylides, 19 mioOov poyOnoavre Sov ' 
uÀ ONBe révyra. 

épyarayv, “labourers,” especially used of farm labourers. 

In O. T. only Wisd. 171, Ecclus. r9! 40", 1 Macc. 3°, Ps. 94'* (Sym.). 
The word has thus almost no LX X associations. In the N. T., beside 

this passage in James it is used freely by Matthew (six times) and by 
Luke and Acts (five times), and four times in the Pauline and Pastoral 
epistles. 

aunoayvTruv, “reap.” Only herein N.T. Cf. Lev. 25", Deut. 

2413, Is. 17* 37”, Mic. 615. 
xópas, "estates," “farms,” cf. Lk. 1216 21%, Jn. 4?*, Amos 

3* 1 11, 2 Macc. 85. E.V. “fields” suggests too small a plot 
of ground; xópa means not a fenced subdivision but the whole 
estate under one ownership. 

` àbvorepnuévos, “kept back," an appropriate word, rare in 
Biblical Greek. Cf. Neh. 9”; used intransitively in Ecclus. 14!*. 
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deuoteprpévos] B*N. 
a&xectepnutévos] B:AP minnpler, 

a&xootepyyatvos}] KL. 

The rare word found in B*Ņ has been emended to a more familiar 
one, cf. Mal. 3*, Ecclus. 4! 29* 31(34)*'. 

ad’ úu, “by you," cf. 1. See Lex. s. v. amd, II, 2, d. bb. 
col. 59. Cf. Winer, § 47 (Thayer’s translation, p. 371), Butt- 
mann, $ 147. 6 (Thayer's translation, pp. 325 f.). 

kpdtet, cf. Deut. 24!5; Gen. 4 (blood of Abel), 189! 1918 

(sin of Sodom), Enoch 47! (prayer and blood of the righteous). 
els rà Sra kvpíov ca ad, cf. Is. 5°, )kovo0n yap els rà Gra 

Kupíov cajaaÓ ra?ra (i. e. the aggressions of the rich), Ps. 187. 

kuplov oaBaw), “Lord of Sabaoth," “Lord of Hosts,” 
DINIY Ti. This term originally referred to Jahveh as the 

god of the armies of Israel, then as ruler of the “hosts of heaven," 
4. e. the stars and heavenly powers. In LXX usually represented 

by wavroxparwp (see Lex. s. v.), but in all cases in Isaiah and 
in nine others transliterated, as here and Rom. 9?*. See HDB, 

“Lord of Hosts," EB, “Names,” Smith, DB, “Sabaoth,” San- 
day on Rom. 9?. "The term is here used (after Is. 59) to sug- 
gest the almighty power and majesty of Him who will make the 
cause of the labourers his own, so in 3 Macc. 6” t.. 

§. Your luxurious life on this earth is nothing in which you 
can take satisfaction, it is but the preliminary to a day of 
punishment. 

Cf. Lk. 161-3 (Dives and Lazarus), Lk. 6%! 121m, Cf. 
Enoch 98" 102°, 

érpupynoare, “you have lived in luxury,” “lived delicately” 

(R.V.). Derived from ÎpúrTæ, to “break down,” “enervate” ; 
it denotes soft luxury, not necessarily wanton vice. Cf. Neh. 
gt kal épdyooay kal everdAnoOnoav xal é&uxdvOnoay xal èr- 
p?$nca», Ecclus. 14‘; and for rpv$»j Lk. 715, 2 Pet. 21*, Ecclus. 
I4!5. Cf. Hermas, Sim. vi, 1* Tpupavra jv kal Nia» oara- 
Avra, Lk. 161? evdpawdpevos Ka’ nudpay ANaumpas, 

The aorist is *constative" or summary (cf. J. H. Moulton, 
Prolegomena, p. 109), and is properly translated by the English 
perfect (A.V., R.V.). 
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éx) rìs ys, in contrast to heaven, or the next world; é 
?)uépa opayñs is the day which introduces the next world. Cf. 

Mt. 6". 

écraraMjcare, given yourselves to pleasure.” R.V. “taken 
your pleasure” is weaker than the original, and not so good as 

the antiquated “been wanton” of A.V. Cf. 1 Tim. 55, Ecclus. 

21!*. 

oxataAdy is a less literary word than tpvpéw, having worse associa- 
tions in secular use, and suggesting positive lewdness and riotousness. 

This word and its cognates, cxataAóq, oxatéAn, xxtacxataAáo, are 
each used a few times in LX X, Sym. and "alii." Cf. Barn. 10%, Varro 

ap. Non. p. 46. 12 spatula evirav omnes Veneri vaga pueros. Hort, pp. 

107-109, assembles many instances of the word from the LX X and 

other sources. 

éÜpéjare ras xapdtas ipav dv fjuépa adaryíüs, “you have 
fattened your hearts for the day of slaughter.” This declares, 
with a hard, ironical turn, what has been the real nature of the 

Tpuday and omaraday, the life of luxurious pleasure; it is 
merely a fattening of the ox that he may be fit for slaughter. 

Cf. Jer. 46% orep pdoxor orrevror Tpepduevot, Xen. Mem. 
ii, 122 reOpaupern eis wodvoapxlay, Philo, In Flacc. 20 oria 

por kal word xabarep rois Opdupacw èm} odayhy dorar, 

xapdlas, i. e. the heart as the seat of pleasures, appetites, 
passions. See Lex. s. v. kapdla,2.b.5. Cf. Mt. 15!*, Lk. 21%, 
Acts 14"', Ps. 104!*, Judg. 19* *, Hermas, Sim. v, 37. 

èv $uépa opayñs, “for (i.e. so as to be fat in) the day of 

slaughter.” On this use of év, cf. x Thess. 3!*. The rendering 
of A.V., R.V., “a day of slaughter," is wrong, cf. Rom. 25, 
I Pet. 212. The article is omitted, as often in compact prepo- 
sitional expressions, Blass-Debrunner, $ 255. Cf. Jer. 12* &ĝ- 
porov avrovs ws mpdBara els oda)», &yvwov avro)s eis 
?uépav opayhs avray, go, Is. 34*. 5, Ezek. 2115, Ps. 44%, 
Orac. Sib. v, 377-380. The Day of Judgment is meant. Cf. 
Enoch 94°, * Ye have become ready for the day of slaughter,” 

98" 998, Jer. 25%. 
Many interpreters think that év dog opayiis must refer to the time 

in which é0pépvate has been going on. Then the sense will be: “You 
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have been occupied with pampering yourselves in the very day when 
you will be finally cut off." But this is unnecessary, and the words 
become less pregnant and significant, while it is not natural to speak of 

the present time as if the Day of Judgment itself (near though it may 
be) had already come. 

£v ġuépg] BN*P 33 minn ff vg boh. 
év hutoa] A. 
Òs dv toa] N^KL 048 minnpler syrst* Cyr. 
A's reading is unsupported error. The prefixing of &< changes and 

weakens the sense because of failure to note the allusion to the Day of 

Judgment in utpa oçayñs. This reading with &ç is correctly enough 

paraphrased by aeth (ed. Platt) ut qui saginat bovem in diem mactationis. 

6. By your oppression you are guilty of the blood of right- 
eous men; do you not find them your enemies? 

karedcxdoare, “condemned.” Cf. Mt. 12^ !', Lk. 67. The 
rich are judges, or at any rate control the courts. 

épovedoare, “murdered.” Cf. 21 43. Oppression which un- 

justly takes away the means of life is murder. Cf. Ecclus. 4! 
31(3 4) 25-27; 

dpros émdeoudvav Sw TTOXAV, 
6 üTocTepày aurny avOpwros aiparwy * 
Qoveixov Tov TAnTlov 0 adatpodpevos aevuBlocw, 
xal éxyéov alua 0 arocrepay uuaÜ0v problov, 

Here, however, every kind of cruel conduct leading to the 

death of the poor and righteous is doubtless meant, including 
in some cases actual murder—whether violent or judicial (e. g. 
the execution of Stephen). 

Cf. Enoch 99!5 1007 1031-18, Wisd. 2%, Ps. 37??, Is. 57!, Mt. 2325. 
rà» Ó(kato», singular, representing the class. 
Cf. Is. 3% 1! $7! (note v.* éverpupijoare), Wisd. 212, Enoch 957. 

The oppressed and the righteous are evidently the same persons. 
The rich here are not thought of as Christians. Cf. Amos 2° ? 
5!? 84, where the poor, the oppressed, and the righteous are the 
same. 

In Lk. 23%, Acts 31* 752 2214, 1 Jn. 2! (df. 1 Pet. 319), & 8(xatoc is used 
of Christ, cf. Enoch 38? 53*. It is not, however, likely that Christ 
would here be referred to so vaguely, although his death might natu- 
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rally be included in the writer's mind under époveboate. The attack is 
upon the rich as a class, and their misdeeds are thought of as character- 
ising their whole history. Mt. 23** is an excellent parallel; cf. also the 
reproaches in Acts 75-53, 

ovk avrirdgcerat vut» ; “does not he (sc. 6 Oíxouos) resist 
you?" 

avriraocerat (cf. Jas. 4°, x Pet. 55, Rom. 132, Acts 186, Prov. 

3'* evidently relates to a highly formidable resistance, and 
probably the witness of the poor at the Day of Judgment is 

meant. Cf. Enoch gi!* (and Charles’s note) 98!* 104°. 

In Hos. 1* &vttc&octo0at is contrasted with éAsetv, to '*show mercy"; 
in Prov. 3% with &836var yáw, “be favourably inclined." It seems 

to be used of active opposition or resistance, not of a merely hostile 
attitude. So Esther 3*, Prov. 3!*, 4 Macc. 16?! (Cod. N). 

Other interpretations of v. * are to be rejected : 
(1) If, with many interpreters, 06x &vttc&ocetat is taken as a positive 

statement instead of a question, it must probably refer to the deliber- 
ate non-resistance of the righteous on principle, as in Is. 53’, 1 Pet. 2%. 

But (a) this sense is wholly unsuited to the context, (b) the asyndeton 

after 3{xatov then becomes well-nigh impossibly violent, and (c) to end 
. this powerful passage of triumphant denunciation with a brief reference 
to the submissive non-resistance of the righteous would be strange in- 
deed. 

(2) For this last reason the view that the meaning is, **he offers you 
no effective resistance," is almost equally unacceptable. 

(3) Hofmann and others take &vttt&osetat as impersonal passive, 
* no opposition is made," cf. v. *. But (Mayor) ‘‘it is the middle, not 
the active, which means to resist." 

(4) Some interpreters would supply 8 6e6¢ as the subject of dvtrtée- 
cetat, taking the latter interrogatively. This would be in accord with 

the Jewish avoidance of the name of God wherever possible, and 

would form an allusion to 4*; but it seems here unnecessary and un- 

natural. "C 

In the interest of this last interpretation Bentley conjectured OKC 
for OTK; like most N. T. conjectures, it is unnecessary. 

(s) By those who take «5v Síxatov to refer to Jesus Christ, oóx dvr- 
«&ccexat is interpreted either interrogatively, as a warning of the Day 

of Judgment (cf. Mt. 25" !-), or affirmatively, in the light of 1 Pet. 2%. 

7-11. Encouragement to patience, and constancy, and to mu- 
tual forbearance, in view of the certainty and nearness of the Com- 
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ing of the Lord, and in view of the great examples of the prophets 
and Job, and of their reward. 

With v.7 begin the Counsels for the Christian Conduct of 

Life, which occupy the rest of the chapter and are contrasted 
with the censure of Worldliness in 41-55. 

7. paxpoduunoare, “be patient." This word has more the 

meaning of patient and submissive, vroudvew that of stead- 
fast and constant, endurance. But the two words are nearly 
synonymous. Cf. 1**.! 5, Col 1" 3! (with Lightfoot’s 
notes), 1 Cor. 13* ?, 2 Cor. 6% *, Heb. 6"!- 15, 2 Tim. 3%. See 
Trench, Synonyms, § liii. 

poxpobuyely is rare in secular Greek, but is common (as verb, noun, 
and adjective) in the LXX, partly with reference to God's attribute 
of long suffering (e.g. Ps. 86'*), partly in passages commending the 
virtue to men, e. g. Prov. 19!!, Ecclus. 29*, Baruch 4** téxva, paxpo- 

Ouuhoarte (suffer patiently) thy zap tod 0eoü éxsA0oícay duty bpyfy. 

Enoch 96! ? 971-3 1031-§ are good parallels, combined, as they 

are, with the series of Woes to which vv.'-5 are so closely similar. 
It is to be noted that the evil and hardship which are to be 

borne with patience, and which call out groans (v. °), are not 

necessarily persecution, or unjust oppression, but may well be 

merely the privations, anxieties, and sufferings incident to the 
ordinary life of men. Note the reference to the example of 
Job (whose misfortunes were grievous sickness and the loss of 

children and property), and the special precepts about conduct 

in sickness, vv.!**-. Notice also Kkaxowaet, v.!*, a general 
word for being in trouble. 

ovv presents the exhortation as a direct corollary from the 
declaration in vv. ** that judgment awaits the rich; but the 
paragraph as a whole is related to the main underlying thought 
of 41-55, not exclusively to 51-6. Cf. 2 Thess. 1* 7, 

&&e dol, possibly in contrast to of 7XoUcuot, v. !, 
Tíjs wapovalas Tov kuplov, “the coming of the Lord.” Cf. 

Mt. 24% 37. 37. 39, 1 Thess. 3!* 4!* 523, 2 Thess. 2!, 2 Pet. 1!6 34, 

I Cor. 15%, 1 Thess. 2!?, 2 Thess. 28, 1 Jn. 25, cf. Mk. 14°, 
TOU kvpiov refers to Christ, cf. 1! 2! 5'4, 2 Pet. 312. 
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The word xagoucla is found but five times in the LXX (Neh. »* 
(Cod. A), Judith 1o'*, 2 Macc. 8!* 15%, 3 Macc. 31"), and until the N. T. 
we do not find it used with reference to the Messiah at all. Nor does 
God's coming to redemption and judgment appear to be referred to in 

Jewish sources by this term. Its natural associations in such use are 
with the “advent,” or visit (xapovola), of Greek kings to the cities of 

their realm; cf. Deissmann, Licht vom Osten’, pp. 278 f., Light from the 
Ancient East, pp. 372 f., and especially Brooke’s full note on 1 Jn. 2*8, 

Test. XII Patr. Jud. 22*, lws cfc; xapouclac Oso «fj; StxatocÓvug 

is probably a Christian addition; it is not found in the Armenian ver- 

sion. It refers to Christ with the nalve patripassianism characteristic 
of these interpolations. The quotations given by Spitta (p. 137) from 
the Testament of Abraham are of Christian origin, and refer to the 
xagoucía of Christ (cf. Schürer, GJV, $ 32, V, 6). 

ioù 0 yewpyds. 
“The farmer has to wait, and to be patient" ; a comparison 

used as an argument, and introduced abruptly, as in 2!* 3* $, 
This comparison does not bear any special relation to the occu- 

pation of the readers. 06 yewpyds refers to the independent 
farmer, not to the épyarns. 

We are here reminded of the parables of the Gospels, where the con- 
summation of all things is repeatedly compared to a harvest, e. g. Mt. 
13”; cf. also Ecclus. 61*, Ps. 126* *. For the thought, cf. (Wetstein) 
Tibullus, ii, 6. 21 f. and the apocryphal fragment quoted in Clem. Rom. 
23** and 2 Clem. Rom. 1r1*-*. 

Tov TríutoV kaprov, “the precious crop” for which he longs. 
T(uws is added in order to make the comparison complete. 

ét’ avrQ, “over it," “with reference to it.” 
Cf. the use of èr? with mapaxanety, “console,” in 2 Cor. 14, 

I Thess. 3’, and with meravoety, 2 Cor. 12%; also the more 
general use, Jn. 12!*, Rev. 2216, 

ws Ad By sc. 6 kapmós. So R.V. A.V. and R.V. mg., with 
some interpreters, supply “the farmer” as subject. 

xoétuov] B 048 (minn»e«e) vg sah. 
betdv xodtuov] AK (LP minn»ler) syrpesh syrhel.txt, 
xaoxby toy xoótgov] N (N° om téyv) min ff syrbel-ms boh. 

The shortest reading is to be preferred; the others represent two dif- 
ferent methods of completing a supposedly defective text. It should be 
stated that B*KL minn»!e read xpwipov, the more usual form of the word. 
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Another possibility would be that the Syrian reading with berév, 
which clearly gives the best sense, is original; and either (1) that bexóy 

was accidentally omitted, so as to produce the text of B, and by a 

secondary conjecture (xapxév) that of 8, or else (2) that for detév, 
not understood outside of Palestine and Syria, xapxóv was directly 

substituted, so that the editor of the text of B, having to choose 

between two rival readings, cut the knot by refusing to accept either. 
But against this stands the weight of the external testimony to the 
omission, together with the argument from the shorter reading. In 
any case the reading xapxév is secondary. 

Tpdipov kal dior sc. verdv, “the early and late rain.” On 
the ellipsis, to which there is no complete parallel, cf. 3". 

To fill the ellipsis, xapxév is sometimes supplied from the preced- 

ing (so many interpreters from Cassiodorius to Spitta), and then the 
reference will perhaps be to the succession of barley and wheat, Ex. 9" !-; 
cf. Stephanus, Thesaur. s. v. xpdipog; Geoponica, i, 12** 31, with similar 

distinction of ol xpw@ipot xapxol xat of Pjtuot . . . of 3è doors Xen. 

GE. 17*. 

The sentence would then mean, “until he receive it early and late,” 
and would emphasise the continuance of the farmer's anxiety until all 
the harvests are complete. But this does not well suit the comparison 
with the Parousia, where it is the event itself, not the completion of a 
series of processes, that is significant. Moreover, the O. T. parallels 
tell strongly against this interpretation, and there is no evidence that 
such a distinction had any place in popular usage. 

The use of these terms for the two critical periods of rain is 

found in Deut. 11", Jer. 534, Joel 22, Zech. 10! (LX X) ; cf. Jer. 

3*, Hos. 6*. The comparison is drawn from a matter of in- 

tense interest, an habitual subject of conversation, in Palestine. 

The “early rain" normally begins in Palestine in late October 

or early November, and is anxiously awaited because, being 
necessary for the germination of the seed, it is the signal for 

sowing. In the spring the maturing of the grain depends on 

the “late rain," light showers falling in April and May. With- 

out these even heavy winter rains will not prevent failure of the 
crops. Thus the farmer is anxious, and must exercise “axpo- 

0vuía, until both these necessary gifts of Heaven are assured. 
The special anxiety about these rains seems to be character- 

istic of the climate of Palestine and southern Syria, as distin- 
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guished from other portions of the subtropical region of the 
Mediterranean basin. Elsewhere, although the dry season and 
rainy season are quite as well marked, the critical fall and 
spring months are pretty certain to secure a sufficient rainfall, 
as in Italy, or else there is no hope of rain in them, as in northern 
Egypt in the spring. But in Syria these rains are usual yet 
by no means uniform or certain; hence only there do they 
take so prominent a place in the life and thought of everybody. 

See J. Hann, Handbuch der Klimatologie*, iii, 1911, pp. 90—96, 

especially the instructive tables, pp. 12 f., 93; H. Hilderscheid, 
“Die Niederschlagsverháültnisse Palüstinas in alter und neuer 

Zeit," in Zeitschrift des Deutschen Paldstinavereins, xxv, 1902, 

especially pp. 82-94; E. Huntington, Palestine and Its Trans- 

formation, 1911; EB, “Rain.” 

It is instructive to observe that the v. /. becév belongs to the “Syrian” 
(Antiochian) text, the framers of which were familiar with a similar 

climate, while in Egypt xapxév (M boh, etc.) or else the shorter reading 
with no noun at all (B sah) was prevalent. The reading xaoxóv (or 
the corresponding interpretation) was likewise natural from the point 
of view of Italy and the western Mediterranean (ff Cassiodorius). 

The question arises whether this may be a purely literary 
allusion, drawn from the O. T. passages and made without any 
personal knowledge of these rains and their importance. "That 

is made unlikely by the absence of any other relation here 
(apart from the names of the two rains) to the language or 
thought of any one of the O. T. passages. The author uses a 

current phrase as if he were himself familiar with the matter 
in question. To suppose that to him and his readers this was 
a mere Biblical allusion to a situation of which they knew only 
by literary study would give a formal stiffness and unreality 
to the passage wholly out of keeping with the intensity and 
sincerity of the writer's appeal. 

The resemblance here to the O. T. is in fact less close than 
to the tract Taanith of the Mishna, where the date is discussed 

at which, if rain have not yet begun, it should be prayed for. 

The tract shows in many ways how deeply these seasons of rain 

entered into all the life of the people. See also JE, “Rain.” 
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The Apostolic Fathers and the apologists contain no reference 
to these terms for the rains of Palestine, and the names do 

not seem in any way to have become part of the early Christian 
religious vocabulary. 

8. kal, as often in comparisons. Cf. Jn. 69, Mt. 6%, 1 Cor. 
15, Phil. 1%; odrws Kal, Jas. 1!! 35. 

ornpitare rds xapdlas dyer, “make your courage and pur- 
pose firm.” Cf. 1 Thess. 31%, Ps. 1125, Ecclus. 6? 2216 Judg. 
19^ *, otnplfev is common in N. T., cf. 1 Pet. 5", 2 Thess. 217, 
Lk. 2233, Acts 183, Rom. 1", etc. 
7 yywev, cf. x Pet. 47, Mk. 115, Mt. 32. 
9. uù erevatere kar @\Andowv, “do not groan against one 

another.” orevafew does not mean “murmur,” but “groan,” 
“complain of distress," cf. Heb. 13". It is frequently used 
in the LXX for the utterance of various kinds of pain and 
grief. 

The more emphatic words here are xar’ àÀjAo», and the 
sentence means: “Do not blame one another for the distress of 
the present soon-to-be-ended age." This, it is pointed out, is 
both wicked (iva uù kp8jre) and needless (£600 0 xpurns pd 
T&v Üvpdv éornkev). We ought to cultivate patience in general, 
and we ought not to blame one another for our unmerited dis- 
tress, for we should recognise that it is part of the inevitable 
and temporary evil of the present age. 

The translation “grudge” (A.V.) means “complain”; cf. Ps. 59% 
(A.V.), Shakespeare, 1. Henry VI, iii, 1, 176. 

(va. uù kpBijre. They are themselves in danger of judgment, 
if they commit the sin of complaining of their brethren. Cf. 
21? 1. 41? 512 also Mt. 7! (but there is here in James nothing of 
the idea that judging brings Judgment). As in 4!*, so prob- 
ably here, God is the judge, and with the coming of the Lord 
(i. e. Christ), v. 7, God's judgment appears; cf. Rom. 21*. 
The sentence means hardly more than “for that is wrong," 

cf. v. t. 
Tpó rv Üvpàv, cf. Mk. 13?, Mt. 24**. 

10. úrdõeyua Adfere, “take as an example.” Cf. Ecclus. 
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44'*, 2 Macc. 6%: 31, 4 Macc. 17%, Jn. 13!5; 1 Pet. 2%, vróypap- 
pov. 

THs kakorablas kal rìs paxpoĝuulas, “of hardship coupled 
with patience,” £. e. “of patience in hardship,” easily understood 

as a form of hendiadys. 
Cf. 4 Macc. 9* Sa rode ris kakorablas kal vmoporijs, 

* through this patient endurance of hardship." 
kakoraD(a and xaxowa0éw are somewhat rare words; they 

correspond well to English “hardship.” Cf. Mal. 1!*, Jonah 4”, 
2 Macc. 22*!., Ep. Arist. 4915, also Sym. in Gen. 31, Ps. 12* 16! 

127*. 

Tovs mpopyras. Cf. Mt. $!* 23%% 87, Acts 75, Heb. ri", 
I Thess. 2!5, Lk. 11*?, 2 Chron. 36!*. 

It is noteworthy that the example of Christ's endurance of 
suffering is not here referred to, as it is in 1 Pet. 2% f, 

ot &\dAnoay dy rQ ovduart kvpíov, Cf. Dan. 9* (Theod.) of 
éAdNovv év r@ ovduarl cov, Jer. 20° 441%, of dAdAmcar xr, is 
added in order to point out that even the most eminent ser- 

vants of God have been exposed to suffering and hardship, 
cf. Mt. 572. 

£v tö évéuett] BP minn™ltl, 
&v événart}] N. 

éxt th dvéuart] min. 

tQ bvénart] AKL 048 minnpler, 

Difficult to decide; external authority is here against lectio brevior. 

11. uaxapítouev rods vmoue(vavras. Cf. 1% 1%, Dan. r2! 
pakápuos 0 vrouévov, 4 Macc. 1? 722, elBos dre rò Sia TH 
aperny wayra wdvoy vrouévew pakapidy éorw, Mt. 2415. 

paxapítopuer refers to the prevalent habitual estimate of the 

worth of constancy. It sounds as if James had in mind some 
well-known saying like Dan. 12". 

Tous UTopelvavras, “those who have proved themselves con- 

stant"—Aa general class, not specific individuals. 

tod¢ Sxouelvavtas] BNAP minn ff vg syrpeeh.hel, 
tod¢ dxouévovtas] KL 048 minn»!er sah. 

External evidence must decide; the meaning differs by only a shade. 
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T)» vropov3» "lwp. 
This virtue was seen in Job's refusal to renounce God, Job 

1% f. 29 f- 1515 7619 7928 f.. Tt had evidently already become a 
standing attribute of Job in the popular mind; in Tanchuma, 

29. 4 (Schóttgen, Horae hebraicae, pp. 1009 f.) Job is given as an 
example of steadfastness in trial and of the double reward which 
that receives. Cf. Clem. Rom. 17? 26’, 2 Clem. Rom. 6*; this 
verse is the only mention of Job in the N. T., and has doubtless 
given rise to the modern saying, “as patient as Job." 

nkovoare, Perhaps in the synagogue; cf. Mt. 571 17. 33, 38, 43, 
Tò TéNos kupíov, “the conclusion wrought by the Lord to 

his troubles.” Cf. Job 421-'7, especially v.!* 0 5€ kúpios eù- 
Adynoe rà écxara ToB. 

cd téàoç xuplov is taken by Augustine, Bede, and many later inter- 

preters to mean the death of Christ. But in that case not the mere 
death, but the triumph over death, would have had to be made promi- 
nent. The suggestion is at variance both with what precedes and with 

what follows; and the death of Christ is not likely to be introduced 
so ambiguously. ‘If téàoç is supposed to refer to the Resurrection 
and Ascension, the main point of the comparison (suffering) is omitted : 
if it refers to the Crucifixion, the encouragement is wanting” (Mayor). 

téàoç sometimes means “death,” as Wisd. 3!*, cf. 2!* uaxagltet 

Ecxaxa Sixalwy. But it is not necessary to give it that meaning here. 

el dere, i.e. in the story of Job. Cf. Heb. 3!*, Test. XII 
Patr. Benj. 4! Were otv, réva pou, rod ayabod avdpds rd TéNos 
(v. 7. Mcos). 
qoo TAa^yyvds éarw ò KUpws kal olxrípuv., 

Cf. Ps. 1038 (note v.? oux els réNos opytoOjcerat), 1114 
145°, Ex. 34°, Ecclus. 27-1, Ps. Sol. 108, Test. XII Patr. Jud. 19°, 

Zab. 9’. 

noAboxAayyvo¢ means “very kind." Apart from far later Chris- 
tian use (e. g. Theod. Stud. p. 615, eighth century) it is elsewhere found 
only in Hermas, Sim. v, 7*, Mand. iv, 3. Cf. xoXvoxAaxv(a, Hermas, 

Vis. i, 3*, ii, 2*, iv, 2*, Mand. ix, 2, Justin Mart. Dial. 55; xoAuebc- 

cAayzvos, Hermas, Sim. v, 44; xoAuevox)atxv(a, Hermas, Sim. viii, 61. 
It seems to be equivalent to LX X xoAutAsocz. Like other words from 

exA&Yxvx (oom?) it must be of Jewish origin. This group of words 

is rather more strongly represented in the N. T. than in the LXX, and 
seems to have come into free popular use in the intervening period. 
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oixripyov, “merciful.” In classical Greek only a poetic 
term for the more common éAejywy (Schmidt, Synonymik der 
griech. Sprache, iii, p. 580). Frequent in the LXX for DƏM; 

nearly always used of God; in the majority of cases combined 
with éXeruov, Cf. Lk. 638. 

12-18. Do not break out into oaths. Instead, if in distress, 

pray; if well off, sing a psalm to God ; if sick, ask for prayer and 
anointing, and confess your sins. Prayer is a mighty power ; 
remember Elijah’s prayer. 

The exhortation relating to oaths appears to be parallel with 
p?) arevdtere, “Do not put the blame for your hardships on 

your brethren: do not irreverently call upon God in your dis- 

tress.” Vv. 12-18 all relate to the religious expression of strong 
emotion. 

12. Tpó vdvrov &é, “but especially," emphasising this as 
even more important than u) erevátere, 

For the use of this formula near the end of a letter, cf. 1 Pet. 

45, and see examples from papyri quoted in Robinson, Epke- 
Stans, p. 279. 
uù óuvéere, A reminiscence of Mt. 5?*?' (note especially 

v. ! and the reference to ovpavds and y?) in vv. 3*1). 

Tov oupavdy, The accusative is the ordinary classical con- 
struction after Óuruut; v with the dative, as found in Mat- 
thew is a Hebraism. 

NTW, for éorw, See references in Lex. and Winer-Schmiedel, 
§ r4. 1, note; also Mayor's note, p. 167, J. H. Moulton, Pro- 

legomena, p. 56. 
ijro dé ond TÒ val val, “let your yea be yea” (and nothing 

more). 

This is simpler, and in every way better, than to translate, "Let 
yours be the ‘Yea, yea,” i. e. the mode of speech commanded by the 
Lord in Mt. 5%, 

It is not to be supposed that James had in mind any question 
of the lawfulness of oaths in a law-court in a Jewish or Chris- 

tian country. To any oriental such a saying as this, or Mt. 537, 
would at once suggest ordinary swearing, not the rare and 
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solemn occasions about which modern readers have been so 

much concerned. 

The commentators are divided on this point. Huther (Beyschlag) 
names many who hold that James meant to forbid all oaths, but a 
still larger number who think that only frivolous swearing was in his 
mind. Huther’s own argument is that if he had meant to forbid se- 
rious oaths he would have had to mention explicitly the oath by the 
name of God. 

The form here differs from that of the saying in Mt. 5?! éorw 
è 0 Adyos bua val val, and it is a singular fact that the words 
of Jesus are quoted substantially in the form found in James 
by many early writers, including Justin Martyr, Apol. i, 16, 

Clem. Alex. Strom. v, 14, 99, p. 707, vii, 11, 67, p. 872. 

The form in James is simpler and seems to correspond to a 
current Jewish mode of describing truthfulness. Similar lan- 

guage is found in Ruth rabba 3, 18, ' With the righteous is their 
‘yes,’ yes, and their ‘no,’ no,” ascribed to R. Huna (f 297 A.D.), 
quoting his contemporary R. Samuel bar-Isaac, and doubtless 
independent of the N. T. 

The fact probably is that at an early date the text of Mt. 5?! 
was in the East either modified or misquoted by the influence 
of the more familiar current phrase, which also appears in 
James. In the later quotations, however, direct influence from 
Jas. 51? is very likely to have come in. The theory that we have 

here in James and in these early writers the traces of an oral 
form of the sayings of Jesus preserved independently of Mat- 

thew’s Greek gospel is unlikely, and unnecessary. For a con- 

venient presentation of the facts, see A. Resch, A ussercanonische 

Paralleltexte zu den Evangelien, ii, Matthaeus und Marcus, 1894 
(Texte und Unters. x), pp. 96 f. 

The commonness of oaths (often half-serious, half-profane) in daily 
speech in the ancient world, both Jewish and Gentile, does not need 
to be illustrated, cf. Eccles. 9%. The censure of the moralists seems to 
have proceeded both from the tendency to untruthfulness which made 
an oath seem needed (and which it intensified), from the dishonest dis- 

tinctions between the valid and the invalid oath, and from the irrever- 

ence of profanity (Philo, De decal. 19 çeta: yọ &x xoAvopxlac peu- 
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Bopxla xal doéQeta). To these motives should be added the dread 
among the Greeks of an oath which might commit to unexpected ob- 
ligations perhaps tragic in their result. 

From Jewish sources there are consequently many sayings recom- 
mending either complete abstinence from swearing or at least the 

greatest possible restriction of the custom. Thus Ecclus. 23*! 2714, 
Philo discusses oaths in De decal. 17-19, and De spec. leg. ii, 1-6. His 

principle is that oaths are to be avoided when possible, that oaths 
should be taken by lower objects (“the earth, the sun, the stars, the 
universe") rather than by “the highest and eldest Cause," and he 
praises the man who by any evasion (cf. English, “Oh My") avoids 
the utterance of the sacred words of oaths. His abhorrence of oaths 
is due to their profane impiety and unseemliness, but he also lays stress 

on truthfulness and on the wickedness of false swearing and of swear- 
ing to do wrong. 

Rabbinical teaching was to much the same effect, with varying de- 
grees of rigour. Nedarim 20 a, “Accustom not thyself to vows, for 

sooner or later thou wilt swear false oaths”; Midrash Bemidbar r. 
22, “Not even to confirm the truth is it proper for one to swear, lest 

he come to trifle with vows and swearing, and deceive his neighbour 

by oaths”; Midrash Wajjikra r. 6 (cf. Shebuoth 47 a), where all swear- 

ing is forbidden. See A. Wünsche, Neue Beitrdge zur Erlduterung der 
Evangelien aus Talmud und Midrasch, 1878, pp. 57-60, and E. Bischoff, 
Jesus und die Rabbinen, 1905, pp. 54-56. 

In particular the Essenes refrained from oaths; Josephus, BJ, ii, 8*: 
* Every statement of theirs is surer than an oath; and with them swear- 
ing is avoided, for they think it worse than perjury. For they say that 
he who is untrustworthy except when he appeals to God, is already 

under condemnation,” cf. Ant. xv, 10*. Philo, Quod omn. prob. liber, 12, 
mentions among the doctrines of the Essenes «b &vógocov, tò dteudds. 

Similar reasons led to the discouragement of oaths by Greek moral- 
ists. Pythagoras himself is said (Diog. Laert, Pythag. 22, Jamblichus, 

Vita Pythag. 9 and 28) to have taught und' óyvóvat OeoÓc, &axaiv yap 
adtoy Bety d&téxtotoy xapéxerv, and this was certainly a principle of the 
Pythagoreans. See also Diodor. Sic. x, fragm. 9%. 

From the Stoic side comes the saying of Epictetus, Enchir. 33*, 8pxov 
xapaltnoat, ef uv olóv ce, elc Xxav, el Sk uh, éx «àv évdvewy, and that of 
the Stoically influenced Eusebius, in Stobeus, Anthol. iii, 27, 13 ot 
X0AÀol tol; ávOodrxotat td edbpxouç elvat adtoic xapatvéoucty, yà Sk xal 

«b doxdy und’ eüxetéoq bu vüvat ortoy &xogalvouat. 

For other Greek sayings, cf. Choerilus of Samos (fourth century B.c.), 
Zonov 8' oüv' dütxov yoedv Óuvóvat obte S(xatov (in Stobeus, Anthol. 
iii, 27, 1); Menander, Sent. sing. 441 Spxov Bk qeüve xal Zıxalwç xå- 
Slxwç; the statement of Nicolaus Damascenus (Stob. Anth. iv, 2, 25), 
Pobyec Epxore oð yodvrat, oùt’ buvdvtes, oUxe EAdouc ékopxoüvreç; 
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Sosiades’ maxims of the Seven Sages, in Stobeus, Anthol. iii, 1, 173 

Bex uù Zed. 
See R. Hirzel’s excellent monograph, Der Eid, 1902; L. Schmidt, 

Die Ethik der alten Griechen, 1882, ii, pp. 1-11; references in Mayor 
and Wetstein on Mt. 5*'; Stobeus, Anthol. ili, c, 27 Ilep} Spxou. 

With early Christian writers the objection to oaths was further in- 
creased by reason of the necessary association with heathen worship 
and formulas. The subject is discussed by Tertullian, Clement of 

Alexandria, Chrysostom, Augustine. See references in Mayor, K. F. 

Stáudlin, Geschichte der Vorstellungen und Lehren vom Eide, 1824, 

* Oaths," in DCA. 

va uù vrO Kplow xéonte, cf. v. *, with the same meaning. 

bxd xolotv] BNA minn ff vg boh sah syret, 
elc xolow] minn:. 

el; dxdxorcrv] KLP 048 minn™ult!, 

The reading of KLP is a superficial emendation. 

13-15. The negative precepts for behaviour under the trials 
of earthly existence (u) orevafere kat’ àXNjNov, uù óuvbere) 

are followed by positive precepts for the conduct of life in the 
shifting scenes of this world. In trouble and joy, and in sick- 
ness, the first thought and the controlling mood should be 

Prayer. 

13. xaxomwaGet ris; “is any in trouble?" Cf. note on xa- 
komaÜ(as, v.; the word refers to calamity of every sort, 
and is not to be limited to the opposite of eU uua, 

These short sentences, with question and answer, are characteristic 
of the diatribe; cf. Teles, ed. Hense, p. 10. See Introduction, p. 12. 

evOupet Tis; "is any in good spirits?" evOupety, evduyla 
are not found in LXX, eU0vuos only in 2 Macc. r1?*. In the 
N. T. they are found elsewhere only in Acts 24!? 272% 35, s&—jn 
both cases in passages of a distinctly Hellenic character. 

Yadddrw, “let him sing a hymn.” 

Cf. Eph. 51°, Rom. 15%, 1 Cor. 1455; Wades, 1 Cor. 1428, Eph. 
519, Col. 3!*. 

Properly “play the harp,” hence frequent in O. T., especially in 
Psalms (forty times), for ^o: “sing to the music of a harp,” e.g. 

Ps. 7!7 984. But the word does not necessarily imply the use of an 
instrument. 
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14. àcÜeveét ris; “is any sick?" Cf. Mt. ro*, Jn. 40 , Acts 
9", Phil. 226 f.. 

ToUs T pea Bvrépovs THs ékkNno(as, definite officers, not merely 

the elder men in general, cf. Acts 20". 

Presbyters as church officers are mentioned in the N. T. in Acts 11% 
I4?! 154% €. 2% 33 764 20!7 2115, I Tim. gi. 2. 17, 19 m, Tit. 15,1 Pet. 5! e, 

2 Jn. 1, 3 Jn. 1. Jewish villages also had presbyters. On the origin 
and history of the Christian office of presbyter, see EB, “ Presbyter,” 

“Bishop,” “Ministry”; HDB, “ Bishop," “Church,” “Church Govern- 
ment,” “ Presbytery.” 

The solemn visit here described gives a vivid picture of the customs 
of a Jewish town. James recominends it not as anything new, nor as 
excluding all other therapeutic methods. Visiting the sick (cf. Mt. 251*) 
was enjoined by the rabbis: Nedarim 39, “He who visits the sick 

lengthens his life, and he who refrains shortens it”; cf. Sanhedrim ror, 1 
(Wetstein), where R. Elieser is visited in sickness by four rabbis; Shab- 

bath 127 b; Sota 14 a. See Edersheim, J'ewish Social Life, pp. 167 f.; 
S. Schechter, Studies in Judaism, second series, Philadelphia, 1908, 
pp. 99 f. and note 42, p. 311. 

The following interesting passages have been brought to the atten- 
tion of N. T. scholars by the aid of Dr. S. Schechter (see Fulford, St. 
James, pp. 117 f.): Samachoth Zutarti (ed. Chaim M. Horowitz, 
Uralte Tosefta’s, Mainz, 1890, pp. 28-31), “From the time when a man 
takes to his bed, they come to him and say, ‘Words neither revive one, 
nor do they kill.’ [After exhorting the sick man to set his worldly affairs 

in order, as Isaiah did Hezekiah, 2 Kings 20', if he sees that the sick 
man is dangerously ill, the visitor says], ‘Confess before thou diest, for 
there are many who have confessed and died not; others who did not 

confess have died. Again perhaps on the merit of thy confession thou 

wilt recover.' If he can confess with his mouth, he does so. If not, 
he confesses in his heart. Both the man who confesses with his mouth 
and the man who confesses in his heart are alike, provided that he 
directs his mind to God and his understanding is clear." T. B. Shab- 
bath 13 b, “He who comes to a sick man says, ‘May the Lord have 
mercy on you. ‘‘He who comes to pay a visit to a sick man must 

not sit on a bed or on a chair; but let him wrap his mantle round him, 

and pray the mercy of God for the man. "There is a divine presence 
at the head of the sick man." 

Closely like the verse in James is Baba bathra 116 a, “‘Let him into 
whose house calamity or sickness has come, go to a wise man (1. e. a 

rabbi) that he may intercede for him with God." 

éxkAnolas, cf. note on cuvaywyHv, 22, and EB, “Church.” 
mpocevtdo0cocar. Cf. Ecclus. 38% 4, 
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adelpavres éhaly, cf. Mk. 615, 
The aorist participle does not imply that the anointing is to 

precede the prayer; cf. Burton, Moods and Tenses, §§ 139-141; 

Blass-Debrunner, § 339; Moulton, Prolegomena, pp. 130-132. 

The Jews, as well as other ancient peoples, used oil as a cominon 
remedial agent. In many cases, doubtless, the application had thera- 
peutic value; often, however, in the lack of scientific knowledge it 

must (like many other remedies, ancient and modern) have owed its 
efficacy wholly to influence on the patient's mind. Cf. Is. 16, Lk. 1034, 
and the evidence collected by Mayor; and see “Oil” and “Anointing,” 

in EB, and HDB. Galen, Med. temp. ii, calls oil **The best of all rem- 

edies for paralysis (tote éEnoapydvorg xal adypcd3ect oduaoc)." 
Talm. Jerus. in Berakoth 3. 1, '* R. Simeon, the son of Eleazar, per- 

mitted R. Meir to mingle wine and oil and to anoint the sick on the 

Sabbath. And he was once sick, and we sought to do so to him, but 
he suffered us not." Talm. Jerus. in Maasar Sheni 53. 3, “A tradition: 
Anointing on the Sabbath is permitted. If his head ache, or if a scall 
comes upon it, he anoints it with oil." Talm. Bab. in Joma 77. 2, “If 

he be sick, or scall be upon his head, he anoints according to his man- 
ner." Talm. Jerus. in Shab. 14. 3, “A man that one charmeth, he 
putteth oil upon his head and charmeth." 

With these Jewish ideas may be compared the notion of the oil which 
flows from the tree of life in paradise and bestows physical and spiritual 
blessings (Apoc. Mos. 9, Vita Adae et Evae 36, Evang. Nicod. 19). 

This use of oil for healing was combined with the appeal to spiritual 
forces, as we can see in Jas. 5'4 and as is hinted in Mk. 61*, The refer- 

ence in James is to an accepted popular custom, and the writer would 
hardly have been able to distinguish the parts played in the recovery 

by the two elements, or perhaps even to give any theory of the function 
of the oil. It is possible, as has often been suggested, that one motive 
for James's exhortation is to counteract the habit of seeking aid from 
superstitious, often heathenish, incantations and charms. The verse is 
often quoted to that end by later Christian writers (see references infra). 

The same therapeutic use of oil (oleum infirmorum) in combination 
with religious rites continued in the earlier centuries of the Christian 
era, and is there, as among the Hebrews, carefully to be distinguished 
from that anointing (oleum catechumenorum, chrisma principale, etc.) 
which was the symbol of the conveyance of a character or grace. 

The story told by Tertullian (4d Scapulam, 4) is often quoted : 

* Even Severus himself, the father of Antoninus, was graciously 
mindful of the Christians; for he sought out the Christian Proculus, 
surnamed Torpacion, the steward of Euhodias, and, in gratitude for 
his having once cured him by anointing, he kept him in his palace till 
the day of his death." 
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Besides this case Puller, Anointing of the Sick, has collected a large 
number of narratives of cures through the administration of holy oil, 

written at various dates from the third to the seventh century, and at- 

tested by contemporary or nearly contemporary evidence. Many of 

them are cases of paralysis or blindness, and may well have been of an 
hysterical nature (see P. Janet, The Major Symptoms of Hysteria, 1907). 
During this period of church history it does not appear that the 
therapeutic anointing with oil was generally thought of as also hav- 
ing spiritual efficacy. Origen, Hom. it in Levit. 4, uses the passage in 
james to illustrate the remission of sin through penitence, but seems 

to pay no attention to the reference to anointing. Likewise Chrysos- 
tom, De sacerd. iii, 6, quotes James to prove the authority of priests 

to forgive sins, but seems to take no thought of the anointing. Other 
writers also make it plain that they think of the oil merely as a means 
of securing bodily health. 

The value in the Christian church of such a popular substitute for 

pagan magic was felt at this time. Cyril of Alexandria, De adorat. 
in spir. et ver. vi, p. 211, urges his readers to avoid the charms and 
incantations of magicians, and fittingly quotes Jas. 51*-15, and likewise 

Caesarius of Arles more than once quotes the verses on occasions when 

he is warning his people against the common recourse to sorcerers and 
superstitions, instead of which he recommends the consecrated oil. Cf. 
Append. serm. S. Augustini, serm. 265, 3, Migne, vol. xxxix, col. 2238, 

and serm. 279, 5, col. 2273; also the Venerable Bede, Exposit. super dis. 
Jacob. epist., Migne, vol. xciii, col. 39. 

From the fourth century on there are Greek and other oriental litur- 
gies containing forms for blessing the holy oil, for instance in one of the 
oldest, the Sacramentary of St. Serapion (fourth century, Egypt), ed. 

Brightman, Journal of Theol. Studies, i, 1899-1900, pp. 108, 267 f. 

The Latin forms are to the same effect. During these centuries the 

therapeutic use of oil consecrated by a bishop or a priest or a wonder- 

working saint was permitted to any person without distinction. The 

letter of Pope Innocent I to Decentius (Ef. 25, 8, Migne, vol. xx, cols. 
560 f.), dated March r9, 416, says that sick believers “have the right to 
be anointed with the holy oil of chrism, which, being consecrated by 
the bishop, it is lawful not for the priests only, but for all Christians 

to use for anointing in case of their own need or that of members of 
their household." 

Before the end of the eighth century, however, a change came about 
in the West, whereby the use of oil was transformed into an anoint- 
ing of those about to die, not as a means to their recovery, but with a 
view to the remission of their sins, and in connection with the giving 
of the viaticum. How far the change in the church may have been in- 
fluenced by coexisting popular customs and ideas, which now forced 
themselves into legitimate usage, is not known. For instance, Ire- 
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neus, i, 215, says that the gnostic Marcosii anointed the dying with 
oil and water as a protection of their souls against the hostile powers 
of the spirit-world. 

In any case this history shows the transformation of a wide- 
spread popular practise, having religious associations but purely me- 
dicinal aims, into a strictly religious rite, limited to priestly adminis- 
tration and carefully ordered with fixed forms and established rules. 

The withdrawal of the rite from the sphere of popular medicine was 
doubtless fundamentally due to the advancing control of rational in- 

telligence in the affairs of the church and to a sound progress in re- 
ligious conceptions. It was felt that religious observances should have 
a spiritual purpose. But by retaining the physical element, and ascrib- 

ing to it spiritual efficacy ex opere operato, there was brought about a 
different and more far-reaching intrusion of the physical into the sphere 

of the religious. 
The sacrament of Extreme Unction is first mentioned by name as 

one of the seven sacraments of the church in the twelfth century. It 
was fully discussed by the schoolmen, and received authoritative defini- 
tion in the decree of the Council of Trent, which declares that holy 
unction of the sick was established as a sacrament by Christ our Lord, 
* implied (insinuatum) in Mark, and commended and promulgated to 
the faithful by James the Apostle and brother of the Lord” (Sess. xiv, 
Doctrina de sacr. exir. undi. cap. 1). Since that time such a view as 
that of Cardinal Cajetan, that James does not refer to the sacramental 
anointing of extreme unction (“nec ex verbis nec ex effectu verba haec 

loquuntur de sacramentali unctione extremae unctionis,” Comment. in 
ep. S. Jacobi, dated 1539), has been illegal in the Roman church. 

In the Greek church the mystery of anointing (edyéAatov) has re- 
tained in part its original purpose as a therapeutic process, and is ad- 
ministered to the sick while there is still hope of recovery. In the 
Russian use the recovery to health is the chief point, with the Greeks 
the main emphasis is on the forgiveness of sins. 

F. Kattenbusch, *Ólung," in Herzog-Hauck, PRE, 1904; F. W. 
Puller, The Anointing of the Sick in Scripture and Tradition, *1910; 
* Oil? and “Unction,” in DCA. 

év T Gvdpart Tov kuplov, Belongs with adedparres, “ anoint- 
ing with oil with the use of the name"; see Heitmüller, Im 
Namen Jesu, 1903, pp. 86f. The use of “the name" made 
this anointing a partly religious act and not a merely medicinal 
application. 

toU xvolov] B omits. This is probably an error, but on “the Name,” 
with no genitive, cf. 3 Jn. 7, Acts 5“, Lev. 244, 2 Clem. Rom. 13 (and 
Lightfoot’s note), Ign. Eph. 3 (and note), Pirke Aboth, iv, 7, cf. Jas. 2*. 
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15. 5 evy5. The prayer is the more important part of the 
process, but of course is not thought of as exclusively oper- 

ative. Intercessory prayer was a familiar idea to Jews. 

eċxh is elsewhere in the N. T. used of a vow. In secular Greek, vow 
and prayer are in many cases not easily distinguished; edyf, has there 

the meaning ' wish" also. In the LX X it means “vow” in the vast 
majority of cases, but in Prov. 15*: ** has the sense of prayer." eSyouae 

is regularly used for “pray” as well as “vow.” 

THs wloTews, cf. 1*. 
cócet, i. e. restore to health, cf. Mt. 9%!!-, Mk. 6**, Diod. 

Sic. i, 82 xv [ol larpot] advvarnowot cca TOY kduvovra, 

Some interpreters, both Protestant scholars (as von Soden) and 
Catholic (as Trenkle), have given this the meaning ''save to eternal 

life," while others have tried to include both ideas. But the natural 
meaning of the word in this context is decisive (so, among Roman 
Catholics, Belser). 

Tov kduvovra, “the sick man,” cf. àc0evéi, v. 4, 

x&uvety is common in secular Greek in this sense, but is not found 
in LXX nor elsewhere than here in N. T. It is used, e. g. of gout and 
of disease of the eyes (x&uvetv tods 690aXuo0c), and there is no reason 
whatever for taking «bv x&uvovca to mean “the dying" (von Soden). 

éyepeét, The word means “raise from the bed of sickness 
to health," and is a virtual repetition of caer; cf. 2 Kings 4!!, 
Ps. 41, Mk. 1%. | 

éyepet cannot refer here either to the awakening of the dead to life 
or to the resurrection. 

o KUpws, If Tov xuplov, v.!*, is genuine, and refers to 
Christ, 6 kópvos may have the same meaning. It would be 
more natural that it should mean “God.” 

kay, “and if," cf. Mk. 1618, Lk. 13°, and many other passages 
quoted in Lex. s. v. Kay, 

&yapr (as, i. e. sins which have occasioned the sickness. 

Sickness was generally held to be due to sin, cf. Mk. 2*f., 
Jn. 9**- 5'4, 1 Cor. 11%, Deut. 2822. 27, Ps. 38, Is. 38, Ecclus. 

1819-21, Nedarim, fol. 41. 1, “No sick person is cured of his dis- 
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ease until all his sins are forgiven him," Test. XII Patr. Rub. 
17, Sim. 212, Zab. 54, Gad 5°!-. 

adeOnoerat, impersonal passive, cf. Mt. 72:7, Rom. 10%, Blass- 
Debrunner, § 130, Gildersleeve, Syntax, § 176. This seems to re- 

fer not to general forgiveness but to the special sins in question. 
16. dfouodoyetobe, rpovevyerbe, 

The confession is by the sick, the prayer by the well for the 

sick. The value of confession is as an expression of penitence, 
and as thus furnishing ground for the others’ prayers. On con- 
fession in Jewish piety, see S. Schechter, Some Aspects of Rab- 
binic Theology, ch. 18, and on the history of confession, see 
DCA, *'Exomologesis," “Penitence,” EB, *' Confesg." 

oùv, since this is the method of securing healing (rws 
la0 re). 

&\Andots, not necessarily restricted to the presbyters. 
dros labñre refers to bodily healing, as is clearly shown by 

the context (cf. v. 19). The subject of la057€ is “you who are 
prayed for." "The sick persons' own prayers for themselves are 
not in mind. 

dénots, “prayer,” with especial thought of petition, common 

in LXX and not infrequent in N. T., e. g. Phil. 1!*. Cf. 
Trench, Synonyms, $ li, Lightfoot on Phil. 4*, Ellicott on 
Eph. 6!5, commentaries on 1 Tim. 2!, 

Sixalou, cf. v. 1* 7) evx7) THs wlorews, 16 t. 
évepyoupern, “when it is exercised," “exerted,” “put forth.” 

The meaning is: “A righteous man’s praying has great effect 
when he prays.” The participle adds but little to the sense; 
for more significant participles in the same construction, see 14, 

On the verb éevepyety, see J. A. Robinson, St. Paul's Ep. to 
the Ephesians, pp. 241-247, Mayor, ad loc. The word is used 

intransitively to mean *'be active,” and transitively (as here) in 
the sense of “effect,” “carry out," “do.” In certain instances 

_ in Paul (notably 1 Thess. 2!*, 2 Thess 27, 2 Cor. 4!*, Gal. 5°, 

Rom. 75, Eph. 3”, cf. 2 Cor. 1°, Col. 1??) it is used in the passive, 

and the subject is an agent or power, which is “made active,” 

*set at work," “‘made to work." This is a step beyond the 
usual meaning, but such an explanation of these instances is 
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better than (with Lightfoot) to take them as middle, which 
neither accords with usage nor follows inner fitness. 

The Greek commentators on James take the word as passive, 

in the sense "being made effective." This is thought of as 
accomplished either by the virtues of the one who prays or by 
the ensuing good conduct of him for whom the prayer is offered. 
Maximus Confessor, in Questiones ad Thalassium, 57 (Migne, 
vol. xc, cols. 589-592, also Cramer's Catena) offers both ex- 
planations. ''(Ecumenius" gives only the latter, as does Mat- 
thaei's scholiast, who writes suvepyouudyn urd tis Tov Oeo- 
uévov [i. e. the needy man's] yvóums xal rpdtews. Modern 
commentators sometimes interpret: “when actuated by the 
Spirit," but it is not legitimate here to assume this altogether 
later use, from which the term energumen, “possessed person," 
comes. Others take it as meaning “ made active," “energised,” 
and so as about equivalent to évepyys, “effectual,” or éxrevys, 

“earnest.” But the writer would hardly have desired to re- 
strict the power of a righteous man’s prayer to exceptional 
cases where it showed more than ordinary intensity; the sen- 
tence owes its whole force to being an unqualified statement. 
Moreover there is no good evidence that the word was capable 
of bearing this sense. 

The Latin ff has frequens, vg assidua, Luther, wenn es ernst- 
lich ist. Of the English versions Wiclif and the Rhemish fol- 
low the Vulgate with “continual”; Tyndale, the Great Bible, 
the Geneva version, and the Bishops’ Bible follow Luther with 
“fervent.” A.V. has the combination “effectual fervent," * 
while R.V. (under the influence of Lightfoot) takes the parti- 
ciple as middle and translates “in its working." 

17. Vv." f- confirm by the example of Elijah the statement 
modu lo yet, 

"Hyelas, cf. 1 Kings 17! 18! %28., 

The importance in Jewish popular thought of Elijah's rela- 

tion to the famine is illustrated by Ecclus. 48'-*, 4 Ezra 7?*. 
Vv. 17. 18 are dependent on midrashic tradition in the follow- 

* Lightfoot, On a Fresh Revision®, 1891, p. 203, thinks the word “effectual” was introduced 
by inadvertence from a note in L. Tomson's N. T. of 1576. 
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ing respects (cf. the similar dependence on Jewish tradition in 
Jas. 2? gi): 

(x) Elijah's prayer that it might not rain. r Kings i7! 
speaks only of a prophecy. The idea of a prayer was an in- 

ference from the words, “ God, before whom I stand,” in 1 Kings 
17; note also the prominence given to Elijah's prayer in his 
other great miracle, 1 Kings 17!7-*4, cf. 4 Ezra 7**. This embel- 
lishment followed regular Jewish methods of interpretation ; 

€. g. the Targum to Gen. 18?* 19?! translates "stood" by “ min- 

istered in prayer." That Elijah procured the drought is di- 
rectly stated in Ecclus. 48?. 

(2) The period of “three years and six months." The same 
statement is made in Lk. 425 éry rpía xal uvas &, and is found 
in Jalkut Shimoni, fol. 32, col. 2, on 1 Kings: “In the thirteenth 

year of Ahab there was a famine in Samaria for three years and 
a half” (text in Surenhusius, BíBNos kxarañħħayñs, Amsterdam, 
1713, p. 681). TheO. T. basis for this midrash was 1 Kings 18! 
(“many days," “in the third year"). Various explanations for 
the precise definition of three years and six months are sug- 
gested by J. Lightfoot, Horae hebraicae on Lk. 42°, and by 
Surenhusius, pp. 680-682. For other Jewish estimates of the 
length of the drought, cf. Ruth rabba 1, 4 (Wetstein), "fourteen 
months," and W. Bacher, Die Agada der Tannaiten und Amorier; 

Bibelstellenregister, on 1 Kings 17! 18}. 

It is possible, but not demonstrable, that the apocalyptic number of 
the half-week, three and one-half, may have had influence on the num- 
ber here; cf. Dan. 735 127, Rev. 11% % * 12% 14 135, 

(3) V.18 kal Td)» mpoonvtaro is perhaps justified by r 
Kings 1843, 

ouotorabys nuty, “suffering the like with us,” i. e. “a man 
like us." This should encourage us to take the example to 
heart, and is perhaps occasioned by the current tendency to 

emphasise superhuman traits in Elijah; cf. Ecclus. 48'-?* for 

earlier, and JE, “Elijah,” for later developments in that direc- 
tion. 

vpocevyy xpoonvtaro, “prayed a prayer.” It was the prayer 
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of Elijah, not any magic wrought by a superhuman being, 
which brought about the noteworthy result. 

oocsux i; throws into relief the important idea of the sentence, much 
as in the classical analogies yap yeyaumusçş, “marry in true wedlock,” 

Demosth. p. 1002, 12, or the figurative and frequent gebyev guy, 
“flee with all speed," Plato, Symp. p. 195 B, etc. These and other 

examples of the figura etymologica (some of which are also given in the 
grammars) are to be found, together with valuable distinctions and 
classifications, in Lobeck, Paralipomena grammaticae gracae, 1837, pp. 
523-527. Speaking of the LXX idiom, which he does not, however, 
trace to its source in the Hebrew infinitive absolute, Lobeck says, “ haud 
aliena illa ab emphasis ratione, sed aliena lamen a Grecorum grecensium 
consuetudine,” that is (J. H. Moulton), they are “possible, but unidio- 
matic" expressions. 

In the LXX the idiom is much overworked, having been one of sev- 
eral convenient methods of representing the Hebrew infinitive absolute ; 
cf. Gen. 2!" Baváty &xoOavetofar, Gen. 31% éxrOuple éxcbuptoecs (so Lk. 
2215), etc., etc. Such a case as Jn. 32 yaog yaloe is to be regarded as 

imitative. Acts 5%* xapayysXlg xapnyyef\auey is probably a transla- 
tion from Aramaic. 

See Blass-Debrunner, § 198, Buttmann, § 133. 22, Winer, § 4, § 44, 
Rem. 3, 9 54. 3, J. H. Moulton, Prolegomena, pp. 75 f. 

It may well be that James's phrase is directly or indirectly affected 
by this familiar Biblical idiom, but the A.V. “prayed earnestly,” R.V. 
* prayed fervently," although they would be legitimate transiations of 
a corresponding Hebrew phrase, introduce into this Greek verse what 
is not properly to be found there. 

ToU uù Bpetar, 
The infinitive with To), like other expressions of purpose (cf. 

Phil. 1° rpocevyopuar (va), is often, as here, reduced to the force 
of an object clause. Cf. 1 Kings 15, Is. 56, Acts 15%. See J. 
H. Moulton, Prolegomena, pp. 216-218, Blass-Debrunner, $ 400, 
Winer, § 44. 4, Buttmann, § 140. 16. 

ext rûs yis, “on the earth," cf. Lk. 435 érl racav r3» yj», 
Gen. 7! (of the flood) él rôs 57s, 1 Kings 18! él mpdowrov 
THS ys. 

18. xal 6 oùpavòs úeròv Edwkev, For verdv diddvar, cf. 1 

Sam. 12!7, 1 Kings 18t, Acts 14", in all which cases the 
subject is * God." 

For similar instances of the efficacy of prayer in bringing a 
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severe drought to an end, cf. Jos. Antiq. xiv, 2!, in the case 
of Onias, Séxawos kal OeodidAys, and Epiphanius, Her. lviii 
(Ixxviii), 14, in a story of James himself. 

19, 20. Conclusion. Final saying on the privilege of being in- 
strumental in the restoration of an erring brother to the way of 

truth. 

This seems to be a general appeal, equally related to all the 
preceding discussions of specific tendencies and dangers. As 

such, it forms a fitting conclusion and gives the motive of the 
whole tract. 

With this conclusion Spitta well compares that of Ecclus. 51%, 

19. adeddof pov. In the first place in the sentence, as else- 
where in 2! only. In both cases there is an abrupt change of 
subject. 

q^av705, “err,” “wander.” 

The figurative use of “ wander” and “cause to wander,” with refer- 
ence to “erring from truth and righteousness,” is common in the O. T. 
especially in the prophets and Wisdom-literature. Cf. Wisd. 5° éx- 
Aavhnuev &xd 4306 &An0«lao, Is. 91, Ezek. 34* «b xAavoguavov ox dres- 

codvate (v. J. éxeotoépate), etc. Also in the N. T., cf. Heb. 52, 2 Pet. 
215, 2 Tim. 3'3, Rev. 1822, and Polyc. Phil. 6! éxctatpdpovres «à &xoxex- 

Aavna£va. In Test. XII Patr. the evil spirits are called xvedpata tfc 

*A&vne, and Beliar, their chief, is è doxov «ij; xAdvys, cf. Charles's 
note on Test. XII Patr. Rub. 21. 

àró TAS àNnÜc(as, cf. 11* 314 and notes. 
*'The truth" is here the whole code of religious knowledge 

and moral precept accessible to the members of the Christian 
church. To err from it means any departure from the right 
path in thought or conduct. Various examples of such erring 

have occupied the attention of the writer throughout his epis- 
tles; here, however, grave sin (v. 9) seems to be chiefly in his 
mind. 

The use of 4 &Afj0eiz in this comprehensive sense is not founded on 

the O. T. now, npow, which ordinarily mean “stability,” "'faithful- 
ness," or else “conformity to fact," while in many cases in the O. T 

“truth” is hardly to be distinguished from practical “righteousness,” 
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e. g. Hos. 41. Yet in Dan. 8'! 9!! xal tod cuveévar éy xdop &Avfüeíq cov, 

and the Apocrypha, 4 &Affóeux is occasionally employed in a sense more 

like that of Greek writers; so Ecclus. 428, 3 Macc. 4!*, 4 Macc. 5%. 
For the Greek usage, cf. Dion. Hal. De Thuc. jud. 3, tis q*Aoaógou 

Bewplag cxoxóq &cttv d) ths dAmvOtlag ywoots, Plutarch, Gryll. p. 986 A 

x£vby &yaOby xal efSwAov ytl ths &Avnelac Busy. 

In the N. T. this sense of “a body of true principles" is found in 
Paul (e. g. 2 Thess. 2”, Gal. 5’, 2 Cor. 4*, Eph. 41$, often in John (e. g. 
8** 1613 18%, 1 Jn. 319), and elsewhere. Yet even here the influence of 
the O. T. is to be seen in the strong moral element included in the con- 
ception. The truth is not merely an object of knowledge, as in secular 

usage, but a moral and religious ideal, God's revealed will, to which 

the loyalty of the heart must be given. Cf. Rom. 2 Éxovta «ijv 
uÓóopuoty tfj; Ywoceue xal ths dAnOelag dv tH vóu, Jn. 3% 6 32 xov 

chy dAnBelav. 
See Cremer, Wörterbuch der neutest. GrücildP, 1902, s. v. &AfPera, 

Wendt, “Der Gebrauch der Wörter &Affea, dAnðhs und dAnOivd< im 

Neuen Testament," in Studien und Kriliken, 1883, pp. 511-547; V. H. 
Stanton, "Truth," in HDB. 

éxcorpéyy, “turn,” i. e. from error to the way of truth. 

The norm of departure and return is sufficiently shown by the con- 

text; there is here no necessary indication that the word itself had 
already acquired the technical religious meaning of the modern verb 
“convert,” although such passages as Mt. 13!* (Is. 61:9), Lk. 11° 2233, 
Acts 3!* 14!*, r Thess. 1° show that that process had already begun 

See Mal. 2*, Dan. 12%, Ecclus. 18'8, Ezek. 34* (Cod. A), Polyc. Pissl. 6, 
Apost. Const. ii, 6, cf. 1 Pet. 225, 

It is used in the sense of “turn from an error" by Lucian, De hist. 

conscr. 5, cf. Plut. Alc. 16. Cf. Test. XII Patr. Zab. 9', Dan 5", Benj. 
4°; for other passages, see Charles’s index. 

The sense “turn back," which the word seems to have here, is not 
wholly foreign to Greek usage (cf. Hippocr. 135 E, of a fever, “ recur”), 

but it is rare, while in the LXX, following 231, that sense is very 
common. Cf. Mt. 12«. 

20. ywoeckéro. If the alternative reading, *yuwocxere, is 
adopted, it is to be taken as probably imperative, cf. 2! 3% 
57, etc. 

qooox£co čt] NAKLP minn vg boh. 
Ytvboxete Ett] B 69 1518 syrbel, 
om] ff sah. 

The omission by ff sah is mere freedom of translation. As between 
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yrwwoxétu and Ttvdoxete, the latter might have arisen from an attempt 
to eliminate the hard question, necessarily present with the reading 

tvwoxdtw, as to who (the converter or the converted) was the subject 
of the verb. The address &$eXgo( justified the change to the unam- 

biguous, but colourless, ytvócxete. On the other hand, it is unlikely 
that the influence of «t, should have led to the change from the wholly 
unobjectionable ytwósxere to yrwooxétw. The reading of N is accord- 
ingly the “harder” reading, and to be preferred. This is one of the 

rare instances of an emended reading in B. 
See P. Corssen, Góttingische gelehrte Anseiger, 1893, p. 585, B. Weiss, 

Zeilschrift für wissenschaflliche Theologie, vol. xxxvii. 1894, pp. 439—440. 

ék xddyns 0000 avrod, “from the error of his way,” cf. x Jn. 

4° for contrast of a\70e1a and rAavn. 
cóc€«, For instances of o@few in this sense with a human 

subject, cf. Rom. rr1!*, 1 Cor. 7!5, 1 Tim. 4!*. 

cóctti] For this reading (supported by all Greek witnesses, and by 

vg*»!'« Ambrst Cassiodor) ff with certain Vulgate Mss and Orig 
reads salvat. 

Similarly xaAóyet is translated with the present tense by vg and 
Origi** (but not by ff). 

V vx?» avro, i. e. the erring brother's soul, cf. 1% and note. 

Quxfiy|] BKL minn»!er ff sah. 
Q$ux3v adto] NA (chy duxi adtod) P minn vg boh syret, 
In the same connection it is to be noticed that B ff read éx @avérou 

abtod for the éx Oavérou of nearly all other witnesses. In,both cases 
the shorter reading is to be preferred. 

èk Üavdrov, The force of the sentence depends on this word, 

which expresses the seriousness of the situation when a man 
wanders from the truth, a seriousness which may easily be over- 
looked and forgotten. This sentence is no platitude, provided 
Üavdrov receives its proper emphasis. On Üavdrov, cf. 115 and 
3* yeévvns. Note how here, as in 1!5, death is the result of sin. 

Kadvpye. cNBos auapriov, Kadvurrew in connection with 

sins usually means * cause them to be forgotten," * procure par- 
don,” and that is the meaning here. Cf. Ps. 32'f- 85? (quoted 
Rom. 47), Neh. 4°, Ep. ad Diogn. 9. 

auapriay means the sins of the converter (so Roman Catholic 
commentators and some others); to refer it to the sins of the 
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converted person, as many do, makes a bad anticlimax. See 
Origen, Hom. in Levit. ii, 5 where converting a sinner is in- 

cluded as one method of securing forgiveness of one's own sins. 

Cf. Sohar 92. 18, ‘Great is the reward of him who leads back sinners 
to the way of the Lord,” 2 Clem. Rom. 15 prods yọ oóx Forty jxobc 

Rhavwaéyny puxhy xal dxodAupéyny dxoctoépat el; «b co75vat Pistis 

Sophia, ch. 104, Pirke Aboth, v, 26, ‘“ Whosoever makes the many 
righteous, sin prevails not over him." 

I Pet. 4* has a closely similar sentence, ayamn xaduwret 
rAnqᷓᷣos auapriav, introduced as if a familiar aphorism. It is 
also found in Clem. Rom. 49, 2 Clem. Rom. 16. See Light- 
foot's notes on both passages. 

Both 1 Peter and James are usually held to be dependent 
on the Hebrew of Prov. r1o!*, “Hatred stirs up strife, but Love 

hides all transgressions”? (Toy). There, however, the sense is 
not exactly “forgive” (as in the above-mentioned passages from 
the Psalms, etc.), but rather “hide,” “turn attention away 

from," other men's sins, as kindly feeling would suggest, cf. 
I Cor. 13°. 

Similar is the meaning in the rabbinical passages quoted by Wet- 
stein, where it is a question of keeping quiet about another's sin, of 
refraining from gossip, not of forgiveness. So Prov. 17* 8¢ xpéxte 

&dexhpata Quei prAlay. 

Moreover, the LXX of Prov. 10! (wavras dé rois un iño- 
vetxouvras Kadumret Qua) is wholly unlike the N. T. passages, 
and the resemblance of James to even the Hebrew text is too 
slight to justify the idea of direct influence upon him from that 
source. The sentence in x Pet. 4* may possibly have been in- 
fluenced by Proverbs, but it is more likely that some familiar 
Greek aphorism (all the associations of which can no longer be 
traced) has been used by 1 Peter, while a part of the same form 
of words has been independently used, in a very different sense, 
by James. 

See Lightfoot on Clem. Rom. 49 and 2 Clem. Rom. 16, Resch, 
Agrapha, pp. 248 f., Ropes, Die Sprüche Jesu die in den kanon- 
ischen Evangelien nicht überliefert sind, pp. 75 f. 
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cogóe, 244- 

avégavos, 150 ff. 
ouvaywyh, 188 f. 
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logical Faculty of the Victoria University and Professor of Biblical Exegesis 
in the University of Manchester, England. 

JEREMIAH. The Rev. A. F. KrzxPATRICE, D.D., Dean of Ely, sometime 
Regius Professor of Hebrew, Cambridge, England. 

EZEKIEL. The Rev. G. A. Cooxg, M.A., Oriel Professor of the Interpre- 
tation of Holy Scripture, University of Oxford, and the Rev. CHARLES F. 
bal EH D.Litt, Fellow and Lecturer in Hebrew, St. John's College, 

Or 

DANIEL. The Rev. JOHN P. Peters, Ph.D., D.D., sometime Professor 
of Hebrew, P. E. Divinity School, Philadelphia, now Rector of St. Michael’s 
Church, New York City. 

AMOS AND HOSEA. W. R. Harper, Ph.D., LL.D., sometime President 
of the University of Chicago, Illinois. [Now Ready. 

MICAH, ZEPHANIAH, NAHUM, HARBAKKUK, OBADIAH AND JOEL. 
Prof. Joan M. P. Surrg, University of CANO: W. Hayes WARD, D.D., 
LL.D., Editor of The Independent, New York; Prof. JULIUs A. BEWER, 
Union Theological Seminary, New York. [Now Ready. 

HAGGAI, ZECHARIAH, MALACHI AND JONAH. Prof. H. G. 
D.D.; Prof. Joun M. P. Surra, Ph.D., and Prof. J. A. BE Ph.D. 

ow Ready. 

ESTHER. The Rev. L. B. PATON, Ph.D., Professor of Hebrew, Hart- 
ford Theological Seminary. [Now Read y. 

ECCLESIASTES. Prof. GEORGE A. BARTON, Ph. D., Professor of Bibli- 
cal Literature, Bryn Mawr College, Pa. [Now Ready. 

RUTH, SONG OF SONGS AND LAMENTATIONS. Rev. CHARLES À. 

Bzrccs, D.D., D.Litt., sometime Graduate Professor of — Ency- 
clopedia and Symbolics, Union Theological Seminary, New Yor: 

THE NEW TESTAMENT 

ST. MATTHEW. The Rev. WILLOUGHBY C. ALLEN, M.A., Fellow and 
Lecturer in Theology and Hebrew, Exeter College, Oxford. [Now Ready. 

ST. MARK. Rev. E. P. Gourp, D.D., sometime Professor of New Testa- 
ment Literature, P. E. Divinity School, Philadelphia. (New Ready. 

ST. LUKE. The Rev. ALFRED PLUMMER, D.D., late Master of University 
College, Durham. (Now Ready. 
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ST. JOHN. The Right Rev. Jona Henry BrzNAzp, D.D., Bishop of 

HARMONY OF THE GOSPELS. The Rev. Wiiz1M Sannay, D.D. 
LL.D., Lady Margaret Professor of Divinity, Oxford, and the Rev. WIL- 
LOUGHBY C. ALLEN, M.A., Fellow and Lecturer in Divinity and Hebrew, 
Exeter College, Oxford. 

AeTS. The Rev. C. H. Turner, D.D., Fellow of MARCHE Coll 
Oxford, and the Rev. H. N. Bate, M.A., Examining Chaplain to the 
Bishop of London. 

ROMANS. The Rev. Wurm SAwDAY, D.D., LL.D., Lady erret 
Professor of Divinity and Canon of Christ Church, Oxford, and the Rev. 
A. C. HEADLAM, M.A., D.D., Principal of King’s College, London. 

[N ow Ready. 

I. CORINTHIANS. The Right Rev. Arcu Rosertson, D.D., LL.D 
Lord Bishop of Exeter, and Rev. ALrrep PLUMMEZ, D.D., late Master of 
University College, Durham. [Now Ready. 

li. CORINTHIANS. The Rev. Areen PLUMMER,| M.A., D.D., late 
Master of University College, Durham. [Now Ready. 

GALATIANS. The Rev. Ernest D. Burron, D.D., Professor of New 
Testament Literature, University of Chicago. 

EPHESIANS AND COLOSSIANS. The Rev. T. K. Assort, B.D. 
D.Litt., sometime Professor of Biblical Greek, Trinity College, Dublin, 
now Librarian of the same. [Now Ready. 

PHILIPPIANS AND PHILEMON. The Rev. MARVIN R. VINCENT, 
D.D., Professor of Biblical Literature, Union Theological Seminary, New 
York City. [Now Ready. 

THESSALONIANS. The Rev. JAMES E. Frame, M.A., Professor of 
Biblical Theology, Union Theological Seminary, New York City. 

[Now Ready. 
THE PASTORAL EPISTLES. The Rev. WALTER Lock, D.D., Warden 
of Keble College and Professor of Exegesis, Oxford. 

HEBREWS. The Rev. James Morrarr, D.D., Minister United Free 
Church, Broughty Ferry, Scotland. 

ST. JAMES. The Rev. James H. RoPzs, D.D., Bussey Professor of New 
Testament Criticism in Harvard University. [Now Ready. 

PETER AND JUDE. The Rev. CHARLES Bico, D.D., sometime Regius 
Professor of Ecclesiastical History and Canon of Christ Church, Oxford. 

[Now Ready. 

THE JOHANNINE EPISTLES. The Rev. E. A. Bzooxz, B.D., Fellow 
and Divinity Lecturer in King's College, Cambridge. [Now Ready. 

REVELATION. The Rev. Rosert H. CmarLES, M.A., D.D., sometime 
Professor of Biblical Greek in the University of Dublin. 
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THEOLOGICAL ENCYCLOP/EDIA. By CEARIES A. Briccs, D.D., 
D.Litt., sometime Professor of Theological Encyclopedia and Symbolics, 
Union Theological Seminary, New York. 

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE LITERATURE OF THE OLD TESTA. 

MENT. ByS. R. Driver, D.D., D.Litt., sometime Regius Professor of 
Hebrew and Canon of Christ Church, Oxford. 

[Revised and Enlarged Edition. 

CANON AND TEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT. By the Rev. JoHN 
SKINNER, D.D., Principal and Professor of Old Testament guage and Lit- 
erature, College of the Presbyterian Church of England, Cambridge, England, 
and the Rev. OWEN WHITEHOUSE, B.A., Principal and Professor of Hebrew, 
Chestnut College, Cambridge, England. 

OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY. By HENRY PRESERVED Surra, D.D., 
Librarian, Union Theological Seminary, New York. [Now Ready. 

CONTEMPORARY HISTORY OF THE OLD TESTAMENT. By 
Francis Brown, D.D., LL.D., D.Litt, President and Professor of 
Hebrew, Union Theological Seminary, New York. 

THEOLOGY OF THE OLD TESTAMENT. By A. B. Davmson, D.D. 
LL.D., sometime Professor of Hebrew, New College, Edinburgh. 

[New Ready. 

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE LITERATURE OF THE NEW TESTA. 
MENT. By Rev. James Morratt, B.D., Minister United Free Church, 
Broughty Ferry, Scotland. [Now Ready. 

CANON AND TEXT OF THE NEW TESTAMENT. By Caspar René 
Grecory, D.D., LL.D., Professor of New Testament Exegesis in the 
University of Lelpzi Now Ready. 

THE LIFE OF CHRIST. By Wma Saxnpay, D.D., LL.D., Lady 
Margaret Professor of Divinity and Canon of Christ Church, Oxford. 
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A HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY IN THE APOSTOLIC AGE. By 
AnrHUR C. McGrrrert, D.D., Professor of Church History, Union Theo- 
logical Seminary, New York. [Now Ready. 

CONTEMPORARY HISTORY OF THE NEW TESTAMENT. By 
Frank C. Porter, D.D., Professor of Biblical Theology, Yale University, 
New Haven, Conn. 

THEOLOGY OF THE NEW TESTAMENT. By GEORGE .B. STEVENS, 
D.D., sometime Professor of Systematic Theology, Yale University, New 
Haven, Conn. [Now Ready. 

BIBLICAL ARCH/EOLOGY. By G. BucHANAN Gray, D.D., Professor 
of Hebrew, Mansfield College, Oxford. 

THE ANCIENT CATHOLIC CHURCH. By RosezT Ramey, D.D., 
LL.D., sometime Principal of New College, Edinburgh. [Now Ready. 

THE LATIN CHURCH IN THE MIDDLE AGES. By ANDRÉ LAGARDE. 
[Now Ready. 

THE GREEK AND EASTERN CHURCHES. By W. F. Apeuzv, D.D., 
Principal of Independent College, Manchester. [Now Ready. 

THE REFORMATION IN GERMANY. By T. M. Lixpsay, D.D., Prin- 
cipal of the United Free College, Glasgow. [Now Ready. 

THE REFORMATION IN LANDS BEYOND GERMANY. By T. M. 
Linpsay, D.D. [Now Ready. 

CHRISTIANITY IN LATIN COUNTRIES SINCE THE COUNCIL OF 
TRENT. By PAUL SABATIER, D.Litt., Drome, France. 

THEOLOGICAL SYMBOLICS. By CHARLES A. Briccs, D.D., D.Litt., 

sometime Professor of Theological Encyclopedia and Symbolics, Union 
Theological Seminary, New York. [Now Ready. 

HISTORY OF CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE. By G. P. Fisuer, D.D., 
LL.D., sometime Professor of Ecclesiastical History, Yale University, 
New Haven, Conn. [Revised and Enlarged Edition. 

CHRISTIAN INSTITUTIONS. By A. V. G. Atten, D.D., sometime 
Professor of Ecclesiastical History, Protestant Episcopal Divinity School, 
Cambridge, Mass. [Now Ready. 

PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION. By Georce GarLowAy, D.D., Minister 
of United Free Church, Castle Douglas Scotland. [Now Ready 

HISTORY OF RELIGIONS. I. China, Japan, Egypt, Babylonia, Assyna, India, Persia, Greece, Rome. By Grorce F. Moore, D.D., LL.D., Pro- 
fessor in Harvard University. [Now Ready. 

HISTORY OF RELIGIONS. II. Judaism, Christianity, Mohammedanism. 
By GEorcE F. Moore, D.D., LL.D., Professor in Harvard University. 

APOLOGETICS. By A. B. Bruce, D.D., sometime Professor of New Testa- 
ment Exegesis, Free Church College, Glasgow. [Revised and Enlarged Edition. 
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THE CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE OF GOD. By WrrLIAM N. CLAREZ, D. D., 
sometime Professor of Systematic Theology, Hamilton Theological 
nary. [Now Ready. 

THE DOCTRINE OF MAN. By WiLLIAM P. PATERSON, D.D., Professor 
of Divinity, University of Edinburgh. 

THE DOCTRINE OF THE PERSON OF JESUS CHRIST. By H. R. 

MACKINTOSH, Ph.D., D.D., Professor of Theology, New unu er 
Ready. 

THE CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE OF SALVATION. By GeorcE B. STE- 
vens, D.D., sometime Professor of Systematic Theology, Yale University. 

[Now Ready. 

THE DOCTRINE OF THE CHRISTIAN LIFE. By WriLLIAM ADAMS 
Brown, D.D., Professor of Systematic Theology,” Union Theological 
Seminary, New York. 

CHRISTIAN ETHICS. By NEWMAN SuvrH, D.D., Pastor of Congrega 
tional Church, New Haven. [Revised and Enlarged Edition. 

THE CHRISTIAN PASTOR AND THE WORKING CHURCH. By 
WASHINGTON GLADDEN, D.D., Pastor of Congregational Church, Columbus, 
Ohio. [N Now Ready. 

THE CHRISTIAN PREACHER. By A. E. Garvie, D.D., Principal of 
New College, London, 

HISTORY OF CHRISTIAN MISSIONS. By CHARLES HENRY ROBIN- 
son, D.D., Hon. Canon of Ripon Cathedral and Editorial Secretary of the 
Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts. 

[Now Ready. 
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